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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the stmcture and propertles 0% magnetie fduxtubes in the solar photosphese, After 
a brlef introduction outlining the importanee 0% magnetie fields for the Sun and the stam, with particudar 
emphasis s n  the ro%e 0% fluxtubes, a description of po1arla;t.d light, ita prsperties, produetion, radlative transfea. 
in a stellar atmssphere, and measurednt is giwn, There follows an overview sf spectroscopy and polarlmetry 
with a Fourier transfom spectrometer (FTS). The data foming the basis of the hhesis, FTS spectra of Stokes 
P, V, and partly also Q in the visible and the infrared (1.5-1.7y), are described and their advantages (high 
spectral resolution, broad spectral range) and disadvantages (Iow spatial and temporal resslution) relative to 
other data sets are discussed. 

The analysis procedure is outlined. It is based on the identity V = BAH $I/dX valid for weak fields (i.e. 
. (%XPP < AAD), where .BAH Is the Zeeman Splitting and BAD Is the Doppler width. This relation is derived, 
inteqreted, and tested both analyticaPPy anid n~merical1.y~ Its integrated f o m  is used to detemine the 1%. 
profile, an approxhation of the magnetically unsplit Stokes I  inside the fluxtubes, It Bs also showw that sinnihr 
relations for the Q and U profiles (e.g. Q - d2%/dX2) are only valid in the h i t  of very weak llines, aad are 
therefore of n s  praetical d u e .  

The %Ines to be tinalysed (a set sf 450 unblended Fe I and 11 %ines) are listed and, wherever possible, their 
effective Land6 factors are determhed fmm Iaboratory rneasurements, thus rnaking the ana1ysi.s indepewdent of 
the validity 0% LS coupling. The Ihe  profiles are parametensed and a statistical analysk of these parameters 
i s  camied out. With the help of regresslon equatisns the dependences sf individual parametem on Zeeman 
splitting, Ene strength, exeltation potential, and wavelength are partially separated, a%%swXng some qualitative 
cowclusions to be drawn directly. Quantitative resulta are derived from detailled radiatiw transfer ealeulations 
in msdel fluxtubes, Ssme of the malw results and eonclusions are Iisted below: 
I. The temperature in the fiuxtubes of the observed ctctive regions Is found to be lower than in the fluxtubes 

of the quiet network, in particular in the deeper photospheric lagrem DetaiPed models of the temperatuse 
are derived and compared to earlier models published in the literature. New diagnostic techniques for tha 
fluxtube temperature are proposed. The importance 0% velocity broadening for the emplrical deteminatisn 
of temperature Is demonstrated. 

2. An upper limit of 0.25 km sec-% Is set on stationary flowe in fluxtubes from a detailed analysis of many lines 
at disk centre and, additisnall%r, the eentre-to-limb variatisn (Cm) of a few selected %ines. Both, absolute 
wavelengths 0% Stokes V and wavelength shifts relative to Stokes I ,  give the same result. The absence of 
downiiows is in contrast to most earlier me~urements  in the I i t a r a t ~ r e ~  which typica1ly show downflows 
N 0.5 km sec-%. 

3, Et is proposed that the observations of downflows publkhed in the literature may be expllained by the 
Iow spectral resolution of such observations combined with the blue-red asymmetry in Stokes V. As a 
quantitative verlfication, V profiles, recorded with high spectral resolution, are srneared by convoluting 
them with model apparatus functions. If approgriate amounts 0% spectsal smeaslng are used then the 
redshifts pubkhed in the Eterature are reproduced, Spectral smeaslng is found to infiuence otker fluxtube 
properties detemined from Stakes V quite strongly as well. 

4, Extensive observatisns of Stokes V asymmetry, with the area and amplitude of the blue wing beiwg different 
from the area and amplitude of the red wing, are deseribed. Mechansims for producing the asymmetry are 
diseussed an$ some indireet obsemabional evidenee for a connection between asymmetry an$ velocity is 
presented. The simplest meckanlsm giving rise to asymmetr%r, a stationary flow inside the fluxtube with a 

vertlcal gradient, is shown to produce profiles incompatible with the obsea\~ations and is tkus mled out. 
5 .  The presence 0% strong non-stationary motions in fluxtubes is dedueed from the large line widths of the Pv 

profiles. RMS veloeities of 3-4 km sec-' are obtained irrem the most broadened lines at disk eentre, These 
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values are considerably larger than in the quiet sun. 
6. Relatively model independent statistical methods of determining the magnetic field strength in fluxtubes as 

well as their filling facton are proposed. Their application to the data gives values compatible with those 
published in the literature. 

7. The importance of velocity broadening for the Stokes V 5250/5247 line ratio is dernonstsated. It is also 
shown that the CLV of the line ratio contains little significant information on the height variation of the 
magnetic field. Thus both a constant magnetic field with B = 1140 G and a magnetic field calculated with 
the thin tube approximation with B(T = 1) m 2000 G, are consistent with the data. 

Finally, MHD models of cylindrically symmetric fluxtubes are presented. The effects of magnetic tension are 
included via an expansion technique. Particular attention is given to the problem of merging. Thus a simple, 
and self-consistent formalism is develaped to take the influence of nelghbouring fluxtubes into account. TRe 
dependence of the merging helght an various parametess of the fluxtubes is discussed. It is shown that the thin 
fluxtube approximation is quite reliable for fluxtubes with radii less than approximately 100 km near r = 1. 



Zusammenfassung 

Diese Dissedation befasst sich mit der Struktur und den Eigenschaften von solaren magnetischen Flussröhrew. 
Zuemt wird die Rolle des Magnetfeldes der Sonne und anderer Sterne, unter besonderer Berücksichtigung seiner 
fibrilen Struktur, kurz skizziert, Es fo%gt,ehe Besch~ibung des polarisierten Lichts, dessen Eigenschaften, 
Entsteh~ngsmechanismen~ T%ansport &rch eine Atmosphäre und Messung, Besonderes Gewicht wird auf die 
Polarimetrie mit einem Fourier Transfosm Spektrometer (FTS) gelegt, da  die hier benützten Daten, Spektren 
von Stokes I, V und teilweise auch & Im sichtbaren und infraroten (1.5-1.7~) Wellenlangenbereish, mit einem 
FTS aufgenommen worden sind. 

Die Analysemethode wird umrissen. Sie beruht auf der fiir schwache Felder (d.h, BAH ag bXD) giaitigen 
Identität V - hXHdI/dX. Dabei ist, BAH die Zeemanaufsgaltung und hXD die Dopplerbreite. Diese Identitiit 
wird hergeleitet, interpretiert und sowohl analytisch wie numerisch geprüft. Unter Benutzung ihrer integrierten 
F o m  wird das bv Profil bestimmt. Dieses stellt eine Approximation des magnetisch unaufgespa1tenen Stokes 
I Profils innerhalb der F%ussröhre dar. Es wird auch gezeigt, dass ähnliche Beziehungen für die Stokes Q und 
U Profile (z,B. $ .u d2b/dAy nur h GrewzfB sehr schwacher Linien giiltig sind und ihnen deshalb keine 
praktische Bedeutung zukommto 

Die effektiven Laad6-Faktoren der 450 ungestQrten Fe 1 und 11 Linien, welche für die weitere Analyse beniatzt 
werden, werden wo immer mc)glic$P aus Lab~messungen bestimmt. Dadurch wird die Analyse unabhängig von 
der Giiltigkeit der LS-Kopplung, Die Linienpr~file werden parametes-kiert, und es wird eine statistische Analyse 
dieser Lhienparameter durchgefiihrt. Anhand von Regressionen werden die Einflüsse von Zeemanaufspalt~ng~ 
Linienstärke, Aairegungspotentid und Wel%en%änge auf die ehzelnen Linienparameter teilweise voneinander ge- 
trennt, so dass daraus direkt ehige qualitative Schlüsse über Eigenschaften von FlussrQhren gezogen werden 
kQnnen. Quantitative Resultate weiden aus dem Vergleich von detaillierten $trahlungstranspos%berechnuarageea 
in F%ussri)hrenmsdeIlen mit den Beobachtungen erzielt. Einige der Hauptresultate sind im Folgenden zusani- 
mengefasst. 

1. Die Temperatur in den F1ussri)hren dar beobachteten Netzwerk-Gebiete ist höher als in den F1ussröRren der 
beobachteten aktiven Gebieten, vorallem In den tieferen Schichten. Detaillierte Modelle der Temperatur= 
stmaktur werden aufgestellt und mit Zlteren Modellen verglichen. Neue diagnostische Hilfsmittel zur Be- 
stimmung der FPussröhrewtempera&us werden vorgestellt. Die Wichtigkeit der Geschwiindlgkeitsverbre- 
itemng der Spektralhien für die empirisch bestimmte Temperaturstmktur wird gezeigt. 

2, Für die Geschwindigkeit stationärer Strömungen wird eine obere Grenze von 0.25 km sek""eseta;t, Dies 
folgt sowohl aus einer statistischen Analyse aller Linien bei Sonnenmitte, wie auch aus der Mitte-Rand- 
Variation einiger ausgewählter Linien. Ferner geben sowohl die absolute Wellenlange von Stokes V, wie 
auch deren Wellenlängenverschiebung gegenüber Stokes P dasselbe Resultat. Dieses Resultat steht im 
Widerspruch su früheren Arbeiten, welche Abwärtsströmungen von 2 0.5 km sek-"beobachteten. 

3. Als mögliche Erklärung dieser Diskrepanz wird die schlechte spektrale Auflösung in Kombination mit der 
Asymmetrie des Stokes V Profils vorgeschlagen. Um diese These zu iiberprüfen, wird das mit hoher spek- 
traler Auflösung gemessene V Profil. küastllch verschmiert. Bei geeigneter Wahl der Vewchmiemng werden 
die älteren Beobachtungen von AbwärtsstrBmungen reproduzied. Auch einige andere Eigenschaf en von 
Flussröhren, welche aus Stokes V bestimmt werden, hangen stark von der spektralen AuBssung ab. 

4, Umfangreiche Beobachtungen der Stokes M Asymmetrie werden vorgeste%lt. Bei diesen Daten unterscheiden 
sich Plache und AmpEtude des blauen Fliigeb von denjenigen des roten, Mögliche Entstehungsmechanismen 
werden besprochen und Hinweise auf einen Zusammenhang mit den Massenbewegunge in den Flussrohren 
werden diskutiert. Der einfachste Mechanismus, eine stationäre Stromung in der Flussrohre mit einem ver- 
tikalen Gradienten, wird im Detail untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass dieser Mechanismus mit den Beobach- 
tungen inkompatibel ist, 
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5 .  Aus den grossen Breiten der beobachteten Iv Profile wird auf nichtstationäre Strömungen in den Flussröhren 
geschlossen. Die Linien mit den grössten Verbreiterungen liefern RMS Geschwindigkeiten von 3-4 km Sekel 
in der Nähe der Sonnenmitte. Diese Werte liegen um einiges hQher als bei der ruhigen Sonne (d.h. in 
magnetfeldfreien Gebieten) und lassen auf das Vorhandensein von Wellen und Oszillationen mit grossen 
Amplituden in Flussröhren schliessen. 

6. Es werden modellunabhängige statistische Methoden zur Bestimmung der Magnetfeldstärke in Flussröhren 
sowie des Füllfakton (Bedeckungsgrad) vorgeschlagen und angewandt. Die Resultate stimmen gut mit 
denjenigen in der Literatur überein. 

7. Der starke Einfluss der Geschwindigkeitsverbreitemng auf das Stokes V 525015247 Linienverhältnis wird 
untersucht. Ferner wird gezeigt, dass die Mitte-Rand-Variation dieses Linienverhaltnisses nur wenig In- 
formation über die Höhenabhängi@eitt der Magnetfeldstärke liefert. Dementsprechend können die Daten 
sowohl mit einem konstanten Magnetfeld von B = 1140 G als auch einem Magnetfeld welches mit der Höhe 
abnimmt (Dünne Flussröhren Approximation mit B(r= 1) W 2000 G) wiedergegeben werden. 

Schliesslich werden MHD Modelle von zylindenymmetrischen Flussröhren beschrieben. Der Einfluss der mag- 
netischen Spannung wird durch eine Reihenentwicklung berücksichtigt. Besonderes Gewicht wird auf das Prob- 
lem der Fusion zweier Flussröhren (merging) gelegt. Es wird ein einfacher, jedoch selbstkonsistenter Formal- 
ismus entwickelt, um den Einfluss benachbarter Flussröhren zu berücksichtigen. Die Abhängigkeit der Ver- 
schmelzungshöhe von verschiedenen Flussröhrenparametern wird beschrieben. Es wird auch gezeigt, dass die 
dünne Flussröhren Approximation für Flussröhren mit Radien kleiner als etwa 100 km relativ gut erfüllt ist. 
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1. Introduction 

The magnetism 06 the Sun was definitively established by Hale (1908b) when he pmsented conclusive evidence Rar 
the Zeeman effect in sunspots, thereby ending centuries of theoriaing On their gossible nature. Earlier, Lsckyes 
(1866) had noticed split spectral IIines in wnsgi)ots, but could not find any explanation for them (note that tliis was 
30 years before Zeernan9s laboratory expkriments). Bigelow (1889) had also been Ied to hypothise on the possible 
existente of a solar magnetic field by photographic studies of the solar corona during the eclipse of January 1889. 
POP many yeam the Sun remafned the only magnetic star observed, and except for the 'invisible sunspots' of Bale 
(1922a, b), even it was thought to have a magnetic field largely restricted to sunspots (we disregard the spurious 
dipolar field of 50 G found by Hale, 1913). 

A new age was heralded near the middle of the centusy, when Babcock (1947) discovered a strong rnagnetic 
field on the A2p star 78 Vir and the invention of the photoelectric magnetograph (Babcock and Babcock, 1952; 
Thiessen, 1952; Miepenheuer, 1953) alllowed t he firnt systematic investigations of non-sunspot solar magnetic 
fields (Babcock and Babcoek, 1955). Since then both solar and stellar rnagnetic fields have played an increasingly 
important role in the context of solar ans% stellar physics- 

For the rneasurement sf solar magnetie fielda a wide variety 0% techniques have been used, and a wealth 
0% detailed infomation Ihm baen obtained. The largest body of obclervatiows exists fcar tha solar photosphere, 
wkere extensive observations in sunspcats, facula, and the network have been carried out using the Zeernan 
effect, msstly via the pslarization it induees In the spectral lines (cf- chapter 2). Since such observations will 
be quoted extensively in later chaptem ob this thesis, no references will be glaren here, A smaller number 0% 

photosgheric observa,tions also exist which r n a b  uso of the Hanle effect (e.g. StenfIo, 1982; Hawey, 1986). The 
Hanle effect has also been used to e a q  out direct rneasurements of chromasgBeric magnetic fielda; in, Ror example, 
prominences (e.g, Bornrnier et al., 3198i; Quepfe1d et arg 1985; for a review see Eeroy, 1985). Above sunspots, the 
Zeeman effect pslarization Ln transition region fines has yielded field strengths of 1000 G (Henze et al„ 1982). 
The chromosphere also contains strong indii-ect indicaton of magnetic activity, e,g. Ha  structures arid Ca I1 H 
and M plages. It was spectroheliograms in Ha, which fint led Male (1908a) to suspect that sunspots may ba 
magnetie in nature. Skumanich et al. (1975) have shown that a good correlation exists between photaspheric 
magnetic flux and Ca II emission, a result of great importance for the interpretation of stellar Ca I1 obsergratisrts 
in t e m s  of magnetic activity9 Coronal fields have beew memured via the Banale effect /$ues%eld, 1977). Radis 
sbservations also provide good diagnosties 0% the magnetic field in the higher atrnosphere (Lang an$ Wi%ksaw, 
1979; Lang, 1983; see also Stenflo, 1978, for a review of older observations) and Xanthakis (1969) Bas derived 
a relation between photosgheric magnetic fields and the radio ernission. Anather indicator of coronal magnetic 
fields is the X-ray flux. Golub et al. (1980, 1982) find a good cosselation between coronal pressure and thermal 
energy content, as derived frorn Skylab X-ray data, and photospheric magnetic fie9d density. In the solar wind 
the magnetic field has been measured in  situ from satallites. Finally, magnetic fields are expected to penetrate 
to considerable depths in the convection Zone (cf. SchGssler, 1984b, for a theoretical overview). So far no direct 
method of measuring these fields exlsts, although Zweibel and Bogdan (1986) point out that it is in principle 
possible to measure magnetic fields in the convection Zone through their influence On solar oscillations. Thus, 
magnetic fields have been detected in al% the obseivable layers of the Sun, Their fundamental importance for 
'aetive' phenomewa: sunspots, plages, prominences, sgfcu%es, Bares, etc., is undoubted. I$ is also generally agreed 
tha& the transition region and the corona are magnetically Beated (cf* Schmieder and Mein, 1981; Golub et al., 
1980, 1982; recewt reviews have been givem by Heyvaerts, 1985, an$ Hammer, 1987). I& has recently also beew 
suggested that ehe solar wind is gartly magnetleally driven, since the high speed strearns camnat be produeed by 
gas pressure alone (Pxaeuman, 1985). 

The solar magnetic field changes on all so far observed time scales, ranging from a few minutes to humdreds 
of yearsr. In 1611 Galilei noticed the firnt indications of this variabilith when he observed that sunspots have 
everchanging shapes and sizes (Secchi, 1871), Discovery of wriability on a Ionger time scale foIJlowed in 1843, when 
Schwabe first annonnced a periodicity of about 10 yean in the ocrurence of sunspots (Secchl, 1871; Clerke, 1 885). 
This sunspot cgrcle has sinee been extensively studied. It is now kwown to have an average period of approxhately 
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11.1 yeam, subject to considerable scatter (Wolf, 1877; Waldmeier, 1961, 1976) and a modulation over even longer 
periods (Eddy, 1980). However, the major discovery relating to the sunspot cycle was its correspondance to half 
a cycle of the solar magnetic field found by Hale et al. (1919). Today the manifold indications of the solar cycle 
(sunspot number, coronal shape, strength of radio emission, frequency of active regions and flares, distribution 
of surface magnetic flux, etc.) are interpreted as the surface manifestations of an internal change in the magnetic 
field geometry. A theoretical description of this evolution of the large scale structure of the Sun's magnetic field 
is given by the dynamo theories (Schüssler, 1983; Gilman, 1983; Belvedere 1985), which attempt an explanation 
in terms of induction effects in conducting fluid masses. According to these theories the main forces responsible 
for the generation of magnetic fields are solar differential rotation and (turbulent) convection. 

1s the Sun a Special case, or do magnetic fields play a similar role in other s tan  as well? Many stars below 
the main sequence, e.g. white dwarfs, ha* been observed to have magnetic fields considerably stronger than the 
Sun (Angel, 1978). But, except for Ap and Bp s t an  with their usually simple dipole-like magnetic field structure 
(e.g. Stibbs, 1950; Babcock, 1958; Borra et al., 1982; Mathys and Stenflo, 1986) no s t a a  on or above the main 
sequence in the HR diagram readily show Stokes V polarization Signals indicative of photospheric magnetic fields 
(a possible exception is Boo A, which shows a weak field of 25 G; cf. Borra et al., 1984). However, this does 
not imply the absence of magnetic fields for all other stars, since due to the tangled nature of its magnetic 
field, with many bipolar regions scattered over its disk, the Sun also exhibits disappearingly small (B) values 
for magnetograms averaged over the whole disk. If the magnetic field of other s tan  were also in this tangled 
state, then it would necessarily be unobservable with polarization methods. An alternative is to search for the 
change in the unpolarized line profile due to magnetic fields, One such method, the so-called Robinson technique 
(Robinson, 1980), has been successfully applied to detect the presence of strong magnetic fields in a number of 
late type s t an  (Robinson et al., 1980; Marcy, 1983, 1984). Other similar techniques have been developed and 
applied by Giampapa et al. (1983), Gray (1984)' Saar and Linsky (1985), and Saar et al. (1986). According 
to Linsky (1985) strong tangled magnetic fields have now been measured directly on main sequence stars with 
spectral types ranging from GQV to dM3.5e. On the other hand, Marcy and Bruning (1984) failed to find direct 
evidence for magnetic fields on late type giants. 

Nevertheless, the full significance of magnetic fields for, in particular, late type s tan  (including giants) only 
becomes evident when we include the .manifolld indirect indicators of stellar magnetic fields. One of the most 
widely used of these indicators is the Ca I1 H and K flux (Zwaan, 1983; Noyes, 1985). Its variation over a time 
Span of years has provided clear evidence of the presence of stellar activity cycaes with periods similar to the solar 
cycle (Wilson, 1978; Vaughan, 1983; Baliunas and Vaughan, 1985). Short tenn variations of the Ca I1 H and K 
flux, visual magnitude, and flux in UV lines have been used to diagnose the presence of starspots (e.g. Baliunas 
and Dupree, 1982; Marstad et al., 1982; Vogt, 1983). Even their approximate position on the stellar disk and 
its differential rotation have in some cases been deduced (Vogt and Penrod, 1983a, b; Baliunas et al., 1985). 
Measurements with the EINSTEIN satellite have shown that stars of practically all spectral types along the main 
sequence emit significant amounts of X-rays (Vaiana, 1983). Whereas, for early type s t a n  these observations 
can be explained by shocks in massive radiatively driven winds (e.g. Rosner et al., 1985), for late type stars the 
observed X-rays require the presence of coronze (Vaiana, 1983; Rosner, 1986). EUV spectra obtained with the 
IUE satellite have also proved the existente of chromospheres and transition regions in late type stars (Linsky, 
1985; Noyes, 1985). Furthermore, both EUV and X-ray measurements have shown that the coronal heating 
mechanism has to be magnetic in nature for all late type stars (Linsky and Ayres, 1978; Basri and Linsky, 1979; 
Vaiana et al., 1981). Finally, microwave emission from stellar coroncr! has also been detected (Gary and Linsky, 
1981, Dulk, 1985). 

Fig. 1.1 gives an overview of stars which are directly or indirectly thought to be of 'solar type'. Linsky (1985) 
defines a 'solar type' Star as a Star which has a turbulent magnetic field sufficiently strong to  control the dynamics 
and energetic in its outer atmospheric regions. He summarises the present Situation as follows, U. . . evidence 
is accumulatlng rapidly that magnetic fields lie at the heart of much of the rich phenomenology of 'activity' in 
cool s taa .  This is not to say that magnetic fields control all phenomena, but rather that magnetic fields usually 
detemine the geometry, time variability, non-radiative heating rates, inhomogeneity, and ultirnately the global 
energy balance in stars located in a wide range of the cool half of the H-R diagram." 

That the dynamo mechanism is also responsible for the magnetic iields of 'solar type' stars is indicated by 
the c~rrelation between the stellar rotation rate and the X-ray emission (Pallavicini et al., 1981), and between 
rotation and Ca I1 emission (Kraft, 1967; Middelkoop and Zwaan, 1981; Middelkoop, 1982). The theory of stellar 
dynamos is reviewed by Schüssler (1983) and Belvedere (1985). 
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the H-P% diagram where massive whds occur and Rot pliasxns is apparently absent (fmm L i n s k ~  1985). 

I So fiss we have briefly reviewed measurements of xnagnetic fields ow the Snn and s t a q  as weil as some 0% the 

i consaquences of such fields. An important Open question is the stmcture of the magnetic field, In this sespect 
1 &Be Sun, behg the only star resolvab%e in any detail, must for the time being provide msst of the infomatiow 
I b r  al% 'solar type9 stam (with the possible exception of those few highly active staw whose rotation light cumes 

geld some sough indirect infomation sn  the Xarge scale gesmetry of their magnetic field). 
Let us therefore summarilie the presently acsepted picture of the stmcture 0% the ghotospheric magnetic 

fie%d an the Sun. Almost all of the magnetic field is bundlled ints struetures with field strengths in excess of 1 kG 
(Stewfls, 1973; Masvey, 1977; Zwaan, 1978). Degending on tha diameter or the magnetic flux 0% theae stmetures, 
they sesult in sunspots, pores or (small) fluxtubes (often also called magnetic elements, s r  magnetic fibrils), 
Fluxtubes, in contsast to the much rarer sunspots and pores, are found everywhere s n  the solar disk, both in 
aetlve segions and in quiet regions at the boundaries of supergranule cells (e.g. Leighton et al., 1962, Simon and 
Eeighton, 1964). Since this thesis is concerned with the structure of these small rnagwetic elements let us briefly 

I diseuss some 0% thelr properties and the rolle they play in the context of solar physies and thesefore also of other 
I 

pso%arp typeP stam. 
Theoretlca%%y~ fiuxtnbes are thought to f o m  as a sesult of the iwteraction sf eoa~veetiow with the magnetic 

, fie%do The field is expelled fmm ehe centres of turbulewee elemewts towards their bouxrdaries (Proctor aad W ~ I S S ~  
1982). Thk meehankm works both at tbe levei of the supergranulation and the granuliatian (Nordbund, 1983, 
1986; TitPe et al., 1987). The final eoncentratiow takes platze by a conveetive instabilitgi, ]L% the instobilily 

I starts out as a dowwdräft, then the magnetic fie%d will be greatly strengthened by the resultiag evacuation of 
the tube. The magnetic field has a stabilising influenee and oace tha field has been sudffciently strengthened a 
stable configusation can result (Spmit, 19'99). Reeent mumerica% ealculationa suggest that the final state is ons 
of ovemtable oscillatisns (Kasan, 1984, 1985, 1986) as inltially propoaed by Spruit (1979), 

&om an obsemational point of view the critical property of fiuxtubes 4s their size, A diarneter sf oftew 
less bhan the best presently available spatial resolution of 2Q8-360 km (Mehltretter, 1974; Ramsey et al., 197'9) 
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makes the rest of their properties very hard to detemine by direct methods. This has led to the development 
of a few powerful indirect techniques which have yielded information on some of the fundamental parameters 
of fluxtubes, for example that they have field strengths of 1000-1500 G (Stenflo, 1973; Harvey and Hall, 1975) 
and that they are hotter than their surroundings (Chapman and Sheeley, 1968; Harvey and Livingston, 1969). 
The limits of the methods available until recently are clearly demonstrated by the following few examples of the 
many unanswered questions relating to fluxtubes. Very little is known about how the magnetic field and the 
temperature v a q  with height. The velocity structure in fluxtubes, their diameters? lifetimes, and evolution are 
even less certain. All in all, our knowledge of many aspects of these structures is very fragmeritary. The main 
aim of this thesis 5s to develop new indirect methods of-analysis, improve older methods (often involving model 
calculations), and apply these to the problem of the internal structure of solar magnetic fluxtubes in order to 
obtain a better idea of their magnetic fiey, temperature and velocity stratification. 
Finally8 we list a few points summarising the role of fluxtubes on the Sun. 

e Qver 90% of the non-sunspot magnetic flux is concentrated into small fluxtubes (Howard and Stenflo, 1972; 
Razier and Stenflo, 1972). 

e They are the most likely candidates for transporting the energy needed to heat the corona from the convection 
Zone into the higher atmosphere (Spruit and Roberts, 1983). It hw also been recently proposed that the 
chromosphere may actually exist only in fluxtubes (Ayres et al., 1986). 

e They f o m  the footpoints of chromospheric and coronal magnetic structures (cf. Altschuler and Newkirk, 
1969; Altschuler et al., 1977, who calculate potential coronal fields, using the magnetic field distribution 
obtained from photospheric magnetograms as the lower boundary cndition). 

e Spicules are concentrated in the network and are thus also associated with the magnetic fine structure 
(e.g. Dunn, 1972; Beckers, 1972). Theoretical calculations suggest that spicules may be one observable 
chromospheric manifestation of fluxtube waves (Hollweg et al., 1982; Hollweg, 1982). 

e The fibril structure of the field affects the dynamo mechanism (Schüssler, 1983). 
* Pluxtubes also affect solar convection, thereby changing the structure of the granulation and the heat 

transport, at least locally, in the upper part of the convection Zone (e.g. Spruit, 1977; Deinser et al., 1984b; 
Cavallini et al., 1985; Brandt and Solanki, 1987; Title et al., 1986). As a result they also affect the total 
Iuminssity of the Sun (Willson, 1984). 

Perhaps, the fundamental role that small fluxtubes play for our undentanding of many phenomena on the Sun 
and late type Stars, is Best described in the words of Parker (1985), UObservations show that the activity has 
its origin at the small scales (50-100 km) of the individual magnetic fibriIs in the Sun. Bence, the obsewational 
study of stellar activity begins with the microscopy of the surface of the Sun." Such microscopy is the subject of 
t his t hesis. 



2. Polarized Light 

The empirieal study of solar rnagnetic fieilds is Xntimateby linked to the measurement and the interpretation of 
sgeetra in poliarized light. In the presence of a magnetic field light becomes polarized thraugh bhe Zeeman effect, 
If the light passing thrsugh the magnetic field is already polarlzed, then its polaRzation ellipse ean be rotated 
aa a ressnlt 0% the Fasaday and Voigt effectsyi and the radiation can also be partially depola~zcrd via the Bade  

/ 
effect, which we shall not discuss further; see e.g., Stenllo (1971) and Leroy (1985) h r  additional infomation. 
In this chapter we shall consider the description of polariaed light (Sect. 2,1), some psoeesses givlng rlse to 
it and affecting it (Sects. 2.2 and 2.3), its transfer in a stellar atmosphere (Sect. 2.4) an$ some aspects of lts 
measurement (Sect. 2.5). 

$he study of polarized radiation has a long history (cf. e.g. Robson, 1974; Clarke and Grainger, 1971). 
Bartholinus (1670) and Huygens (1690) discovered polarlzation, when theg noticed that light which had passed 
thmugh a piece of (doubly refractlng) calcite behaved differently h m  ordinary light. Ee  was able to  describe 
the behaviour of the ordinary ray with his warn constnietion, but not that of the extraordinary ray. Around 
1817, Mouwg suggested that light waves are transvene rather thaw PongitndinaE vibsations, and in 1824 Fresnel 
showed tkat they are exclinsively transverse waves. The resulting transverse vector theary allowed far the Erst 
time a description of polarization phenomena. The t a r n  gpo%arizationP was intrsduced by Malus in 1810 when 
describing the production of polarized light by reflectisn and was derived fror%% the word 'po$an.lty2 emp%syed 
earlier to deseribe the two-fold nature of magnetic poles. 

2@le Descripticpn of Pollarized Light: Stokes Parameters 

Fonr parameters are required for a, complete and consistent descrlption 0% polarized radiation (including partial 
polarization), and since the work of Chandrasekhar (1947, 1950) the system 0% %aus Stokes parameters has 
established itself as the sbandard representation in optical solar physics and stellar astronomy. This system has 

.ehe advantage that it only contains real numben which are directly measureable, which all have the same physieal 
dimensions, which have a direct relationship to the physical processes of the studied object, and which allow the 
radiative transfer equation to be written in a straightforward rnanner, 

1x1 Cartesiaw coordinates the vibration sf the electrle field vector, ( E „  tu), of light propagating in the z- 

directlon can be written as 

where W is the circular frequency of the vibration, Ez, and tyo are the maximum amplitudes of the electric vector 
in the z and y directions, and E ,  and are its respective phases. In a basis of two mutuallly orthogonal linearly 
polarized vectors (e.g. the vectoa with (f, ,  fy) = (COS wt, 0) and (0, cos w t )  respectively), the Stokes pararneters 
for an arbitrarily pslarized beam of light can be wrltten as 

In, ES$. (2.2) P, Q ,  U, and M are the Stokes parameters named after Sir George Gabrlel Stokes (1819-1983), who 
firnt introduced them (Stokes, 1852). According to hls principle of optical equin%encey beams sf ligke which have 
the Same 'Stokes parametersm are indistinguishable as regards inten~lty~ degree of goianzatisn and pslarizatiow 
fom,  P, = (J,&), Iy = ($;o), and the bracbts ( ) Benote averaging sver time in Eq. 62.2). IjlQr tseally polarized 
light the averaging over time is not necessary. It then follows directly h m  Eq. (2.2) thot 
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Therefore only three Stokes parameters are required to describe totally polarized light. In order to clarify the 
meaning of the different Stokes parameters somewhat more (specially U and V, whose interpretation is not 
obvious from Eq. (2.2)), we introduce the quantities ß and p, such that tanP = L,/&„ where tu„ and Ebo are 
the magnitudes of the major and minor semi-axes, of the polarization ellipse described by the electric vector. If 
a and b are the direction vectors of the major and minor semi-axes respectively, then cp is defined as the angle 
between a and the X-direction. Fig. 2.1 illustrates these definitions. 

Fig. 2.1 Polarization ellipse for the electric vector 
(Ez, E,). The major and minor semi-axes 
have lengths E„ and Eb0, respectively; p is 
the angle between the major axis and the 
2-axis (adapted from ~obson)  1974). 

We can now write the Stokes parameten for the general case of partially polarized light as (e.g., Wittmann, 
P973b) 

I =  Io+ I,, 
Q = I, cos 2ß cos 2p,  

U = I, cos 2ß sin 29,  

V = I, sin 2ß. 

Here I. and I, represent the intensities of the unpolarized and the polarized fractions of the light respectively. 
In Eq. (2.4) the expressions for Q, U, and V bear a close resemblence to the description of a vector in three 
dimensional spherical coordinates. This analogy can be used to construct a simple geometrical representation of 
the polariaed fraction of light, a representation introduced by Poincard (1892) and which is consequently named 
the Poincare sphere. We shall not consider it further here, but refer to, e.g., Robson (1974) for a short description, 
For partially pollarized light Eq. (2.3) has to be replaced by the inequality 

Rom Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) the meanings of the four Stokes parameters can be easily reconstmcted. Stokes I is 
obviously just the total intensity of the light, while Stokes Q, U, and V can be interpreted as follows: 

Q = I'in (P = 0) - Iiin (P = ~ / 2 )  

W = Iiin (P = ~ / 4 )  - hin (P = 3 ~ / 4 ) ,  

V = Ici„(right) - Ici„ (left). 

Right circularly polarized light is defined as light with an electric vector rotating clockwise when viewed from 
the front at  a fixed point in space. It is clear from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) that V = 0 is a necessary condition for 
light to be linearly polarized. Similarly Q = W = 0 is required for light to be circularly polarized. The quantities 
on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.6) are not totally independent, since 

The polarization state of a light beam can be written in a compact form by intreducing the Stokes vector 
lT = (I, Q, U, V), where the symbolT represents the transpose. The effect of an optical device on a polarized beam 
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A first version of this equation was derived by Land6 (1923), but the correct physical meaning of the different 
quantum numbers, specially of the spin, was not realised until 1925 (Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit, 1925, 1926). If 
S = 0 (i.e. no Spin) then g = 1, if L = 0 (i.e. only spin) then g = 2. For some levels (e,g. 4D1,z, 5F1) the 
Land6 factor is Zero and these levels do not split in the first order perturbation theory carried out here. Condon 
and ShofeIey (1964) tabulate the terms of interest, including those without Zeeman splitting. The calculation 
of g-factors becomes considerably more complicated when LS-coupling no longer applies. F o r m u l ~  and methods 
for their calculation in jj-coupling are given by e.g. Sobel'man (1972). 

I 2.2.2. Normal and Anomalous Zeeman Eflect 

The normal Zeeman effect is exhibited by lines which are either formed by transitions between two levels that 
have equal Land6 facton, for example between two singlets (which implies g = I), or between a J = 1 and a 
J = 0 level. In the former case the two levels will split into a different number of sublevels, since the J values of 
the two levels are different. This is due to the dipole radiation selection rule: AL = I 1  and because L = J for 
S = 0. However, the separation between two sublevels of consecutive M will be the Same for both levels. The 
M selection d e s  for electPic dipole radiation, 

with the additional constraint that 

M = 0 -+ M = 0 is forbidden for A J - 0 ,  (2.13) 

cause the spectral line to split into exactly three components (See Fig. 2.2, taken from Berzberg, 1944), having 
the frequencies vo and vo f pogB. g is now the Land6 factor of the line and is in this case identical to the g-factor 
of any one of the two levels. The unshifted ( A M  = 0) component is called the T-component, while the A M  = if-1 
components are refemed to as the (T*-components. The AM = +1 component is shifted towards the red, while 
the A M  = -1 component is shifted towards the blue (for a positive Land6 factor). 

In the case of a J = 1 4 J = 0 tkansition it is obvious that the line splits into exactly tkree components, 
since J = 0 does not split while the J = 1 level splits into three components. The g-factor of the line in this case 
is identical to the g-factor of the J = 1 level. 

In the more common case of anomalous Zeeman splitting, the upper and lower levels of the transition have 
different g-facton. The spectral line will then usually have more than three components. However, the distinction 
between (T- and n-components is still made (See Fig. 2.3, taken from Herzberg, 1944). In analogy to the g-factor 
for a Zeeman triplet, an effective Land6 factor, g , ~ ,  is defined for spectral lines showing anomalous Zeeman 
splitting (Shenstone and Blair, 1929), which can be written as 

In Eq. (2.14) the subscripts 1 and U denote the lower and upper levels involved in the transition respectively. 
The effective Land6 factor geff is a measure of the wavelength shift of the centre of gravity of the U-components 
(for example for A M  = +I) with respect to the wavelength of the unsplit Iine, Xo. It should be noted that Eq. 
(2-14) is symmetrical with regard to the exchange of the upper and lower levels (gr, J[ +-+ gu, J,), and that it is 
also valid for the normal Zeeman effect (if we set g = 0 for a J = 0 level). Neither is its validity restricted to 
the case of LS-coupiing as long as the g, and gi values taken are the correct ones, as has been noted by Landi 
DegllInnocenti (1982). We shall use this property of Eq. (2.141 to determine empirical geE values for a number 
of unblended solar iron lines, and thus take the effects of departure from ES-coupling on our analysis partially 
into account (cf. Sect. 4.3.3). Beckers (1969~) has tabulated the geE values for transitions between levels of many 
different J, L, and S values. 

2.2.3. Polarization, Intensity, and Splitting of the Zeeman Components 

The polarization rules for the different Zeeman components result from a straightforward derivation of the 
seiection rules for M; cf. Eq. (2.12). However, for the sake of brevity we refer to Berzberg (1944) for a simple 
derivation and restrict ourselves to listing the results. 



2. PoLarizcrd Light 

Without meld With Weld M 

Fig. 2.2 Normal Zeeman effect for a transition 9 = Fig, 2 3  Anomalons Zeeman effect of the Na I Ba 
3 -. J -: 2. The a m w s  representing iline, V3,i2 -+ 2Sl/2- Note that contrary 
the transitiosas form three groups of egnal to Fig. 2.2, arpows indicating transitions 
A M .  The a m w s  51 eack groug have egnd with equal A M  n s  langer have the sawe 
Iength and therefore give riss to one and langt%%, beeause of tke difference in split- 
tke same line in the splitting pattem vkl- ting in the upper and lower states (fmm 
bEe in the 1ower part of figure (fmm Herz- Berzberg, 1944). 
berg, 1944). 

e nansrversall Z e e m a n  effect: When tha angle betweew the line of sight and the magnetic field veetar, 
7 - 98", then the T-components are liaaeady polarized parallel to B and the a-eomponents are llinearly 
polarlized pesgendicular to B (a for 'senkrechtm). 

c Longitudinal Z e e m a n  effect: For 7 = 0° or 7 = 180' no T-components are visible and the cr-components 
are circularly polarized. For an emission Ene an8 7 = 0' the AM = -1 csmponent 1s %eft clrculady polarized, 
while the AM = 4-1 component k right circularly polarieed (Condon and Sh~xtIegr~ 1964). F$r an emisslon 
line awd 7 = 180Q, or for an absomptiow line and 7 - 8" the ps%anl?;ations are revenged. Note: The Zeeman 
eReet in absosgtion spectra is often called the reveme Zeeman effect, 
For a general dakection the light is usually dliptically po$ar%sed, witk the major axis of the pslarizatiow elPipse 
0% the a-compsnents being perpendlcular to that of the T-eomponents, 

Fig, 2.4 Illustration of the polarizations and right 0 (--pft 
strengths 0% the individual components 
for longitudinal and transversal Zeeman L o n g i t u h c s ,  
effects for the normal Zeeman tnplet 
(from Condon and Shortley, 1964). 

Tsons Ferse 

Let Sn(Mg7)  be the unnormalised relative strengths 0% the different Zeemaax compoaients, whew viewed at 
the angle 7 to the fiel$, in an opticaliy thiai medium, under the assurnptiow that a%% Zeeman sublevels are equa%%y 
papnlaked. n -- A M  .= 0,  %I and -J  $ M < J, Hswever, tha exaet Iimits to tke value sf M depend sn AM 
awd A J ,  Both J ond M sefer to the initial state of tke atom, Sn(M, 7 - T/%) values for dipsie radiatian aie 
listed in Tabk 2.1, which has been takew from Condon and Shortley (1964). $Be 5,(M, 7 =. ~ / 2 )  values were 
Erst denlved theoretically by Honl (1925) and Kronig (1925) independentlgr. Strengths fos guadmpol radiation 
are listed bgr Beckers (f969b). Et should be noted that the relative intensities of the %eeman csmponents are 
indepeadent of the coupling scheme, in contrast to their shifts (i.e. the g-factor plays no rs%e in detemining the 
intewsikies), Sn should not be confused with the spln quantam number 5. 
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Table 2.1 Unnomalised intensities Sn(M, 7 = x/2) of the Zeeman components 

M + M - 1 ( A M = - 1 )  M - - + M ( A M = 0 )  M - + M + l ( A M = + l )  

For use in radiative transfer calculations, these strengths have to be nonnalised such that 

The strengths of the individual Zeeman components for an arbitrary angle 7 can be determined from the strengths 
at 7 = n/2 via the Seares fonnulae (Seares, 1913) 

where upper and lower signs in the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.16) are applicable for right- and left-handed circular 
analysers respectively. For the three groups of Zeeman components ( A M  = 0, Il) the profiles in a stationary, 
optically thin medium are 

@o = So(M, r /2)  X(a,  - vo (M)), 
M 

@-.L = S-i (M, */2) H(a,  u - V- l (M)) ,  
' M  

when viewed perpendicularly to the magnetic field. In Eq. (2.17) 

is the Voigt profile firnt derlved by Voigt (1913), with 

being the dimensionless distance from the line centre wavelength, Xo. AXD is the Doppler width, which for a 

stellar atmosvhere can be written as 

Here Ic is the Boltzmann constant, M, is the mass of the atom, T is the temperature, tmi, is the microturbulence 
velocity (we have assumed the microturbulence to be distributed in the form of a Gaussian as well), and C is the 
speed of light. In Eq. (2.18) 

rxg 
a =  ' (2.21) 

4xcAXD ' 
where Ir is the damping constant (See Sect. 2.4.5 for more infonnation). More details on the physical background 
of M(a, V )  are given by Mihalas (1978). H(a ,  V) is symmetric with regard to V, 

Negative values of a are unphysical. In Eq. (2.17) the quantities 



are the dimensionless wavelength shifts of the Zeeman components. In Eq. ( 2 2 3 )  Xo, BAD are in A, and B is in 
G. The Lande factors of individual Zeeman cornponents of the spectral. line g,(M), caw be detemined from the 
9-factom oP the upper and lower levels via 

where g an$ g' are the Lande-factors of the initial and final Iearel 0% the transition awd may be calculated using Eq. 
(2.11), The maximan, and minimum values-,of M depend on A M  = n and AJ. Beckenis (1969~) has tabulated 
the strengths, & ( M ,  a~/2), and Land6 Mctors g,,(M), h r  all the Zeeman eomponents of transitions between a 

comprahensive set of configurations. 
If the medium is not optically thin, the emergent line profiles have to be detemined by solving the radiative 

transfer equation. Then the absorption profiles glven by Eq. (2.17) are proportional to the absorlption coeffieients, 
%.e. the absorption coefficient of a spectral line fonned in a magnetic field splits up into the three components, 
n, M @,, (n = 0, Q1). We shall return to this case in Sect. 2.4. 

23, Anamalous Dispersion 
The Zeeman effect induces not only a change in the absorption coefficient for light in a material, so that the 

different polariaaation statas are absorbed differentlag at a partieular wavelength, but also in the refractive index, 
$0 tha& waves in different polarkation states travel at different vePocitiea through tha m a t e ~ a l ,  The medium thus 
b w m e s  birefringent and acta similarly to certain crystab which are naturally birefringent, e.g. ea%cite $%inearly 
birefxingent, i.e. orthogonal linear polarizations travel a t  different speeds), sr quartr (cireularly birefringent; cf, 
gJ1ark.e and Grainger, 1971). This anomalous dispersion gives Iase to the so eaUed magnetooptical effects, the 
bast knoww of whieh.is Faraday rotation. 

In I845 Micheal Faraday ((1791-1867) olasemd that the plane of pslarization of linearly polarised light was 
rotated absut its propagation axk when it pasaed through sllicated borata of lead glass whieh was placed in a 

magnetic fiel$ parallel to the dlraction of propagation of the light passing through it. He described his discswr-y 
as follows. ". . . I recently resumed the Inqulry by exgerlment in a most striet and searching manner, an$. 
have at last succeeded in magnetiking und electrifying B ray oj' light . . . ' (Faradayj 1855). This effect of a 
longitudinal field is now known either as Faraday rotation or as the Macaluso-Corbiwo effect, E the magnetic 
fieRd is gerpendicular to the line of slght we have linear birefringence s r  the so-ealled Voigt effeet, wh%%e for an 
arbitrary angle we have in general ellliptical birefringence. Wlth the d%scover-y of the Faraday effeet the iwflueraee 
of a rnagnetie field on radiation ww observed for the firnt time. 

The relationship between the magnetsoptical effects and the Zeeman effeet U best illustrated by the disper- 
sion relation between the refractive index n and the absosgtion eoeffieiewt n, Dispersion relations are a general 
property of many complex functions, and we shall fint write a dispersion relation in its general hm. Csnsider 
a complex function of a real variable 

f (4 = P ( 4  f iq(z), (2.25) 

with p ( ~ )  = W f (X) and q(x) = S f (X) ( W f  and S f denote the real and irnaginary parts of the function f ,  
respectively), which can Be extended to cover the whole comglex plane by replacing 3: in Eq. (2.25) by z = z+zy. 
If f ( z )  is analytis in the upper half of the complex plane (I.e. for y > 0) and tends to Zero at Iarge dletanees frsm 
the oAgin, so that 

then it ean be shown that the value of the real and irnaginary parts of f ( z )  on the real axis are related by 
(CsRnaldesi, 1959) 
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where P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral. Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) are the dispersion relations 
for ~ ( x )  and q ( x ) .  

Irrespective of the presence of a magnetic field, a medium generally has a complex refractive index defined 
as 

n = n + i k ,  (2.29) 

where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of n ,  namely the (real) refractive index and the extinction 
coefficient of the medium. They respectively determine the phase velocity and the amount of absorption of 
the radiation in the medium. The extinction coefficient k is related to the absorption coefficient n used in the 
radiative transfer equation by , 

/ 

Corinaldesi (1959) shows that if we consider the (non-magnetic) dispersive medium to be composed of an assembly 
of naturally damped oscillaton then 

where W = 2sv which is replaced by W = W + iwim in order to Cover the complete complex plane. wo is the natural 
frequency of the oscillators, I' is their natural damping constant (describing the radiative damping), and N is 
the number of oscillators per unit volume. A full quantum-electrodynamical treatment of a radiatively damped 
transition also leads to an equation similar to Eq. (2.31), the only difference to the classical result being the 
constants of proportionality. Eq. (2.31) satisfies Eq. (2.26) and is analytical in the upper half-plane, since its 
poles, the roots of the quadratic equation 

w ~ + ~ w ~ - w ~ = o ,  (2.32) 

both lie in the lower half plane. The dispersion, or Kramers-Kronig, relations (Kronig, 1926; Kramers, 1927) for 
n can therefore be written as follows (Corinaldesi, 1959; Huber and Sandeman, 1986), 

2 " wlk(w')  
n ( w )  = 1 + -P/ dw'. 

'IT 0 W t 2  - W 2  

The symmetry properties of n - 1 allow the integration to be limited to positive values of W .  Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) 
demonstrate the intimate connection between n and k, i.e. between the phase velocity of light in the medium 
and its absorption. In particular, the Kramers-Kronig relations are also true when the absorption coefficient in 
the vicinity of an atomic resonance or transition (i.e. a spectral line) has a profile the shape of a Voigt function 
H(a ,  V). Then the corresponding profile of n - 1 follows from Eq. (2.34) and is proportional to the Faraday-Voigt 
or disgersion profile 

This follows from the fact that H(a ,  V) and 2F(a, V )  can be written as the real and imaginary parts of a complex 
function which satisfies the conditions required for the existente of the dispersion relations between H and F, 

where z = V + zu. Note that the factor before the integral in Eq. (2.35) differs from the factor of H(a, V) in Eq. 
(2.18). In contrast to the Voigt function, F(a,  V) is antisymmetrie in V, i.e. 



Fa@;. 2.5 Schematic repsesentation of refractivit~~ Fig. 2.6 RefractiM%aes, %+ - 1, n- -1 figuss) 
n - 1 (upper figuse), m d  extlaiiction coeffi- and extinctiow eoeffieients k+, k- (lower 
cient, R: (lower fignse), fsr an kolatad spec- figure] for light bearqs of opposite circullas 
tral lline in the absence 0%" a rnagnetic field polarisaation in the presence of a rriagnetic 
(adagted from Huber and Sandemann, field (adapted fmm Mubes and Sandemawn, 
19861, 41986). 

In Fig. 2,s k ( v )  and n ( v )  - 1 are illustrabted * .  for a sgectsal lline in the absence 0% a magnetie fiel$, Note the 
an t i symmet~  0% n. 

Nsw consider the case 0% radiation passing through a medium with a rnctgnetis field. Then a spectral lisa 
will split into its individual Zeeman comgonents, i.e. & ( V )  -+ 60 - 4 P a ,  n-1 - %+P - G+lr (G,) n =a 0 ,  &% 
are given in Eq. (2.17)).  According to Eq. (2.34) this means thot n ( v )  will. also split into '?Zeeman componentsR, 
which we shall calll in analogy no, n-1, n+l .  For a simple Zeeman triplet with B parallel t s  the line of sight the 
result is shown in Fig. 2,6. For a genesal sglitting pattem ye get equations sbwiilar t s  Eq. (2,171. The nomallsed 
magnetsop&ica% profiles go - n0 - 1, Q.+% - n+l - i9 - n-1 - 1 of the Pine, when viewing peppendicularly 
to the rnagnetie fiePd, can then be written ora 

@o = 2 SO(M,  r / 2 ) F ( a ,  V - v a ( M ) ) ,  
M 

*+I  = 2 C s+,(M, d2)F(a,)F(o, V - v + l ( M ) ) ,  
M 

g-1 = 2 S - I ( M ,  r / i ) F ( o ,  v  - V - ~ ( M ) ) .  
M 

Note the hs to r  0% 2 diffesence with respect to Eq. (2.17). $ , (M,  ~ / 2 )  (n = 0, f 1) mlues rnay be abtained fmm 
Table 2.1, with the nomalisation, Eq. (2 , fS) ,  taken ints account, whille w,(M) values can be ca%cullated with 
Eq. (2.23). p;k, vctlues for othes angies of the magnetic fiel8 can be detemined by applying the Seares fomulz .  
The exact reliation between n, arid -„ as wel% as the mariner in which the magnetooptical effects iwfluence tha 
Stokes profiles and enter Pnto the radiative transfer equation will be dkeussed in the next seetioia, 

2.4,  Wansfer of Polarized Radiation in a Magnetic Field 

, 2.4.1. The Equatisn of Transfer for fhe Stokes &eetor 
I 

The equation 0% tl-ansfes for polarized light in ths psesence of a rnagnetic field an$ in s plane parallel atmospheie 
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was fint derived by Unno (1956) in the notation using the Stokes Parameters. It was extended to include 
magnetooptical effects by Rachkovsky (1962), and written to self-consistently account for the effects of departures 
from LTE for a two level atom by Domke (1971). In this form it reads: 

where I, is the Stokes vector at frequency V ,  T, is the continuum optical depth also at frequency U, E is the 
unity matrix, p = cos B, B being the angle between the line of sight and the vertical direction in the atmo- 
sphere (heliocentric angle), S, is the vector of the total (line and continuum) source function for all four Stokes 
parameters, 

, '3, = nlsL + 13,. (2.40) 

Here 1 = (1,0,0,0), SL is the source function of the line given in Eq. (2.48) for a two level atom, and B, is the 
Planck function. In Eq. (2.39) n is the dimensionless absorption matxix at frequency U, which, for a spectral 
line formed in the presence of a magnetic field, has the form 

" I Q  'Iu 

I U  -Pv 
?9V PU -PQ 

For the case of electric dipole radiation, the elements of the matrixdeallng with pure absorption are (e.g., Beekems, 
196915 [who has a different sign for V]; Wittmann, 1974; Landi Degl'Innocenti, 19761, 

I 2 v + 1 +  V - 1  71 = -sin y +  
2 4 (1 + cos2 'Y), 

V 0  1 ] + 1 + v - r  

4 
sin2 sin 2p1 

wit h 

and Qo can be obtained from Eq. (2.17) for a static atmosphere, n, is the continuum opacity (which 
we do not discuss further here), and nL(Xo) is the line centre absorption coefffcient in the absence of a magnetic 
field. The angles 7 and 4 are illustrated in Fig. 2.7. In LTE and for a = 0 (i.e. for a Gaussian line profile) 

Here g* is the degeneracy of the lower level, f is the oscillator strength of the transition, and g*" is the number 
density of atoms in the lower leve% and can be determined using the Saha-Boltzmann equations (e.g. Mihalas, 
1978). The expression in the brackets represents the correetion for induced emission. 

The terms containing p ~ ,  pu, and pv in ha are due to magnetooptical effects. The following expressions for 
them have been given, again in the case of an electric dipole, for example by Landi Deg191nnocenti (1976), 

4 
sin27 cos 2p, 
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PIg. 2,7 Illllustration of the angles 7 and 
y, (from Landi DeglP%nnocentl, 
1976) 

where p+a, and p-1 are 

The 9-$, !P+lt and %fo are taken fmm Eq. (2.38) and nL(AO) from Eg. (2.44). The aaaalogues to Eqs. (2.42) awd 
(2,451 for magnetic dipole and electrlc quadrupole radiatlon hove been published by Beehm (1969b), 

Let us nsw find o moxe explicit f o m  0% the source function. Ushg Eq, (2.4%) WB can rewslte Eq. (2.40) as 
( D s m b  aad Staude, 1973; Stenholm and Stenflo, 1978) 

where e %ES the seatterlng t e m ,  

I 

I , and E 1s a meauxe for the irnportance of eollisions, 

In Eqs, (2.49) and (2-50) W is a solid angle, Cii is the collision induced transition probability from level i t s  level 
I J', and Atd is the Einstein coefficient for spsntaneous ernission between those Ievels. 
1 In LTE, whieh bs the approximation in which the work presented in this thesis has been alrnost exclusive%y 
1 

canied out, the scatteslng t e m s  disappear (P.e., E -r oo and e/e  -+ O), so that SL -+ B„ The equation 0% transfer 
Eq. (2,39) then reduees to (Unns, 1956; Beckem, 1969a; Wittmann, 1974), 

This set of four csupled equatisns was firnt defaved by Unns (1956) and is often sefessed to as the Unno eqmations. 
A quantum machanical derivation of the equation 0% transfer and sf the absoqtion rnatrlx has been presemted 
by Laradi Deg151nn~centi an$ Landi Deg191nnocenti (1972) (see also the Errata to this paper gublished by Landi 
Beg19%nnocenti and Laridi Deg19%nnoeenti, 1974, S ~ l a r  Phys, 29, 528), and a derivationn from more general 
quantnrn electrodywemical prlnciples has been eaa%ied out by Landi DeglS%nnocenti (1983) (cf. the Errata to this 
papea published by Landli Deg%'%maocenti, 1983, Solar Phys* 88, 39l), aad Mathys (f983), 
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2.4.2. Symmetry Properties of the Stokes Parameters 

The symmetries of the Stokes profiles with regard to their central wavelengths are best derived from the symmetry 
properties of the matrix S1 defined by Eq. (2.41). The symmetry properties of the Stokes profiles have been 
discussed by Auer and Weasley (1978) in the absence of magnetooptical effects. Their discussion was extended by 
Landi Deg191nnocenti and Landi Deg171nnocenti (1981) to include magnetooptical effects. For a static atmosphere 
and an equal population of all the Zeeman sublevels (i.e., Eq. (2.43) is assumed to be valid) the symrnetries 
exhibited by qo, 7-1, q+l can be derived by noting that the Zeeman pattern is symmetric around the central 
wavelength of the unsplit line, i.e., 

1 - = - 1  VM, 
(2.52) 

mo(-M) = -go(M), VM, 

as follows directly from Eq. (2.24), and 

as has been shown by, e.g., Condon and Shortley (1964), or can be Seen from Table 2.1. t Since the Voigt 
function is symmetric, cf. Eq. (2.22), it follows that 

The symmetnes of po,p-a,p+i follow from Eqs. (2.52), (2.53), and the antisymmetry of the Faraday-Voigt 
function (cf. Eq. (2.37)), 

PO(UO Au) = -PO(UO =F Au),  
(2.55) 

P I I ( ~ O  * Au) = - ~ ~ i ( v o  F Au). 

In Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55) we have assumed that N, does not vary over the frequency intewall 2Au. Using Eqs. 
(2.54) and (2.55) the symmetry properties of qr, VQ,  qu, qv, and pg, p ~ ,  pv can be detemined via Eqs. (2.42) 
and (2.45). Thus under the transfomation Au -+ -Au the opacity matrix Q(uo + Au), given by Eq. (2.41), 
becomes 

/ tlQ VU -qv 1 

where r]r = ~ r ( ~ o  + Au), VQ = qQ(uo + Au) etc. We see that in the Special case of a static atmosphere in LTE, 
a substitution of S1(uo + Au) by n(vo - Au) in the transfer equation (2.51) results in the substitution of the 
solution vector I(uo + Av) = (I, Q, U, V) of the former case by I(vo - Au) = (I, Q, U, -V), i.e. 

I(UO + AU) = I(u0 - Au),  

Q(VO + Au) = Q(VO - Au),  

U(UO + Au) = U(UO - Av),  

V(UO + Au) = -V(uo - Au). 

We have neglected the variation of B, over the frequency intervall 2Av. If one or both of the main assumptions 
(i.e., LTE and no mass motions) are relaxed, then Eq. (2.57) need no longer be valid. However, a velocity field 
independent of optical depth in a plane parallel atmosphere simply shifts uo -+ uo + Au, (Au, is the velocity 
expressed in frequency units, with Au, # Au, ( T ) ) ,  leaving Eq. (2.57) unaffected if we take vo + AU, as the new 
syrnmetry centre. Therefore, at  least a horizontal, vertical, or temporal gradient in velocity, or departures from 
LTE are required to violate Eq. (2.57). 

Since it plays a major role in chapter 8, let us next consider the integral symmetry relation for Stokes V 

00 

v d u =  -Lo Vdu,  

t Care has to be taken when dealing with molecular lines since these need not show symmetric splitting 
pattems (cf. Harvey, 1973b and Illing, 1981). 



For the sake of sirnplicity, we assurne a vertical, line of sight (P  = 1). HoRzontal. velocity gradient~ in LTE are 
no longer sufficient to violate Eqs, (2.58) and (2.59) since the average profile of a hoRzontally inhomogeneans 
atmosphere can be wRtten as 

1 

In Eq. (2.60) V ( z s  is always antkymrncstnc with resgect to for every value of (3, y) in the absence of velocity 
gradients alsng the line of sight. Integrating Eq. (2.60) over frequency9 exchcmging the o d e r  0% the Integrations, 
an$ making use ~f the fact that V ( x 9  y) satisfies Eq. (2.59) for every ( X ,  y) we get 

Landi BeglfInnocenti and Landi. Degl'Innocenti (1981) have also studied the symmetv prsperties of the 
Stokes profiles under the inverslon of the direction of the rnagnetic field, and the additional assumption that 
7 ~  = pu. "- 0, E I = ( P ,  Q, U, V )  is the ernergent Stokes vector for a fielld B and 1 - ( I ' ,  Q8, UP9 V' )  the veetor fsr 
-B, then they find tha% 

QLQ, U ' = - U ,  r/.'--v (2 .62)  

2.4.3. Analytieul Solution8 of dha Transfer Equutions 

A firnt attemgt to aiaalytically detemine the effect 0% a magnetie field om a satnrated $in%: for the Special case 
when the segaration 0% the Zeeman wmponents is so $arge that they can Be treated m Bndepesdent lines was 
made by Babcock (1949). Bowever, the firnt analytical solution of Eq. (2.51) which is of consequence for the 
st~dgp of small magnetic fluxtubes was obtained by Unno (1956) umder the asumptions 0% %TE, an absenea of 
magnetoogtical. effects, a magnetic fiel9 strength independent sf r,  a Milne-Eddhgtsn atmosphere (i.e., 71, VQ, 
q ~ ,  an$ 5-l~ Independent of T ) ,  and a Planck function linear in T of the form 

This equation defines the T independent quantities B„ an$ Of Pnterest are the emergent values of the Stokes 
pasameters nsmalised to  the conitinuous background, defined as 

In tha above approximation the solution for the contininum 1s given by the Eddhgtow-Barbier relotisn. 
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and the solution for the emergent profiles reads 

It should be noted that whereas Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43) were used to obtain these solutions, Eq. (2.44) had to 
be replaced so that nL(Ao) = qL(Xo)nc, where q ~ ( X o )  is constant (independent of r )  and is a measure of the 
strength of the line. Rachkovsky (1962, 1967) found a solution under the Same assumptions as Unno (1956), but 
including anomalous dispersion (See also Stenflo, 1971, Arena and Landi Begl'Ennocenti, 1982). 

where the denominator reads 

Eq. (2.67) shows that the unpolarized Stokes I profile is also affected by anomalous dispersion, although p ~ ,  
pv, and pv do not appear in its equation of transfer directly. These terms are introduced through the coupling 
of Stokes I with the other Stokes parameters. For 7 = 0, r /2 ,  r, or 3n/2 the non-sero magnetooptical elements 
in Eqs. (2.67) and (2.68) divide out. Therefore the magnetooptical effects disappear when looking parallel or 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. This result can also be derived directly from the absorption matrix and is 
valid in the general case as well. 

Arena and Landi Degl'Innocenti (1982) have produced an atlas of T I ,  rQ, ru, and rv profiles determined 
with Eq. (2.67) for different values of B, 7, p, and qL(Xo). A variety of other analytical solutions or procedures 
for deriving such solutions have been proposed by a number of authors. Examples are listed below. Stepanov 
(1958a) derived and solved the equation of transfer for a Zeeman triplet under assumptions similar to Unno. 
His equations are based on a treatment of arbitrarily polarized light as a mixture of two orthogonal beams of 
elliptically polarized light. Stepanov (1958b) included coherent scattering in his equations and in their solution. 
However, Rachkovsky (1961) has shown, that the Unno fomulation is more general than Stepanov9s. Michard 
(1961) has solved the Unno equations (2.51) for a Schuster-Schwarzschild model atmosphere. Mattig (1966) 
found an analytical solution valid for a general model atmosphere (i.e. qL(Xo) may be a function of r ) ,  but 
limited to a Zeeman triplet in a homogeneous magnetic field, without magnetooptical effects and with a depth 
independent Voigt function. Kjeldseth Moe (1968) independently also discovered this solution and extended it 
to include coherent scattering. Staude (1969) described an iterative fomalism for obtaining a solution for a 
general magnetic field structure and atmosphere. However, its application usually requires a computer. Göhring 
(1971) extended the solution of Mattig (1966) to iteratively include magnetooptical effects. He also reviewed 
the assumptions made in deriving previous analytical solutions. A detailed review of some of the solutions 
attempted before 1970 is also given by Stenflo (1991). Landi DeglYInnocenti and Landi Degl'Innocenti (1973) 
have determined an analytical, perturbative solution of Eq. (2.51), valid for weak magnetic fields. Its value lies 
mainly in the fact that it allows some qualitative conclusions to be drawn regarding the Stokes parameters. Thus 
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it shows that the neglect of magnetooptical effects in Q and U sesults in an erx-or of the order of AXH/AAD 
where LAx = 4.67 X ~ o - ~ ~ ~ , ~ X ~ B ,  while the error in Stokes V Is of the order (AAH/hXD)3 an$ in Stokes I is 
of the order of (AXH/AXD)4. Their analysis is valid for the case %aXw/AXD < 1. Slnce outside sunspots this 
condition is fulfilled by practically all spectral lines in the visible speetral region, this means that except for $ 
awd U magnetooptical effects are usually qulte small. Finally, Landi Deg191nnocenti and Landi Degl'llnnocenti 
(1985) have obtained an analytical solution to Eq. (2.39) for the ease that $% is eonstant along the line 0% sight 
(Lee B and the Doppler width are constant). Their method of solution, which is based On Van Ballegocsijen9s 
approach (Sect. 2.4.4), is also valid for ssme NLTE source functions. 

The analytieal solutions presented in the last section have been used h r  a number of studies 0% solar magnetic 
fields. Bowever, the latter often do not fulfill the rather restrictlve assumptions made in order to derive such 
solutions. Specifically, the magnetic field strength in fluxtubes is stlsongly dependent on depth in the atmosphere 
(and therefore on T ) .  Furthemore, the Milne-Eddington approximation is not applicpble for many spectsal Ilnes, 
In addition, most lines are not Zeeman triplets, nor are thek Voigt functisns depth independent, Therefore, in 
general, numerical techniques are required to solve Eqs. (2.39) or (2.51). A number 0% such techniques have been 
proposed and we shall review some of them briefly in this section. 

Firnt numerical calculations were canled out by Bubenet (1954) whs obtained the Stokes X profile via the 
foma$ soiution for magnetic fields oriented parallel. and peqewdicular to the Ene of sight. The first code for 
tke genesal numerical solution of Eq. (2.51) has been deacribed by Beckew (1969a, B). It allows Stokes profiles 
to be calculated in LTE and hcludhg anornalous dispersisn for s geweral model atmosphere. In padicular no 
restrictions are g$aeed ow the variation of the magnetic fiel8 strength and direction with depth, and on the wlocity 
stmcture, while the qa, q ~ ,  qty, and are calculated as outliiaed in Seet. 2.4-8 as a fuwction of depth. Neither 
are any restrictions placed on the Zeeman splitthg pattem of the %ine &o be ca%culated, M Ilowg as it is fomed 
in ES-csug'ling. Tke numerieal metkod chosen to so$ve the four coupled equations (2.51) Bas the classical fsurth 
arder Runge-Kutta teehnique (e.g. Abramswitz and Stegun, 1970), For the lower boundasog condition an Uano 
type solution is chosem, similas to Eq* ($.66), except that the expresaions have tto be ehanged slightly $0 give X, 8, 
U, awd V instead of r ~ ,  r g >  rty, and W .  Wittmann (f973a, b, 1944) and &an& Deg19hnocentl (1076) have given 
camprehensive and clear descriptions of sirnilar codes, which also aslve the Unno equations using Runge-Kutta 
technicpes. Although tke overall specifications of the threa codes are very similar, they differ in a number of 
detaila, some 0% which are mentioned below. 

The codes of Becken and Landi Deg121nnocenti allow the contributions to the spectsum of a number of 
blended %ines to be taken h t o  account. The code of Wittmawn was later extended to include this capability? and 
has aetually been used to syntheslae a portioe 0% a polarised sunspot speetzrum (Wittmann, 19799. The esda of 
Landi DeglP%nwocenti (1976) cabgl take into account the effects 0% NETE ow a line if the depasture coefiicients af 
its upper and Power levels Pu - NUIN,* and Br = Nl/Nr are known. Nw and Nl are the NLTE populations of the 
upper and lower level respectively, while N,* and M;" are their ETE counterpasts. The ETE line source haction 
SL = BY is then replaced by 

- 2hc2 1 

1 and the expression for the line centre absorption coefficient given in Eq. (2.44) is replaced by 

With this scheme, an NLTE solutisn of the Stokes pmfiles caw be obtained if prior to mnning the Stokes line 
transfer code (in the B-field) the level popu%ations (without the B-fleld) are calculated with some standard NLTE 
csde. The process is not completely self-consistent, since Eq, (2.49) has been replaced by an integral containiwg 
I alone, but the deviation is in general v e q  srnall as has been shown by Rees (1969) an$ Stenholrn and Stenflo 
(1978), In addition, the code oP Landi Beglslnnoeenti (1996) also uses the analytical solution of Rschkovsky 
(19673, La, Eqs. (2.67, 2.68), for the 1owes boundary conditions. 

The code 0% StewhoPm and StenBo (1998) calculates the Stokes pro6les in NLTE assuming a two-level. atsm 
with cornplete redistribution among the Zeeman sublievels (no coheremce effects) and complete redlst~bution in 
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frequency. Their NLTE formalism is basically a reformulation of the theory of Domke and Staude (1973a) which 
has been briefly presented in Sect. 2.4.1. This code is an extension of the NLTE code for Stokes I only of Stenholm 
and Stenflo (1977) and handles multidimensional effects explicitely by taking into account rays at different angles. 
The core Saturation method of Rybicki (1972), extended to the multidimensional case by Stenholm (1977) is used 
to 'preconditiori' the transfer equation in order to allow it to be solved using a simple Runge-Kutta technique. 

Van Ballegooijen (1985a) presents a novel approach to solving the radiative transfer equations (2.39) or 
(2.51). The advantage of his method of solution is that in addition to the emergent Stokes profiles, it also 
delivers their contribution functions. The (minor) disadvantage is that the System of differential equations to be 
solved is larger. In particular it would require the solution of 16 coupled differential equations if Eq. (2.51) were , 

solved directly. By using Jones calculus, i.e. by writing the polarization in the form of a (2 X 2 complex) density 
matrix 

D = ' ( I + Q  U + i V )  
2 U - i v  I - Q  

Van Ballegooijen was able to reduce the problem to the solution of eight equations. It is of interest to note 
that the various Stokes parameters correspond to the four Pauli matrices which describe the spin of Spin 1/2 
particles. I corresponds to the unity matrix, Q to a„ IP to C„ and V to a, (cf. Robson, 1974, for a more detailed 
discussion). In this notation the radiative transfer equation for D reads 

where r is the continuum optical depth, A t  is the transpose and complex conjugate of 

which is the analogue to E + TZ in Eqs. (2.39) and (2.51), and 

B " + ( ~ ~ I + v ~ ) S L  
(W - iqv) SL Bv + (qr - qQ) SL 

is the analogue to S in Eq. (2.39), where SL can be of the form given by Eq. (2.48). In Eq. (2.73) 

To obtain the emergent intensity, D(O), a matrix T is introduced, which is defined by its differential equation 

d T  -- - AT, with T ( T  = 0) = E. (2.76) 
d r 

The problem then reduces to solving Eq. (2.76), since, once ?'(T) is known, D(0) can be found by a simple 
integration 

The contribution functions to the Stokes profiles can be extracted from the integrand in Eq. (2.77). Van Balle- 
gooijen's code therefore calculates the emergent Stokes parameters and their contribution functions. It includes 
isotropic scattering with complete redistribution. 

It should be noted that all these codes assume the different Zeeman sublevels to be equally populated (this 
assumption is already implicitely present in Eqs. (2.43) and (2.44)). 

2.4.5. Some Additional Information on  the Code UseH i n  This Thesis 

For the radiative transfer calculations presented in this thesis, a slightly modified and extended version of the 
code described by Beckers (1969a, b) has been used and shall be discussed in somewhat greater detail. 
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2.4.5.1, Input and Output 

in its present form the code (named STOKES) requires as input a model atmosphere eonsisting 0% an optical 
depth scale with the following quantities defined at each optical depth point, T:  temperature T, eleetron psessure 
P„ gas pressure 5, absolute magnetic field strength B, angle between the magnetic field and the line of sight 7,  
azimuthal angle of the magnetic field cp, microturbulence velocity fmic and a 'globaln or macroscopic velocity o 

(not to be confused with the macroturbulence fmac). A second code (MOBCONVER) has been written, which 
can interpolate between the optieal depth points of a given model atmosphere. MODCONVER can  als^ ealculate 
some of the missing variables, e.g. Pe fsom T and hP„ or the opticali depth T fsom te and a hebgabt scale 27" .Pe 
and n are detemined using the eode described by Gustafssoan (1973). Farther details ow the ea%cu%atisn of the 
(fluxtube) model atmaspheres are given ip ch&ter 4. A further input to STOKES is p - eos 8, d being the angle 
between the line of sight and the normal to the atmosphere. 

STOKES also requires the Input of some atomic parameteps: Yu, L„ Sw8 Yl, Li, an8 St for the calculation 
of gu and gl using Eq. (2.11), It should be noted that except for the calculation of g, an$ gl, the qvantities 
Lu, gu9 .LL, and Si are not required anywhere in the code, so that lines not formed in LS-covpling can also ba 
ealeulated if their gu and ga values are known, for example from laboratory measurements. Also input are the 
eentral wavelength of the line Xo, its weighted oscillator strength g*f, the atomic mass A, the ionisation stage 
(only neutral and singly ioniaed atoms are allowed), and an empBrical factor to the damping eonstant Jr (see 
below for further detaih). The partition functions should be input in the form of the coeffieients sf a power series 
In In T.  They can be taken from &Be comprehensive %Ist of Imin (1981). 

A number of other parcrmetem are aho Input, e.g., whsther magnetooptical effects shon%d be %nc%uded or not 
(switchlng them off savea CPU time and dees not affeet tke resnlii for 7 - Os and 90"), the number 0% %ines in the 
speetmm (required for the calcullation of blended h e s ) ,  the number 0% separate spectra, the wavePength range, 
and the number of wavelength pohts, etc. 

The output eonsists of the emergent Stokes profiles at equidistant wavelength points, To save computer 
Storage space it irs possible to write only a part of the Stokes parameters (e.g., I arid V on%y). The output 
of STOKES is read by tke code REABSTO, which nomalises the outputc to the continuum level. It can also 
mimor the Stokes profiles, using the symmetlpar properties (2.5'11], so tkat only half 0% eack Stokes profile has to 
bo caIcu%a&ed, except when models wieh velocity gradients are used. Additional codes hwe  been written whicb 
cseate MIDAS images from the output (RABPLT), convolute the resulting Stokes profiles with a Gaussian or 
Moigt profile thus simulating the influence of macroturbulence (FTSCONVOL), and d e t e m h e  line parametem 
0% Stokes I and V (IVPAR, see chapter 4 for more detalls), 

8.4.5.2. (da%eulatior% of ths Voigt and Faraday- Voigt Functiona 

Radiative tranafer calculati<ans often require a large amount of computation time, in particular if the Stokes 
parameters 0% many (anomabusly split) lines are to be calculated. An efficient code k therefore not a mere 
$uxuryo By restructuring a part 0% the original code it was possible to epeed it up by approximately a factor of 
three withsut loss of accuracy. Shce a large portion of the time is required to calculate the Voigt an$ Faraday- 
Voigt functions (one should keesp in mimd that they must be determined hdividuallly for ot least half of the 
Zeeman components at each depth an8 frequency point), it is particularly important t s  use a fast and reliable 
method for their calculation. The code uses the routine described by Hul et al. (f978), which ealculates these 
two functions as the real and irnaginary parts of the function W(z) given in Eq, (2.36). W ( z )  is closely related 
to the cornplex error function 

w(z) = c-.. (1 + $ Li eti d t )  , 

via 
Sz > Q, 

W (z) f 2e-E' Sz < 0,  

where z = utia. The routine approxlmates w(z) fos a - Sa f Q by a rational function. The version incosporated 
in the code has been extended by Wittmann (1986) to inelude the case of a - 0, i.e. the Gauss funetion awd 
Dawson's integral (or Bawson9s function, Dawson, 1898) 
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F ( O 1  U) = Lw e-" sin iu t  d t  = e-" L" eta dt. 

Although this routine is not much faster than Beckerls original scheme of interpolating in a table of values for 
H(a ,  U) and F(=, U), it is more general and accurate, the largest errors being of the order of 1% near the 'knee' 
between the Doppler core and the damping wings, for very small a f 0. 

2.4.5.3. The Dumping Constant 

In Eq. (2.21) the damping constant I' has remained unspecified. On the Sun the most important mechanism 
giving rise to a Lorentz or damping profile is> the Van der Waals damping. Accordingly the code allows for Van 
der Waals broadening due to collisions d the radiating (or absorbing) atom with neutral hydrogen and helium 
as well as for radiative damping (See e.g. Lang, 1974 and Mihalas, 1978 for an overview of the various damping 
~rocesses). The total damping constant can be written as 

The radiative (or natural) damping constant r„d, resulting from the finite life times of the upper and lower 
states of the atom, can be expressed as 

while for the Van der Waal's damping constant I's, the contributions from both hydrogen and helium can be 
included as follows (e.g. Steffen, 1985) 

where €(He) and €(H) are the abundances by number of helium and hydrogen respectively, and . . 

'Here ü is the mean relative velocity of the radiating atom and the perturber, NH is the hydrogen number density, 
and Cg is the Van der Waals broadening constant of the line. r~ can also be written in terms of pressure and 
temperature, 

rH = 0.909 X 1 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ . ~ ~  g C 6 / 6 ~ r l  (2.86) 

where Q = 5040/T (T being the temperature), Pg is the gas pressure, and 6r is an empirical factor which can be 
varied to make the calculated value of rH fit observed values (cf. Sect. 4.5.3 for more on Jr). For the calculation 
of C6 the approximation of Unsöld (1955) is used: 

- 
F:, the mean Square orbital radius of the valence electron in state m, expressed in units of the Bohr radius ao, 
can be written in the Coulomb approximation 

In Eq. (2.88) L is the azimuthal quantum number of the state involved, z is the effective nuclear charge, and ni, 
is the effective principal quantum number of the valence electron in state rn. 

where X, - X, is the energy required to ionise the m-th level of the radiating atom, and XX is the ionisation 
potential from the ground state of hydrogen; XH = 13.6 eV. If tke last tenn 3l(L $- 1) in Eq. (2.88) is neglected, 
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5250.1 5250.2 5250.3 5250.4 

Wavelength X (W) 
5250.1 5250.2 5250.3 5250.4 

Wavelengtl~ X (W) 

Ffg. 2.8 Stokes I and V of the Fe 15250.2 W line, calculated using the HSRA at y - 1 for 7 = 0°, and B = 0, 
200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, and 1600 G, Note the rapid saturatisn of Stokes V as the field 
strength hcreases. 

then Eq. (2.87) reduces to a pasticularly simple f o m  cbca was pointed out by Unsöld (1955). Steffen (1985) has 
orgued that the above p r ~ c e d u r e ~  which st%act%y speakiwg %iI h i t e d  to neutral atsms can also be applied to the 
broadening 0% ionic llnes due to collislsns with neutral hydrogen, 

6.4.5.4, NumericaI Stabda'ty and Ezarnples of Preflea 

Landi Degl"nnocenti (1976) has discussed the requlrements to be fulfiillled by the integration height step h and 
the optPcaE deptk sf the lower bounaiw in o d e r  t s  obtain stable solutiows. However, when the llne 0% aright 
erosses a fluxtube boumdany (M  is the case fsr 2-E) models), %arge changes in the model atrnosphere (e,g., in 
Ta Pgp B, emic) can occur over a very s m d  T interVal. E such changes are too large and too rapid then tke 
wumerical solution can become unstable hspite of these calteria. Therefore a routhe has been introdueed ints 
STOKES which checks the atmosphere for large gradients and jumps in the atmospheric variables, 1f any vital 
quantity (e.g„ temperabure, rnagwetic field strength, angle of the fielld, microturbu%ence, macroscepic velocity) 
ehanges by too large an amonnt, then thk routhe decrearses the integsatioin heighb sbep by e faeter propo&iorna%. 
%o the change. This simple procedure has a suqrisiwgly stabi%lsing lnfluenee On the so%ution and smooth pmfiles 
are obtained for jumps of more than 1000 G in B over AT rn 0.41. 

Examples of Stokes profiles (Fe I 5250.2 W) calculated with STOKES are shswn in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 for two 
values of 7 (7 = O0 for Fig. 2.8 and 60' for Fig. 2.9) and different values of the field etremgth (B = 0, 200, 400, 
600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 G). In both figures p = 1 and the model atmosphere is the HSRA (Gingerich et 
al., 1971). Por 7 = 0' only I and V are plotted sinee Q - U = 0. 

I 

25, Measiarement of Polasized Light 

Let us consider the problem ofhow to detemine the Stokes parametem of a m  arbitrariy beam ofligfat. In prineipie, 
the ss%ution can be redueed to a simple set of intensity me~uremewts. The basie instrumental requirements sre 

I 
a linear polarizer and a guarter-wave plate (which converta linear polarization into clrcular and clreuXar into 
linear). As pointed out in Sect. 2-1, any optlcal devlce acting on the Stokes parametem is equlvalent to a. 

linear tsansfomation. In the representation sf polarized light as a Cvector, an ogtical deviee can therefare be 
represented by a 4 X 4 Mueller matrix M, aeting en aw input baam with Stokes vector 1 as 
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5250.1 5250.2 5250.3 5250.4 

Wavelength X (A) 
5250.1 5250.2 5250.3 5258.4 

Wavelength X (A) 

Fig. 2.9 Stokes I, V, Q, and U for the Same parameten as in Fig. 2.8, except that now 7 = GO0, cp = 0'. 
Note the magnetooptical inversion in Stokes V, and the considerably slower Saturation of this profile 
as compared to Fig. 2.8. U $. 0 is due exclusively to magnetooptical effects. 

If more than one optical element intervenes in the beam, then the Mueller matrix of the total device can be 
written as the product of the matrices of the individual components: 

The light passes the individual elements in the order of the indices. Let us first write the representations of the 
Mueller matrices of a retarder R (a generalisation of o quarter wave plate) and an ideal linear polarizer L,  both 
with position angle a = 0 (a is the angle at which the linear polarizer lets light pass, respectively the angle of 
ordinary ray polarization at the retarder) (e.g. Stenflo, 1984b) 

0 0 

0 0 -sin 6 cos 6 

with 6 being the retardation (6 = ?r/2 corresponds to a quarter wave plate), and 



1 With the help s f  the transfomation matPax T, which rotates tha position angle by a (csmpare with Eq. (2.8)) 

we ean obtain Mueller matrices fos an asbitrary angle a via 

M ( a )  = T(-a)M(Q)T(a) .  

%f we introduee 
X = cos 2a,  y = sin 2a, 

a = cos 6, b - sin 6, 

then we can write for arbitrary a and 6 

The memuremernt 0% the four Stokes parametem &I camied out in s k  steps- Firn&, only a linear analyser 
with a = 64 Xs app%ied to the light beam to be analysed, which has the (unknowrn) pola&ation stata abT = 

I (10s Q0s V& V")- 
I 

In tbe secsnd step, the analyser is turned by 90' , i.e. a = a/2 -+ X = -I,, y = 0 in Eq. (2.98). The intensity of 
the resultling beam i s  nsw 

1 
I2 = $10 - Qo). (2.101) 

Frsm Eqs, (2.100) and (2.101) it is straightforward to obtain I0 and Qo: 

Siwilarly, & can be detemined in two steps by placing Ikear analysers with a - .w/4 (z = 0, y = I) aasd 
cu = 3 r / 4  (z = y = -P) in the beam, Tha resulting intensities are 
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Finally V. is determined by inserting a quarter-wave plate (6 = n/2) with orientation ß = f a / 4  between the 
light beam and the linear analyser with cr = 0. Note that not the absolute values of cr and ß are important, but 
rather ß - cr. Then we have 

and we obtain V. from 
, 

/ 

Thus all four Stokes parameters have been measured. Of Course, this procedure can be inverted and the Mueller 
rnatrix of any optical setup can be determined with beams of known polarization 

Sometimes the opposite approach to the one presented in this chapter is taken and the Stokes profiles are 
defined by the action of a Set of polarixation filters on them. This is the so-called operational definition. The 
mathematical description of Eq. (2.2) can then be derived from it. 

2.5.2. Solar Magnetic Field Polarization Measurement Techniques 

The measurement of solar magnetic fields basically requires three additional ingredients: a modulator, a wave- 
length selection device (~~ectrometer) ,  and a detector. Stenflo (1978) has given a detailed review of solar polar- 
ization measurement instrumentation, and we shall therefore be very brief here, referring to the above paper for 
additional details and for references. 

Since different optical eIements are required to measure any Stokes parameter except I, either different 
optical channels must be used (each with its own analyser), or the analysers have to be sequentially changed 
(i.e. modulated). The latter method has generally been preferred in solar instrumentation, and a variety of 
modulation techniques have been developed, e.g., mechanical modulation (rotating X/4 plate), electro-optical 
modulation (K*DP), Kerr cell switching, and pieso-optical modulation. 

Since the Zeeman effect only influences atomic (and molecular) transitions, it is necessafy to spectrally 
resolve such individual transitions for a measurement of solar magnetic fields (however, See also Kemp et al., 
1987, for a broadband detection of solar polarixation). The three main types of devices available for spectral 
analysis are grating spectrographs, narrow band filters and Fourier transform spectrometers (see Sect. 3.1.1 for 
more on the last named). 

Finally, the importance of detectors should not be underestimated. As pointed out by Harvey (1986), it was 
the introduction of photoelectric detectors in the early 1950s which led to the first extensive and reliable studies 
of non-sunspot magnetic fields. Besides photographic film, photomultipliers (often in pairs), reticons, CCDs and 
vidicons are all extensively used. A more detailed account of the instrument used to obtain the data evaluated 
in this thesis, the McMath FTS polarimeter, is presented in Sect. 3.1. 



3. Observational Data 

". . . none of the activity of the Sun or any 
other star was anticipated theoretically. It was 
$&aast upon us by obsemation.' 

E.N, Parker (1985) 

/ 

3.1. The Fourier nansform Spectsrorraeter as a Polarimeter 

9.1.1. Basic Properties of the FTS 

A Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) is basically a modified Michelson inteArometer, with an input, a beam- 
splitter, &wo retroreflectom (instead of the original plane mlrrom) and one or two outputs. If the retroreflectom 
are positioned such that the optlcal path differenee between them is X, then for a monoehromatic plane wave 
with input intensity Io, the emergent intensity I(%) is 

wbere c~ = 1 / X  is the wavenumber, qo & 1 is the reflection ccseflicient 0% the retroreflectom, and va < 1 is the 
beamsplitter efficlency. The f signs in Eq. (3.1) slgnify the sigmals at the two possibXe outputs of the FTS. If we 
now move the reflectors such that X changes linearly with time, V = dxfd t  - csnstant, then we can wnte 

Thus the PTS modulates the input signal ab a frequency of f = r v ,  which for a tygical instniment lies in the 
audio range, If instead 0% a rnonochromatic input, a source with a spectmm &(U) PS obsewed, then, negleetlng 
'the constant term, the obsewed intensity upon output can Be wrltten %s (e.g. Brault, 198%) 

Combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) we see that the input optical spectmm PS eonverted into an interferogram at 
andio frequencles. It also follows from Eq, (3.3) that the input spectnim Ig(a) and the resulting interferogram 
are related by the cosine transfom (the real past of the Fourier transform). Thus by minmerieaHy c a q i n g  out 
the inverse transfomation on the observed interferogram we can recover the original specbmm. In the following 
we briefly list some of the general properties of an FTS: 

Q In contrast to grating spectrographs spatial and spectral resolution are dmost completely decougled. The 
spectral resolution is given by the maximum path length difference L, The resolving power, R, is related to 

81% eourse, spatial resolution remains invenely proportional to tha size of the entrance aperture, whi%e the 
throughput is directly proportional to the siee. The entrance aperture is oftew chssen in the form of a eircular 
hole in ordar to maximlse tkroughput, 

s All waarelengths are sarnpled strictly simultaneonsly, the scanning is dsne in tha Fourier domain. Thus the 
scan time and the wavelength range are decoupled, allowing very large wavelength ranges to be obseg-ved 
simuJtaneousfy. 

e Al% ehe photons incident on the detector, i.e., photons of all wavelengths within the selected range, contribute 
to the noise at any one wavelength. In practiee thls sets a l h i t  on the obsemed range. The nolse is also 
influenced by the maximum resolving power, with a greater S/N ratio in the imPtederogram being required 
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to give a fixed S/N ratio in the spectrum as the resolving power is increased. This is because the noise at 
each point of the interferogram contributes to the rioise at a given wavelength point. See also Brault (1985) 
and Ridgeway and Brault (1984) for more on S/N. 

e The FTS has a symmetric instrumental profile of the (ideal) form 

+instr = 2 Lsinc (2 LU), (3.5) 

which gives rise to the well known 'ringing' in very narrow spectral features (e.g. telluric lines). However, 
according to Brault (1978, 1982) the FTS distorts the input spectrum less than any other commonly used 
spectrometer with apparatus function of similar width, since in the Fourier (i.e. interferogram) domain the 
symmetrical FTS instrumental pro& stiys practically constant right out to the maximum resolving power. 

e A Single line anywhere In the spectrum can serve as a wavelength Standard for the complete spectmm. 
e Scattered light, being unmodulated, is rejected by the detection System and is therefore unimportant. 

More detailed information on the FTS is given by Brault (1978, 1985). It is compared with other passive 
spectrometers by Brault (1982), and some of the astronomical implications and uses of the FTS are reviewed 
by Ridgeway and Brault (1984). More specific infomation on the Kitt Peak FTS may be sbtained from Brault 
(1978) and Hubbard (1982). 

3.1.2. The FTS as a Polarimeter 

Two methods for measuring polarized spectra with an FTS were presented by Brault (1978). A variant of the 
second of these, due originally to J.W. Hawey and J,O. Stenflo, was used in 1979 to obtain the Stokes I and V 
data discussed in Sect. 3.2. The technique has in the meantime been improved by J.W. Harvey, making it possible 
to measure three Stokes parameters eng. I, Q, V, or I, U, V simultaneously, while retaining all the advantages of 
an FTS. This setup was used to record Stokes I , V ,  and Q in 1984 (also described in Sect. 3.2). A brief Sketch 
of the modulation scheme (from Harvey, 1984) is given below. 

Two optical elements are required. The first one is a sinusoidally oscillating modulator, consisting of a quartz 
crystal cemented to a piece of fused silica. The retardation is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillation. . 
The second element is a linear analyser. Let us consider the case, in Mueller calculus, where I, Q, and V are 
measured. The case where I, U, and V are measured is described by Harvey (1984). We get the desired result 
if we choose the position angles LY and ß of retarder and analyser such that cr = -45' and ß = 0'. Then, for an 
input beam (I, Q, U, V), the output may be written as [Eqs. (2.97) and (2.98)] 

1 1 0 0  0 0 0  I + Q c o s 6 + V s i n 6  

0 0 0 0  - sin 6 0 cos 6 

where 6 is the sinusoidal retardation 
6 = G,sinwt, 

with 6, being the maximum amplitude of the retardation and W = 20 kHz for the Kitt Peak instrument. We 
can expand cos 6 and sin 6 as (e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970) 

cos 6 = cos(6, sin wt) = J. (6,) i- 2 J2 (6,) cos(2wt) + + . . (3.8) 

and 
sin 6 = sin(6, sin wt) = 2 J1(6,) sin(wt) 3- ... . . 

The J, are n-th order Bessel functions of the first kind. In the FTS polarimeter frequencies higher than 40 kHz 
are electronically rejected, so that the total observed intensity signal is 

We must now choose 6, such that J. = 0, since otherwise the unmodulated part of the signal will contain 
a mixture of Stokes I and Q. Although it would in principle be possible to disentangle .I and Q in the data 
reduction by using the Q from the third term, this is fortunately not required, since the first Zero of JO also gives 
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valiaes of JI and J2 wwbh are quite close to their maxima. The $ and V Signals are, therehre, litt%e affected by 
this choiees 

J0(6, = 2.40) = 0.00 (max : 1.80), 

JL(6, = 2.40) - 0-52 (max i 0.58), (3,111 

The McMath telescope has a sampling frequency 0% 2500 Ha. It then follows from the Fourier sarnpling 
theorem that the frequency range available for the data, is 0-1250 Ha. In the polarirneter mode this range is 
segmented into three portions with Stokes I stored in the portien with the higheat Prequency (833-1250 Hz), Q 
in the seetisn with 417-833 Hz, and V in the 0-417 Hz segment, Q and V, which are msdulated at 48 kHz snd 
20 kHs respectively (see Eq. (3.10)), ad f i r s t  simultaneously demodulated and then heterodyned t s  the lower 
frequencies. A further development of this modulation technique, which allows tbe measurement, oP all four Stokes 
parameters sirnultaneously, has been published by Stenflo (19848). 

I 3.2, The Data Set 

8.2.1. Basae Parameters of the Bata  

The data were obtained dubing tws observations runs, on A p d  29-30,1979 and on May 3-T$,1984, The McMath 
telescope 0% the NS8 at  Kitt Peak was used, tsgether with the fm FTS g o l a h e t e r  %o simu%taneous%y reeord 
Stokes P and V in 1979, and P, V, and $ in 1984. FOT e large portlon sf the wsrk presented in this thesis, the 
data of 1979 have been used, and they will be described firnt, A detailed deseRption 0% these data have been 
pnblisked by Stenflo et al. (1984). Five sgectra of different regions near disk eentre, which included both active 
plages an$ guiet wetwosk elernents, were obtained in addition to  one spectmuim of a very quiet region in Stokes 
I only. Table 3.1 costains an ovewiew of the data. The spatial msolution of 10" coii-esponds to a ciscular FTS 
entrance aperture of 4mm diameter. Note, that in Table 3-1 (and also in Tables 3-2 oand 3.3) the polaxity is not 
absolute, since some problema e i s t  detexmining the absolute polarity with the FTS, Since the modulation 
transfer function of the FTS is unity out t s  the resolution value given in Table 3.1, (C%, Sect. 3.1.1) tke solar 
spectmm in our data is completely resolved, i.e., it is only insignifieantly broadened by the Instrument, The 
wavelength ranges of approxlmately 1000-1500 A were bounded by prefilteas. 

'%tnble 3.1 Parametern 0% 1999 data 

y Date Name Type of h e l e n g t h  Spectral Integr. Spatial Limb Stokes Polaiaty 
segion range resolutisn time resol. direc. params. 

8,92 30.4,79 FTS4 Plage 4524-5580 420'006 35 10" SW %V 4- 
0.92 30.4,79 FTS5 P%age 5254-6907 50Q'QOO 2% 310" SSW IV + 
0.98 29.4.79 FTS2 Network 4566-5580 420'000 52 10" SE PV + 
1.00 30.4.79 FTSI Network 4104-4942 359'080 69 10'' (SE) IV 4- 
1.00 30.4.79 FTS3 Network 52544907 500'000 57 %Otl (SE) %V - 
1.60 29,4.79 FTSO Quiet 46Q7-5588 420'000 94 10pl (-1 I 0 

The data of 1984 ase composed of 16 spectra, eight 0% them in the visible and eight in the infrared (IR). 
These data were obtained at  different y = css 6' positions right out to the solar limb (the obsesvation at  ,U = 0.1 
i s  on%y 5" from the limb). The spatial reso%utlon ob: 5", eomesponds to a ckeular entranee hole of 2mm diameter. 
The reason for decreasing the size of the entrance aperture was to awid poor y ressliation near the Iimb. Tables 
3.2 an8 3.3 summaslse the parameters of these data, More details are to be found in Stenfio et al, (198?a, b). 

The position angle of the linear analyser was chosen such that the positive $ direction is pempendicular to 
the %irnb, Except for two IR spectra 0% sunspot ornbrz? care was taken to  avoid small poses or sgsts by prior 
visual. hspeetion of the regions to be obsefved. Also, regions of closely mixed po$aAty were avoided in the hope 
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Table 3.2 Parameters of 1984 visible data 

p Date Name Type of Wavelength Spectral Integr. Spatial Limb Stokes Polarity 
region range resolution time resol. direc. params. 

0.10 5.5.84 PLAGE7 Plage 4883-6002 523'000 72 5It W IVQ - 
0.16 3.5.84 PLAGE2 Plage 4883-6002 523'000 43 5 I' W IVQ - 
0.28 3.5.84 PLAGE1 Plage 48834002 523'000 43 5 " W IVQ + 
0.30 4.5.84 PLAGE6 Plage 4883-6002 523'000 58 5It W J-vQ -t= 

0.45 4.5.84 PLAGE4 Plage $883-%002 523'000 43 5 I' W IvQ - 
0.57 4.5.84 PLAGE5 Plage 4883-6002 523'000 65 5 " W IVQ - 
0.67 4.5.84 PLAGE3 Plage 4883-6002 523'000 43 5 W IVQ - 
0.83 4.5.84 NETWl Network 4883-6002 523'000 58 5 W IVQ - 

Table 3.3 Parameters of 1984 infrared data 

1.1 Date Name Type of Wavelength Spectrai Integr. Spatial Eimb Stokes Polarity 
region range resolution time resol. direc. params. 

0.15 6.5.84 PLAGE9 Plage 14676-18039 359'600 42 511 E WQ - 
0.38 6.5.84 PLAGE8 Plage 14676-18039 359'600 42 5" E IVQ - 
0.43 6.5.84 PLAGE10 Plage 14676-18039 359'600 42 5 I' W IVQ C 
0.61 6.5.84 PLAGE11 Plage 14676-18039 359'600 48 5 I' E IvQ - 
0.76 7.5.84 NE.TW3 Network 14676-18039 359'600 33 5" SW IVQ - 
0.99 6.5.84 NETW2 Network 14676-18039 359'600 53 5 'I W IVQ + 
0.26 6.5.84 SPOT1 Umbra '14676-18039 359'600 42 5)' E IvQ - 
0.47 7.5.84 SPOT2 Umbra 14676-18039 359'600 42 5 It E rVQ - 

of thus selecting regions with a relatively simple geometry of the magnetic field. The method of choosing the 
region to be observed in the 1984 observations warrants some attention, since it  is probably responsible for some 
selection effects. The FTS aperture was firnt centred on a local extremum of the Stokes V Signal obtained by 
Setting the FTS to a fixed path length difference and monitoring Stokes V on a meter. A path length difference of 
approximately 2cm was chosen, which corresponds roughly to the inverse of the typical width of a photospheric 
spectral line. Then the entrance hole was guided on this point, taking into account the law of differential rotation 
of photospheric magnetic fields. This procedure favours regions with large Stokes V. For observations near the 
limb, this means that if the magnetic field is pergendicular to the solar surface, then regions with very large 
filling factors are preferably observed, or if the magnetic field can be inclined, then fields inclined towards the 
observer will be favoured. 

Fig. 3.1 illustrates this effect. In Fig. 3, la  the average of the blue and red absolute amplitudes of Stokes 
V, V„„ of Fe I 5250.2 A is plotted for all 10 FTS recordings containing this line. If we neglect variations 
in the thennodynamic properties of fluxtubes with filling factor a! and p (cf. chapter 5), then V„,/cosy is 
approximately proportional to cy, since the magnetic field strength does not vary strongly with cy (Stenflo and 
Harvey, 1985). Due to the theoretically expected large buoyancy of the fluxtubes, we expect cos y = cos B = p to 
be a reasonable assumption (Schiissler, 1986). Dividing V„, by cos 8, we get Fig. 3.lb, where the sharp increase 
in a towards the limb is clearly visible. However, the data also allow for the other explanation, namely that the 
fields near the limb are tilted towards the observer. Note: Solanki et al, (1987) have shown that at least part of 
this increase in V„,/ cos d is induced by tilted fields. The magnetic field in the last three regions is found to be 
inclined towards the observer, with increasing inclination for decreasing p. 

A small part of an FTS spectrum obtained in 1984 is shown in Fig. 3.2. Plotted are Stokes I, V, and Q for 
a region with = 0.28. The spectral line is Fe I 5250.2 A (g=3), probably the most used line for polarimetric 
observations. 



Fig, 3.1 a Average of the blue and red amplitudes of Stokes V, &m„ of Fe I 52502 W is plotted vs. p. b 
I 

G „ / p  vs. p. For a veptical field Vma,/p & ssugklg proportional to tke filling factor. 

5250.0 5250.2 52SB.U 5250.0 5250.2 5250.1 5250.0 5250.2 5250.U 
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Fig, 3.2 Stokes I, V, and Q profiles sf Fe I 5250.2 W observed in an active segion plage at p = 0.28. 
I 

Different wavelength ranges were chosen in 1979 in srder to obtain an atlas in Stokes 1 and V covering a 

large postion of tbe visible spectmm. The wavelength range 0% the spectra in the visible 0% I984 was chosen 
such that it contained tke line pair 5247-5250 A not too near its edge. h r t h e m o r e ,  a considerable number sf 
unblended spectral lines 0% lron are found in this range. The wavelength range in tke infrared was chosen such 
that it contained the g = 3 line Fe I 15648.5 W. It is bounded On both sides by extensive atmsspheric absorptisn 
bands, For the IR data InSb detectors cooled to appsoximately 73K with liquid nitrogen were used. 

Note that in the rest 0% this thesis if nothing %s said to the contrary, then tke 1979 data are meant. 

9.2,2, Defrzngis2qt Continuum, and km-Level  

In tbe I979 data the KB*P modu%ator plate caused weak intederence frisges In the unpoilarized data, in particula~ 
towasds the bIue end of the spectsum, Usiwg numeslcal fits with a h b y - P e s e t  equation, the fringes eould bs 
successful%y serrioved prisr to the data analysis. By making all optical elements in the lightbearri slightly wedge 
skaped, such problems were avoided for the I984 data (Harvey, 1986b), 

Tke gradual decline of the prefilter transmittance near the edges of a wavelength rmge causes the coatinrittm 
ta tse unreliable there. By fitting quadratic functions through tke m a x h a  of Stakes 1, the continuum esuld be 
cori-ected to within about 0.5%, which is 0% sufficient accuracy for our purpsses. A sirnilaa. amount of uncertainty 
is present in the tme intensitg Zero leve% (Holweger, psiwte commnication). Fos the 1984 data the required 
csntinuum cowection was considerably smaller, due to the use 0% a predisperser with csnsidesably sharper eu%a8%, 
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One effect of the gradual decrease in intensity towards the edges of the prefilter range in the 1979 data is that 
the noise increases considerably there, both in Stokes I and V. However, in general, noise levels in the data are 
quite small. Since noise is discussed in detail in Sect. 4.3.2, in connection with the selection of spectral lines, we 
refrain from going into greater detail here. Since the FTS has practically ns  stray light, no stray light comction 
had to be carried out. 

Except from a small additive false zero-level, in V I I  and Q / I  (degree of circular, respectively, linear polariza- 
tion), and perhaps a fixed amont of depolarization in the 1979 data, no false polarization was introduced by the 
instrument. It is relatively simple to subtract out this false level, by assuming that V I I  and Q I I  should be Zero 
in the continuum. That this assumption is valid is demonstrated by the broadband polarization measurements 
of Kemp et al. (1987), who find a fractional circular poiarization of 0 . 1 - 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  and an upper limit on the linear 

/ 
polarization of 0.2 X 1 0 - ~  when averaging over the whole solar disk. Most of this polarization is due to the Stokes 
V asymmetry in spectral lines, so that the continuum polarization is even lower (cf. chapter 8 for more details). 
In practice we take all points with 0.98 < I/I, < 1, where I, is the continuum intensity. It should be noted that 
V / I ,  respectively QI I ,  should be used, and not V or Q, since the instrumental polarization contains the solar 
spectral features in V, respectively Q, but not in V I I  or Q l I  (i.e., it is spectrally flat in these quantities; cf. 
Stenflo et al. 1983). For the 1984 data the need for this zero-level correction was decreased by the use of the 
"anti-McMathn device of Harvey (1985a). The residual instrumental polarization in the raw data was generally 
< 0.1% in Stokes V and < 0.2% in Stokes Q. Stokes Q would have been particularly badly affected if it had 
been measured with the instrumental setup of 1979. After correction, the continuum polarization is considerably 
smaller still, being of the order of 0.01% or better for Stokes V. In particular it is lhwer than the noise level in 
every case, and is certainly completely insignificant compared to the Zeeman effect polarization of most spectral 
lines. Arguments in favour of some depolarization of the 1979 data have been presented by Stenflo and Harvey 
(1985). However, stringent tests of the instrumental setup of 1984 by Harvey (1985b) have not revealed any 
sources of depolarization. In any case, this depolarization only affects the filling facton determined from these 
data, since the rest of the analysis is independent of the absolute value of the polarization signal. 

3.3. Advantages and Bisadvantages of FTS Bata 

Due to the fact that their diameten are below the resolution limit of modern optical instrumentation, fluxtubes, 
like stan,  require spectral methods for a proper investigation of their internal structure. Ideally, observations 
should combine high spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution, and Cover a large spatial, temporal, and spectral 
range simultaneously in all four Stokes parameten. In reality, due to the limitations set by seeing and instrumen- 
tation, and in order to reach a reasonable signal to noise ratio, compromises have to be made. Over the years a 
large variety of data have been obtained for the study of fluxtubes. In the following we shall look at the merits 
and demerits of some of them for determining the internal properties of fluxtubes. 

One method of investigation is to take photographs or photoelectric images of active regions or network ele- 
ments in some more or less pure Stretch of continuum. An advantage of continuum observations is that they allow 
for good spatial and temporal resolution, while enabling many spatial elements to be observed simultaneously 
(i.e. large spatial ranges are possible). Another advantage is that continuum data in general contain information 
on other levels in the fluxtube atmosphere than Iine spectra, and can provide estimates of the temperature in 
the important deeper layers. A disadvantage is that besides the temperature they cannot give any information 
on internal properties of fluxtubes. Strictly speaking they cannot even identify fluxtubes with certainty. All 
that continuum observations show are bright points of typically less than 0.5" diameter, although Schüssler and 
Solanki (1987) present some evidence in favour of identifying bright points with magnetic elements. In addition, 
Foukal et al. (1981) and Foukal and Duvall (1985) have pointed out that most high resolution continuum obser- 
vations of fluxtubes have not been carried out in stretches of pure continuum, so that the information they give 
is smeared over a height range given by the number density and properties of the spectral lines in the observed 
window. 

Although unpolarized line spectra contain in principle much more information on the fluxtube, they still 
suffer from the disadvantage (shared by the continuum data), that the light from the fluxtubes is, in general, 
strongly mingled with light from their non-magnetic surroundings. This makes spectra in unpolarized light rather 
less than ideal for detemining the internal structure of fluxtubes. This is particularly true for spectra with low 
spatial resolution, and spatial resolution has often to be sacrificed if enough spectral information with good S/N 
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is to be gathered. 
Spectra in polarized light overcome a considerable portion of the disadvantages of finite spatial resolutiow, 
Stokes & -. U = V = 0 when B - 0, so that these Stokes parametew aslse only in the magnetic part of 

the atmosphere. * Once more different types of polarimeter data exist, two extremes of which are listed below. 
FiP%tly, those witkhigh spatial arid temporal resolution (both are required sinataXtaneously due to the everchanging 
seeing) an$ one or two spatial dimensions, but with only very Iimited spectral infomatisn (magnetograph type, 
or spectra in one, or at the most a few spectral lines). Secondly, those with high spectraP resolution an8 a broad 
spectral rawge buk with only moderate spatiall and temporal resolution (as obtained for example with an FTS). 
6 f  coume obsewations with properties intemediate to these two extremes exist as well. 

Our F$$ spectra are umique, In thpt each recording is a eomplete spectra1 atlas in Stokes 1, V, and in 
some cases 9. With an appropsiate awalysis technique, they allow the magnetie fielld strength, temperature, 
and velocity structure of fluxtubes to be determined independently of the actual size 0% the spatial resolution 
elements. This is ehe main reason why 10" and 5" entrance apertures were chosen, Smaller eratrance apertures 
would only have increased the noise level in the data (this is always a problem with pslawmetnc data outside 
sunspots due to the small filling factors), an8 would also have made the obsewations more sensitive to seeing 
fluctuataons. 

8% Course, these are considerable limitations to the gossibilities of these data. They can only psovide us with 
average properties of fluxtubes, since usually more than one fluxtube will be present in the resolution element, 
Little Information can be obtained on the spread 0% fluxtube properties, or on the detailed mosghology of the 
field. Due to the rather long integration t h e s ,  no infomation is obtainecl ora the temporal evoIntPon 0% the 
magwetic field, 

Another possible problern with the FTS is that, althsugh al% the wavelengths contAbufie slmultaneously to 
the recorded interferogram, the different Fourier componenta of each Iine profile are sampled ab different times, 
which could cause a sirniPar distortion of sll line profiles in a slngle scan 3 periodic rnotisns with a period near to 
the time required to racord a h l l  inter%esogram ase present on tha Sun. Psobleans with &Be ubiquitous fiva minnte 
oscilliations were avoided by chooslng this time to be 7.2 mimutes in the visible spectsal range (in the IR the scan 
period is less fortunate, being 4 mlnutes 38 seconds) and by repeating the iaL&e%.%%rogram aean a number of times. 
This last step has the added advantage thafi the Signal to noke ratio of the data is hcreased, Also, in eontrast 
to some othes such instruments, the McMath FTS samples the intederogram symmetAcally, i.e. both negative 
and positive path length differences z are sarnpled. The advantage 0% this technique ls that  all are sampled at 
the Same mean epoch, thus reducing the instrumentally induced influence 0% changes in the solar atmosphere on 
the line profile shapes. Finally, a comparison of PTS Stokes 1 line profilles with Jungfiaujoch atlas profiles shows 
that no significant distsrtions of the FTS profiles exist. A%though large amplitude motiows of unknown geRod 
exist in fluxtubes (see chagter 19, they are not in phase fss different fluxtabes, as can be anfe%-ed from the null 
resule of Giovanelll et al. (1918). Therefore these anotions shoulcl. not cause any additional distortions of the FTS 
Stokes V and Q profiles via the scamning in the Fourier domain, 

In Table 3.4 the two extreme types 06 polarheter data mentioned above ase contrasted to each other and 
their capabilities to study different aspects of fluxtubes are summarized, Note that the tabie is based on presemt 
capabilities, and that future data or analysis procedures may be able to realise things now seemingly impossible. 
A few remarks to Table 3.4 are listed below (the places the remarks refer to are marked in the table). 

The observation that the IR line Fe I 15648,5 W has a Stokes V profile whose cr cornponents are much broader 
thsn the complete I profile, may be due to a range 0% magnetic fiePds distnbuted horizontally across the 
fluxtube dlameter (Stenflo et al., f987b, also see Sect, 6.5), However, at  gresent this is not the only possible 
explanation and mueh more work k required to decide this polnt. 

"t may be possible to obtain infomation on the Beight Variation 0% fluxtube properties from observations at 
various distances from the Iimb, or by comparing IR with visible observations, etc. 
cx is the filling factor. 

It may be possible to detemine diameters of fluxtubes with $ow resolution data off disk centre when 2-19 
modeis are used, since the line profiles may depend strongly on the fluxtube diameter and angle of inelinatfow 
(cf. b n  Ballegooijem, 1985b). 

* This simple picture may no langer be true for small fluxtubes (in particular whem obsewed near the timb), 
siwce one and the same lime of sight may then pass through both magnetic awd non-magnetic regfons. 
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Wiehr (1985a) Sees some changes in the Stokes V profile which may be part of an oscillation, but an instm- 
mental explanation cannot be mled out (these observations do not have high spatial resolution). 
The work of Brants (1985a, b) is a good example of how such data can be quantitatively interpreted. 

It follows from Table 3.4, that the t& types of data are complementary to each other and we need both high 
and low spatial resolution data in order to obtain a maximum of information on the fine scalle stmcture of solar 
magnetic fields. We may also generalize from this section that high spatial resolution (e.g. magnetograph type) 
observations are the prime source of information on the distribution, morphology, and evolution of magnetic 
features, while low spatial resolution spectra (like the ones used in this thesis) are Superior for determining their 
internal stmcture. 



4. Data Analysis: A Statistical Approach 

'There are lies, damn lies and statistics," 

G.B. Shaw 

4,l. Pntroduetion 
/ 

The observational psocedure and the data set have been described in the last chapter. Here we shall csncentrate 
ow the analysis and present some qualitative results. Basically two approaches to the data analysis are possible, 
the Yew line approach', based on the detailed study of the line psofiles of a few spectral lines, and the 'many line 
approach', which is based on an analysis of the parameters of many spectral lines. Solanki (1987) has discussed 
the relative merits of both approaches, % take maxlmum advantage of the unique features of F%§ data, v i ~ .  
tke excellent spectral resolution and the broad sgectral range, we have, fos the main part, chosen the man- line 
approach. Parameters of a large number of spectral lines (taken from a list 0% 400 unblended Fe I and 56 Fe 
I% lines) are detennined and analysed. One advantage of this approach is that hidden blends do not effect the 
analysis significantly. Parameterisation is also a simple and efficient way to get a handle on the immense amount 
af data (2 X 105 t s  3 X 10"ata polnts per FTS spectmm). 

To aHow a direct comparisona between the aumundings 0% the fluxtube and ita interiss, i.e, between Stokes 
i and M, we htmduce the Iv profile, obtained by integrating Stokes M. It is a first order appsoximatiow of the 
Stokes I profile arising in the fluxtube. With thk atep a majos disadnntage of the FTS dada! the 1sw apatiaP 
reaolution, is overcome. The Iv profiie can, fsr most purposes be treated Pike Stokes I. In particular, Pv kmd 1 
ean be identicallly parameterised, and the rich collection of dlagnsstic methsds developed fos Stokes I can also 
be applied to %V. B) studying the dependence 0% the Iv line width and line depth, the Stokes V asymmetry 
and a;ero-crossing, etc., On the excitatisn potential, Lande factor, and Strength of the line, the influence 0% fi111ng 
factor, magnetic field strength, temperature, and veloctiy on the spectmm can be, at least gartially, separated, 
al$owPng a qualitative picture of these quantities iraside fluxtubes to be obtained. 

h r  more quantitative knowledge, however, model calculations are required, i.e, the emergent profiles of 
a numbes 0% spectral lines in a fluxtube modei with some Initially ~ s u r n e d  atmospheris stmcture have to be 
ca%cu%ated and compared t s  observed line profiles. This comparison can be used to constmct an improved model. 
This pmcess cafaled out over a numbes of iterative steps hopefullly converges to a rnodel with a certaln semblanee 
to reality. 

Prior to this work Unno (1959) and Stenflo and Eindegren (1977) have presented a similar approach, based 
on the statistical analysis of the parameters of Stokes P profiles oniy, to estimate the strength of a turbulent 
OP tangled magnetic fieid in the solar photosphere. Preston (1971) has also used tha differential broadening of 
a few lines of different Zeeman sensitivity to detennine tke magnetic field strengths on Ap stars, while Brandt 
and Solanki (1987) have applied this technique to the detennination of filling factors in solar active regions from 
Stokes P profiles. Finally Mathys and Stenflo (1986) have subsequently applied the concept of the Iv profile t s  
the study of Ap stars. 

The Iv profile Is derived and discussed in Sect, 4.2. The unblended lines used are liated together with their 
ataanic parameters (in particular their empirically detemined Land6 factoss) in Sect. 4,3, In Sect. 4.4 some Iine 
parametem af Stokes P, Iv and V are defined and a firnt qualitative analysis with the helg 0% regression equatiows 
k carried out. Finally, in Sect. 4.5 the msdels sewing as the basis for the line pmfile eal~ulatiows are briefly 
described, 

4." T h  Iv Profile 

4.2.1 A Simple Derivation of the fv Profle: A Relatisnshig Betweela Stskes I an$ %.' 

Cswsider a normal Zeeman triplet fomed at disk eentre in a static atmosphere with a magwetic field which is 
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vertical (i.e. aligned along the line of sight) and homogeneous over the resolution element. The spectral line is 
then split by the magnetic field into two U components with opposite circulai- polarization. Their intensities can 
be written as 

1 
Ir,b = - ( I  rf- V). 

2 

The Stokes I and V profiles are accordingly 
I = I'. + Ib 

V = I'. - I(,* 

Next we make use of the following relations valid in a homogeneous field along the line of sight (e.g. Unno, 1956). 
This is a particularly simple case of Eqs;(2.43) and (2.17). 

where AXH is the Zeeman splitting, cf. Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24), 

AXN = 4.67 X 1 0 - 1 3 g ~ 2 ~ ,  

with X and AXH in A, and B in G. Neglecting saturation effects for the moment we obtain the following relation 

I, is the Zeeman unbroadened Stokes I profile originating from the magnetic region, i.e. from the Same region 
as Stokes V. Expanding the right-hand-side of the above equation in a Taylor senes we get 

By combining Eq. (4.5), res~ectively Eq. (4.6) with Eq. (4.2) the following expressions are obtained for Stokes I 
and V. 

and 

As expected from the antisymmetry of Stokes V in a static atmosphere (cf. Sect. 2.4.2), only odd-powered terms 
are present in Eq. (4.8b), while the symmetry of I allows only even powered terms. 

If the Zeeman splitting of the spectral line is much smaller than its width, the higher order terms in Eqs. 
(4.8) can be neglected (this is the so called weak field approximation, valid for AXH « AXD, AXD = Doppler 
width of the line) and they reduce to the simple expressions 

It Is therefore possible to determine Stokes V from the unsplit Stokes I profile formed in the Same magnetic 
region. Kowever, when investigating small solar magnetic fluxtubes we face the reverse problem, since due to 
their minuteness as compared with the spatial resolution, the only clean infonnation OB the fluxtubes Comes from 
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Stokes V, the observed Stokes I being mainly fomed outside the fluxtubes, Aceordingly, the integrated f a m  sf 
Eq, (4.9) is the more useful equation (Solanki and Stenflo, 1984). IIf we define a profile, Iv,  as 

then it is a good approxirnation of I, in the weak field approximation, i.e. .Tv is a gaod approsca%amation af the 
unsplit line profile. Here Ic is the intensity 0% the contlnuum and A L  is the Eower integratiom boundargr which 
shoulld in piPineip$e be at -so, but is in practice chosen sufieiently far in the blue wing for V(X1) m 6. For 
real datre the choice of X I  is usually goveqed by noise and tha prosca%amity of neighbouiwg lines. The simple 
discussiow given hese for a Zeeman tripld will be extended to eover anomalaus Zeeman sglittirng in the following 
seetion. Land1 DeglPInnocenti and Landl Begl'Innocenti (1973) dexlved Eq. (4.9) fmm s perturbative solution of 
the rsdiative transfer equations. 

4.6.6. Summary of a Derivation of the Jv Profle Pncluding Anomalous %ernun Splitting 

Zf BAH for lines with anomalous Zeeman splltting is defined by replacing g in Eq. (4.4) through g e ~ ,  then a general. 
fomalism for the expansion of the absorption coefficients of the Stokes parametem q ~ ,  vg, qu, q~ according tra 
powew of AX; = AXH/gef l  can be derived (Mathys and Stenflo, 1987a). T h k  fomallsm takes lnto aceount the 
anomalous Zeemaw effect, smd is valid for a general .y (the angle between the rnagnetic field arid tke line of sight). 
It is partPy bwed on earller work by Lamdi Begl'hwocenti (1982, 1985a). We sha%l restsilct oumelves to descxibing 
on%y the resalts pertinent to our dlscussisn. Ima ita general form, the expansion can ba written 

CO 

-- * 2k C W(' )  sin27 cos 2p C [Cck) - Cr*'] AXH aA2k P ( X  - '0). 
rl(X0) 2 k-1 

00 

(X)  a2k-I-I  
-- - CO$ 7 E ( 2 k + I ) a x *  2k-I-1 

rl(X0) 
H a X 2 k + I  $0 - Xo), 

k=O 

where 4(X - Xo)  is the prsfile of in the absewee of a magnetic field (Xo  beilag the line eentre wavelength), 
q(Xo)$(0)  is the ratio of the absorptioan coeficienii at Iine cewtre t s  the csntinuous absoaption coefieient, agaiaa 

(9) in the absence of a rnagnetic field. The coefficients CF) and C!" can be written in terms oE the moments P, 

of tke a and CT components 

The are defined by 

hX,(M$ Is equivalemt to tr,(M) in Eq. (2.23) expressed now in wavelength units, and S,(M, r/2) represents the 
nsma%ised stsemgth of the Zeeman components arising from the transition with n = AM and the initial state 
M. Values of & ( M ,  11/21 ean be determlied from Table 2.1 after using Eq. (2.15). She pik' satisfy the generai 
yropertles 

P(") - k (k) 
-1 - (-I] PI (4-14) 

awd 
(2k-+I) _E ,, 

Po 
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Values for the first few are listed below 

where 

with 

These fomulae are completely symmetrical with respect to the interchange of u and 1 (Ju9 gu -+ 4,  gi). General 
expressions for the calculation of W well as C r ) ,  Clk) have been derived by Mathys and Stenflo 

(k)  (k)  (1987a), while Mathys and Stenflo (1987b) have tabulated po , pl , cP), and Cik) for k = 0,. . . , 8  and for a 
wide variety of transitions. 

Since for solar magnetic fluxtubes the weak field approximation is in general satisfied, we can restrict ourselves 
to t e m s  with k < 2 in Eq. (4.11) 

1 2  [ 
a2 

'Q(') ~i - sin 7 cos2p p r )  - P?) - AAS] axiQ(X - Ao), 
'?(Aal 4 

v w ( 4  1 2 [ 
a - sin 7 sin 2 p  pf ) - P?' - AXH] --#(X - ho), 

~ ( X O )  4 ax2 

Except for the sign, the expression for qv in Eq. (4.19) is very similar to the expression for Stokes V given by Eq. 
(4.9). The difference in sign between r)v and Stokes V is due to the fact that we are dealing with absorption lines 
and that therefore the absorption coefficient for right circularly polarized radiation corresponds to the emergent 
profile for left circularly polarized radiation. The comparison of qv to V allows us to extend the definition of the 
Iv profile to general values of 7. The absence of terms due to the anomalous Zeeman effect in the expression for 
qv (since = 0, cf. Eq. (4.16)) means that the simple exression for the Iv profile Eq. (4.10) originally derived 
only for Zeeman triplets is equally valid for lines with an anomalous Zeeman Splitting pattern, if we replace the 
Land6 factor g of the triplet by the effective Land6 factor g,fi in BAH. Thus we can write in general 

Eq. (4.19) also allows IQ and Iw profiles to be defined by putting VQ -+ Q, -+ U, # --+ I, and integrating 
over the wavelength. 

.. .. 
Ic  - IQ -- - - 4 

IC sin27 cos ~P(AX$ - po 

X\ = X1 shonld again be chosen far enough in the wing for Q w U m 0. For these profiles, the t e m s  due to 
the anomalous Zeeman effect do play a role. Therefore IQ profiles calculated without taking anomalous Zeeman 



splitting into aceount (e.g. using the fomula dekaved by Stenflo, 1985) will differ accordingly fmm corresponding 
.KQ profilles calculated using Eq. (4.21). These are sonne furthes problems with the Pg and Pu psofiles whieh m a b  
them sf questionable use for application t s  real data, These problems will be discussed in Sect. 4.2.3. 

402030 Bflects of Saturation 07% Stokes Q, U, an$ V :  The Iv Profile for Saturated %ines 

Siace Stokes Q and U ase identical except fos their different dependence on the aaimuth p, it is suEcient to  

eonsider snly Stskes Q and V in this section, In Fig. 4.1 the Q profiEe of the medium strong line Fe 1 5250 Aj6, 
calculated with the HSRA for 7 =- 90", p - 0' and B - 10 Cap is plotted, Although the weak field appro~matican 
is valid (B = 1 G still gives the same prsfile +ape), it is elear, that sinee the area of $Be profile absve the zero-line 
is not egual to the area below the zeroane, the continuum will %ie at different levels s n  the b%ue an$ red side 
of IQ. For such a large asymmetry between the areas of tke B and n eomponents as exhibited by this Q prsiila 
(with A„ + A„ > 2A„ these quantities are defined below), Ig will not losk even falntly similar to 1. This 
effect is not due to velocity gradients, or unequally populated Zeeman sublevels as requised t s  explain Stokes V 
asymmetry [The Stokes & profile fulfills the syrnmetry relation Eq. (2.57)j. Rather, it is due to a eombination 0% 
thei Zeeman splitthg and the saturatlon in the line. 

Fig. 4,l The Stokes $ profiie of Fe 1 
52582 W, as caIculated us- 
in@; the HSRA model atrno- 
sphere awd a magnetic field 
vectos givew by 7 - 90Q, p = 
Cl", B = %O G, Note the d& 
fereneca in area Between the 
T- and 8-components. 

The same effect also gives rise t s  the broad-band linear polaslzation in active regions and sunspots, as was 
firnt rneasured by Leroy (31962), who also found the csmect in te~re ta t ion  fss his obsematioas by eansidering the 
Unno solutiscan fos Stokes $. Calarnai et af. (1975) extended his analysis $0 include magnetsoptical effects (by 
using RachkovskyPs solution) . 

However, the discussion of bsoadband polariaation fails to make clear that the a-T asymmetry QF Stakes 
$ persists even fsr smabl Eeld strengths, since the integrated quantity which is impsn%awt fss broadband linear 
polaRzation 

i.e. the absolute B.-T asymmetry disappears for srnall magnetic field strengtbs. Hsweves, the relative asymmetryz 
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defined as 

does not disappear, as Fig. 4.1 and the following Milne-Eddington calculations show. A„ is the absolute area of 
the blue o-component of Stokes Q, A„ the area of its red 0-component, and A, the area of its T-component. 

For simplicity, we assume that 7 = 90°, (o = 0°, and a weak field, i.e. qp » q~ and qv = QV = 0. No 
principle limitations exist to extend these calculations to a more general case. However, no qualitatively new 
results are obtained. It is also better to consider the general case with a proper radiative transfer code than with 
the simple Unno formalism. The magnetsoptical effects are minute for the weak field case (cf. chapter 2), and 
can be neglected (for -y = 0' they disapp7ar anyway). Then 

We have normalised Q to the local continuum level. Using Eq. (2.42), we can rewrite Eq. (4.24) as 

POP VQ POP m -- 'lQ Q = - -------- 
1 + Pop (1 + 9 0 ) ~  (1 - *) 1 + POP (1 + >1d2 ' 

shce (1 + qo) » 2q8.  Using Eq. (4.19) and the fact that the Unno solution is only valid for Zeeman triplets we 

It is the qo(X) in the denominator, which leads to the asymmetry even in the case of a weak magnetic field. Since 
we can assume that qo(X) has the form of a Voigt function centred on the line, the denominator is larger for 
line centre, which reduces the area of the ~r component, leading to the observed asymmetry. For very weak lines 
qo(X) « 1 for all X, so that . . 

To test the validity of the IQ profile for a saturated line we require a relation between d21/dX2 and 
d2110(X)/dX2. We s tad  with the Unno solution for weak fields. 

Then 

and 

If we use Eq. (4.30) to replace d2qo(X)/dX2 in Eq. ( 4 . 2 ~ ) ~  then we get not only a d21/dX2 term, but also a 
( d ~ ~ / d X ) ~  tenn. For very weak lines, i.e., qo « 1 VA, Eq. (4.30) reduces to 

By combining Eq. (4.31) with (4.27) we get 

Thus, Eq. (4.21) is only valid for very weak (i.e. unsaturated) spectral lines (the weak field limit is a prerequisit 
of Eq. (4.21) in any case). We therefore conclude that the IQ and Iv profiles are not of practical use, since most 
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Eines 0% interest show at least some saturation. For larger fields the g l ~ ,  an$ glv terms in the denominator of 
Eq. (4.26) also play a role and modify 6 9 .  They also lead to a certain 7 dependence of the effect. 

Bow ean the Stokes Q asymmetry be understood intulttvely? In the presence 0% a magnetic field, the two 
equally polarized a components are shifted so that due to saturation their combined area is somewhat larger than 
that of the n component. The larger the bcplitting (- B), the %arger the abso%.ute asymrnetry will be. However, 
the amount by which a or T cancel each other in Q decreases with Sncreasing B,  This has the result that for 
sma l  magnetic field values most 0% the signal canceIs, so that tha small absolute asymmetq between a and T 

dominates the resulting Signal, thus Ieading to a large relative asymmetxy, For strong fie%ds bsth the absolute 
and the relative asymmetry should appsoach asymptotic values depending only on tha arnount 06 saturation in 
the %In%. 

/ 
Concrete calculations, including magnetooptical effects, fos the Fe 1 5250.2 A line with a, radiative transfer 

code have also been canied out and have confimed the dependences suggested by the analytical and heuAstic 
eonsiderations presented above. Fig. 4.2 shows 6 9  vs. B for 5250.2 W with log g* f - -4.938 (solid curve, the g* f 
vaXne ~neasured by Blackwell, Ibbetson, Petford, and Shallis, 1979) and Pog g*f = -5.938 (dashed eurve), Tbe 
abundanca 1LI the Same for all three curves: e = 7.5. As is clearly visible from the figuse, a decrease in log g*f 
also msults in a decrease in 6&. The figure also demonstrates the dependenee of 69 on B (for g = 3). 

Fig, 4-2 The relative asymmetry between 
the summed areas of the a- and 
T-componewts of S t o b s  $, 6 9 ,  
plotted vs, the Geld strength B" 
The two curves represest Fe I 
5256.2 A (solid), a sd  a hypo- 
thetical variant of this llne with 
the g"f value redueed by a fac- 
kor OP 16 (dmhed). 

Field streiigtln D (G) 

Since the two sigma components are cornpletely equivalent with respect to saturation in a static atmasphere, 
the Stokes V profile suffem no similar consequences, so that IV can be cajculated without any problems for %ines 
of any amount 0% saturation. This can also be shown vesy simp%y with the Unno model fsr weak fields. 

Comparing Eq. (4.291, which is valid for al% angles in a weak fiel$, with tha weak field approximation of the 
Uwno so%ut%on for Stokes V 

awd usiag Eq, (4,19), where we replace 4(X - Xo) by glo(X) we get 

I 

We eonelude &hat the definition of the %V profile is not affected by satnration in the spectral Ewe, 
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4.2.4. The Iv Profile for Real Data 

A first test of the validity of the Iv profile for real data was carried out by Stenflo et al. (1984) when they 
compared the observed dI/dX and Stokes V profiles with each other for a number of lines. An example is shown 
in Fig. 4.3, where the Na I D1 line at 5895.93 (gen = 1.33) is used. -dI/dX (thick line) has been normalised so 
that its blue peak coincides with the blue peak of Stokes V. 

Fig, 4.3 Stokes V (thick curve) and -dI/dX 
I NR I U ,  5 8 9 5 . 9 3  

(thin curve) of Na I D1 recorded in 
a strong plage a t  p = 0.92. -dI/dX 
has been normalised to the same am- 2 

plitude as Stokes V of the Na line. 
Notice the strong water vapour com- 

- 1 
ponents in -dI/dX which are absent .Y - 
in Stokes V. =. 

0 
W 
i 
0 
C 
U> 

Except for the far wings of the line (where V is smaller than -dI/dX),  bsth  profiles are identical. Stenflo et 
al. proposed that water vapour may be the cause of this difference. Another possible explanation is that due to 
the higher ternperature in the fluxtube'(cf. chapter 5)) the strength of the line in the fluxtube is smaller than its 
strength in the quiet atmosphere. For a line as strong as Na I Di this would mostly result in a decrease of the 
line wings. It should be kept in mind that, due to the generally small filling factor, Stokes I  is formed mostly 
outside the fluxtube. 

The good agreement between -dI/aX and Stokes V for the Na I D1 line is not surprising, since this line is 
so bsoad that the weak field approximation is certainly valid and any differences between the two profiles have 
to be due to differences in the atmospheres they are formed in (i.e. due to differences in temperature, pressure, 
velocity, or magnetic field). The presence of terrestrial water vapour is readily visible in the large number of H 2 0  
lines present in -aI/dX but absent from Stokes V. Thus we See how a comparison between dI/dX and Stokes 
V allows telluric lines to be recognised easily by their absence in Stokes V. Of course geff = 0 solar lines would 
also disappear to firjt order, but are so rare that they can be neglected. 

More relevant examples for checking the validity of Iv are shown in Fig. 4.4, where the -dI/üX and Stokes 
V profiles of the Fe I lines at 5247.1 A (geff = 2) and 5250.2 A (g = 3) measured in a plage region are compared 
to each other (thick curve: Stokes V, thin curve: -d IldX, which is again normalised to the blue peak of Stokes 
V). For the Fe I 5247.1 A line shown on the left, the Iv and Stokes V curves match each other quite well, with 
the exception of the pronounced asymmetry in Stokes V, which can of course not be reproduced by -üI/üA. In 
contrast to this nice correspondence, Fe I 5250.2 A shows distinct differences between Stokes V and -aI/üA. 
One interpretation of these differences would be, that due to its larger Land6 factor, Fe I 5250.2 A no longer 
fulfills the weak field approximation. We may thus be tempted to  conclude that the weak field approximation is 
valid for lines with gen 5 2, but not for lines with gen = 3. 

iinfortunately, the Stokes I  profiles inside and outside the fluxtube are not identical, (see e.g. Harvey and 
Livingston, 1969; Frazier and Stenflo, 1978). It is therefore not necessary for -dI/dX an8 Stokes V to overlap 
cornpletely. From this we conclude that, although it is encousaging that the two profiles match each other for Fe I 
5247.1 A, this does not constitute a stringent test for the validity of the weak field approximation. A proper test 
would require that I  and V profiles be calculated with a radiative transfer code in the Same magnetic atmosphere, 
and the resulting Iv and I  profiles be compared with each other [or more accurately the I  profile calculated via 
Eq. (4.8a) with the J profile resulting directly from the radiative transfer]. A simple test of this kind is presented 
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atmosphere, and the simple interpretation given above to the Iv profile loses its meaning, since for a particular 
ray B(s ,  can vary rapidly over small distances along the line of sight. The validity of the Iv profile will in this 
case have to be checked numerically using a 2-D model and radiative transfer along many lines of sight. 

In addition to this averaging over the resolution element, the Stokes V and therefore the Iv profiles are also 
averaged over the time Span of the measurement, over which penod individual fluxtubes may have evolved or 
moved. For most of the following analysis we will use the symbols B,  (B), AXH, (AxH), cosy, (cosy), (Iv),  and 
Iv as representing the simple two component model. However, we shall often simply refer to Stokes V or V when 
implying (V).  Since ( V )  = aV,  we can always do this except for the rare cases when the filling factor plays a 
direct role. In particular, as most of the following analysis depends only on the comparison between the profiles 
of different lines. We have also implicit5ly assumed that the continuum intensity inside the fluxtube is equal 
to the continuum intensity outside. This need not necessarily be the case and in general (V) = cuGcV, where 
Gc = I T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  Irhotosphere is the ratio of the continuum intensities of the fluxtubes to that of their surroundings 
if a « 1. Except for the determination of a, 6, plays no role and due to the Parge uncertainty in the true I:lUxtUbe 

we set it to unity for the rest of the analysis (See also Grossmann-Doerth et al., 1987; Schüssler and Solanki, 
1987, for detailed discussions) . 

In the derivation carried out in Sect. 4.2.1, it was assumed that the magnetic field strength remains constant 
with height (B(z) = constant). In the weak field approximation, this is equivalent to requiring that the magnetic 
flux remains constant with height ((B(z))  = constant), so that the rnagnetic field strength may vary, as long as this 
variation is compensated by an inverse variation of the area covered by the field, and as long as AXH/AAD « 1 
(with AXH B and not (B)). This makes (AXH) independent of height, and therefore also of the wavelength 
in the line, allowing it to be moved in front of the integration. Due to our spatial resolution of 10", respectively 
5", which is much larger than the diameter of a fluxtube, the condition of (hXH) independent of z is almost 
certainly fulfilled for our obsewations. It can only be invalidated by the presence of very large canopies with 
diameten much larger than the resolution element, such as the ones proposed by Giovanelli (1980). However, 
since practically all the lines considered in this thesis are formed below the height of the temperature minimum, 
T,i„ and thus below such canopies, we need not worry about their effects here. 

(B) in the expression for (AXH) ,acts as a scaling factor for the fluxtube line profiles Iv. Bowever, the 
determination of (B) cannot be carried out in an unambiguous manner. Since we use Fe I and I1 lines for the 
later analysis, let us briefly consider their respective potentials for the determination of (B). The strengths 
of the Fe I lines are strongly temperature dependent, so that they cannot be used to determine (B) with any 
measure of accuracy without taking recourse to model calculations. Although Fe I1 lines are much less sensitive to 
temperature, and (B)  values determined from them are also considerably less model dependent, any uncalibrated 
depolarization in the instrument may still falsify the values of (B) determined from Stokes V. Stenflo and Harvey 
(1985) have proposed a depolarization by a factor of two for our 1979 data, while later tests of the telescope, the 
polarisation measurement procedure for the FTS, and the Fourier inverse transformation procedure by Harvey 
(1985b) have not been abie to detect the source of this circular depolarization. Consequently, some uncertainty 
in the polarization scale is unavoidable at present. 

In view of these uncertainties, (B) is arbitrarily set to I G for all the observed regions. The derived line 
depths are accordingly incorrect by a factor equal to the actual value of (B). As this correction factor is the Same 
for all the lines in a particular spectrum it does not affect the investigation of profiles of different lines relative 
to each other. 

4.2.5. The InfEuence of the Area Asymmetry  of Stokes V on  Iv  

As is clearly visible from Fig. 4.4, the observed Stokes V profiles of photospheric lines do not fulfill either of 
the symmetry relations Eqs. (2.57) or (2.58). Whereas the invalidity of Eq. (2.57) aione would only lead to a 
curved bisector of the Iv profile, the invalidity of Eq. (2.58) leads to an unphysical result, namely that the level 
of the continuum on the blue and red sides of Iv is different. This simply reflects the fact that Eq. (4.20) was 
derived fos a static atmosphere and for symmetric populations of the Zeeman sub-levels, whereas the presence 
of an asymmetry in the areas of the Stokes V wings requires either a veloctiy gradient along the ray path, or an 
asymmetry in the populations (cf. Sect. 2.4.2). For more details on Stokes V asymmetry see chapter 8. 

In our later analysis we wish to compare I and Iv with a minimum of bias. This requires the identical 
parameterisation of both spectra, which is not possible, as long as Iv shows an unphysical continuum jump. 
We therefore require that the continuum on both sides of the Iv profile be forced to have the Same value. An 
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attempt to derive a version of Eq. (4.20) including the effects of a general velocity field, showed that fnll prlor 
knowledge of the velocity field is needed if the asymmetry of Stokes V k t s  be properly esmpensated. This %s 

obvions~y unfeasable. An alternative to thls approach Is to write Eq. (4.26) as 

where w(X) is a weighting function required to make the continuum on the red and b%ue sides of IV lie at  the 
same level, Since ehe detailed mechanlsm giving ase t s  the asymmetry lis not known, a vePy simple form of w(X) 
has beew chosen, 

W @ )  = for X .< x ~ ,  
.(X) = for X > Xv, 

where Xv is the zero-crossing wavelength of Stokes V and Ab and A, are the aseas 0% the blue and red wings 
of Stokes V respectively, defined in Sect. 4.4.1. In practice the two steps, integration and symmetrisation, are 
carried out separately, which is made possible by the simple f o m  sf the chosen w(X) .  

Fig. 4.5 shows the effect of this procedure on the Stokes V profile of Fe E 52It)250,2 b% obsewred in a network 
elewent. First Stokes V (left) is integrated (centre) and then corsected fos the csntinunm diseontinnity (right). 
f iom now on Iv will always denote the integrated and symmetrised V profile. 

5250,O 5250.5 5250,O 5258.5 

Wavelength (A)  Wavelength ( A) 

Pig, 4.6 Illustration of the transfomation of a Stokes V profile h t o  an. Iv profile for the Fe E 5258.2 W. Eine 
measured in a network element. Eeft: AsymmetRc V profile. Ab an$ A, are the areas of the b%ne 
and red wings of V, respectively, while ab and a, are their amplltudes. Ceetre: Integrated V profile 
(before differential renonnalization). db and d, are the line depths measured from the blue and the 
red continuum, respectively. Rlght: Iv profile, ie.,  integrated V after differential renomalization 
such that the continuum appears at a single level (see textst). 

Why carsy out this convenion to Iv at  all? The main reason has already been stated: in order to be able 
to treat the Stokes V profile On an equal basis to the Stokes 1 profile. 'The Iv profile aPs~  has certain advantages 
over the Stokes V psofile when Iow spatlal sesoPution polarimeter data are eompared with otle-dimensional 
fluxtube mode%s, rn is the case in a %arge portiow sf this work. Since onr sbsesvatisns have %ow spatlal resolution, 
the assnmption &hat the magnetic fiux in the field of view is the same at aPI Beights in the photosgkere 1s qnite 
reasonable. Per the moc%e% calculations we use ehe thin fluxtube approximation (cf, Sect. 4,5), which also eonsewres 
magnetic flnx with height, However, the radiative transfer is camied out ailowg on%y ane ray (at dlsk eentre tBis 
is &he axis 0% the fluxtube). This one-line-of-sight approximation means &hat, the magnetie flux as felt by the 
sgectral lines, i s  not consesved with height in the model. calculations, Dne to the gseat sensitivity 0% tbe Stokes $P 

amplitnde on the amonnt of magnetic flux, synthetie Stokes V profiles 0% lines fsmed at different heights eannot 
be simltaneously compared with the respective observed profiles, so that one of tha main advantages of PTS 
data (the %arge number of obsewed lines) is lost, With the IV profile this problem is greatly reduced, shee  the 
data ean nsw be compared to calculated profiles 0% Stokes I which are considerably %ess sensitive to the amonnt 
sf magnetie fiux. 
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4.2.6. How Well Does the Integrated V Profile Approximate Stokes I 

The validity of the Iv profile as an approximation of the Zeeman unbroadened Stokes I profile has been tested 
by carrying out radiative transfer calculations for lines with varying Land6 facton. Iv is determined from the 
synthetic Stokes V profiles and compared to the respective Stokes I profiles. The HSRA (Gingerich et al., 
1971) with a height independent magnetic field of 1000 G is chosen as model atmosphere. This value of B is in 
accordance with the field strength determined from the line ratio analysis of chapter B. 

Six spectral lines have been calculated, all of which have the Same line parameten as Fe 1 5250.2 A (cf. Table 
4.4), except for the Land6 factors. J, L, and S have been chosen such that all lines are Zeeman triplets and have 
g = 0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5, and 3.0 respectively. The calculations have been carried out for p = 1 and 7 = OO. In 
a firnt step, a microturbulence of 1 km sec-' has been chosen as the only source of non-thermal, non-rnagnetic 
broadening. 

Fig. 4.6 Comparison between calculated I v  (solid) and Stokes I (dashed) profiles. The different lines are 
Zeeman triplets and have Land6 factors g = 0.5,1.0,1.5, and 2.0 as marked in the individual figures. 
Otherwise all lines are identical. The model atmosphere is the HSRA with B = 1000 G = constant, 
fmic = 1.0 km s e c - b n d  fmec = 0. 
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First we compare Xv with the complete I profile as calculated directly by the code (i.e. including Zeeman 
splitting). Fig. 4.6 shows the caleulated Iv (solid curves) and Stokes X (dashed curves) profiles of the ILines with 
g = 0.5,1.0,1.5, an8 2.0. Tbe conlespondence is quite good for small g values, but for g = 1.5 and 2.0 the 
dv profile becomes of questionable use. The fies for g = 2,5 and 3.0 are even worse. However, so far we have 
neglected both, line broadening due to macroturbulence and the fact that we have to take Zeeman broadening 
into account via Eq. (4.7a). In accordanee with the results 0% chapter 7 for lines of similar strengt&, we bave in 
a second step convoluted ehe calsulated llne profiles with a macroturkulence velocity 0% 2 km sec-' and have 
used Eq. (4.7%) to convert the psofile into what we cal1 %(V), whish 1s an approximation ob Stokes I ,  She 
resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 4,7. The directly calculated Stokes % profile is plotted so%id, the Iv profile is 
plotted dashed, and the I ( V )  profile is ploetad dotted. The cosisespondence hsls impsoved considerably so $hat 

/'o 

W%; can use the I(V) profi1e as an approxamation of Stokes I for g 5 2.5 cestainly, amd perhaps even fos %arger 
g. Therefore, I ( V )  is a good representation for practically all 1ines in the visible, or equivailentlx is a good 
approximation to the unsplit Stokes I profile for all lines in the visible. 

Since most lines in the sample we shall use for a statistical analysis have g sf the order 0% 1 (Stenflo amd 
Lindegren, 1977), we concIude that the Xv profile may be used as a representation of the I grofile in ffuxtubes h s  
al$ exeegt a few 0% the lines. It should be noted that by maklng use of regression equations which take the effect 
of Zeeman splitting ints account we effectively reduce all lhes t s  the eaae of very sma%l Zeeman splltting for those 
pads of the analysls in this thesis which make use ob the Iv profi%e. h d h e m o r e ,  by looking at the deviation 
ob %ke Iv profile from Stokes I we caw also leam somethhg on the nature of the srnall spurious effects we may 
expect from using the Iv profile for llwes with large sgli9tting. Note that in general the Iv profile is narrower and 
deeper &&an thc. comeaponding % profile. Since we take Iv profiles fssm the daba and eomgare them %B Stokes 
d profiles from sadiative transfer calculations, we would therefore exgect thca obsewed profiles t s  be tos  namow 
rather than too broad. Thus velloeities would tend to be utedereatimated. f ifehemsse,  the obsesved profiles 
would &end to be slightly too deeg, so that the temperature would also &end t s  be underestimatecl, althsugb on%y 
by a $mall amount, In any case, deviations of %V from Stokes I eannot explain the %arge veloeities dei%ved im 
chapter 7- 

In order to avoid introducing uncestainties into the analysis through the uneedeainties in the measured elemental 
abundanses, the spectmm 0% only one atomic speciea, namely iron has been analysed. It is the element giving the 
riebest contribution to the solar spectmm, with a cowsiderable number of Fe I and Fe 11 lines present. Iron also 
has some additional. advantages as pointed out by Bsavins et al. (198%). It has one predorninent isotope (91.8% 
26Fe56) which is wen-even in its proton-neutson numbers, so that its nuclear spln and thus hyperfine splitting 
is zero. In addition iron h-s a large mass, so that the thermal broadening of its spectrum is minimised, allowing 
fer the better detection of subtle magnetic field an8 velocity effects on the line profile. Laboratory wavelengths 
are also available for many Fe I and Fe I1 lines (see below). 

Of the various lists of unblended iron lines (e.g. Holweges, 1967; Mackle et al., 1975; Sbenflo and Lindegrem, 
1997; %tuland et al., 1980; Rutten and van der Zalm, 1984; Dravlns and Laxsson, 1984), we have used the Eist of 
402 Fe 1 IIines of Stenflo and Lindegren (1977), and the 54 Fe $1 %ines 0% Bravins and Lamson (1984) and Dravins 
et a%. (1986), In addition bo these lihes the Mg P b lirnes at 5172-7 A and 5183-6 A have been used for a part af 
the analysis. 

Table 4.1 lists aXl tbe Fe I h e s  used in the analysis, The firnt column liets the solar wavelength in L-% 

accsrding 60 Pierce and Breekinridge (1973). Fog. the lines not present in the tables 0% Pierce awd Breckinridge, 
the wavelengths are from Moore et al. (1966). Tbe second column giwa the differente between the solar and 
labsratory wavelength in units of A. Laboratory wavelengths have been taken from Stenflo and Lindegren 
(19'979, who either used the wavellengths listed by Crosswhite (1975) or calculated them from the energy levels 
whex'e wo wavelength measurements existed. Column 3 contains ehe multiplet number and eolumn 4 the excitatlon 
pohentlai in eV. Csluma 5 lists the transition ffmm Moore, 19921, while columra 6 contains the g e s  values 
caleulated in ES-conpling using Eqs- (2.11) and (2.14). TRe values have in general been taken dkectly from the 
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Wavelengtli X (A)  Wavelength X (A)  

Fig. 4.7 Comparison between Stokes I (solid), Iv (long dashed), and I ( V )  (short dashed) profiles. All lines 
are Zeeman triplets with Land6 factors as marked in the figures. In this figure C„, = 2 kmsec, while 
the rest of the atmospheric parameters are the Same as in Fig. 4.6. 
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table of Beckers (1969~). In column 7 the g , ~  values are listed as determined from laboratory measurements of 
g, and gl for the lines for which these were available. Columns 6 and 7 are described in greater detail in Sect. 
4.3.3, 

In Table 4.2 the Same quantities as in Table 4.1 are given for the Fe I1 lines chosen by Dravins and Lamson 
(1984) an8 Dravins et al. (1986). The Fe I1 laboratory wavelengtks have been taken from dohansson (1978). 
For some of the Fe I1 llines originally chosen by Bravins and Larsson, insuffieient atamic data are available to 
calculate their g,ff values, and these have not been inclluded in Table 4.2 or in the further analysis. 

'Purther useful lists of lines for solar studles have been seleeted by von K1iiber (1947), Sistla and Mawrey 
(1970), Harvey (1973a), and Solanki et a%, (1986). Von Kluber presents bRef llkts af lines with large Zeeman 
spllltting patterns, no Zeeman splittings and'slmple Zeeman splittings. Sistla ;md H a m y  give a more comp%ete 
list of lines with no Zeeman splitting. k r v e y  lists the lines with large Zeeman splitting. Finally Colanki et al. 
list lines with large Stokes V amplitudes outside sunspots. 

4.3.2. Noise and Blends 

In order to determine the noise of the polarized signal, fint the data paaints with 1 2 P / &  > 0.98 were determined. 
The m s  vaPue of the Stokes V slgnal for these wavelengths then gives an apprca~mate rms value of the noise 
(upper limit). The noise level in the data is generally Iow, For the data 0% 1979 its rms value is on the average 
around 2-3 X 10-%nd can be as Isw as 1 X 10-~. For the 1984 data, the levels are higker, typical values being in 
the range 5 X 10-~-2 X 1 ~ - ~ .  In the newer data, the noise increases from the red $0 the blue end sf the spectwm 
by a factor of 3-4, due mainly to the deterioration of the photon statktics towards the blue. This differawce 
between the two data sets may be due to the fact that the 1984 obse%\ri%tio%as were made closer t s  the %in&, whare 
the spectral intensity lower (seeing noise abo hcreases dramatieally when obsewing v e q  claase to the l l d ] ,  
an8 that a smaUer entrance hole with a diameter of 5 arc sec was used instead 0% the 10 arc sec diameter hole 
used in 1979. A part is probably also due to the different pcalarization measurement instwnmentatisn, specia1ly 
the higher osciPlation frequency of the piezoelectric msdu%atsr in the $984 rnewurements as eompared t s  tha 
KD*P oscillator in the 1979 measurements. The more scaphisitieated instmmental polarization compensator used 
h r  the 1984 recordings aLo deereases 'the intensity of the light beam due $0 the numerous refiectians in it  (ef. 
Harvey, 1985a). 

Near the edge of the prefilter range (over the last 100-150 W for the 1979 data), the noise increases and can 
seach values upto 0.2-0.5 % at the v e q  edge of the 1979 data. The 1984 data show a much smaller increase 
in noise near the edge, due to the improved predispemor spectral profile for these data. h order to reduce the 
nurnber 0% lines affected by noise in onr data, all the liines with amplitudea s f  Stokes V smaller than some factor 
of a. sf the noise are automatisally dropped (typieally aa faactor 0% 6 Is chosen). This Ilimiti in general removes msst 
of the Enes which are heaviriiy hfluenced by noise. 

A few lines remain whieh have Stokes V amplitudes krger than t h k  lirnit, brat which shaw an untypical 
behaviour in the scatter plots described in Sect. 4.4. These %ines have been checked and removed individualiy. 
Reasons for such untypical behaviour (besides noise) ara bllends, deviation from ES-coupling or a strongly anoma- 
lous Zeeman splitting. Blends make themselves felt more strongly h the Iv profile than in the Stokes P profile, 
because the Stokes V profile, used as the basls for calculatlng Iv, Is in general more sensitive to blends than 
Stokes d (Stenflo et al., 1984), and because the complete Stokes V profile has to be integrated includlng the 
far wings. Although only few Enes are completely free of blends, specially in the blue and gseen parts of the 
speetmm, the blending %ines are usually quite weak and affect the Stokes V profile on%y slightly in the far winga. 
In some cases the presence of blends h w  required the: rejectfon of a particular line from Tables 4.1 an$ 4.2. 
Examples are Fe 146637.5 A, 50222 W, 52163 W, awd 6663.5 A. Tke othes two reassns for armomaIous bebaviour 
in the scatter plots are diseussed in the %o%lowing seciiion, 

4.3.8. Lande FOC~OPS and shslornaloaa Zeeman Splitting 

As has been painted out by Landi Deg19Pnnocewti (19823, the equation for the effective Land4 factor Eq. (2.14) 
Is also valid when LS-coupling dses not apply, if the appropriate gi and g, values are used. Such 'approprslaten 
wlues are for example, gi and g, from Kaboratoq measurements, as listed by Reader and Sugar (1945), Corllais 
and Sugar (19821, and Litzen (1984). Tbe empirieal cr,g values for aIl the Fe I and I1 lines in the lists of Sec$, 
4.3, i  for which such laboratorg. data are avaiiable have been calculated and are given in column 7 of Tables 4-1 
and 4.2 respectively. A question mark has been placed behind the empirieal g , ~  values of those Fe I: lines for 



'Fable 4.1 List of R 1I lines and their Lande factors 

Wavelength AX Multiplet X, Transition LS 
geff Wavelength AX Multiplet xc 

23 384 3.00 
37 1043a 4.07 
58 38 1.48 
53 1042 4.07 
53 346 2.83 
14 1206 4.56 
12 635 3.30 
0 720 3.41 

19 633 3.25 
-8 1044 4.14 
65 467 3.02 
60 588 3.24 
69 753 3.55 

1068 4.15 
632 3.25 

18 115 2.42 
29 1042 4.19 
25 38 1.61 

1098 4.28 
35 888 3.64 

-10 1206 4.61 
41 688 3.37 
42 633 3.25 
-4 793 3.57 
27 1068 4.10 
48 588 3.27 
41 114 2.28 
90 318 2.86 
8 633 3.30 

34 467 3.07 
67 687 3.33 
44 687 3.42 
58 966 3.88 
35 1070 4.22 
37 687 3.43 
34 985 3.93 
72 687 3.40 
20 984 3.93 
41 1070 4.23 
84 318 2.87 - 
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which the empirical Land6 facton of one of their levels has been measured with lower accuracy than usual. The 
lines with 

I g %  - g'nP1 > 10% and lg% - g'gP1 > 0.05 
ig:np l 

are also Iisted in Table 4.3, together with their values of g"P and gpmp (in columns 6 and 7 respectively). These 
can be used instead of gLS and gFS in radiative transfer calculations, so that the Zeeman splittings of lines which 
exhibit departures from LS-coupling can also be calculated correctly, as has been mentioned in Sect. 2.4.5.1. 

Solanki and Stenflo (1984) also presented a method for determining g e ~  values empirically from solar data 
which is briefly described in the following. Since Iv scales with the Lande factor, an error in g e ~  will cause it to 
be either too deep or too shallow. If 1n(dv/dI) is plotted vs. S I  (where dv and dr are the line depths of Iv  and 
I, while Sr is the line strength of I ;  seeNsect. 4.4.1 for the exact definitions), then lines with sufficiently wrong 
gef values will lie some standard deviations away from the rest of the points. A Land6 factor that is too small 
resuits in a value of In(dv/dr) that is too large and vice vena. The correct value of g , ~  is found by determining 
the line depth, dv , that the line must have in order to lie on the average curve described by the rest of the points. 
If we denote the line depth of the Iv profile calculated using 9% as dbS, the effective Land6 factor determined 
with this method as geffar, and its corresponding Iv line depth as "Iar, then the relation between geffar and 

is of the form ge ff ( (4) - (F)). &Iar = 9% exp ln - 

However, the revene is not necessarily tnie, since the line depth of the (unblended) Iv profile is also affectecl by 
anomalous Zeeman splitting as pointed out by Mathys and Stenflo (1987a). They find that for lines with small 
geff values and strongly anomalous Zeeman splitting, the higher order terms also play an important role, since 
the depths of Iv and Stokes I are not affected in the Same way by them. If q l  and q ~ ,  are treated as if they 
represent I and Iv, formed in the Same region, and LS coupling is valid, then 

is valid to fint order for any line, or to any order for a Zeeman triplet (the minus sign has been explained earlier). 
For such lines, the Stokes I and Iv profiles will have the Same depth (we have assumed that (B) is exactly 
known). For a line with an anomalous Zeeman patteni Eq. (4.43) has to be replaced by 

VIV (X01 

rl1 P o )  

if second order terms are also included. If gen is sufficiently srnall, and sufficiently large, then 
viv (Xo)/rlI(Ao) will be dominated mainly by the anomalous sglitting terms, so that the depths of the Iv and 
Stokes I profiles will differ considerably even when LS-coupling is strictly valid. In such a case Eq. (4.42) will 
give wrong results. In view of this uncertainty we will not use the method of Solanki and Stenfio (1984) for 
determining further geft values. 

4.4. Line Parameters and Their Stat istical Analysis 

4.4.1. Line Pararnters 

Stokes I and Iv are parameterised exactly equivalently. We shall differentiate between the parameters of Stokes 
I and Iv by giving the fonner an index I, while marking the latter with an index V. Following Stenflo and 
Lindegren (1977) we introduce the following parameten (see Fig. 4.8). The line depth (written as dr and dv) 
is determined from the minimum of a parabolic function fitted to the three lowest points. The width of the 
line at the levels O.ld, 0.3d1 0.5d, and 0.7d above the line bottom (written as vD,(O.ldr), . . . , vD,(0.7dr) and 
v ~ ~ ( O . l d v ) ,  ... , v ~ , ( 0 . 7 d ~ ) ) .  These widths are expressed, in velocity units, in terms of the fonnal Doppler 
width of a Gaussian that has the Same width at the respective level. This way of parameterisation has the 
advantage that if the Iine profile has the shape of a Gaussian its width at any two levels will give the Same 
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Table Q.Sa List of Fe 1 Iines showing deviatians from L% coupling 

Transition 
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number. In the following, if the level to which the width refers is not explicitly stated, then the 0.5d level is 
meant (i.e. v ~ , ,  respectively UD,, refer to V D , ( O . ~ ~ I ) ,  respectively voV(0.5dv)). The line strength ($1 and Sv)  
is parameterised by the area of the profile below the level0.5d1, and is expressed in Fraunhofer (equivalent width 
in wavelength units multiplied by loG/X). For a Gaussian the equivalent width is 3.43369, while for a purely 
Lorentzian profile it is 5.50399. This parameter has been chosen instead of the full equivalent width in order to 
minimise the effects of small blends in the wings. The central wavelength of the I and Iv profiles are termed 
XI  and Xv.  The Stokes I wavelength is determined using four different methods. a: From the minimum of a 
parabola fitted through the three lowest points. b: By determining the centre of gravity of the lower half of the 
line. C: From the centre of the line chord at O.ld above line bottom, where d is the total Iine depth. d: From the 
centre of gravity of the lowest 10th of the line (i.e. of the area below the O.ld chord). The second method does 
not give exactly the core wavelength, buf is less susceptible to noise than the other three. It should be noted 
that the zero-crossing wavelength of Stokes V is identical to the wavelength of the minimum of Iv, and both are 
represented by the Same symbol. In practice Xv is determined directly from Stokes V. 

Fig. 4.8 Illustration of the line parameters de- 
Conttnuum 

scribed in the text. The shaded area 
corresponds to the line strength S. 
This illustration is equally valid for 
Stokes I and the Iv profile. In the 
fomer case all parameters have in- 
dex 6, in the latter case index V (from 
Stenflo and Lindegren, 1977). 

Fig. 4.9 Illustration of line parameters of 0.8 
the Stokes V profile (cf. text). 

In addition to these Parametern of I and Iv we have also determined some parameters of the Stokes V profile 
directly. These are illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The amplitudes ab and a, of the blue and red wings (in % polarization) 
are determined by fitting a parabolic function through the three points around the peak. The wavelength of the 
zero-crossing, X v ,  at which Stokes V changes sign is detemined by linear interpolation; the curvature of the 
profile is sufficiently small near Xv to justify this. The areas of the blue and red wings of Stokes V are represented . 





Line strength SI (F) Line strength SI (P) 

Pig. 4.10 Line width UD (km sec-') plotted as a function of Stokes I line strength, SI (Fraunhofer, F) ,  for an 
enhanced network region. a UD, width of Stokes I, b UD,,, width of Iv. Lines with X, < 3 eV are 
represented by a star, those with X, > 3 by a circlle. 

Stenflo and Lindegren showed that the dependence of UD, on line strength, excitation potential, Lande 
factor, and wavelength may be expressed by a regression equation of the following form: 

where the X{ are the regression coefficients and vo is a second order polynomial fit to UD, as a function of SI 
alone 

V0 = Y 1  + ~23 ; .  (4.49) 

The regression equation Eq. (4.48) can also be used to descnbe UD,,, although the meanings of some of the 
coefficients will. be changed. 

Instead of treating UD, and UD, individuaIly, we can also plot their difference UD, -UD, vs. Sr, as has been 
done in Fig. 4.11. The Fe I1 lines have now also been plotted in addition to the Fe I lines. The data are from 
the Same region as those in Fig. 4.10. The symbols: stars represent Fe I lines with X, .< 3 eV, circles Fe I lines 
with X, 2 3 eV, and the solid Squares Fe I1 lines. This diagram has great value for the diagnostic of the velocity 
structure in fluxtubes (See chapters 5 and 7). The advantage of using differences of parameters (UD, - UD, and 
later In dv - In d ~ ) ,  instead of simply the parameten of Iv themselves lies in the fact that the former are much 
more sensitive to small variations in the atmosphere between the fluxtubes and their surroundings. 

For the Fe I Iines a regression equation identical to Eq. (4.48) can be written to describe UD, - UD,. In 
principle it would be possible to extend the regression equation Eq. (4.48) to  include Fe I1 lines as well if we 
replace X, by X* .  However, a glance at Fig. 4.11 shows that the positions of the Fe I1 lines in that diagram 
cannot be extrapolated in a straightforward manner from the relative positions of the Fe I lines with different 
X * .  We therefore refrain from extending this analysis to Fe I1 lines. 

Perhaps we should add that the difference in width between obsenred Fe I lines of equal SI ,  but different 
excitation potentials, stems mainly from the fact that the Stokes I profiles of high excitation lines are broader 
than of the low excitation ones. The larger average width of the medium strong and strong Fe I1 IIines compared 
to the Fe I lines, on the other hand, is due mainly to the difference between the V profiles of these lines, since 
the relative widths of the Stokes I profiles of Fe I and I1 lines would tend to produce the opposite effect in the 
UD, - UD, VS. SI diagram. 

These regression equations can be used to obtain a variety of results. They confirm that UD, is practically 
independent of X,, that UD, and UD, -wo, show asignificant dependence on g,zffX2/vo consistent with the presence 
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Fig* 4.11 Differente in line width of the 
.fV and 1 prsfiles, UD, - UD„ 

plotte$ vs. ,631 for an enhanced 
network region. The line widths 
have been redueed to the case - 
that geg s 0. Fe X lines with 
X, < 3 eV are repsesented by 
stam, those with X, 2 3 eV by $ 
cireles, and the Fe I1 %ines by 
filled Squares. 

/-' 

Line strength SI (E') 

of %G rnagnetic fields hside fluxtubes. This dependence when subtracted from the data in an appsopriate manner 
Ieada to %a decreue in the scatter of v ~ ,  and v ~ ,  - M D ~  VS. SI for the weak Pines. The detemination of fiePd 
strengths with such a segression analysk will be discussed in detaii in. chapter 6. 

Next Jet us turn to a short discussion of In(dv/cG) vs, SI, shown in Fig. 4.ä2ae The fast that In(dg//dr) 
e-hibits such Zarge vilues is onPy an artifaet of our using (B) - f when calcnlatlng Iv fos reasoars stated earlies, 
The seerningly large seatter 0% the weak lines Is mostly of solar origin, arid rnl~rom the faet that In(dv/dr) 
is stsongly dependent on the exeitation potential. This can be confimed by ea-~ying out a regsession of the 
fol%owing form, 

Thne two additional regression coefficients ap and aa need to be detemined simultirneously with the zi coeffieients. 
I The complicated X* t e m s  are necessaqy to correctly reproduce the X* dependence of bsth Fe 1 and Fe 11 

simmltaneouslqP. Note that the z6 and t e m s  now contain the factor l/v? instead of f/vo, which stems from the 

~ faet that the %ine depth is influenced somewhat differently from the Ene width by the Zeernan effect. The effect of 
I eamying out t h k  regreesion and subtracting the dependence On X*, geg an8 X is shown in Fig. 4.12b. The seatter 

0% the weak %ines is gseatly reduced by thls procedure. Again the va%ue of the Zeernan splitting coeffadent z(s 

shows the presence 0% kG magnetie fields in flmxtubes, More detaiis regarding the magnetie fieid detemination 
will be givew in chapter 6, The shape of the data czasves in the scatter p%ots ln(dv/dl) vs. SI and Xn(dv/ds) vs. 
X* contains infamation on the temperature stmcture (C%. chapter 5) )  whiRe the absohte value of %n(dv /da) is a 
measure of %ha fi%$fng faetos (C%* chapter 6%. 

We can obtain some gua%itative infomatiow on fluxtube temperature frorn In$dv/dI) VS, SI dimct%y, if we 

note &hat the strengest Fe I llaes in the diagrarn have depths relative to the eontinuum, dr ,  close to 1 in the quiet 
phstosphere, Therefore, due to satusation, In the fluxtube these Enes cannot have significantly %arger depths than 
outside, This gives us a 1 h i t  fos placing the Zers line correctly in Fig, 4.12, %t rnmst %ie a t  or above ths strsngest 
Fe 1 Thus the depths of the weaker lines are reduced in the fluxtube, csrnpared to  outside. Further, Fe 
X Iines are more strongly weakened than Fe EX lines of equal strength, ThPs suggests that this weakenhg is a 

temperature effect, Fe 1 being stsongly dependent on T while Fe XI is not. Shis is due to the fact $hat over 90 
% 0% the iron atsms are ionised in the solas photosphere (e.g. Nord%uxld, 19841, so that when a smdl  ncrmber Q$ 

atoms changes state due to a change in T (followhg the Saha-Boltzmann equation), the percentage change will 
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Fig. 4.12 The logarithm of the ratio of the line depths of Iv and I, In(dv/dl), plotted vs. SI for an enhanced 
network region. The symbols are the Same as in Fig. 4.11. a' Original data. b ln(dv /dI) reduced to 
the case of X* = 0 and g,n = 0 using Eq. (4.50). 

be considerabley larger for neutral iron than for ionised iron. The fact that the Fe I lines are weakened (and not 
strengthened) suggests that T is larger in fluxtubes than in the non-magnetic photosphere as has been suggested 
by a number of previous studies, e.g. Chapman and Sheeley (1968) and Harvey and Livingston (1969). 

Finally, consider a pair of scatter plots providing infomation on the line shape. In Fig. 4.13a (for Stokes I) 
and b (for Iv) the iine width at the 0.ld . . level has been plotted vs. the line width at the O.5d level. By virtue of 
the definition of UD, a line with a Gaussian profile would fall on the 45' line in the diagram. Lines with more 
Y-shaped profiles lie above this line, whereas lines with more V-shaped profiles lie below it. 

2 '4 5 8 10 2 '4 d 8 10  
P 

UD, ( 0 . 5 d r )  ( k m  sec-') UD, ( 0 . 5 d v )  (km sec-') 

Fig. 4.13 Line widths a t  the level O.1d plotted vs. line width a t  the 0.5d level. a Stokes I: u ~ , ( O . l d ~ )  vs. 

UD, (0.5d1). b Stokes V: UD, (0.ldv) vs. UD, (0.5dv). 

The main difference between the behaviour of the I and Iv profiles appears to be that the Iv profiles do 
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not show any significant distinction between lines of different excitation potentials, in contrast to the Stokes I 
psofiles. The different behaviour of X, < 3 eV and X, 2 3 eV lines in Fig. 4,13a may be a non-LTE effect, 
The X ,  < 3 eV levels, being metastable, are overpopulated as cornpared with the higher levels (Lites, 1972). An 
incxease in temperature inside the fluxtube might explain the mesging of the X, 2 3 eV and X, < 3 eV cumes of 
ehe Iv diagram, since it would raise the population of the higher levels relative to the lower ones. 

4.4.8. Tests of the Infiuence of the Stokes V Asymmetry on the Analysi8 of Iv 

$he simple renomaliaation proeess 0% the continuum of Iv discussed in Sect, 4.2.5 may aEect the profiles in 
subtle ways, an$ is therefore a potential soTee of e m r  for the detemhat ion of temperature, filling factsr, or 
velocity. b"sr example we only compeni9ate for the area asymmetv 0% Stokes V, so that, e.g., the amplitude 
asymmetry (which is not linearly related to the area asymmetxy, cf. chapter 8) could infiuence ehe shape oP the 
psofile. Lherefore, in order to obtalw a feellng for the way in which this renomaliaation grocess affects the 
resu%ts, test nins have been made uslng u&enomalised Iv profiles as the basis of the statisklcal analysis. The 
paxametesisation is then no longer unique with, for example, two different line depth vallues possible per line (see 
Fig, 4.5). Using either of these values does not change the determined temgerature stmeture by more than a few 
pereent. f i&hemore ,  the values of the magnetic field strength and the magwetic fi11ing factor are not affected 
significantly. 

The half widths of the blue and red halfs of the unrenomalised lines have also been detemined and cornpared 
t s  tha half widths of the renormalised lines. This has been carried out for a wumber 0% %ines with large absolute 
and relative asymmetrles. In all but one case the dlfferences are found to ba considerably sma%%er thaw the scatter 
due ta woiae, 

The results of these tests confim that the Stokes V area asymmetu m d  the simple method used to counter 
its effects do not have an appreclable effect on the subsequent analysils, or  ow the deg4ved values of physical 
quantities inside flnxtubes. 

$,5,  Fluxtube Models for tlbie Caleulation of Stokes Line Profiles 

Some qualitative properties of fluxtubes can be read directly front the scatter plots, as h m  been shown with the 
help of a few examples in the last section. However, in order to obtain more quantitative infonnation, line grofiles 
have to be calculated in a model of a amall magnetic fluxtube and compared with the obsesvational data. As a 
firnt step, a very simple model is required, which would alllow us to study the effects 0% changing a small number 
0% fsee parametem on the grofi%es of a samp%e 0% spectral %ines with a wide range 0% properties, With such a modal 
it is possib$e to fix the range of values which these parameters may possess in fluxtubes, an8 also t s  explore tha 
diagnsstic csntents of the varlous scatter plots. Such a model for exploratory ea%culatians 1s described in Sect. 
4.5.2, lFsr the later, more detailed, investigatlan of the fluxtube temperature an8 velocity stnicture a somewhat 
mose sophisticated model is used. It is brlefly described in Sect. 4.5.3. The spectral lines calculated with these 
fluxtube models are also described in Sects. 4.5.2 and 4.5,3. A considerably more sophisticated modell, whieh 
may be useful for future empirical modelling, is presented in chapter 9. 

4.5.1. Basic Assumptions 

Both kinds sf models descaabed here are based on the same fundamenta$ asumptions. These are: 
a) The msdel is one dimensional: i.e. none of the physical quantities varies across the cross-sectisn 0% the 

fluxtube, and on%y a one line of sight radiative transfer along $Be fiuxtube axia is e a h e d  out, Almest all 
model ealculatians have been carried out Por the centre of the solar $k% and have on%y bwn compared %o data 
wlth p 2 8,(%2. The fluxtubes are assumed to  be vertical. We wksh to stress that for the many-Ewes analysis 
chosen to t a b  ma-imum advantage of the FTS data, a two dimensional model wsuld require prohibitive 
amsunts of computer time. At this stage in the analysis it  would therefose be unnecessarily restrletive, since 
it would not allow a suffieiently extensive gPad of parameters to be tested. 

b) The strueture of the fluxtube 1s assumed to be independent 0% dynamical effeets (static models), i.e, mass 
motions in it  and in its immediate sumoundings are assumed to have velocities which are small cornpared to 
the sound speed. 

C) The so called thin fluxtube approximation is used, which assumes that magnetic tension does not affeet the 
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stmcture of the fluxtube. No external magnetic field is assumed to be present. The magnetic field strength 
can then be determined at each height from the horizontal balance of the gas pressure. 

2 
Bfluxtube 

8 ir + Pfluxtube = Pexternal 

A test for the validity of this approximation is presented in chapter 9, where the thin fluxtube approximation 
is compared with a second order expansion Solution (See also Pneuman et al., 1986). 

d) As a description of the external atmosphere, the HSRASP (Chapman, 1979) or some slightly modified version 
of this model is used (the modifications will be described later). The HSRASP is a downwards extension 
of the HSRA (Gingerich et al., 197l.) into the convection Zone, by combining it with the convection Zone 
model of Spruit (1974). This extension is required by the fact that, due to the Wilson depression, the light 
in a fluxtube may come from a deeper layer than in the surrounding atmosphere. In the following the term 
HSRA will in general refer to the HSRASP. By assuming such an average model for the external atmosphere, 
we have neglected all the inhomogeneity known to be present in it. Since we generally compare our Stokes V 
data with a Stokes I spectrum obtained in a quiet region, it is irrelevant fos our analysis whether fluxtubes 
rnodify the structure of their surroundings or not (cf. Spmit, 1977; Deinzer et al., 1984b). 

e) All empirical calculations of line profiles are carried out in LTE with the modified code of Becken (1969a,b) 
described in chapter 2. Some tests on the validity of LTE in the fluxtube photosphere for Fe I and I1 lines 
are given by Solanki and Steenbock (1987). 

4.5.2. A Model for Exploratory Calculataons 

For fint exploratory calculations it is assumed that the temperature difference between the model fluxtube and 
its surroundings is approximately linear at equal T.  The exact method of calculating the temperature is slightly 
more complicated. First the temperature stmcture is prescribed in the absence of a magnetic field, i.e. with a 
Wilson depression Zw = 0. Two parameters then describe the temperature structure: 

ATtop = Tfluitube - ~ H S R A  at  r5ooo(HSRA) = 10-* and 

ATbot = Tflwtube - THSRA at Q~ooo(HSRA) = 1- 

The temperature difference at all heights Z (still for Zw = 0), is found by linear interpolation between AGop and 
ATbot. The pressure inside the fluxtube is assumed equal to the pressure outside the fluxtube at equal Z. After 
this, the fluxtube atmosphere is shifted down by a Wilson depression Zw, here defined as the height difference 
between levels of equal pressure inside and outside the fluxtube. Note that the Wilson depression defined in this 
manner is in general not equal to the difference in heights between the levels with ~ 5 0 0 0  = 1 inside and outside 
the fluxtube. The magnetic field can then be calculated in the thin fluxtube approximation Eq. (4.52). The 
electron pressure Pe(PB, T) is, for this exploratory model, determined through interpolation in the tables given 
by Bashek and Scholz (1982) and Allen (1973). Finally, the absorption coefficient n(Pe, T) is determined from 
the graphs given in Unsöld (1955), which are based on the calculations of Vitense (1951). 

This exceedingly simple model, therefore, cont ains only three essen tiai free paramtem: Zw , A Z o p ,  and 
ATbot. In addition the microturbulence velocity inside the fluxtube <$:tube is assumed to be some fixed fraction 
of a height dependent microturbulence velocity in the surroundings (,HzRA. This gives another free parameter 
fmic = (z:tUbe/(mzRA, which is not of great consequence for the preliminary investigations canied out with 
this model, as long as we choose fmi, I: 1, which is the case for all the test calculations. 

No additional Line broadening mechanism is assumed except collisional damping for which no empirical 
corrections are made. is determined by fitting the line profiles of a quiet region with the HSRASP as 
model atmosphere. A total of 96 hypothetical Fe I lines with different line strengths (i.e. g* f values), excitation 
potentials (0, 3, 5 eV), and Lande facton (0, 1, 2, 3) are calculated for each set of model parameters. All the 
hypothetical lines have X = 5000 A. In addition eight hypothetical Fe I1 lines with g e ~  = 1, xe = 3 eV, X = 5000 
A, and varying line strength are calculated. The modest number of hypothetical Fe I1 lines has been chosen 
due to the small number of unblended Fe I1 lines in the visible solar spectrum, and due to the small range of 
variations in gen and X, of these lines. 

Test calculations have also been canied out for lines with X = 6000 A, for Fe I1 lines with X, = 2.5 eV and 
4 eV, and for Fe I1 lines with g e ~  = 0 or 2. However, the resulting effects on the line profiles are found to lie 





Tablle 4.4 List of lines selected for full profile comparison between models and observational data 

LS- emp 

AX Multiplet Transition X, (eV) gbff 9:gp 
^ HSRA log g* f(1ab) log p*f (other Solar) log p*f L log g' f 61- 

[61,[141 161, 1141 (141 1101 161,1141 1131,[141 1131 % 171 ( H S R A ) ( ~ I  (wM)(*I ($1 
Fe I 5048.4413 82 984 z 3DP- e 3& 3.96 1.500 1.431 4.8 -1.19 151 -- - 1.02 1.48 -1.09 1.26 2.5 

Fe I 5083.3450 73 16 a '&-- z 'F30 0.96 1.250 1.250 0.0 -2.958[1] -2.99 (81 -3.01 0.89 -2.95 1.02 1.1 

Fe I 5127.6836 29 1 a '4 -- z 0.05 1.000 0.993 0.7 -6.125[2] -6.13 [8] -6.02 1.27 -6.02 1.27 1.0 

Fe I1 5197.5742 -28 49 a z *E;"; 3.23 0.700 0.671 4.3 -2.18 [ll] -2.38 [ l l ]  -2.20 0.95 -2.28 0.79 2.5 

Fe I 5247.0585 97 1 a '& - z 7D30 0.09 2.000 1.992 0.4 -4.946[2] -4.88 [8] -4.98 0.92 -4.94 1.01 1.0 

Fe 1 5250.2171 88 1 a 'L& - z 'D; 0.12 3.000 2.999 0.03 -4.938[2] -4.86 [8] -4.97 0.93 -4.92 1.04 1.0 

R I 5293.9609 -2 1031 C 3F3- U 3D2 4.14 1.000 0.976 2.5 -1.80 19) -1.95 (81 -1.67 1.35 -1.77 1.07 2.5 

Fe I 5383.3792 103 1146 z 'G;- e 'f& 4.31 1.083 1.123 3.6 +b.52 [5],[9] +0.50 [8] +0.37 0.71 +0.37 0.71 2.5 

Fe I1 5414.0736 6 48 a - z 3.22 1.206 1.190 1.3 -3.28 [3],[ll] -3.79 [3), -3.29[11] -3.29 0.98 -3.40 0.76 2.5 
I 

Fe 1 5445.0502 78 1163 z q- e 'G5 4.39 1.200 1.248 -3.9 +0.04 [15] -0.12 [SI -0.06 0.79 -0.09 0.74 2.5 

(b) Abundance t: = 7.54 and microturbulence t,;, = 0.8 km sec-' assumed. Blackwell and Shallis (1979) find t: between 7.496-7.545, tmi, between 0.6-0.8 km sec-2. 
(*) Holweger and Müller (1974). Abundance C = 7.70 and microturbulence tmi, = 0.9 km sec-' assumed. Blackwell and Shallis (1979) Bnd r between 7.640-7.674, tmi, 

between 0.8-0.9 km sec-'. (3% find r = 7.69, t , i ,  = 0.95 km secu1 

( $ 1  Simnions and BIackwell (1982) give empirical enhancenient values only for inultiplets 5 209, i.e. for X, < 2.6 eV. E'or such lines we use their br values, whereas for 
xe > 4 eV we assume br = 2.5, as suggested by Wolweger (1979). For Fe 11, we take Sr = 2.5. 

[I] Blackwell, Petford and Shallis (1979) 
121 Blackwell, Ibbetson, Petford, and Shallis (1979) 
[3] Blackwell, Shallis, and Simmons (1980) 
[4] Bridges (1973) 
[5] Bridges and Kornblith (1974) 

[6] Dravins and Larsson (1984), Dravins et al. (1986) 

[7] Fuhr et al. (1981). All the data in this column are from this reference. The numbers in square brackets after each g* f value mark the reference of the original source. 
[8] Gurtovenko and Kostik (1982) 
[0] May et al. (1974) 

I111 Phillips (1979) 
1121 Rntten and Van der Zalm (1984) 
1131 Solanki and Stenflo (1985) 
(141 Stenflo and Lindegren (1077) 
[15] Wolnik et al. (1970) 
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sf non-zero Land6 factor and anomalous Zeeman Splitting are on the derlved velocities and temperatures. The 
following criteria have been used to select the lines: 
i The lines should be unblended. The Stokes M profiles of approximately 50 candidate lines from Tables 4,% 

and 4.2 were checked by eye for the presence of blends hidden in Stokes I .  
5i A minimum number of Ilnes should Cover the SI - X* plane as eornpletely as possible, to maximise theis 

diagnostic capability (cf. Fig, 4.14), Due t s  the absence of unblended Fe %ines betweew X* - 5.5 eV and 
X* - 10 eV in the visible part of the solar spectrum, a gap in this region is unavoidable, 

iii The chosen set should allow the deteminatiow of the magnetic field strength. Therefore both Fe 1 5 2 5 0 2  W 
and Fe P 52443.1 W are included. The eompasison of their 6v profiles also provides a check on the validity 0% 
the weak field opproximation. \ 

/ 
5t1 The lines should be fomed in LS coupling. Therefore only lines with I(gea„ - ge~„,)/geiPm, I < 5% have 

been chosen. Lines for which the ernpirical (laboratory) effective Land6 faetors are not known, have not 
been ehssen. 

v The lines should be present in our data set. In order to be able to comgare model profiles, both with our 
data a& diak centre (observations of 1979) and later also near the lirnb (1984 observations), the wavelength 
range has had t s  be Emited to between 4900 A and 5500 A. It is imgortant to have alil the lines in the 
same FTS spectnirn, since for example differences in the filling factom of two observed regions can make the 
intercomgarison of their Stokes V profiles unreliable. In addition, a spectsum obtained neax disk centre in a 
very qulet region, which is useful for detemining the g * f  values of &Be Iirnes, is availabPe in this wavelength 
range. 

v i  The chosen $ines should not be stxongly affected by naise. This can be a problern %sie the Stokes V prs6%es 
of Enes with smaU gea and/or small SI 'shes. POP this reason no %ines with g,g < 0.7 are to be found in 
tbe b t .  Bswever, even then ehe signal to nolse level for the Stokes V prafile of very weak %ines like 512T.6 
can be as low as 10 for the 1979 data. These lines have been retahed sievertheless, shce  tkey are 0% Rnterest 
foa checkhg the fluxtube temperature. Problems with the noise are considerably inereased in the 1984 data, 
which we shall not consider in such detail here. 

vi i  E possible, the laboratoq wavelqi$gth shoulcl Be accurately known, in oxdes to allow detailed modelling of 
velocity fields if required, 

viii Fina%$y, at least one measurement of the line's oscillator strength must be avallable in the literature, if 
possible of good accuracy. 

Fig, 4-14 Excitation potential, measured from 12 

tha grsund stata of Fe I, X* vs. SI 
of the 10 lines listed in Table 4.4. 10 
The dashed %ine marks the ionilsation 

A 

potential of Fe I. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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Bf Course, some compromises have had to be made. For example, not all the lines have wel1 knswn g* f values, 
the situation being garticu%ar%y precarlous for Fe 11. To see how well the pubIished g*f values reproduce the 
solar profiles, they have been used to caliculate model profiles using the ESRA an8 tha Holweges-MUller (HM) 
atmosphere models. Since the Elts, specially for the former, are not, always satisfactory, the g*$ values have abs 
beea derived empirica%ly, again nsiwg theae tws model atmospheres and different estimates of the microturbnbense, 
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In Table 4.4 the log g* f values from the literature and from these solar data are tabulated and compared. 
The column headed log g* f (lab) contains values listed by Fuhr et al. (1981), who have gathered them from 
different sources, compared them, evaluated their uncertainties, and attempted to remove systematic differences. 
The references to the original sources of the data are marked behind the individual g* f values. The next column 
(headed log g* f (other Solar)) contains g* f values obtained empirically from the Sun by other authon. Note, 
that although in a few cases Fuhr et al. have also used solar oscillator strengths, the values in these t;wo columns 
can be quite different due to the renormalisation canied out by Fuhr et al. (1981). In general the values of Fuhr 
et al. have been used as a Standard for comparison, since their results should be more internally consistent. 

The procedure used to determine empirical g* f values is to firnt fit the lines whose g* f values have been 
determined to great accuracy by Blackwell and CO-workers of the Oxford group, thus getting estimates of the 
abundante and the microturbulence. Sr = 2.5 is chosen for the empirical correction to the damping constant, in 
accordance with the findings of Holweger (1979). Using these values the rest of the g*f values are determined. 
From the columns comparing the solar with the laboratory results, it is obvious that the HM model is superiour 
to the HSRA for spectral line analysis, in agreement with the findings of Blackwell and Shallis (1979). On 
the average, the HSRA g* f values are approximately 10% stronger than the laboratory values. The Standard 
deviation of the g* f ratios is around 35%. There also appean to be a trend towards larger ratios of solar g* f 
values to the laboratory ones with decreasing line strength. For the HM model the scatter is seduced to close to 
20% and the average of the g*f ratio is now almost unity. The difference between Solar and laboratory oscillator 
strengths is less than 30% for all lines. The relatively large deviation of the strong Ene a t  5383 A may be due 
to NLTE effects. The Fe I 5127.6 line is the only Oxford line to show a deviation larger than 10% (this is 
the case for both modeb). This may be due to a small hidden blend. For the following analysis we shall use 
the empirically determined solar g* f values. This has the advantage, that the Stokes I profiles are reproduced 
with reasonable accuracy. Furthermore, if the radiative transfer code were to have certain inaccuracies, then it 
would not affect tht? results of the following analysis significantly, since the analysis is based on the comparison 
of Stokes I formed inside the fluxtube with Stokes I formed in the quiet sun and (hopefully) both profiles would 
be affected in the Same manner. 



5,l. Review af Emgiriccal Flluxtube Zlc'anperature Beterminatiasns 

There has been no laek 0% attempts to detemine the temperature inside fluxtubes. First evidence fos a, higher 
ternperature in the then unknown fluxt@es'compared to their sumoundings wtisl presented by St, Jshn (1922) 
whea he obsewed that althougk TI I Illnes have the same strengths in facuP~  as in the quiet photssphese, the TL 
11 $ines are strengthened in faculze, Local weakenings, named "line gaps" in the unpolarized profiles of Fe I lines 
were firnt obsesved in faculzi by MeMath ef al, (1956), who ascribed them to local temperatuse increases. SReeley 
(1967) found that these line weakenings (in the unpolarized profile) are conelated wlth magnetic fields. Chapman 
and Sheeley (1968) showed that magnetie Splitting k insufficient to explain the weakening in the network and 
that a temperature rise of 100-200 K is needed to explain this weakening. Hamey and Livingston (1969) used 
the ratios between the Stokes V profiles of Fe I 5250.2 A and 5233.0 A to detesmine the 'tme9 weakening of 
the Stokes I profile of Fe 1 5250.2 b6 inside the magnetic elernent. They hund  that a temperature increase of 
appro"mately 250 K inslde small flaxtubes can explain ehe obsewed Fe I5250,2 W, 1ine weakening, Shey also 
obaemed that Fe 1% 5234.6 A does not change appreciably in magnetic regiona suiad that the amount sf weakeniag 
of the uwpolarised psofile in fluxtubes is proportional to the arnounb caf magnetic fiux, SBmon and Zirker (1974) 
noted that althougk the rnagnetic fiux k found in patchea 0% 1-3'' the bright filigree of Bunn and Zirkes (1973) 
has a slze of only 0,2-Q.3PP. Therefore, they argued, the magnetic regions are considerably larger than the bright 
and hot regions. Hswever, Tarbell and Title (1977) have shown conclusivela~, that Simon and Zirker (1974) did 
not resslve individual fluxtubes, but only saw bundlles 0% considesab%y smaller fluxtubea. 

Besides these eaFly detesminatlons 0% tempesature at a single heigbb, a number 0% quantitative models of the 
T(T) stmcture Q% faculzi have been malde, Such modeh can be soughly divided into two classes, the one- and the 

I 

two-component models. 

Tbe one-component models do not use tbe concept of a fluxtube, assuming f a c u l ~  to be hoiSzsntally hs- 
mogeneous structures. These rnodels therefore give some (ill defined) average of the propesties of fluxtubes and 
their non-rnagnetic surroundings. Many of the earlly facular models were of this type, as are most rnodels of 
chromospherie plages. 

Examples of such one-componen& modelas a ~ :  Sehmahl(1967, based on the centre ts %imb variatiora (CLV) haf 
the csntinuurn contrast), Stellmacher and Wiehr ($971, based on %ine weakenings), Stellmacher and Wiehs (1973, 
based on observations 0% %ine weakening plus continuum contsast ab one p value), Shine arid Linsky (f974a, from 
an analysis of the damping wings of Ca 11 K and Ca I1 8542 A), Shine and Linsky (1 974b, from the csres of Ca 
1% H, %C, an$ the Ca 1% IR triplet. This ls a purely chromospheric model), Monison and Linsky (1978, fsom Mg 1% 
h and k ab 2802.7 A and 2795.5 A respectively), Hemd (1979, a simple 'step' model based on continuum contrast 
observations near 2000 A ), Basri et al. (1979, based on 0.8" spatlal resolution HRTS Eya! measurements. This 
is an upper chromosphere and lower transition region model), Vernazza et al. (1981, their modeE F of a bright 
network segion is based to a large extent on the spectnirn between 400 and 1400 A. It is mainly a chromosphere 
an$ transition region model) . 

The two componewt models, which make up the other main gsoup, suppose faeul;% to be composed of, 
in generali, a hotter component [eornposed of fluxtubes, whi& are ca%%ed different things by different authors9 
e,g. 6 m i c r ~ ~ p ~ t s '  (A%%ven, 19671) 'fi%lgree9 composed 0% 6eRnk%esB (Dnwn and Zirker, 1974), 'magnetic e%ements9 
(Livingston and Hawrey, 19691, 6magnetle knsts9 and 6micropores9 (Beckem and ScrGter, 1968a), 'facular granules9 
(Birayarna, 19"I8), 'magnetic filaments' (Stenflo, 19711, 'facular psints9 (Mehltrettes, 1994), 'gaps9 (Sheeley, 
1.967)), Yacular granuPes9 (Mnlier, 19771, 'magnetic flux concentsations9 (Schiissles m d  SoEanki, 1987)] embedded 
In a non-magnetie atmosphere, In the photospheric layers this is certainly the supesisur approaeh, slnce both 
high resolution observations aad indirect magnetic field memurements bave shown that the magnetlc field 1s 
eoncentrated into smaPl fluxtubes, which are well cosselated with iine weakenings and higher temperaturea (e.g. 
Sheeley, 1967; Frazier and Stenflo, 1978; Koutchmy and Stellmacher, 19'98) 

The firnt very simple two-csmponent model was propssed by Rogemon (19611, based s n  obesgrations 0% 
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continuum contrast between j . ~  = 0.1 and 0.2. Further examples of two-component models are those of Chapman 
(1970, from the CLV of continuum contrast), Wilson (1971, from a reinterpretation of Chapman9s data), Stenflo 
(1975, from the Stokes V profiles of Fe 15247.1 A and Fe 15250.2 A), Muller (1975, from the CLV of continuum 
contrast), Chapman (1977, 1979, from the unpolarized profiles of ten photospheric lines at disk centre), Hirayama 
(1978, from the CLV of continuum contrast for p 5 0.5, obtained with a balloon borne telescope), Koutchmy 
and Stellmacher (1978, from three Fe I lines and disk centre continuum contrast measurements), Stellmacher and 
Wiehr (1979, based on eleven lines plus the continuum contrast as a function of wavelength. Theirs is actually 
a three component model since they treat granules and intergranular lanes separately), and finally the recent 
models of Walton (1987, based on the IR continuum contrast, eight unpolarized potospheric lines measured at 
two disk positions, and the Mg Ib line wings. He includes the effects of fluxtube expansion on the line 

The model calculations of fluxtube temperatures presented in this thesis also belong in the category of two- 
component models. However, they differ in two major respects from most of the previous models. Firstly, they 
are based on a statistical analysis of a few hundred Fe I and II lines which have a wide range of equivalent widths 
and excitation potentials, whereas all previous two-component models are based on at the most a dozen spectral 
lines, or on continuum measurements. Secondly, they are derived from simultaneous observations of Stokes I and 
V. Therefore, unlike models based on Stokes I alone, they do not suffer from the handicap that the filling factor 
is a free parameter. Besides the models presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4 of this chapter, which are based on the 
work of Solanki and Stenflo (1984, 1985) and Solanki (1984, 19861, only the model of Stenflo (1975) is based on 
Stokes V obsewations. As an additional constraint on the models, their continuum intensities are also compared 
to observed values in the literature. 

5.2. Explorat ory Calculat ions 

First exploratory calculations have been canied out with the model having approximately linear AT(r)  described 
in Sect. 4.5.2. It is stressed again that the main aim of this section is to find the line parameten which are most 
sensitive to temperature, and detennine their dependence on it. We also wish to find the approximate range 
in which the temperature difference between fluxtube and surroundings may lie, and to obtain an idea of the 
response of the different spectral lines to changes in the fluxtube model. The results described in this section are 
based on the work of Solanki and Stenflo (1984, 1985). 

Since we shall use the differences and ratios of the I and Iv profiles as diagnostic tools, the quiet Sun profiles 
will have to be modelled first. For these exploratory calculations we assume that the line broadening is due to 
microturbulence alone. Using the HSRASP as our quiet Sun model, the observed Stokes I profiles in a quiet 
region, as represented by the UD, vs. SI and dI vs. Sr diagrams, can be reproduced fairly well. However, in 
order to fit the line widths of the stronger lines properly an increase in Jmic with height has to be assumed. 
This contradicts the determinations of cmic(r) published in the literature, which often show a decrease of Jmi, 

with T (e.g. Holweger, 1967; Lites, 1973; Gurtovenko, 1975). This discrepancy may in part be due to the fact 
that we have used a too small damping constant for these calculations. However, since we are only interested in 
differences and ratios between t he parameters of the lines formed inside and outside the fluxtube, this absolute 
increase in fmic should not affect the results of this section significantly. In Sect. 5.4 we shall use the superiour 
approach of combining a depth independent microturbulence with a macroturbulence. 

5.2.1. Results Based on Fe I Alone 

First trial calculations have shown that the following three scatter plots are most sensitive to the temperature: 
ln(dv/dr) vs. SI, In(dv/dr) vs. X„ and UD, - UD, vs. SI. On the rest of the scatter plots the influence of 
temperature is small. Let us consider the results of some test calculations and how they compare with the data. 

We will keep the parameter fmic = 0.7, Zw = 50 km, and ATtop = 500 K fixed and calculate line profiles 
for ATb,t = 0, 250, 500, 750, 1000 K. Changing Zw or fmic does not affect the following discussion in any 
significant manner. The value for ALtop has been chosen such that it is roughly comparable with the W 400 K 
excess in the network aaad in plages observed by Cook et al. (1983). They observe the continuum in the UV near 
1700 A with the HRTS rocket experiment (at this wavelength the continuum is formed near T = 10-* in the 
external atmosphere). We shall calculate models with varying ATtop in Sect. 5.2.2. As can be Seen from these 
parameters, only models hotter than the quiet Sun at equal T have been chosen. This choice is supported both 



by previous temperatuse deteminations in the literature, and by the fact that the %n(dv/dp) vs. S p  ddlgram ean 
snly be intespreted in t e m s  of line weakenings (cf. Sect. 4.4.2). 

Fig. 5.1. shows the smoothed mean ln(dv/dI) vs. SI cuwes for the Fe 1 li~ies of four I979 FTS spectsa, where 
with the help of a somewhat simpler regressisn than Eq. (4.50), In(&/dI) has been reduced to the case 0% X ,  - 8 
eV, g , ~  = 0. The exact regression equation used reads 

These data cumes have been nomalbed such bhat their strongest lines eoincide, Also shown are the model 
calcailations for ATtop = 500 K, and ATb0t - C), 250, 500, 750, $868 K respectivel;y, The ca%culated lines hsve 
g , ~  = O and X, = 0 eV. %t 1s obvious fmm t j e  diagram that the fluxtubes in the obsewred netwsrk regisna are 
hotter than ehose in the obsewed plageseh least In the deeper layem of the photosphere. 

enhanced network 

1000 
760 
500 
260 

B 

enhanced nietwork 

Linc strength Sb (F) Excitatisn potential X, (cV) 

Fig. 5.1 l n ( d v / d ~ )  vs. SI. The thick curves repre- 
sent smoothed averages (cubic splines) of 
the data, reduced to the case thae X, = 0 
and geg - 0. The two steeper cnmes come- 
spond t s  enhanced network elements, %he 
other two to plage data. The t h h  %ines 
have been calculated using rnodels with 
ATt„ = 500 K and (in the order of In- 
cseasing steepness of the culve) AGot - 
0, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 K. AU cuwes 
have been shifted so that they coincide at 
tke SI of the strongest lines. 

Fig. 5.2 %Be four thiek lines repsesent the average 
(cubic splline fit) s f  Pn(dv /dr ) vs, X ,  when 
the daba have been reduced to the Gase 
&hat S p  - 0 and geE = 0. The two cumes 
wieh the steeper slope cor~espsnd to en- 
hanced netwsrk regiows, the other two cor- 
respond to plages. The thin lines are theo- 
retica1 eurves ca1culated from models with 
ATtop - 500 K and ATbo$ = 0, 250, 566, 
750, and 1.000 K, in the order of increasing 
slope, for lines with g , ~  = 0 and SI W 6. 
The cumes have been arbitrarily normal- 
ized so that they eoincide at X ,  -. 0. 

This differente in temperature between plage and network fluxtubes %s supposted by the p%ot of $n(dv/dIj 
vs. X ,  shown in Fig. 5.2. The Same data, now reduced to the case SI = 0 and geg = 0 using the regression Eq, 
(5.1), and the parameters 0% mode% psofilea with geg = 0 and Sr m C) are plotted. The cuwres have been arbitraAly 
normalised t s  make them eoineide at X ,  - O eV, In tha absence 0% secuse mlues of ( B ) ,  only the slope os shape 
of ln(dv/da) vs. X, (snd ln(dv/dr) vs. SI W wdl) eontains infomation on tke temperature, with higher fiiaxtubs 
temperatures giving steeper cuwes. The models plotted in this fbgure are the same W the ones previsusly shown 
in Fig. 5.1. By comgaring the two figures we see that nsne 0% these tAa% models can fit %n(dv/dr) vs, SI and 
%n(dv/dr) vs. X ,  simultaneously. We will see in Sect, 5.3 that. this ifs mainly due to the approarPmately linear 
AT'(T) stmcture of the models used in thk  seetion. 

Finaäly, Fig. 5.3 shows v g ,  - v g ,  vs. Sr for data obtained in a plage region (uDV - UD, is reduced ts  

-: C l  only; see belsw), together with the calenlated eumes for Fe 1 X,  = 0 eV and Fe 1 xI = 3 eV lines 
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for the fluxtube model with ATtop = 500 K and ATbot = 250 K. The weak and medium strong lines in the 
figure have approximately the Same half widths in fluxtubes as in their surroundings (compare with Fig. 4.11 
and its discussion), but the strongest lines have greatly reduced widths. The qualitative form of this behaviour 
is intuitively clear. Since the strongest lines are heavily saturated, any temperature induced decrease in the line 
strength is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the line width (in particular via the line wings). For 
the weak lines, on the other hand, it is the line depth which is mainly affected, since their width is dominently 
determined by thermal Doppler broadening. However, note that the widths of the strongest lines are only sensitive 
to AT(r)  values 5 1000 K, since above this temperature they are so weakened as to behave more like the weak 
lines. The more quantitative comparison of the model curves (of a model which reproduces In(dv/dI) vs. SI of 
this region relatively well) with the data shaws that only the weakest and the strongest synthetic line profiles 
have the correct widths. The medium st6ong synthetic lines are too narrow. This is a first indication that the 
widths of spectral lines in fluxtubes may be partially determined by velocity (cf. Sect. 5.4 and chapter 7). 

Fig. 5.3 UD, - V D ,  vs. SI for a plage. 
The data points have been 
reduced to the case that 
g , ~  = 0 (but not to X, = 
0). The dashed curves have 
been calculated using a 
model with ATtop = 500 K 
and ATbot = 250 K, wilson 
depression Zw = 50 km, and 

fluxtube/(mijetA = 
fmic = (mit 
0.7 (best model for fitting 
the ln(dv/dI) vs. SI plot for 
this plage). Both theoreti- 
cal curves are for lines with 
geg = 0. The lower theo: 
retical curve has been calcu- 
lated for lines with X ,  = 0 
eV, the upper curve for lines -4.0 
with X, = 3 eV. 0 5 10 15 

Line strength SI (F) 

This notion is also supported by the fact that the data exhibit the opposite dependence on X, than the 
model calculations. This can certainly not be a temperature or magnetic field effect. It is in order to illustrate 
this discrepancy that the data curves have not been reduced to X, = 0. 

5.2.2. Fe I und Fe 11 lines 

The greatly different temperature sensitivity of Fe I and Fe I1 is clearly illustrated by Fig. 5.4, where In(dv/dr) 
vs. SI is plotted for Fe I and I1 lines calculated with models having Zw = 60 km, fmi, = 0.7, ATbot = 750 K, and 
ATt„ = 100, 300, 500, and 900 K. As mentioned earlier, Zw and fmi, do not have any significant effect on this 
diagram. For each set of parameters, ten Fe I lines with X, = 0 eV and ten Fe I1 lines with X, = 3 eV have been 
calculated. The Fe I1 lines give the almost horizontal curves near the top of the diagram. As expected the Fe TI 
lines are hardly weakened a t  all. F'urthermore, changing ATtop simply shifts the Fe I ln(dv/dI) curves, instead 
of changing their slope. This behaviour is due to a combination of the dependence of temperature sensitivity of 
the line depth on the strength of the line, the fact that the stronger lines are formed higher in the atmosphere, 
änd the temperature change induced throughout the atmosphere by the linear AT(r). We See thesefore, that  the 
Fe 11 lines provide us with a relatively model independent method of fixing the zero level of In(dv/dr), so that 
both ATtop and ATbot may be detennined from the data. 



Fig. 5,4 h ( d v  / d r )  V S .  f i  f ~ r  four 111%0d- 
els witli fmi, = 0.7, Wil s s s  
depresslon Zw = 60 km, 
A G o e  - 750 M, an$ ATtop = 
100, 300, 500, and 900 E%, in 
the order o f  inereasing thick- 
ness o f  the cuwes. T h e  almost 
hoRzontal curves comespond 
t s  Fe "e Iines, the o then  t o  Fe 
E Enes with X ,  - 0 eV.  All the 
cuwes are unshifted. 

/ 

- 3 
Q 5 10 15 

Line strength SI  (F) 

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the method. In Fig. 5,5a Fe P ( X ,  < 3 e V )  an8 E$ I1 ln (dv /dE)  data from the network have 
been plotted vs. Sr,  together with cuwes for models wlth ATbot - 750 K, whick F ig .  5.1 showed ts be reasonab$e 
for the network Fe I laaies, and ATt,, = 100, 300, 500, ämd 908 K. lohe obsemätional data and model. cu-cres 
hava been shifted, so that the results for 9i$ 1% ouerlap, with the  Fe 1% cumes of  the model with AG„ = 300 H%: 

I seming W raference. Fig, 5.5b ls the equivdent figure for plage data arid cunes  caleulated from msdels having 
ATbot - 250 K, In this marnlaer ATt„ -o 908 K ean be mled out .  However, none o f  the eumes really mproduces 
the data satkfactoRly, indicating strong depadures from a linear A ~ " ( T ) .  

8 5 10 1 5  

Line strength SI  (F) 
0 5 10 15 

Line strength SI  (F) 

Pig, 5,5, Comparison o f  rnodel calculations with obsemations: h ( d v / d E )  vs. SI. a Enhanced netwssk data 
(Light shading: Fe Fe Iines with X ,  < 3 eV; das%% shading: Fe 11 %ines) plotted togethes wi th  the 
model c u m s  0% Fig. 5,4. The  emp%cal data and the model cumes have been shif ed such &hat the 
results for Fe 11 overlap. b Plage data (Light shading: Fe 1 Iines with X ,  3 eQ; dork shadiaag:: Fe 
1% lines) plotted togeiiher with mode% eilwes using fmic - 0 3 ,  Zw = 60 K, AGot ;  = 250 km, arid 
ATto, = 100, 300, 500, and 900 K (in the ordes ~f increaslng thickness o f  tBe cumes). All cunes  
hove been shifted such that the results for Fe 11 overlap. 

Further inconsistency is sevealed by  comparing the same models ts the data in  a paot 0% In(dv /dr)  vs. 
X* - X ,  + X i  (defised i n  Seet, 4.4,1), M shown for a setwork region in Fig, 5.6a and for gt plage in Fig, 5.6b. 
The  data have been redueed t o  g , ~  = 0 and SI -- 0 F. The  rnodels are the Same as in Fig. 5.5a, respeetively Fig. 
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5.5b. Data and models have been normalised in the Same manner as in Fig. 5.5. In Pig. 5.6a the model with 
ATt„ = 900 K gives an acceptable fit to the data, which is contrary to Fig. 5.5a. The fact that a lower ATt„ is 
required by the In(dv/dI) vs. SI data as compared to the l n ( d v / d ~ )  vs. X* data, seems to  hint at the fact that 
AT(T) is lower, in the higher layers of the fluxtube where the stronger lines are formed [since the ln(dv/dI) vs. 
X* plot samples lines with SI M 0 F]. It is quite clear from these comparisons that more sophisticated models are 
required. 

. 
Models --" 

0 

Network 

I I I I I 1 

.. 
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- ATtw = @ Models " - 
\J; . . . . 
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- a - 

- - 

- 
Plage 

. . 
Fig. 5.6 Comparison of model calculations with observations: ln(dv/dI) vs. X*. a Enhanced network data 

reduced to the case that SI = 0 and g,~f = 0 using Eq. (5.1), plotted together with the curves for 
very weak lines calculated using the four models of Fig. 5.4. The data have been shifted such that the 
models provide good fits to the Fe I1 lines. b Plage data reduced to the case of SI = 0 and 9,s = 0, 
plotted together with the curves for very weak lines calculated using the four models of Fig. 5.5b. 
The data have been shifted such that the models provide good fits to the Fe I1 lines. Since the values 
of ln(dv/dr) for Fe I1 derived from the various models almost coincide, their locations are collectively 
indicated by a Single arrow. Data symbols: Fe I lines with X, < 3 eV: stan,  Fe I lines with X, > 3 
eV: circles, Fe I1 lines: solid Squares. 

5.3. Fluxtube Temperature Structure as Determined From Line Ilepth Alone 

5.3.1. Results 

In this section we shall discuss models of T(T) for network and plage fluxtnbes derived from fitting the data in 
the form of ln(dv /dI) vs. SI and vs. X* diagrams, and shall compare them with other models in the literature. 
The model used here is similar to the one employed in the last section (and described in Sect. 4.5.2), except 
that the temperature can now be specified independently at each height. Only Iines with g , ~  = 0 are calculated 
(approximately forty Fe I and I1 lines in all per model). 

Line profiles have been calculated for over a hundred different temperature stratifications with this type of 
rnodel. As a first step Models with T(r )  differing from the HSRASP values only over a limited height range 
are calculated. The aim is to determine heights at which different Iines are sensitive to the temperature. As 
expected, it is found that most of the Fe I1 lines are formed deeper in the atmosphere than the Fe I lines. This 
reflects the fact that the temperature increases downwards in the atmosphere, and that the Fe I1 spectrum arises 



predoarainently in the hotter part of the atmosphere. 
Next, model calculations with the aim of determining T ( T )  through best fits to the line depths are camied 

out. No attempt is made to fit the line widths, since that would require some assumption regarding the velocity 
stmcture inside the fluxtube to be made. This problern will be dealt with in the next Section. An interestirag 
resnlt is that the best fit temperature stratification is not unique, with different models giving similar fits to the 
data. T(log 5000) of two such models which reproduce our network data eqrially well. (models 3E and 6M) are 
plohted in Fig. 5.7aY togethes with the common network awd plage model 0% Stenflo (1975), Hirayama9s network 
model B (1978), the filigree model. of Ksutchmy and StelImacher (1978), the common filigree and facular model 
of Stellmacher and Wiehr (1979), and the HSRASPS, 

Logarithmic optieal depth log%' 

Pig. 5.7 aa Temgerature stratification of some empirical msdeils sf fluxtubea in the network. The BSRA (solid 
Iine) h u  been plotted for comparison. Stenflo (1975): - - - -, Bkayarna (1978) model B: . . . ., 
Moutchmy and Stellmacher (1978): - X --, Stel%macher and W e h r  (1979): - - --, Solanki (1984), 
model 3E: - . . -, model 8%: - . -. b %w(dv/dI) vs. Sr fsr netwsrk data (light shading: Fe 
I, X ,  < 3 eV; dark shading: Fe EI), awd the modeils b t e d  in the captioa of Flg. 5.7a. Model cnwes 
labeled '1' refer to Fe I, those labeled '2' refer to Fe 11. 

Mow these models compare with the data is illustrated in Fig. 5,'7b, where In(dv/dk) is plotted vs. SI for 
the data obtained in the network (light shading: obsemed Fe 1 %ines redueed to g e ~  = 0, dark shading: observed 
Fe %I lines, also reduced to g e ~  = O)>  and for Ilnes calculated using ssme 0% the models shown in Fig. 5.7a. The 

I symbols nsed for each model are the same in both plots. In order to keep Fig. 5.7b from getting too crowded the 
Fe 11 cume of Ksutchmy and Stellmacher (1978) whlch is very similas to the cusve resulting fmrn the Stellmacher 
and Wiehr (1919) model together with the eurves of Stenflo's (1975) model have not been plotted. Hswever, &Re 
resu$&s 0% Stenflo'e model can be seen in Pie;. 5.8b, whi& k discaassed belsw. The results 0% tha models 3E an$ 
6N lie so close tagether that they are both represented by the Same eawes. 

Fig. 5.8a shows T ( P )  for the BSRASP and a set of plage rnodels: Stenflo9s (1975) madel, the active region 
model Z of Hirayama (1978), the faculas model oP Chapman ($979), the rnode% of Stellmacher and WEehr (1979) 
and two modells giving good fits to our active region plage data (6K and 6P), The plage data are compared with 
the results of the madel, calculations in Pig. 5,8b. Ta avoid crowding, the resnlts of the eommon facalar and 
fiiigree model of Stellmacher and Wiehr (1979) have not been repeated fram Fig. 5.7ba 

Finally, in Pig. 5.9 the different models are compared with the data in the ln(dv/da) vs. X* diagram, Data 
I fmm a network region, reduced to 1S)r = 0 and g e ~  = 8, and the msdeis of Stenflo (19751, Hirayama (1978, rnodel 

B), Keutchmy and Stellmacher ($9789, Chaprnon (19%9), Stellmacher and Wiehr (1979), rtnd our network models 
3E and 6N are plotted, These last two models g i x  very similar results fsr thk diagram as well, so that again 
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Fig. 5.8 a Temperature stratification of some empirical models of plage flnxtubes and the HSRA (solid line). 
Stenflo (1975): - - - -, Hirayama (1978) model 2: . . . . , Chapman (1979): --- -, Stellmacher and 
Wiehr (1979): - . -, Solanki (1984), model 6K: - . . -, model 6P: - . . . -. b ln(dv/dr) vs. 
Sr for plage data (light shading: Fe I, X, < 3 eV; dark shading: Fe 11), and the models listed in the 
caption of Fig. 5.8a. Model curves labeled '1' refer to Fe I, those labeled '2' refer to Fe 11. 
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only one curve has been plotted. The model curves have been shifted in such a way that they all reproduce the 
Fe I1 data equally well. . . 
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ln(dv/dp) reduced to SI = 0 and 
g,.e = 0 vs. X* for network data (light 
shading: Fe I, dark shading: Fe 11) 
arid the models listed in the caption 
of Fig. 5.7a. 
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In the following we list some comments on the figures and the models presented above. 
* The large spread of the model curves in Figs. 5.7b and 5.8b is evidence for the temperature sensitivity of the 

In(dv/dr) vs. Sr diagram. It also reflects the different types of data on which the V ~ ~ O U S  models are based. 
Usually the data come from more or less high spatial resolution Stokes I or continuum observations (and 
sometimes both), the exceptions being Stenflo (1975), who also used the Stokes V profiles of two lines, and 
models presented in this thesis. The modeis using both Stokes I and V represent just the magnetic regions 
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5.4.1. Line Profiles in the Quiet Photosphere 

Since the full line profile is now used, and since, if we neglect its asymmetry, the mean photospheric Stokes 
I p r o & ?  can be reproduced relatively well using a mixture of macro- and depth independent microturbulent 
broadening (e.g. Smith et al., 1976; Nordlund, 1978; Holweger et al., 1978), we shall attempt another fit to 
the quiet Sun line profiles. For the microturbulence velocity a constant 0.8 km sec-"s chosen as suggested by 
Blackwell and Shallis (1979) for the HSRA. Following Smith et al. (1976) a macroturbulent velocity distribution 
having the shape of a Voigt function M(a„„ („,) (amac is the ratio of 'dampingl to 'Doppler1 width and J„, 
is the 'Doppler1 width of the macroturbulent velocity profile, See Sect. 2.2.3 for a definition of the Voigt profile) is 
then convoluted with the calculated line profile. The two free parameters per line are varied to give a best fit to 
the observed line Parameters. We illustrye the resulting fits in Figs. 5.10a and b for calculations with 6r = 2.5. 
In Fig. 5.10a the line depth, dI, is plotted vs. line strength, SI. The solid curve represents synthetic Fe I lines 
with X, = 1.5 eV, the dashed curve represents synthetic Fe I lines with X, = 4 eV, and the dot-dashed curve 
represents synthetic Fe I1 lines. In Fig. 5.10b the line widths at the four chord levels O.ldr, 0.3dI, 0.5dr, and 
0.7dI above line bottom are respectively plotted against SI. A fit of comparable quality can be achieved with 
6r = 1 as well, the only difference being that the derived macrotusbulence velocities are somewhat different. 

It will be noticed that the fit is not always perfect. For example, at the O.%dI chord between SI = 5 F and 
10 P only the Fe I data with X, 1 3 eV are well reproduced by the calculated profiles between SI = 5 F and 
10 F, the calculated Fe I, X, < 3 eV and Fe I1 lines being too narrow. The lines with Sr > 10 F are not we%l 
reproduced at all four chords either. The main factor leading to  this discrepancy is departure from LTE since for 
these lines, although their equivalent width is not greatly changed from LTE to  NLTE, their shape is affected the 
most of all the lines (cf. Solanki and Steenbock, 1987). The (U„„ Ern„) vaiues derived for the quiet photosphere 
will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7. 

Fig. 5.10 a dr vs. SI for Fe I and I1 1.0 
l i e s  in the quiet photo- 
sphere. The symbols have 
the Same meaning as in 
Fig. 5.6* The three curves ' ' 

0 . 8  

are model caiculations 
.. based on the HSRA. Solid 4 

curve: Fe I lines with X, = fj 
0.G 

1.5 eV, dashed curve: Fe @ 
I lines with X, = 4 eV, 5 

dot-dashed cusve: Fe I1 2 O 
lines with X, = 3 eV. Em- 3 
pirical damping factor: 
6r = 2.5. 0.2 

Line strength Sr (F) 

In addition to the thirty hypothetical lines, the ten Fe I and I1 lines selected in Sect. 4.5.3 and listed in Table 
4.4 have also been used. The observed and calculated quiet Sun Stokes I profiles of four of thern, Fe I 5127.7 A, 
5247.1 A, 5383.4 A, and Fe I1 5414.1 A are shown in Fig. 5.11. The fit to these four lines is average in quality 
compared to the other six lines. 

5 -42 .  Fluztube Temperature Structure 

First a test is made to See if the improved model described in Sect. 4.5.3 still gives too narrow line profiles in the 
absence of velocity broadening. In Fig. 5.12 UD, - v ~ ,  is piotted against SI for observed and calculated spectral 
lines. The Iv data are from a network region, the Stokes I data are taken from a very quiet region (to avoid 
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Wavelength X (J%) Wavelength X (A) 

Fig. 5.11 Stokes I profiles of Fe 15127.7 A, 5247.1 A, 5383.4 A, and Fe 11 5414.1 A on the quiet Sun. Obser- 
vations: thick curves; synthetic profiles: thin curves. 

contamination of Stokes I by light from magnetic elements), and the model curves are produced by subtracting 
the UDl. values calculated in Sect. 5.4.1 from the line widths of the profiles of a model with no internal velocity 
(reproducing ln(dv/dI) of network data). The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed .calculated curves correspond to 
lines with the Same atomic parameters as in Fig. 5.10. The data have been reduced to the case of g , ~  = 0 using 
the UD, -UD, version of the regression Eq. (4.48). In accordance with the results of Sect. 5.2.1, the model curves 
lie below the data, specially for the medium strong lines. In addition, again in agreement with Sect. 5.2.1, the 
relative positions of the model curves and data points of different excitation lines also differ from each other. 
The experience gained with the models discussed in Sect. 5.2 and 5.3, as well as with a smaller grid based on 
the improved models suggests that the Iv Iine widths and depths cannot be simultaneously reproduced for any 
fluxtube temperature stratificatian if the synthetic profiles are not broadened by velocity. Within our grid of 
models this statement is found to be valid for both tested values of Sr, i.e. = 1 and 61- = 2.5. However, by 
including a macroturbulent broadening, models can be constructed which reproduce both the line depth and the 
line width for network, respectively plage data. 

Harvey et al. (1972) have previously noted that the measured V profiles of Fe I 5250.2 A are broader than 
the calculated ones. They had to artificially broaden the calculated profiles to make them match the data. They 
intespreted this broadening as due to a spwad in the magnetic field strength. Indeed for only one V profile, it 
is not possible to  distinguish between broadening due to velocity or a magnetic field. However, with many Imes 
of various g,n we can test the two hypotheses. Most of the lines in our sample have Land4 factors near 1 and 



are therefore not so sensitive to nnagnetie broadening. Furthemore, in Figa. 5,8 an$ 5-12 the da&a have been 
redaced to the case of g e ~  = 6, so $hat the residual broadening has te, be mainly due ta velocity. 

Line strength SI (F) 

Fig, 5-12 UD, - vpas reduced to the case 0% ge@ = 0, plotted vs, ,Cjl, Symbols as in Pig. 5.10a. The data ara 
fram a network region and the ealculations ase based on a network fluxtube model. She calculated 
prsfiles are anbroadened b$ any velscity P.r - 2 5 .  

As a starting point for a better model, the xnsdels found to give a good fit &o the In(dvldf) vs. SI plot in 
Sect. 5 3  ase chosen. Bowever, for a number of reasons, these models kava to be msdified. Fisstly, they were 
deb-aved from fits to the line depths only, without taking the line widths into account, so that when the calculated 
psofiles are convsluted with a macroturbu%ence to repsoduce the obsemed %ine widths, the gaod fit to the %ine 
degths is lost. Secsndlgg tha phatospherfc %ines were fitted by using ia depth dependent rn%croturbu%ence ahne 
in tke calsulations deseribed in the last section, She microtusbu%ence imside the fluxtube was assumed to be 
simply some fixet3 fractiow (typlcally 0.5 - 0.7) 0% the photospherlc microto$urbulence. Since we do not assume any 
microturbulence at al% imside the fluxtube In thk section, this will. also change the infessed temperature structure, 
FinalIy, the incIusion sf atmospherlc Iayea abova the temperature mimhum in the msde% changes the calcnlated 
profiles of the strosgest Iines somewhat. 

However, sonne basic characteslstics of the earlier models remain. For example, the difference between the 
temgesature 0% fluxtubes in the plage and network reglons atudied, which was discovesed earlier, is confimed by 
the new models. The network fluxtubes are again obsemed to be hotter than plage fluxtubes, specially in ths 
lowes segioms. The depression in temperature at some T value, where it falls allmsst to the quiet Sun value at 
that T )  found as a umifying characteslstic in the earlier models is still visible, aIthough it 1s decidedly weakened. 
The ambiguiby in temperature ~trenciiure~ as detemined by Fe I amd II lines a%sne, still appeans to be presenat, 
although we have not, eamied out such extensive &es$ cakulations as in &Be previons h>ee&iow, 

The tempesatnre gttsn%et,ures of network awd plage models producing the best fit Iine profiles are shown in 
Pig. 5.13 as a function of 7sooos tke eontinuurn optical depth a t  5068 W, The BSRASP temperatnre sttrctuse i s  
also shown for comparison. 

How such a rnodel (network), cornbined with macrotarbulence broadening, reprodueea the v e ,  - UD, vs, SI 
and the In(dv/drj va, SI data from a network region k shown in Fig. 5.14a an$ b, A fit 0% slmllitr aecuraey has 
also been obtained for the plage data. In addition, these rnodeh can reprodnce the ln(dv/dr) vs- X* diagrams wlth 
a similas aceuracy as tke models described in Sect. 5.3. A1I in aP1, the fits achieved by these madels, altkough n ~ t  
perfeet, are of reasewable accuraey. For fusther Impro.vements, additional data containisg better infomation on 
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Fig. 5.13 The temperature T in K vs. the 
logarithm of the optical depth 7000  

for the HSRASP and for 
a model each of fluxtubes in the 
network and in active region 
plages. 

, 

levels below log T = -1 and above log T = -3, as well as improved modelling techniques (1.5-D radiative transfer 
etc.) are required. On a longer term basis, NLTE effects should be included as well, as is evident from the NLTE 
test-calculations of Solanki and Steenbock (1987). The empirical damping correction factor does not have a large 
effect on the determined temperature structure, both Sr = 1 and Jr = 2.5 giving approximately similar T ( r )  
values. A few models have also been calculated with a combination of macroturbulence and depth independent 
microturbulence. It ig found that as long as Emi, I 1 km sec-', no significant change in the temperature structure 
is required. As will be shown in chapter 7, values of emiC larger than 1.5 are excluded by the data, so that a 

constant tmic should not greatly influence the determined temperature structure. . . 
As an additional illustration to how the models reproduce the data, Fig. 5.15 shows the Iv profiles, observed 

in a plage, of the three Fe I lines at 5127.7 A, 5247.1 A, and 5383.4 A and the Fe I1 5414.1 A line, together with 
their calculated Stokes I profiles from the best fit plage model. Fe I1 5414.1 A and Fe I 5383.4 A are the two 
wont fit Iv profiles in our sample of ten lines, whereas the other two figure among the better reproduced lines. 
These ten .Iv profiles have been normalised using the Same (B) as is used to  normalise the ln(dv/dI) curve. The 
correspondence for all ten lines is quite reasonable, considering the fact that some distortion of the Iv profile due 
to noise and Stokes V asymmetry is bound to occur. The Fe I 5250.2 A line is also reproduced with an accuracy 
similar to Fe I 5247.1 A, a somewhat surprising result, since its large Lande factor of 3.0 would lead one to expect 
that the first order approximation on which the calculation of the Iv profile is based may be insufficient for this 
line. * The fit to the individual profiles achieved with the best network model is slightly wone. This can, at 
least to a Iarge part, be explained by the smaller signal to noise ratio in the network data, which is due to the 
smaller filling factor and correspondingly weaker Stokes V signal. The larger asymmetry of the network Stokes 
V profiles may also play a role. 

Finally, let us discuss some of the results and consequences of the work presented in this chapter and remark on 
possible improvements, as well as on other methods of determining fluxtube temperatures from FTS data. 

* This rnay be slmply due to the fact that the magnetic field used in these models is too weak ( B ( r =  1) M 11400 
G). As the results of Sect. 6.3 show, a field with B ( r =  1) M 2000 G prsvides a better fit to the Stokes V 5250/524'9 
line ratio. In such a strong field the weak field approximation is no longer valid for Fe I 5250.2 .& and its Iv 
profile alone is no longer a valid approximation to Stokes I. Bowever, using Eq. (4.7a) one might still be able to 
reproduce 5250.2 .& reasonably. 



0 5 10 

Line stseenoh SI (F) 

Fig. 5.14 4% The Same as Fig. 5.12, excapt that the ca%cu%ated profiles have been broadened by a macroturbulence 
to make them mat& the data. The network m~deil showw in Fig, 5,%3 hata been used. 

Line stre9agt.h SI (P) 

Fig. 5.14 b % n ( d v / d r )  plotte$ against SI.  Symbols a% in Fig. 5.10a. The ea%eu%ated line profiles have been 
cons/s%uted with a macroturbulent vebocity- The data wers obtained in a netwerk regien, the rnodel 
ia the same zm in Fig, 5.14a. B.p .= 2-5, 
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5383 .2  5383.4 5383.6 5413.8 5 4 1 4 . 0  5i11i1.2 

Wavelength X (A) Wavelength X (A) 

Fig. 5.315 The observed (Iv) and calculated profiles of the Fe I 5127.7 A, 5247.1 A, 5383.4 A, and Fe I1 5414.1 
A lines for a plage. Iv data: thick curves. Synthetic profiles: thin curves. 

5.5.1. Importance of Velocity Broadening 

Temperature structures determined with and without velocity broadening inside the fluxtube are quite different 
and consequently the inclusion of velocity broadening is important for the correct empirical modelling of fluxtube 
temperatures. The simple macroturbulence approach we have chosen to represent the velocity broadening in 
fluxtubes is certainly very primitive. Gail and Sedlmayr (1974) have calculated 0 I and Fe I photospheric 
lines with the stochastic radiative transfer equation derived by Gail et a1. (1974). They find that for the quiet 
Sun a mesoturbulence with a correlation length of 100-300 km gives best fits to the data. They suggest that 
somewhat different model atmospheres may result if one uses a proper correlation length calculation instead 
of the traditional microturbulence/macroturbulence approach. Carlsson and Scharmer (1985) come to similar 
conclusions with a slightly different method. They solve the ordinary radiative transfer equation for a Ca I1 
model atom for stochastic velocity distributions with the very fast and efficient NLTE technique of Scharmer 
(1981) and Scharmer and Carlsson (1985). This suggests that future calculations with better approximations of 
the velocity need to be carried out. Since we do not expect the velocity to be compietely stochastic in fluxtubes it 
may be better to use some model of waves or oscillations. However, all such approaches increase the cornplexity 
of the problern tremendously. 
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the paper by Schatten et al., 1986), the Fe I lines in the cooler interior. Only future two dimensional models can 
decide this issue. 

5.5.4. Some Limits of und Possible Eztensions to the T (T)  Models 

The temperature structure cannot be uniquely determined from Fe I and I1 data at disk centre alone. In particular, 
the T of the temperature dip found in all the models which reproduce the data cannot be derived with certainty 
(Sect. 5.3). Perhaps data with less noise may be able to differentiate better between such models. 

In addition, disk centre observations of Fe I and I1 lines in the visible are only sensitive to the temperature 
in the optical depth range -3 5 'log T 5 - 1. T(T) for T beyond these limits has only a minor influence on the 

of the Fe I and I1 lines used. The,T(r) structures shown in Fig. 5.13 are therefore uncertain beyond these 
limits. The exact limits themselves depend on the temperature structure (for example in his models Chapman, 
1977, finds the lines to be formed at T 2 -I), and for Stokes V, Q, and U also on the magnetic field. Extensive 
calculations of contribution functions to Stokes V and Q are required to delineate the r interval over which the 
models are certain. 

It may be possible to detemine T ( r  < 1 0 ~ ~ )  from the centre to limb variation of the Fe I and I1 Stokes 
V profiles used for the disk centre analysis. A first step in this direction has been taken by Stenflo et al. 
(1987a) when they plot the 'thermal line ratio9 of two Stokes V profiles as a function of p = cos5. As Landi 
Deg191nnocenti and Landolfi (1982) have shown, the ratio of the amplitudes of two otherwise similar Stokes V 
profiles with different X, values is mainly sensitive to temperature in the fluxtube. Fig. 5 of Stenflo et al. (1987a) 
shows that the thennal line ratio departs significantly from the value expected in non-magnetic regions at  disk 
centre and approaches this value near the limb. If interpreted directly, this would mean that the temperature 
in the fluxtube approaches the outside temperature at equal T as we go higher in the atmosphere. However, a 
CLV of the fluxtube line profiles due to geometrical effects (expansion of the fluxtube, a mainly vertical velocity 
in fluxtubes, etc.) cannot be excluded. Furthermore, only the disk centre non-magnetic I profiles were used to 
calibrate this line ratio, and the CLV of the Stokes I profiles may compensate for much of the variation in the 
thermal line ratio when going towards the lirnb. Compare also with Sect. 6.3.2, where the CLV of the magnetic 
line ratio is shown to be largely due t e  changes in the line profile. Future calculations of such thermal line ratios 
are required to obtain more quantitative results. The behaviour of the Stokes V line ratio is in accordance with 
the decrease in facular line weakening observed near the limb by Stellmacher and Wiehr (1973). The CLV data of 
.J?razier (1971) also show a slight trend towards decreasing contrast in the Fe 15250.2 A line core with decreasing 
p. The interpretation of such unpolarized data is, however, even more involved than of our Stokes V CLV. 

Some estirnates of T(7 > 10-l) are available from continuum contrast measurements. However, the results 
vary considerably from one investigation to another. Disk centre continuum contrasts of active region plages have 
been published by among others, Schmahl(1967), Frazier (1971), and Stellmacher and Wiehr (1973), all of whom 
find values between 1.01 and 1.02 for Ic(Facula)/Ic(Photosphere). We write Ic(Facula) instead of I,(Fluxtube) 
to stress the fact that these continuum observations cannot resolve the fluxtubes and thus measure an intensity 
averaged over the magnetic elements and their non-magnetic surroundings. Muller (1975), with somewhat better 
spatial resolution finds contrasts closer to 1.05. Chapman (1970), on the other hand, Sees no contrast at disk 
centre, and Tarbell and Title (1977) find that the continuum contrast decreases as the amount of flux in their 
resolution elements increases and actually drops below 1 for flux > 150 G, although they (indirectly) exclude 
Bores and sunspots from their analysis. From the differential photometry of faculze in two pieces of very pure 
continuum, Foukal et al. (1981) conclude that faculze are darker than their surroundings near T = 1. However, 
Foukal and Fowler (1984) find that for their estimated spatial resolution of 3-4", faculze are brighter than the 
quiet photosphere by approximately 0.1% (= AI/I) .  They conclude that a better interpretation of the results 
of Foukal et al. (1981) would be that the temperature gradient in faculze and the quiet photosphere is different. 
Foukal and Duvall (1985) also stress this interpretation, and show that the temperature gradient near r = 1 in 
faculz is smaller than in the quiet Sun. Skumanich et al. (1975) find an approximately linear relation between 
continuum contrast and average field strength in their resolution element, such that AIc/Ic increases by 0.9% for 
A (B) = 100 G .  Extrapolating to 1000 G this give Ic(Facula)/Ic(Photosphere) = 1.09. In a similar manner F'razier 
and Stenflo (1978) infer continuum contrasts of upto 1.18 by compensating for their limited spatial resolution 
through the use of additional information from polarimeter measurements. It should be noted that this method, 
although superiour to simply taking the measured continuum contrast at face value, probably still gives only a 
lower limit to the true contrast of the magnetic element, since it cannot compensate for the dark rings around 





6. Magnetic Fields 

". . . the radical element responsible for the continuing 
thread of cosmic unrest is the magnetic field." 

E.N. Parker (1979) 

Haie (1922a,b) fint presented evidence for distinct magnetic features outside sunspots, when he published the 
discovery of average fields of approximately 200-300 G in what he termed 'invisible sunspots'. With improvements 
in instrumentation, the lower limit of measurable non-sunspot fields kept on decreasing. Thus by 1960 the field 
strengths in bright regions (i.e. Network, Plages, etc.) were found to lie in general between 1-200 G for the 
spatial resolution of usually 5"-10'>ossible at that time (Babcock and Babcock, 1952, 1955; See also the review 
by Babcock, 1963). 

During the 1960s indications accumulated that the true field strengths outside sunspots are in general 
considerably larger than the average field measured with low spatial resolution. Thus Sheeley (1966) detected 
field strengths of between 200 and 700 G in small non-sunspot features from magnetograms of quiet and active 
regions. Sheeley (1967) measured a field strength of approximately 350 G via the shift in the U components of 
Fe I 5250.2 W. In active regions Beckers and Schröter (1968a) measured fields of between 400 and 1400 G in 
what they termed 'magnetic knots' or 'micropores'. They camied out a rough correction for stray light (i.e. finite 
spatial resolution) and estimated the diameters of the knots to be approximately 1.3". They also observed regions 
which show line weakening, but no magnetic field. However, Simon and Zirker (1974) found no evidence for such 
structures and suggested that these are magnetic regions with fluxes below the detection limit of Beckers and 
Schröter. Grigorjev (1969) and Abdussamatov and Krat (1969) also observed such magnetic knots and measured 
field strengths ranging from 100 to 650 G. 

So far all these observations had been camied out with spatial resolutions wone than 1". It is therefore 
not surprising that most values of the field strength thus determined lie below the values generally accepted 
today. The reason the spatial resolution is so important is that the magnetograph (or any other polarimeter for 
that matter) measures only the line of sight flux, which is proportional to the field strength averaged over the 
resolution element, and not the tme field strength of an unresolved magnetic region. 

As noted above, Beckers and Schröter (1968a) had assumed that the magnetic elements they observed were 
unresolved. Other measurements also hinted at the unresolved nature of the magnetic elements. Thus Stenflo 
(1966) and Severny (1967) made multiple scans of a given region with varying aperture sizes and found that the 
magnetic field strength increased with decreasing aperture. However, their smallest aperture was only 7 (arc 
sec)'. Cleady, indirect model-independent methods of determining the magnetic field strength were required. A 
fint step in this direction was taken when Stenflo (1968) described how the possibly filamentary structure of the 
magnetic field influences the interpretation of magnetograph recordings. Harvey et al. (1972) used least Squares 
fits to observed Stokes V profiles to determine different parameters of magnetic elements. Their best fit gave an 
average field strength of 500 G with a scatter of f500 G. They also found a higher field strength fit of lesser 
quality. Later, Stenflo (1973) was able to reproduce their observations quite well with a strong field fluxtube. 
Howard and Stenflo (1972) and later Frazier and Stenflo (1972) determined that over 90% of the magnetic flux is 
concentrated into magnetic filaments (i.e. fluxtubes) from an analysis of magnetograms in 5250.2 A and 5232.9 
A. They do not give any value for the filamentary magnetic field. Frazier and Stenflo (1972) also found evidence 
for a so called 'interfilamentary field' with a small field strength of approximately 0.5-5 G, when averaged over an 
aperture of 2.4 X 2.4". This weak diffuse field has a polarity opposite to that of the concentrated field. Livingston 
and Harvey (1971) have also presented some evidence for a weak field of 2-3 G strength when averaged over their 
5'' resolution element. Of Course a few m a l l  fluxtubes with large field strengths could also give such a signal, 
so that this last observation does not provide any hard evidence for the presence of truly weak fields. The Same 
authon also find some statistical evidence for a quantisation of magnetic flux (Livingston and Harvey, 1969). 
This observation has, however, not been subsequently confirmed. 

Stenflo (1973) introduced a very powerful technique for determining the true magnetic field strength of the 
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lines are assumed to be Zeeman triplets. For more details See Sect. 4.4.2. 

and 

For the further analysis, and to enable a crude interpretation of our data, we use the two component model 
introduced in chapter 4. Thus the photosphere is assumed to consist of a magnetic component, covering a fraction 
a of the surface and a non-magnetic component covering the remaining fraction (1 -a). It is assumed that within 
the magnetic component the field strength, B ,  is constant and that in the non-magnetic component B = 0. 

To derive a simple analytical re la t id  between field strength B in the fluxtube and the coefficient xs in the 
vo, - vo, regression equation, we use OUT two-component model for a longitudinal magnetic field, and assume 
the line profile to be Gaussian and the Zeeman Splitting to be much smaller than the line width. We furthermore 
assume that in the case of Zero Lande factor, the line depth in the magnetic regions is 6 times the line depth 
outside the fluxtubes (6 < 1 in the case of line weakening), but that the line width is unchanged (this last 
assumption is approximately fulfilled by all but the strongest Fe I lines, as Fig, 4.11 shows). Finally, we assume 
the continuum intensity inside and outside the fluxtubes to be equal, With these assumptions, using the Taylor 
expansion Eq. (4.8) and the definition Eq. (4.10) of I v ,  we find 

where k = 4.67 km-' G", and C is the speed of light. The factors 3 in Eq. (6.3) appear because the magnetic 
broadening of Iv and I are due to the second terms in their respective Taylsr expansions and the numerical 
coefficients of the two relevant t e m s  differ by a factor of 3. Intuitively, we would expect Iv to  be broadened much 
les by a magnetic field than the Stokes I profile arising from the Same region, since it is a better approximation 
of the unsplit I profile. 

The interpretation of the t e q ,  in Eq. (6.2) is very similar to that of the x5 term in Eq. (6.1). Notice, 
however, that the dependence of this term on line width goes with l / v i  as compared with the l/vo dependence of 
the xg term of Eq. (6.1). Making the Same assumptions as were made for the derivation of Eq. (6.3) the following 
dependence of ln(dv/dI) on the magnetic field is found: 

where a and 6 have the Same meaning as in Eq. (6.3), UD is the line width (which we have assumed equal for Iv 
and Stokes I, in agreement with the observations for most lines), and v~ is the Zeeman broadening expressed in 
velocity units. The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.4) are independent of the magnetic field and 
of line parameters if the lines chosen are of approximately the Same strength and excitation potential. Thus only 
the last term is of consequence for the detennination of the magnetic field strength. For the choice of regression 
terms used in Eq. (6.2) it  gives a relation between the magnetic field and regression coefficient x6 identicall to 
that of Eq. (6.3) if we replace xs by x6: 

Table 6.1 is a compilation of the magnetic field strengths and filling facton of the five regions observed close 
to disk centre near the height at which the weakest Fe I lines are fomed. The magnetic field strength B has 
fint been determined from regression coefficient x5 using Eq. (6.3), and from coefficient xe using Eq. (6.5) with 
cu, = 5 (columns 2 and 3). The use of a = 0 in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5) corresponds to the assumption that the 
Stokes I profiles are unaffected by the magnetic field. This is true to first order, since the Iv profile is much 
more strongly affected than Stokes I. The averages of the derived values of B have then been corrected through 
multiplication by (1 - assuming 6 = 1/3 (a value suggested by the exploratory model calculations for 
weak, low excitation Fe I lines), and using cr vaiues determined as described below (column 5). This is only a 
rough guess for 6 and larger values may be nearer to the truth. However, this tenn does not greatly affect the 
determined B. 



The field strengths thus detemined are larger than those obtained with the line ratio technique and a 

constant field, This may be due to the fact that the field strengths in Table 6, being based on the assumptisn 
of small Zeeman Splitting, are less accurate than those detemined from the line ratio. Note, however, that the 
fielld strength determined with this technique refers to the height at whfch the weakest llnes are formed (simee 
we rednee to SI = 0 in the regression). Since this is deeper in the atrnosphere than the height of fomation af 
5250, we would expect a somewhat Ilarger field stsengtki. This fofollows k a m  the generally accepted theoreticsl 
msdels of fluxtubes, all of which predict a field strength decreasirng with height. One purpose 0% Table 6,$ is to 
show that the Zeeman broadenimg and saturation are similar in plages and the network, indicating similar actiiaal 
field strengths in these different stmctures in accordanee with the results of Sarbell and Title (1977) an8 Stenfio 
an$ H m e y  (1985)- SBk eoncllasion of simiPar fieXd strength Is also suppcarted by Pig, 6.1, which illuatrates t&e 
dependence oP ]In(& /dr) and vg,  - U D ,  pn t2e respective Zeeman bmadening terms of Eqs. (6. P) and (6.2) after 
the depewdenee on SI and X, has been rernoved. 
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Fag, 6.1 a Smoothed avesages of ln(dv/dr) vs. g ~ E X 2 / v ~ ,  reduced t s  the case that SI = 0 and X, - 0, for 
two netwsrk and two plage regions. Note the approximately equal gradiewts of al% four cu%lres. The 
curves 0% the two plages have been shifted vertically in ordes to  facilitate compamson. b Smoothed 
avesages sf U D ,  - U D ,  &X2/uo, seduced to the case &hat SI = 0 aawd X, - 0, fos the same mgioass 
a a ~  in Flg. 6.1a. The cuwes ara all unshifted, 

RecalI, that when calculating the Iv profile we assumed that (B) = 1 (Sect, 4.2.4), so that dv is too large 
by a, faetor Ba. The magnetic filling factsrs, ar, of the obsewed segions can thesefore be readily detemined from 
the amount by which the ernpirical cusves in the %n(dv/dr) vs. SI plplot have to be vertieal%y shifted to fit the 
model curves, and from the magnetic field strengths. The cu values thus detemined are lower limits, sinee ax~y 
depslaRzation in the telescope reduces the height of the V profiles an$ therefore the derXved value of a. Stenflo 
and Hasvey (1985) have suggested that there is a still unexplained ea%ibration e m s  of a, factor of two in alll ehe 
po%ariaation dato sf 1959 ( C E  Sect. 42.4) .  

Type of reglon B„ (G) B„ (G) Average Bs (G) Estimated 
frsm (6.3) from (6.5) comacted (%I 
for a = 0 for a! = 0 for a! 

Enhaweed netwark 1700 P690 1720 3.0 
Ewhanced network 1230 $490 1390 4.4 
Enhanced network 1540 1320 1465 6,1 
Strong plage 1260 1560 1515 %$*C) 
Strowg plage 1460 1540 1625 32.0 
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This method is subject to a relatively large model dependence when using Fe I lines alone. The additional 
use of Fe I1 makes this procedure largely model independent, since all the model In(dv/dI) vs. SI curves for 
the ionised species lie close together. The uncertainty in the a values resulting from their model dependence 
is no more than a few percent, and is comparable to the uncertainty caused by the scatter of the Fe I1 data 
points. If we multiply the derived a values with a factor of two to account for an instrumental calibration error 
in accordance with Stenflo and Harvey (1985), we find values for the magnetic filling factor between 3 and 32%. 
These filling factors are listed in column 5 of Table 6.l.t 

Note that it has been implicitly assumed throughout this section, that the continuum intensity inside flux- 
tubes is the Same to the one outside. The effect of fluxtube temperature and continuum intensity on the magnetic 
flux determined from a magnetograph has been discussed by Grossmann-Doerth et a1. (1987). A higher contin- 
uum intensity inside the fluxtube will dec+ease the determined a values, as is discussed in detail by Schüssler and 
Solanki (1987). Note that we can make the results of this section independent of 6, = ~ u x t u b e / ~ h o t o s p h e r e  by 
replacing cr by a6, throughout. On the other hand it has also been assumed that the fields are vertical, which in 
general tends to give us a lower limit for a (and also for B). We have also neglected the possible cancellation of 
polarities in the resolution element, which would influence a, but should not affect B. 

In Sect. 6.4.2 we shall investigate the influence of spectral smearing on filling factors determined from Stokes 
V. We also wish to point out that the statistical method can be used to determine filling factors from Stokes 
I alone, if some assumptions are made regarding the true Geld strength, or  if it is determined via some other 
method (cf. Brandt and Solanki, 1987, for an application). 

6.3. Magnetic Field Strength Frorn the Line Ratio Teehnique 

6.3.1. Centre to Limb Variation of the Stokes V Line Ratio: Observations 

The line ratio technique of Stenflo (1973) has been briefly described in the introduction to  this chapter. Further 
details are to be found in, e.g., Stenflo.(1973, 19761, Frazier and Stenflo (1978), and Stenflo and Harvey (1985). 
We refer to these Papers for more information. 

The CLV (i.e. p dependence) of the Stokes V line ratio of Fe 15250.2 A to Fe I 5247,l A has been previously 
measured by, e.g., Frazier and Stenflo (1978), who, however, did not analyse these measurements in detail. 
Howard and Stenflo (1972), Frazier and Stenflo (1972) and Gopasyuk et al. (1973) have measured and discussed 
the CLV of the ratios of other lines, which are not os useful as the 525015247 line ratio for determining magnetic 
field strengths. 

Pig. 6.2 Centre to limb variation of the 525015247 L. I 

Stokes V amplitude line ratio. Filled 
squares and dashed curve represent the 
directly determined line ratio, while the 1 . 0  

Open Squares and solid curve show the line C 

:: N ratio reduced to the case of Zero filling fac- % * H 
tor, using the regression equation (6.6). $ E  0 .9  

Eb 
'? 
r( 

0 . 8  

t The filling factors published by Solanki and Stenflo (1984) are approximately a factor of two smaller than 
in Table 6.1 due to an error in that Paper. We have also taken into account the exact positions of the observed 
regions on the solar disk. 



In Fig. 6.2 we plot the CEV of the Stokes V line ratio of 525015247, The filled Squares represent the orlgnal 
data, and the dashed line is a cublc spline fit. The equivalent Stokes Q line ratio also contains information on 
the magnetic fiel$ strength. However, we shall not discuss it further here, refeplolng to Stenflo et al. (l987a) and 
Solanki et al. (1987) for more infomatlon. Since, for a weak field, we would expect the V amplitudes of the two 
lines to have the same ratio as their Land6 factors, we have divided by this ratlo in order to  normalise the figure 
to unity for weak fields. The Stokes V line ratio clearly approaches unity when going towards the limb. The 
obvious interpretation is that this is due to a rapid decrease in field strength with height. However, it may also be 
possible that ehanges in the line profilies when going fmm disk eentre to the Iirnb may Iead to  a similar behaviour, 
Indeed Stewflo et al. (1987b) found that a part 0% this increase is actually due to a change in line width with 
y. h r t h e m s r e 9  the increasing strength 0% T-component with increasing .y may also be of consequenee, 11% 
Sech. 6.3.2 we shall test these hypotheses~uantitatively wlth a one dimensional modal. Fadher eEeets may arise 
dua to the 2-B geometry of fluxtubes. Such effects will be analysed in a future investigation using the modal 
presented in chapter 9. 

Another parameter which also influences the positions of the data points in Fig. 6.2 is the filling factor. 
As dernonstsated by Stenflo and Harvey (1985), the line ratio of (525015247) is somewhat dependent on filling 
factor, This leads to the suggestion that at least part of the scatter of the points around the cubic spline fit 
(dmhed cume) is due to the different filling factom of the observed regions. This suggestion is supported by the 
similarity between these departures from the dashed curve and Fig. 3.1, where the amplitudes of Stokes V of Fe 
I 5256.2 A ore plotted, which are a measure of the filling factor. 

The following regression equation represents a fint attempt to separate the p and a dependences of the V 
line ratio. It k wsumed that the iine ratio depends IinearIy on both p and a(S250)lp (which is approximately 
proportional to a! for vertical fields). 

Eere so, za, za, and x3 are the regression coefficients. This regression is used to reduca the data to the case of 
a - B (the solid Iine and the open Squares in the figure). The fact that this s u p e  beeomea Parger than one, whieh 
appears unphyskal, suggests that this kgression equation overestimates the effect of the filling factor. However, 
%Be few data do not warrant the constmction of a rnore complex regression equation. Note, however, that 1.5-D 
radiative transfer calculations of the Pine ratio in cylindrlca% models which conseme fiuw with height can lead to 

%iae ratios greater than unity (Solanki and De Martino, in prepaation) 

6.8.2, Glentre to limb varaation of the Stokes V Line Ratio: Model Colsulations 

h thk sectiow we present calculations 0% the Stokes V line ratio of 52%0/524% which iwclude a number of im- 
provements with respect t s  previous calculations. FiPstly, we use a radiative transfer eode to calculate the line 
profiles. Most previous calculations of the line ratio have been made with the simple Unwo (1956) or Rachkovsky 
(196%) theory, the exception being the calculations of Wiehr (1978). Secondly$ we calculate the CLV of the liwe 
natio. Thirdly, we use both a model with constant fiePd (like a%l grevlous authon) an$ one based on the thin 
fluxtubes approximation, i.e. with a magnetic field decreasing rapidly with height (ef. Sect. 4.5.1). Fourthly, we 
test for the sensitivity of the line ratio on temperature by calculating it for both the HSRA and the plage modal 
derived in Sect. 5.4.2. Pifthly, we also include tha influenee of macroturbulence broadening on the line ratio. 

Fig, 6.3 shows the @&V of the Stokes V 5256/5247 line ratio data, aa we%P as model ealculations. TRe solid 
curves ase the results ofeaiculations using the plage model described in Sect. 5,4,2 with a magnetlc field ealculated 
using the thiw tuba appro%lmation. For the upper eume the magwetic field strength at 'P = 1, B('P== 1) - $400 G ,  
for ehe Iovver cume B(-= I$ - 2000 G ,  The magnetic field vector is assnmed $0 be vedical to the solar surface, 
i.e, cos -g = pC1. No macroturbulence brostdening has been assumed so far. 8% far as microturbu%enee is eoneemed 
we make use of sne 0% the results of chapter 7, namely that the microturbufewee hside the fluxtubes is sirnilar 
to that outside a t  dkk centre. Extrapolating from there, we assume tbat this is tme for al% p values. n%he CLv 
sf the microturbulence, as detemined from Fe I lines in the quiek phstosphere, has been gfven by Slmrnons and 
Blackwell (1982). The fmi, values of Simmons and BlaekweU increase ljinearly with decreaskg p, except for their 
last point a t  p = 0.2, which has a considerably larger microturbulence than would be obtairied from a linear 
extrapolation from the other goints. For our calculations upto p = 0.1 we have to ex t rapoke  from their values. 
Keepiwg in mind that Simmons and Blackwell fee% that; the value at p = 0-2  is considerably less certain than the 
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rest we have decided (for this rough analysis) to leave this value aside and extrapolate linearly from the rest of 
the points. We therefore adopt the following dependence of Cmic on p: 

fmic = -0.69p-t- 1.61 for 0.1 < p 5 1.0. (Ga7) 

Keeping in mind that p decreases as we approach the limb this signifies an increase when going towards the limb. 

Fig. 6.3 CLV of the 525015247 amplitude line ra- 
tio. Fiiied circles: observational data. The 
vertical lines are error bars. Solid curves: 
Calculated line ratios for-.lines unbroad- 
ened by any macroturbulence. The mag- 
netic fields have been calculated using the 
thin tube approximation, with B = 1400 
and 2000 G at T = 1 as marked in the fig- 
Ure. Dashed curves: line ratios calculated 
for the Same models, but now for V broad- 
ened by a macroturbulence so as to match 
the widths of the observed profiles. 

Fig. 6.4 CLV of 525015247 amplitude line ratio. 
Solid circles: observational data. Curves: 
line ratio detennined from synthetic V pro- 
files which have been broadened by macro- 
turbulence to match the data. Solid curve: 
thin tube magnetic field with B(T = 1) a 
2000 G, plage temperature model. Dashed 
curve: constant magnetic field, B = 1140 
G, plage temperature model. Dot-dashed 
curve: constant magnetic field, B = 1300 
G, HSRA. 

The solid curves in Fig. 6.3 gives the impression that the 1400 G model provides the better fit to the data. 
However, a comparison of the complete calculated Stokes V profiles with the observations clearly shows that 
the former are much too namow, in agreement with the conclusions of chapter 5. We assume that the rest of 
the broadening is due to macroturbulence, which is consistent with the approach presented in chapters 5 and 7. 
For disk centre we can use the broadening given in Table 7.1, but for positions nearer the limb a more detailed 
determination is necessary. 

So far no determinations of the macroturbulent broadening in fluxtubes away from disk centre have been 
carried out. We shall use quiet Sun values as a starting point for our determination in fluxtubes. The macrotur- 
bulence in the quiet photosphere for disk centre and near the limb has been given by Holweger et al. (1978). We 
interpolate linearly in their data to obtain the following relation for the CLV of the macroturbulence 

C„, = -0.78p-t- 2.08 for 0.1 < p 6: 1.0. (608) 

These values from the literature have been used to broaden the Stokes 1 profiles calculated with the HSRA 
without a magnetic field, which have then been compared with the data. Since the data were all obtained in 
active regions, the fits are not quite ideal. In particular the line depths of the obsefved profiles are smaller than 
of the calculated ones. However, for the 52471.1 A line the line widths matched rather well. For Fe I 5250.2 A 
the magnetic broadening is appreciable and does not allow good fits. 



Rom a comparison of observed to calcullated V profilles, values of (i.e. Cm„ detemined from Stokes 
V) between 2.0 and 2.5 km sec-' have been obtained, with no clear dependence on p visible. Thus, in contrast 
to Stokes I ,  the macroturbulence broadening does not increase towards the limb. Taut neither does it decrease, a 
somewhat, surprising result, when one bears in mind that mass motions in fluxtubes are expected to be mainly 
verLicall. However, we cannot reach definite concluslons regarding the velocity stmcture from just these two 
]anes. future statistical analysis of the type carsied out by Pantellini (1986), combined with radiative transfer 
calculations may be able to clarify this point. We also wish to  Stress that the fits to the observed Stokes V 
profile shapes are not of very good quality- Firstly, due to the asymmetny. 0% the observed V, but secondly ako 
because the central portiow oP the obsewed V profiles is mueh flatter than that of the calculated profiles, Thia is 
suggestive of the influensre of the finite thicknqss of the fluxtube, evident from the 1.5-D calculatlons 0% SoXoenki 
and De Martino (in preparation). Y 

Let us retum to the Stokes V line ratio. In Fig. 6.3 the dashed curves are the caleulated line ratios for the 
broadened profiles, The upper curve 1s again obtained from the thin tube model with B(T = 1) = E400 G, the 
lower curve from B(r = 1) = 2000 G. Now it is the model with the higher field strength which gives the better 
fit. Within the scatter it fies the data qulte well and suggests that the thin tube appro ation is a reasonable 
assumption, and the magnetic field decreases with height. 

However, befsre coneluding anything on the height dependence of the magnetie field, we must firnt test this 
diagrarn for its sensitivity to magnetic field gradients. We have therefore also calculated profiles for a seRes 
of models with constant magnetic fields. The resulting 5250/5249 line ratio vs. p curve of sne such mode% 
(B = P140 G = constant) is shown in Fig. 6.4 (dashed line) together with the corsesponding cuwe of the thin 
tube modal with B(T= 1) - 2600 G. The two modeh give identical resullts for p = P, and they divesge slightly 
when going towards the limb. T h k  differensre k, Piowever, exceeding%y sma%l, In particular, it is considerabiy 
amaller than the scatter of the data. We therefore conclude that it is presently not possible to detemine the 
height variation of the magnetic field from the CLV of the line ratio. This is in contrut to  the resnlts 0% Stenflo 
et al. (1987b), who used a simple modal of the Zeeman spiitting of these Enes to infer a considerable decrease in 
field strength when going from the centre to  the $in&. Them are two possible exp$anations for this insensitiprity 
to the magnetic field gradient, The firnt is that lt is effects 0% the changea in %ine shape which domimata the CLV 
of the line ratio, The inereasing widtli 6% the lhes near the limb simulates the presenee 0% a weaker field and the 
increasing relative strength 0% the T-compsnent with inereasing 7 aho contributes to the change in the line ratio 
(as con be seen frorn sorne straightforward manlpulations of ths Unno (1956) solutions; C%. Solanki et al., 1987, 
for rnore details). Although the simple model sf Stenflo et al. (1987b) does take into account the increase in 
line width, it neglects the increasing importance of the T-component near the lisng. This is the main reason for 
the difference of its resulta to thsse 0% the radiative transfer calcu%ations preaented hem Line profile effects asa 
cartaidy Important, brat they may not be sb%e to explaln the eomplete effect. Another possibflity is that against 
the generally establhhed notion that %anes are fomed higher up near the limb, this is not tme for flnxtnbes. 
Calculations sf the heights of fomatlon in fluxtubes are of great irnportance to settle this question, Finally, we 
must not forget that these are only one dimensional model calculations and the finite thiekness sf fluxtubes may 
affect the results considerably. 

The dot-dashed %Ine in Fig. 6.4 is the CLV of the line ratio calculated with the HSRA an$ B = 1300 G - 
esnst. The difference to the othes two curves is once more less than the scatter in the data. A field strength sf 
P300 G gives a somewhat lower line ratio at p = 1, but produces a better fit for this temperature model to  the 
CLQ. We conclude that the line ratio is rather insensitive to the temperature, as is expected, with a temperature 
difference of $00-500 K giving only a smal% difference of R 150 G in the detemined magmetic field. Compstring 
the three curves in Fig, 6.4 with each other shows that the difference between the curves with different rnagnetic 
field gradiemts is of the Same order as tha difference between the curves with different temperatures. It will 
thesefore not ke possible t s  use this diagram for the detemination for the height dependence of the rnagnetic 
fiald, even with data of rnuch ketter Signa% to noise ratio, un%ess the temperature stmeture in fluxtubes PS vaxy 
welP known. 





also contributing signlfieantly to it (Uns~ld ,  1955; von Alvens%eben, 1957). Seeond%y, as shall be apparent from 
the resuPts in Sect. 6.4.3, the shape 0% the apparatus funetion generally plays a minor role, compared to othes 
parameters like its width, or the asymmetry 0% Stokes V, etc. 

In the following discussions the results are always expsessed as a function of V .  The relation between V and the 
aften used full width at half maximum of the eomsponding Gausslan is: FWHM- 1 . 6 6 6 ~ .  The actual numeRca% 
convolution has been canied out using Fourier tsansfoms and the eonvolutiow thesrem, but the eonvolution 
integral has also been avaluated directly to test the accuraey of the eocle, The results from both methods are 
almost identicall. For example, the induced aero-crossing wavelength shifts differ by Iess than 5 raa sec-'%, 

FXg, 6.6 Stokes V profile of Fe 15250,2 A for different amouwts of speetrsl amearhg. The highest end namswest 
profile represents the original FTS data. The other profiles have been conäroluted with lncrewingly 
broader Gaussians representing instrumental smearing. The broadest Gaussian has V - I56 mA, 
where V is the e-folding width ('Doppler' width). 

The technique described above has been used on the Fe I 5250.2 W. an8 5247.1 W. profiles in the data  from 
1979. The Fe I 5250.2 line has been chosen slnce it was, and still is, one of the most wldely used ilines 
for polarimetric observations of all kinds, e.g. for magnetogsaph observations and for magnetic field strength 
deteminations using the l h e  ratio technique, Pt is also free of obvious blends out to abon& 0.2 in both wlngs. 
Thus it is ineluded in the lists of IXnes se%ected by Stanfls awd Liaadegren (1977) and by Rutten and n n  der Zalm 
(1984) as unPaBended after passiwg several stxingent tests. The Lpcsason wBy this last peint p%ays a roh  is that 
thsough spectsal smearing tha %me gets eonsPderab%y brodened, and other neighboua%ng Iiaies, nob blended with 
it, may start &CI overlap as the smearing increases. However, in osdar to be certain that the neighboufing liwes ds  
not infiuence the analysis presented Piere, their Stokes V pmfiles have been artificla1l-y reduced to aeso fur most 
of the ca%culations. Due to this precaution, the resmlts presented in thig seetion should be applicab%e to any Ilne 
wlth a similar psofile to Fe I 5 2 5 0 2  W and wlth no close neighbouxing lines or blends. In Fig. 6 5  the Stokes 
V profile of Fe X 5250.2 is shown eonvoluted with different Gaussian instrumental pr~files having widths, V ,  

rangiwg from 0 mAb (eowesgonding to the original FTS spectmmg %Be highest amid namowest profile in %Re figure) 
to 150 mA (the flattest and broadest profile). The width of the instrumental Gaussian has been increased in 
steps of 10 mA, 
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6.4.3. Infuence of Spectral Smearing on Amplitude und Area of Stokes V 

One of the qualitative results is readily visible from Fig. 6.5; the amplitude of the Stokes V profile decreases rapidly 
with increasing spectral smearing. The quantitative form of this decline is shown in Fig. 6.6, where the Stokes V 
amplitude, normalised to its value for the fulIy resolved profile, i.e. (ab(v) + a,(v))/(ab(v - 0) + ar(v = 0)), has 
been plotted vs. V, the width of the instrumental profile. ab and a, are defined in Sect. 4.4.1. The three curves 
in Fig. 6.6 correspond to the three different model instrumental profile shapes chosen: the Gaussian (solid line), 
the Voigt profile with 'damping constant' a = 0.1 (dashed line), and the Voigt profile with a = 0.2 (dot-dashed 
line). These profiles will be represented in the Same manner in the remaining figures, unless it is explicitly stated 
otherwise. As mentioned in Sect. 2, the main reason for choosing different profile shapes was to get an idea 
of how large the effect of the profile shape Is on the results, and not to try to fit the profile of a particular 
instrument to high accuracy. Fig. 6.6 shOws that the amplitude decreases more rapidly when the wings of the 
instrumental profile are more pronounced. Although this effect is not negligible, it is nevertheless small compared 
to the effect of increasing V, and supports the assumption that the exact profile shape is not very important. The 
curves obtained from the network and active region profiles are practically identical, and have therefore not been 
plotted separately. It should be noticed that for lines narrower than Fe 1 5250 (for example lines with smaller g , ~  

values, which have smaller Zeeman broadening) the effect will. be even Iarger (cf. the results of spectral smearing 
on the line ratio method in Sect. 6.4.4). We conclude that only filling factors determined by procedures which 
account for finite spectral resolution, e.g. from the ratio of V amplitude to di/dX at the same wavelength, should 
not be appreciably affected by spectral smearing. 

0 50 100 150 
'Doppler' width of instrumental profile v (d) 

Fig. 6.6 Sum of the absolute blue and red amplitudes of Stokes V vs. 'Doppler' width V (in mA) of the 
instrumental profile. The Stokes V amplitude has been normalised to its value at V = 0. Solid 
curve: Gaussian apparatus function. Dashed curve: Voigt apparatus function with damping constant, 
a = 0.1. Dot-dashed curve: Voigt apparatus functon with a = 0.2. The curves represent the Fe I 
5250.2 .& line in active plage as well as network regions. 

Fig. 6.7 shows the total Stokes V area, normalised to its value for the fully resolved profile, i,e. (Ab(u) + 
A,(v))/(Ab(v = 0) f A,(v = 0)), plotted against V. Ab and Ar are also defined in Sect. 44.1. The curves for the 
network and plage are again too similar to warrant plotting separately. 



Biga 6.7 Sum of the absolute blue and red areas of Fe Fe 5250.2 A Stokes V (nomalised to its value at v - 0) 
vs. M. The three cuwes represent the same profile ahapes cas in Fig. 6.6. Network and aetive plage 
regions give identieal cuwes. 

The decrease in Stokes V area is not quite i ~ s  stsong as the deemae in Stokes M amplitude, but is still 
cansiderable. This decrecase has a simple intuitive eexplianatisn. Due to the instmmental broadening the tws 
wings 0% Stokes V overlap an$ eancel each other In~reasaiagly~ thus psoduchg the obsewred result. Physically thia 
PS selated t s  the fact that ehe absolute arem of the two Stokes V wings play a soje very similas to that of the Ewe 
depth of the 1 profile, and not to that 0% its equivalent wldth, as can be ea i ly  undemtood by reealling that it is 
the area of the Iv profile (ef. Sect. 4.2) which eomesponds t s  the equivalent wfdth. hdeed, the equivalent width 
sf the Xv profile, Wv,  was found to change by approxirnately 20% between v = O and P50 mA fos a (Saussiama 
instrumental profile, when neighbousirng Iines are not removed. This k a much smaller variiation than that of Ab 
ar A,. Part of this change in Wv may be due to the fact that the area asymmetry of Stokes V is a function 0% 
v as well, and the renormalisation needed, therefore also depends on V, Bowever, par& of the eEect is Bue to tbae 
circumstanee that as the line broadens it becornes more diffieult to detemine Wv aceurately. Integration has to 

be teminated where the neighbouring lines stad to interdere. Zn particular fos a Voigt instmmentali profile the 
resulting decreaae in Wv is signifieant. A way out 0% thh  dilemma is to use tBe Ene strength sf the Xv profile, SV, 
defimed the area 0% the lower half of the line. We find that for a Gaussiae iestmmenta~ profile Sv decreases 
by less than 10% between v =-- 0 %nd U = 150 mA. For the raange 0 5 V 5 50 m66 the decrease ia lesa than %%. 
Sv is therefore a quantity, whieh ean be used to detemlne the filling factos a h o s t  Iwdependently 0% the spectral 
resolntian used. 

6-44 .  hfluenee of Speetral Smearing on Stokes V Liste Ratio 

One would nalvely expect that if one chooses two lines whieh ase praetically identical in every other respect 
except in the Land6 factor (like tke Fe I liraes at 5247.1, and 5250.2 A) ,  the ratio of ehe5 Stokes V amplitudas 
would not depend on the speetral resalution, or at least not do so strongly However, the large edfeet of the 
rnaesoturbnlence s w  the line ratio found in See&. 6.3.2 suggests that we must expect a sirnilar infiuence due %s 
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spectral smearing. The larger Lande factor of Fe 15250.2 A means that for a kilogauss field its Stokes V profile 
will be somewhat broader than the Fe 15247.1 A line, due to Zeeman Saturation (cf. Fig. 4 of Stenflo and Harvey, 
1985). Its amplitude will therefore be less strongly affected by spectral smearing than that of the narrower Fe I 
5247.1 A line. As a result, a decrease in spectral resolution will change the ratio between the V amplitudes of the 
two lines, such that the Fe 15250.2 A line gets stronger with respect to the Fe 15247.1 A line. Fig. 6.8 shows the 
predicted effect. The Stokes V amplitude of the Fe I 5250.2 A line divided by 1.5 times the Stokes V amplitude 
of the Fe I 5247.1 A line, or ( ~ ~ ( 5 2 5 0 )  + aV(525O))/((ab(5247) + ~ ~ ( 5 2 4 7 ) )  X 1.5)) is plotted vs. V. On the right 
hand side of the figure a few values of the magnetic field, based on the Milne-Eddington calculations of Stenflo 
and Harvey (1985), are marked. The amplitude ratio increases steadily with decreasing spectral resolution, with 
the consequence that the deduced field strength decreases with increasing U, if the effect of spectral smearing is 
not accounted for in the interpretation. ,, 

nn A I -  
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0 50 100 150 

'Doppler' width of instrumental profile u (mA) 

Fig. 6.8 213 times the ratio of the Stokes V amplitudes of Fe I 5250.2 A and Fe I 5247.1 A vs. V .  Upper 
three curves: Network. Lower three curves: Plage. For some values of the line ratio the deduced field 
strength has been marked on the right side of the figure. 

For very large U the line ratio asymptotically approaches the value one, as is expected from theoretical 
considerations, since for a very strongly smeared, i.e., extremely broadened profile, the Zeeman splitting is 
always much smaller than the line width so that Stokes V behaves like in the weak field case. We have tested the 
behaviour of the amplitude line ratio for U values upto U = 500 mA and have Pound it to behave as predicted. It 
should be noted, however, that we carefully removed the neighbouring lines to both Fe I 5250.2 A and 5247.1 A, 
since their presence would no longer allow a comparison with the theoretical prediction. 

This effect may explain the difference in line ratio between Stokes V profiles obtained with the Kitt Peak 
McMath grating spectrometer (spectral resolution approximately 20 mA) and the FTS, as pointed out by Stenflo 
and Harvey (1985). Once more the shape of the instrumental profile plays only a minor role. 

In most cases, however, the line ratio technique has been applied to magnetograph observations obtained 
with fixed exit slits (e.g. Stenflo, 1973; Wiehr, 1978). Let us denote the apparent field strengths of Fe I 5250 and 
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Fig, 6 3  B5250/B5a47 vs. U. Bs250 k the signal from a magnetograph slit placed in the wings 0% Fe 1 52558,2 
W. Solid cu~~emmagnetograph slit 10-35 mA fmm 1ine centreQ Dwhed tune: 36-56 mA. Bot-dashed 
euwe: 56-75 mA. 

5247 eva$nated according to tke assumption of a weak field by an8 respectively. Thus 

where Vsaao and P5250 are the spectrally smeared Stokes V and I profiles of the Fe I 5258.2 A line, gsasa the 
Land& fao-ctor, an8 an8 .An?, the wavelengths of the edges 0% the exit SE$ windows in the bllue and red line 
wings, respectively* Thns the iaitegrals In the densminator eaw be direetly evaluated, to beeome: 152ao(Xbz) - 
1s250(Xb1) - d5250(Xr2) + 65250(Xr1). An analogous expressisn applles h r  the W I 5247.1 A Ilne, 

Fig. 6.9 illustrates the dependenca of the B5250/Ba24~ line ratio on the width v 0% the Gaussian instrumental 
pmfile for each of three (rectangular) magnetograph slits of equal width at  the positions 10-35 mA (solid line), 
30-55 mA (dashed line), and 50-75 mg6 (dot-dahed line) on either side of the zero-o-crossing wavelength. These 
three slit positions wese used by Stenflo (1973). 

Var, have also tested the effect of spectral smearing on the line ratio without removing the neighbouring lines. 
In this ease the arnplitude line ratio can actually beeome larger than unity (upper solid eume in Fig. 6.10). TRis 
result for V k 180 mA Is due to the faet that Fe 1 5247,f A gets sPightly mose blended with Inereasing speetral 
smeaxiaig than Fe I: 52502  A. The dwhed cuwe is the Iine ratio of only the blue wingrc sf these two Iines, while 
the dot-dahed enwe is the line ratio sf the red wings. TBe bPending in Fe 1 6547,1 W is stronger than in Fe 
I 5250.2 A in both wings, but mainly in the blue wing. Note that in contrwt to Stokes I, the V profile gets 
weakewed by blends. 

In this chapter we have presented a method for o'btaining the time field strength in flnxtubes fmm Stokes V, 
wlaich does not rely ow radiative trawsfer caleulatisns. The kilogauss fiePds fsnrid by previons investigatars (CL 
Sect, 6.1) are confimed. We have a%ss ontlined ab pmeedure fos detemiaiaxlg: the fa%%lng factar in a relatively model 
Independent manner althsugh ssme prsblems still remain with telesespe depslalr4satioe and the tme csntinnlam 
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Fig. 6.10 213 times. the ratio of the Stokes amplitude of Fe I 5250 Bi and Fe I 5247.1 vs. V .  Lower solid curve: 
Line ratio after removing the neighbouring lines. Upper solid curve: line ra* when neighbouring 
lines are not removed. DaShed curve: line ratio of blue wing only (neighbouring Iines not removed). 
Dot-dashed curve: line ratio of red wing only (neighbouring lines not removed). 

- 
intensity in fluxtubes. The filling factor tums out to be one of the most difficult Parameters to determine with 
certainty. In Sect. 6.3 we have examined the CLV of the 525015247 line ratio. Model calculations show that the 
observed CLV of this Parameter can be reproduced equally well by a constant magnetic field of 1100-1300 G or 
a magnetic field decreasing with height, as determined with the thin tube approximation with B(r= 1) ~ c ;  2000 
G. The strong influence of macroturbulent broadening on the line ratio has also been demonstrated. If the lines 
are broadened then higher field strengths are required to give a particular line ratio. 

The fact that the CLV of the 525015247 line ratio cannot provide information on the height variation of 
the magnetic field raises the question of whether there are other possible methods of obtaining such information. 
One possibility is the CLV of the IR line Fe I 15648.5 A. Stenflo et al. (1987b) have been able to determine the 
height variation of the magnetic field directly from the Splitting of this line, and find a decrease with height. 
However, in view of the results presented in this chapter, we require radiative transfer calculations of this line to 
settle this question. Fortunately, there are also other indicatom which suggest that the field strength really does 
decrease with height. An example is the comparison of the fields derived a t  disk centre from the IR line (1400 
G) and in the visible (1000-1200 G). Since the IR line is formed deeper in the atmosphere than the lines in the 
visible (due to a minimum in continuum opacity near 1.6 P),  this amounts to a height gradient as well. At disk 
centre the n-component should not play a major role, unless the fields are strongly tilted. 

Another interesting result derived from the IR line is that the a-components of its V profile are individually 
considerably broader than the complete I profile, cf. Fig. 6.11. Two possible explanations exist for this obser- 
vation. Firstly, the magnetic field may have a range of field strengths distributed horiaontally, either across the 
diameter of each individual fluxtube or varying from fluxtube to fluxtube. The other possiblity is that velocity 
broadening is responsible for this large Stokes V width. This question may be decided in a future investigatisn 
additionaly involving model calculations of this and other lines in the IR with smaller Lande factors. 

We have Seen the importance of changes in the line profile for the line ratio. It is therefore also necessary 
to investigate the line ratio calculated using 1.5-D radiative transfer (i.e. radiative transfer along many lines of 





7. Mass Motions 

7,1. Intsoduetion 
Mass motions, like the other basic properties of magnetic fluxtubes, have been extensively studied, both theoret- 
ically arid observationally. In the following brief review we shall restrict ourselves to the literature on motions in 
the photospheric layers of fluxtubes. 

Theorists have discovered a number of mechansims for producing mass motions in fluxtubes and have anal- 
ysed the properties and the inffuences of such motions. Ribes and Unno (1976), Unno and Ribes (1979), Schüssler 
(1984a), and Hasan and Schüssler (1985) have studied the effects of steady flows on the properties and stability 
of fluxtubes. Parker (1978) first studied the convective instability in small fluxtubes produced by downflows. 
Othess to study the convective instability are Webb and Roberts (1978), Spmit (1979), Spniit and Zweibel 
(1979), and Unno and Ando (1979). Venkatakrishnan (1983, 1985) and Hasan (1984, 1985) calculate the convec- 
tive collapse fully dynamically, and Hasan (1984, 1985) finds that the convective collapse of fluxtubes gives rise 
to oscillatory motions within them as predicted by Spruit (1979). Nordlund (1983) has canied out convective 
collapse calculations in three dimensions. Venkatakrishnan (1986) has studied the resonant oscillatory motions 
induced in fluxtubes by extemal pressure fluctuations. Overstable oscillations in fluxtubes have also been ex- 
amined by Hasan (1986). The wave modes possible in fluxtubes when the effects of gravity are included have 
been investigated (in a linear analysis) by e.g. Defouw (1976), Roberts and Webb (1978, 1979), Spmit (1981a), 
Rae and Roberts (1982), and Roberts (1983). Finally, Hollweg et al. (1982) calculate the propagation of Alfven 
waves non-linearly, while Herbold et al. (1985) calculate the non-linear amplitudes of longitudinal waves from 
the photosphere to the transition region, including the production of shocks. 

Mass motions play an important role for fluxtubes and their surroundings. Examplles are the heating of the 
"fluxtube atmosphere by downflows (Hasan and Schüssler, 1985), the stabilization of fluxtubes by vortical flows, 
and their destabilization by downflows (Schüssler, 1984a), and the heating of the Chromosphere and Corona by 
fluxtube waves (e.g. Herbold et al., 1985). 

Early observational work with a spatial resolution of usually a couple of arc seconds, both in polarized and 
unpolarized light, suggested the presence of downflows of the order of 0.5 km sec-I CO-spatial with the magnetic 
field, at supergranule boundaries (e.g. Frazier, 1970; Skumanich et al., 1975) and in active regions (e.g. Giovanelli 
and Ramsay, 1971; Howard, 1971). Further references to such observations are given in Sect. 7.3.1. Giovanelli 
and Slaughter (1978) have carried out an extensive empirical study of steady flows inside small fluxtubes by 
measuring the zero-crossing wavelength of the Stokes V profiles (relative to their Stokes I wavelengths) of a 
number of lines formed at different heights in the atmosphere, and so have been able to  determine the height 
variation of downflow velocity. They find that the velocity increases rapidly with depth, being negligible in the 
chromosphere and increasing to 1.6 km s e c - h e a r  the r = 1 Ievel of the photosphere. Wiehr (1985a) also finds 
redshifts of the Stokes V profile compared to Stokes I of between 0 and 2 km sec-' for the Fe I 8468.4 A line 
in different magnetic elements. Frazier and Stenffo (1978) also observed large downflows correlated with the 
rnagnetic field, but also found some indirect evidence indicating that these downflows may be located in the 
immediate surroundings of the fluxtubes. Such a ring of downflowing material surrounding the fluxtube appears 
in the self-consistent model calculations of Deinzer et al. (1984b) as well. 

To keep the fluxtubes from draining the corona on a timescale of minutes Giovanelli (1977) proposed a 
rnechanism for the inflow of matter into fluxtubes, based on the diffusion of neutral atoms across the field 
lines. This process, which k driven by the horizontal gradient in gas pressure, works most efficiently near 
the temperature minimum. However Basan and Schüssler (1985) point out that the use of realistic diffusion 
coefficients (collision cross-sections) leads to very small flows, of the order of 10 m sec-' (see also Schüssler, 
1986). 

In contrast to the observations mentioned above, Stenffo and Harvey (1985) obsewe only redshifts smaller 
than 0.3 km sec-' of the zero-crossing of the Stokes V profiles of Fe I 5250.2 A and 5247.1 A, with respect to 
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7.2. Zero-crossing Wavelength Shifts 

7.2.1. Absolute Wavelengths 

The detemination of absolute zero-crossing wavelengths requires that the measured wavelengths be corrected for 
any error in calibration of the wavelength scale, for gravitational redshifts, and for the relative motion between the 
obServer arid the observed region. Only the data obtained in 1979 have been reduced to an absolute Wavelength 
scale. Since the 1984 data were obtained closer to the limb, and the solar rotation correcton increases rapidly 
near the limb, the uncertainty in position of the entrance hole of the FTS makes any correction a dangerous 
p-ocedure for these data (cf. Stenflo et al., 1987b). In addition, the exact position of the rotation axis was not 
noted during the observations. A possibte future solution may be to apply Livingston's method employing the 
Mg Ib line to the CLV data in the visible spectral range. 

The instrumental wavelength scale has been, whenever possible, checked by comparing the wavelengths of 
atmospheric lines taken from Pierce and Breckinridge (1973) with the wavelengths of these lines in our spectra. 
For two spectra it is possible to use the telluric O2 lines between 6278 A and 6307 A. Of these, the lines found to 
be unblended by Balthasar et al. (1982) have been chosen. According to these authon the wavelengths of these 
lines should be stable to within 15 m sece1. Caccin et a1. (1985), on the other hand, warn that pressure induced 
shifts and asymmetries of Oz lines make them of questionable use as absolute wavelength Standards. For two 
other spectra the 5420.6 A and 5422.9 A lines of H20 are used, in the absence of anything better. One spectrum 
contains no suitable atmospheric absorptions. However, according to Brault (1978) the FTS wavenumber scale 
should be accurate to 0.0001 cm'l, and indeed, the FTS wavelength scale is found to reproduce the telluric 
absorption lines to within 0.05 km sec-l in aU the spectra in which these are present. 

Next, the.gravitational redshift of 0.636 km sec-l is subtracted from the wavelengths, and finally the relative 
motion between the observer and the observed region is compensated for. This motion may be thought of being 
composed of a number of components (Howard and Harvey, 1970), the most important of which near disk centre 
are due to the rotation of the earth around its own axis, its orbital motion around the Sun, and solar rotation. The 
velocity due to the fint two components is calculated using a code described by Balthasar (1984). The limiting 
factor for the accuracy of these calculations is probably the smearing of the order of 50 m sec-l introduced by 
the long integration times of the observations. Its main effect would be to broaden the lines slightly, but due to 
the asymmetry of Stokes V it may also cause a small shift of the zero-crossing wavelength, which will however be 

-much smaller than 50 m sec-'(cf. Sect. 7.3.2). The rotation rate of the solar magnetic features has been studied 
by e.g. Stenflo (1974). His values of the rotational velocity a t  different latitudes are used to compensate for 
solar rotation. The main uncertainty in the wavelength shift due to solar rotation is introduced by the imprecise 
knowledge of the position of the FTS entrance hole on the solar surface (cf. chapter 3). As an additional check 
on solar rotation the Stokes I core wavelength of a strong line, whose core is fonned above the layer of granular 
motion and should therefore be unaffected by it, e.g. Mg I 5172.7 A, is detemined and compared to laboratory 
wavelengths. The difference between its solar (from Pierce and Breckinridge, 1973) and laboratory (from Moore, 
1972) wavelength is 638 m sec-' which compares very well with the gravitational redshift of 636 m sec-', which 
is the only expected shift if granular influences are absent. This method has been outlined by Livingston (1983). 
However, the relatively broad core of this line l h i t s  the accuracy of the measurement of its core wavelengths. 

The total uncertainty, in the Stokes V zero-crossing shifts relative to the laboratory wavelengths, resulting 
from all the different sources, is estimated to be about f0.25 km sec-' for the four data files with p > 0.9 which 
contain telluric lines. 

7.2.2. Stokes V Zero-crossinq Shifi at Dask Centre 

In this section the Stokes V zero-crossing shifts of the lines from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are analysed, both with 
regard to laboratory wavelengths and to the wavelengths of Stokes I profiles observed simultaneously in the Same 
region. 

In Fig. 7.la the Stokes V zero-crossing shift relative to the laboratory wavelength, v v ,  is plotted vs. SI for a 
plage region. We define 

where C is the velocity of light, AG is the zero-crossing absolute wavelength of Stokes V, and Alab is the laboratory 



wavelength of the iine. The stars represent Fe I lines with excitation potential 0% the lower Ievel X, < 3 eV, the 
circles represent Fe I lines with X, 2 3 eV, and the filled Squares %i$ I1 1Pnes. These symbols shall retain their 
meanings throughout the following figures. The scatter is mostly due to noise in the data an$ t s  inaccuracies in 
the laboratory wavelengths, but some is of solar origin (see below). In particular the larger seatter of the Fe %X 
data, as compared to Fe I, is probably due to inconsistencies in the laboratory wave%engtlas 0% the ionised speeies, 
since a similar seatter has also been obsewed for Stokes P ahne by Rravlns et a%. (1986) who fisst proposed this 
interpretation, The solid curve represents the smoothed mean 0% the Fe X data, 

Pig, 7.1 a vs. SI, i.e. the differ- 
ence, in velocity units, be- 
tween Stokes V zero-erossing 

/' 

absolute wavelength and the 
laboratory wavelength, vs. the 
line strength of the Stokes I 
grofile, SI .  Plotted are the dn 

unblended Fe I and 11 lines 
a, in an FTS spectrum of an ac- rn 

tive region plage. In this and 3 
the following figures, the stam 
represent Fe I. lines with X,  < 5. 
3 eV, the ciscles Fe I lines with 
X, 2 4 eV, and the filled 
sqaiares Fe II lhes, The solid 
cume is a smsotked mean of 
the Fe I data. 

- 1 . 0  

Line strenoh SI (F) 

Fig. 7.1b shsws the smoothed mean W curves of the Fe I lines of fous regisns (marked a, b, C, and d in 
I this and the following figures), again plotted vs, Si. Bue t s  the uncertalnty iIi lta position s n  the solar disk and 

the absenee of telluric lines to serve as a wavelength standard, the fifth observed region has not been inc%uded. 
Note that in thsee regisws the mean curves are blueshifted for ssme values 0% SI and redshifted for other mlnes. 
I% we intergret Stokes V zero-crossing shifts a% steady fisws, then both up- and downflows should be present at 
different heights in these regions! One of the regions appears t s  show a downflow 0% around 0.15 - 8.2 km sec-I, 
bat within the error margin given in Sect. 72.1 all the data are compatible with an abaestce of global up- or 
downflows in small magnetic fluxtubes, in contrast to the results of a number of previous studies (e.g. Giovrtnelli 

I 
l 

and Slaughter, 1978; Harvey, 1977; Wiekr, 1985a). 
1 The arrows on the right hand side of Flg. 7.1b mark the zero-crossing shafts of the Mg Ib lines a t  5172 W 
I and 5183 W for the two spectra in which these lines are present (regions b and C) .  These Iines have strengths of 

I appro;Kamately 38 F and 47 F respectlvely, after correcting for the blends in theis wings. They also give upper 
limits of approximately 250 m sec-' for any net flows bade fluxtubes, T h k  inema.ses our eonfidence in the 

I 

absolute wävelength values detemined, The fact that the strong Mg %b Enes and the much weaker Fe X Iines are 
equa$%y unshifted is completely contrafäp to tha results 0% Giovanelll and Slaugkter (19781, who find Pncreasing 
sedshift with deereasing Iiwe strength. This coa%&radictiow cannst be accounted for by any mistake in our cbbssllate 
wavekength deteminatisn, siwee it  is based only on the relative shifts bet-uveen different simul&aneons%y obsemed 
lines. 

) It is 0% intesest to note that the curves irepresenting the fsur regions all have a similar shape. Again, this 
shape is not affeeted by the uneertainty of 0.25 km sece1 derived in Sect. 7.2.1, slnce that dses not apply to 

I 

the relative shlfts between the lines of the same region. Medium strong %ines are slslaghtly blueshifted compared 
to weak and very strong lines. Surprisingly therefore, the lines witk %arge& axnplitade mynanmet~ (see Fig. 8.5) 
abo have the largest b%ueshifts. However, the noise in the data 1s relatively %arge an& we require further evidence 
before accepting such a. dependence of Stokes V wavelength shifts on line strength, This additional evidence is 
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Stokes I profiles decreases progressively with increasing filling factor (perhaps due to magnetic suppression of 
convection near the fluxtubes), in accordance with the results of Cavallini et al. (1985) for three Fe I lines. This 
interpretation appears to be supported by Wiehr's (1985a) observation that when scanning across a plage, the 
Stokes I Profile is shifted, but the Stokes V wavelength remains unaffected. The use of the quiet Sun Stokes I 
blueshift values is therefore not justified for strong plages. However, the three regions with filling factor 7% 
support the conclusion reached from the vv data that only flows with small amplitudes are present in fluxtubes. 
They actually suggest an upper limit of about 200 m sec-' On the velocities of such flows. 

-1.0 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Line depth d I  

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .0  

Liric depth d r  

Fig. 7.3 a w r  vs. dr for the smoothed mean curves 
of the Fe I data of all five observed re- 
gions. The lower two curves are from 
strong active region plages (regions a and 
b), the upper three from ehhanced net- 
work regions (C, d, and e). The arrows 
denote w r  of the Mg Ib lines at 5172.7 $ 
A and 5183.6 A in two of the regions ( b  
and C). b The Same as in Fig. 7.3a, 
except that the granular blueshift of the 
Stokes I profiles has been removed us- 0.0 0.2 0.4 O . G  0.8 1 . 0 ~  

ing the quiet Sun values of Dravins et Liric dcptli d r  
al. (1981). The lower two curves again 
represent active regions. c w r  vs. dr for 
the least-squares fits of the Fe I1 lines in 
the five observed regions. Dashed lines: 
original data. Solid lines: the data after 
compensating for the Stokes I blueshift. 

Fig. 7 . 3 ~  shows the uncompensated (dashed) and compensated (solid) least-squares fits to the Fe I1 ~1 

data. The average Fe I1 Stokes I granular blueshifts are considerably larger than the Fe I blueshifts according to 
Dravins and Larsson (1984) and Dravins et al. (1986), being of the order of 600-800 m sec-'. The two lowest 
curves in each group again belong to the two active region plages, suggesting that the granular blueshift of the 
Fe I1 Stokes I profiles, like that of the Fe I profiles, is reduced in active regions. The corrected vvr values of Fe I1 
lines again lie close to Zero. They have a slight tendency to lie bluewards of the Fe I lines, confirming the trend 
suggested by the vv data. 

The comparison of the derived vv and vvr values also provides us with a method to check whether our 
data are grossly affected by the five minute oscillations, since is susceptible to them, while vvr is not (under 
the assumption that both Stokes I and V are shifted by approximately the Same amount by them). From the 
similarity of the results of the analyses of vv and vvr (at least for the regions with low fiiling factor), we conclude 
that the five minute oscillations do not significantly affect the results of this section, as is expected due to  the 



relatively %ong integration times 0% our observatlsns. 
As the main result of this section we can set an upper limit on the Stokes V zero-crossing shifts of about 

f 250 m secea in both the network and active region plages. %f such shifts are intespreted as being due to steady 
flows in magnetic fluxtubes, then the down- os upflow velocities have to be Iess than this value. Our data, ibi 
therefore cornpatible with an absence of steady flows in small magnetic fluxtubes. 

'T.2.3. @entre to k i m b  Variation. of Stokes V kro-crossing Shifls 

She I984 data allows us to detemine the (dLV 0% the zero-erossing shift. We folllow Stenfla et al. (f987a, b) 
and psesent such results for three Fe I lines. Fig. 7,4 shows the CLV of e%rq for Fe 1 5250.2 A (fi%$ed squares) 
and Fe 1 5247.1 W (stäw) alsng with $heim. standard e m n a  The absolute shift W sf %he I984 data has not; been 

/ 
detemiwed Bua to the problems described in ISect. 7,1. The solid cussre in the diagram is the negative value OP the 
absolute wavelength shift of Stokes I profiles of the undisturbed, non-magnetic atmosphere induced by the solar 
gsanulation. It has been derived from the data of Balthasar (1984), and repsesents tke aetual "aero-level" to 
which the obsewed points should be refemed to in order to represent real net velocities. The super-gravitatiraiial 
redshlft of the Stokes 1 profiles neas the lirnb can be explained by horizontal motisns in the granulation, as was 
firnt evinced by Becken and Nelson (1978). Nordlund (1984) has presented detailed calculations of the CLV 
of Stokes I Ene shifis of a nurnber of lines including Fe I 5250.2 A with results simiPar to the obsewatisns of 
Balthasar, Balthasar (1985) has glven an intuitive explanation based on projectlon effects of up aad downfiows, 
camposed of hst and 600% material, respeetively. 

7-4 CLV sf fss Fe 1 52502 1 (filled squares) and Fe 1 52247.1 (stam). The solid CUWB is the absolnte 
wavelength shaft with revemed sign 0% the non-magnetie Stokes P profile derived from the data, 0% 

Balthasar (1984). It represeats the eomected zero-level for the Stokes V Doppler shlfts, 

Pig. "34 shows that within the error limits, there are no significant net mass flows in fluxtnbes, for all 
disk positions (3 we disregard the questionable obsematlon a t  p = 0.1). The scatter sf the points around the 
"Balthasar aeso-Ene" euwe 1% typically 0 2  km sec-I. Thus the CLV of ~1 for these two lines in the visible 
supports the cowciusion reached in the laat sectiow from w1, thät dswnflows in fluxtubes are smaller thaw O,20 
km sec-%, 
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Flow velocities in the deeper layers of small magnetic fluxtubes can be determined from the Stokes V zero- 
crossing shifts of weak lines near 1 . 6 ~ .  Fig. 7.5 shows the CLV of of the IR line Fe I 15648.5 A. The 1.0 km 
sec-1 redshift at disk centre of the V profile of this line is considerably higher than for comparable lines in the 
visible and decreases only slowly to a smaller value ( S 0.4 km sec-') near the limb. On the other hand, it is a 
factor of two smaller than the value given by Harvey (1977) for the Same spectral line. The explanation for this 
discrepancy, according to Harvey (1985b), lies in the fact that the earlier measurements are inferior to the newer 
FTS observations, and may have been affected by systemetic error. 

Fig. 7.5 CLV of vw for the Fe I 15648.5 A line. F=-. 

The solid curve is a cubic spline fit. M I 2.0 

Before drawing any conclusions ,regarding downflows in the deeper layers of fluxtubes it is necessary to 
subtract the blueshift of the Stokes I profile used as a wavelength Standard. At visible wavelengths enough 
deteminations of the granulation-induced blueshift exist (at least in quiet regions) to allow this to be canied out 
without any problems. The facts are quite different in the IR. Since no detenninations of the absolute wavelength 
exist, we have to use indirect evidence to obtain a rough estimate of the line shift. The main difference between 
the weak 15648.5 A line and the Fe I lines in the visible is that the IR line if formed much deeper down in 
the photosphere, near the level of logr(5000A) = 0 (Harvey, 1985b), where the influence of the granulation is 
larger, leading to a larger Stokes I blueshift. This conclusion is supported by the fact that Fe I1 lines, which 
are formed deeper in the atmosphere than Fe I lines, have much larger blueshifts (0.8 km sec-' with a scatter 
of 0.4 km sec-' according to Dravins and Lanson, 1984). Thus we expect the Stokes I profile of Fe I 15648.5 
W. to have a granular blueshift of at least this magnitude. For lines in the visible the blueshift increases with 
increasing depth of formation, as established by Balthasar (1985) for lines formed in the range -1 < log r < -5, 
where T is the continuum optical depth at 5000 A. If we make a linear extrapolation of his results to log r = 0, 
the estimated depth of fonnation of the IR line, we obtain a blueshift of 900-1000 m sec-', comparable to our 
measured apparant Stokes V redshift. 

In view of this evidence, it appears possible that the tme Stokes V wavelength shift of Fe I 15648.5 A does 
not differ greatly from zero. However, it is necessary to obtain measurements of absolute wavelengths in the IR 
before making any more definite Statements. 

7.2.4. Comparison With  Transition Zone Velocities 

Steady flows (i.e. flows having timescales of an hour or more) have been observed in the transition region over 
both the quiet and active photosphere. For quiet regions at disk centre Gebbie et al. (1981) find spatially averaged 
RMS velocities of about f 4  km sec-' in C IV. Above active regions the observed velocities are larger, being of 
the ordes of -t5 to it10 km sec-' near disk centre in C IV (Athay et al., 1982). Both upward and downward flows 
have been observed, with downflows predominating. A correlation between photospheric magnetic field stmcture 
and transition region flow velocity also appears to exist, Bver shorter timescales velocities with amplitudes of 
15 - 20 km sec-l or even higher have been reported (Dere et al., 1981; Feldman et al., 1982). For the rest of this 
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section we shall suppose that these flows are predominant1y loea%ised in magnetic stmctures having fluxtubes as 
their photospheric footpoints. 

Assuming that the motions in active regions are mainly along magnetic field lines we can use the obsened 
transition Zone velocities to callculate the photospheric velocities in magnetic elements of a unipolar region from 
the consewation of mass. This requires a knowledge 0% the density in the transition region. Estimates of the 
electron density, n„ in active regions have been made from 0 IV lines, which are formed at temperatures Just 
slightly hlgher than C IV. However, depending on the method used quite different estimates of n, are obtained, 
sanging from n, k: (1-2) X 1 0 ~ ~  (Hayes, 1985) to n, m 8 X 1 ~ ' ~  cm-"Feldman and Doschek, 1978). 

An upper limit for the velocity in the photosphere is obtained by using the higher values of the trawsi- 
tion region velocities an8 electron densities„ The total transitisn zone mass density, p ,  1s then detemined for 
n(B) In, = 0.77 (McWhirter et al., 1 978): By taking the coapesponding va%ue sf p in the phstosphere from the 
HSRA (Gingerich et all., 1971) a value of less than 0.5 m sec-' PS obtained for the steady flow velocity at  the 
height of the temperature minimum (T  = 1 0 ~ ~ ) "  

So far the expansion of magnetic elements with height has not been taken into account. A l h i t  can be set 
on this expansion by comparlng the velocities measured In the active transition region and the upper bounds 
for photospheric fluxtube velocities desived in this paper. Thus one finds that the magnetis filling factor in the 
transition region can be up to 400 times larger than at the temperature minimum level for the parameters selected 
above. If the lower value of the transition zone density Hs arssumed this upper limlt will be correspondingly larger. 

We therefore conclude that the limit set on the phstosphere fluxtube flow velocity in this paper is eaily 
compatible with both the llarge obsewred transition rone ve~oeities and a dramatic chromospheric expansion of 
fluxtubes, the presence of which h a  beew proposed On thesmticel (e.g. Gabrie1, 1976), as well as on observational 
grounds (e.g. Jones, 1985). However, at the present stage this is by no means a stringent llmit awd mueh gresater 
accuracy in the mesbsured photospheris Ene shifts Is required if better limits on flnxtube expansion are to be set 
in this manner. A detailed csmparlson between transition-region and chmmospherzc velocities in active regions 
Bas  been camed out by Mein et al. (1985). 

73, Connparison With Previous Studies: The Pmpsrtance <sf High Speetral Reso- 
lln t lsn 

7.3.1. Where Have All the ~0wnfEows Gone ? 

The polarimetric data presewted in this chapter, as we%% as the analysk of Stenflo and Hax-uey (31985) of data 
obtaiwed with the Kitt Peak McMath vertical gratlng spectrsmeter point to an absence of downflows larger thaw 
approximately 250 m sec-', at Peast In the layers where the Fe 1 and I1 lines in the visible spectral sange are 
h m e d ,  This resullt is supported by the indirect evldence of Cavallini et al. (1986), who model the Stokes 1 
bisectors in active regions by supesgosing qulet Sun prafiles, the Iv profiles from fluxtubes and symmetrieal 
yrsfiles, The third profile is required due to the inhibition of convection by the magnetic field. Cavallini et a%, 
find that they are ab%e to reproduce the observed bisectors only if the fluxtube profiles are unshifted. 

On the other hand, until recently it was generally accepted that considerable downfiows exist within small 
solar magnetic fluxtubes. A number of authors haw found a correlation between magnetic fields and downflows 
measured in unpolosizesl light (e,g, Beckers and Schröter, 1988a,bg fiaisier, 1970; Simon and Zirker, 1974; Skn- 
manich et al., 197%; Thrbell. and Title, 1977; Razier and Stenflo, 1978, to name but a few), However, due to 
the smdl  h e a r  dimensions 0% magnetic elemewts, these observatisns canwot dktinguis%a between the fluxtube 
interior and the non-magnetic sun-oundings, although FrarPer awd Stenfio (1978) regsd some evidence for the 
downflows to Rave a cmss-section %arger than the magnetic element. Evidence for downflows inside fluxtubes ob- 
tained dlsectIy from Stokes V has to ous knowledge been iimited t s  a smaller number of studies by GiQePaneIli and 

s Rarnsay (19'731), Earvey (19?7), Glovanelll and Brown (1977), Giovanelll an8 Slaugliaeer (19'78f, Wehr  ( 1 9 8 % ~ ~ ) ~  
and Scholier and Wiehr (1985). 

How can these conflicting results be reconciled with each other? It was firnt pointed out by Stenflo et 
al. (1984) that if Stokes V is obsewed with low spectral resslution, then due to its asymmet~ar, with the bllae 
amplitude and areo domiwating oves the red amplitude and area of most lines near disk eentre (see chapter 81, the 
observed sero-crossing wavehngth will be apparently shifted towards the red. This effect has beaw quantitative%y 
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analysed by Solanki and Stenflo (1986) whose discussion we shall generally follow in this section. The procedure 
used for the calculation of the instrumental smearing of the line profile has been outlined in Sect. 6.4. We shall 
now present its effects on the Stokes V zero-crossing wavelength. 

7.5.2. Influence of Instiumental Smearing on Zero-crossing Wavelength 

In this section we will discuss the effects of the instrumental broadening described in Sect. 6.4.2 on the zero- 
crossing of Fe I 5250.2 A, and will also discuss the effects of finite spectral resolution on Giovanelli9s line-centre- 
magnetogram technique. 

Fig. 7.6 shows the change in zero-crossing wavelength, Xv(v) - Xv(0), in m sec-', as a function of the 
Doppler width of the instrumental profile V. The increase in Xv is due to the Stokes V asymmetry. Since the 
blue wing of Stokes V is stronger than its red wing, more of the blue polarity survives spectrai smearing and the 
resulting cancellation of polarities, thus pushing the zero-crossing towards the red. Due to  the larger asymmetry 
in our enhanced network Stokes V data, the induced zero-crossing shift is larger for the network than for the 
strong plage. The effect depends only siightly on the shape of the instrumental profile. 

Fig. 7.6 Xv (V) - Xv ( V  = 0) in velocity units 
vs. V, the e-folding width of the ap- 1500 
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Often the Stokes V redshift is only measured relative to the Stokes I core wavelength, which means that we 
also have to consider the effect of decreased spectral resolution on Stokes I. We have therefore convoluted Stokes 
I with the Same instrumental profiles used to smear Stokes V. The main results obtained by all four methods of 
determining the I wavelength described in Sect. 4.4.1 are similar to each other: The Stokes I profile is shifted only 
slightly as a result of spectral smearing, as compared to the shift of Stokes V. The shift increases continuously 
towards the blue for the enhanced network line profile, and reaches a value of approximately -230 m sec-' for 
v = 150 mA for a Gaussian apparatus function, Note that this shift is relative to the original unsmeared FTS 
Stokes I profile. It should be compared with the C1330 m sec-' by which Stokes V is shifted through the Same 
arnount of smearing, For the active region plage, the Stokes I profile first shifts towards the red until it  reaches 
a maximum of about +60 m sec-' a t  V = 70 mA, before reversing the trend and shifting towards the blue. It 
finally reaches a blueshift of approximately -110 m sec-' at V = 150 mA. The difference in behaviour of the 
plage and network wavelengths reflects the difference in the shape of the Stokes I profiles of such regions. This 
is also reflected in their bisectors (cf. Cavallini et al., 1985). We do not wish to place too much emphasis on the 
details of the exact run of the Stokes I core wavelength with V, since even for relatively large spectral smearing 
the shifts can be so small that noise in the Signal may dominate. However, the main result remains unaffected by 
this uncertainty: The Stokes I shifts, induced by low spectral resolution, are small compared to similarly induced 
Stokes V shifts. 

Next let us turn to the line-centre-magnetogram technique pioneered by Giovanelli and Ramsay (1971), 



aaad later used by Giovanelli and Brown (1977) and Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) to measure downflows, and 
by Glovaneilli et al. (1978) to measure oscillations. Its principle is simple. Instead of placing two exit slits in 
the wings of the line, a single exit slit is placed near the centre of the h e .  For a completely anti-symmetAc 
Stokes V profile, the circular polarization signal disappears when the magnetograph slit is exaetly centred at  the 
zero-crossing wavelength, due to the caneellation of polarities. 

However, for an asymmetrie profile this Is no longer the case, an$ the line-centre-magnetogram technlqrae 
will giw spurious line shifts, depending on ehe sizse of the exit sllt an8 the spectrogsaph reso%ution (detemiaed 
by the grating and entrance slit). Fig. 7,7 shows the zero-crossing wavelength shift in rn sec-' plotte$ vs, the 
width of the magaietogsagh slit (in mA) for data frsm the enhanced networko The Iowesii cuf-ve represants the 
origind FTS data, the other curves are the rmults fos data smeared by Gaussians (repsesenting the spectrograph 
awd entrance slit) with v = 10, 20, 3 6  40, 50, and 60 mA, respectively, in the order of incseasing redshift 
(upwards in the figure). The effects of ehanging the different parametea are cleasly visible from the figure, an$ 
need not be described further. The results for the active region plage are similar, althsugh the induced shifts 
are somewhat smaller, due to the smaller asymmetry of the plage Stokes M profile. It shauld be noted that in 
o d e r  to model the line-centre-magnetogram technique we have used a rectangular exit sIlt (instead of the usual 
Gaussian instrumental profile) . 
Fig. 7.7 Zero crossing shift of the Fe I 
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7.3.9. Reproducing Some Observations of Stokes M Zero-crossings in the Literatare 

Giovanelli and Rarnsay (1971) and Giovanelli and Brown (1977) obsewed the Ca I 6102.7 W line with the Culgoora 
instrument. Instead of a grating spectrograph they used a tunable Fabry-Pirot filter. The width at half maximum 
of its transmission band is given by Ramsay et al. (1970) as 59 mA at 6100 W. They (Giovanellli and co-workers) 
measured downflow velocities of around 0.5 km sec-' relative to the Stokes P wavelength of the quiet Sun. After 
comectlng h r  the blueshift of Stokes P (Giovanelli and Slaughter, 11978; Dravins et al., 1981) a downflow velocity 
of approwimately 300-350 m sec-' remains. 

Shce the Ca I 6102.7 W h e  is present in our sgectra (in one enhanced network and one plage scan), we 
have been ab%e ta c a q  out the simu%ations directly on its prafile. Your different foms of the Fabry Pdrot filter 
%mc%bn hav been chosen: A rectangle, a Gausdan, a Voigt profile with a -. 0.1, and cf, Vcsigt profile with a - 0.2. 
Of these &Re Voigt prsfiles probably approxhate of the filter function best, dua to itx extended winga (Brault, 
1982). The full width at half ma%amum of all fous profiles is fixed at 68 waA, as suggested by the data of Ramsay 
et a%. (1970). The zero-crossing shifts induced by these instmmenta1 grafiles are (in the order in which they 
msa mentioned above) 60 m sec-', 130 m sec-', 150 m sec-', an$ 180 m sec-'. All these shlfts, except the 
one psoduced by the unrealistie rectangular profih, are sufficient to explain the differente between the earlier 
results (assuming that they are based on Stokes V profiles 0% similar asymmetry) and those presented in Sect. 
7.2, within their 258 m sec-' error margin. Ifswever, the residual redshift after subtracthg these fictltious shifts, 
is still larger than 158-200 m sec-' except for the Voigt filter furnction wieh a = 02.  Thk  could represent a small 
downflow, or a small line shift produced by asymmetries in tke up an8 dawnflow phase 0% an oscil%ation, but 
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there are other possible explanations as well. The amount of parasitic light (defined as light which is transmitted 
outside the 'normal1 instrumental profile of the filter) is quite large for the Culgoora filter according to Ramsay 
et al. (1970). This is illustrated by the fact that whereas the relative depth of the Ca I 6102.7 A line in the 
Jungfraujoch Atlas (Delbouille et al., 1973) approaches 80 % , it is only slightly more than 50 % in the results 
presented by Ramsay et al. (1970), to whom the exact nature of this parasitic light was unknown. Its effect 
on the Stokes V remains an unknown factor whose importance we cannot judge. Giovanelli and Brown 
(1977) also mention that the filter transmission varies with position in the field of view. It is therefore possible 
that the effective filter function is broader in their actual measurements (which were camied out away from the 
centre of the field of view). When the filter half width is increased from 60 to 80 mA in our simulations, the four 
profiles, rectangular, Gaussian, Voigt ( U  = 0.1), and Voigt ( U  = 0.21, give the folllowing shifts: 110, 200, 220, and 
250 m sec-I respectively, For the last th'ree profiles the residual observed shift is now smaller than 100-150 rn 
sec-" Yet another possibility is that the mean asymmetry of the Stokes V profiles in their obsewed regions is 
different from the FTS profiles we have used. 

Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) used the Kitt Peak vacuum telescope and magnetograph for their obser- 
vations of downflow. Their entrance and exit slits measured 0.17 mm and 1.3 mm respectively. The intrinsic 
resolution of the spectrograph corresponded to 0.03 mm. The dispersion was 0.28 A/mm for the IR lines Ca 
I1 8542 A, Fe I 8688 A, and C I9111 A, and 0.165 A/mm for Mg I bi 5183 A (Bawey, 1985b). These values 
correspond to a 47.6 mA entrance slit and a 364 mA exit slit for the IR lines, 28 and 215 mA, respectively, for 
the Mg I bl line. 

We have simulated this instmment al setup by first convoluting a spectral line with a Gaussian represen ting 
the entrance slit, and then convoluting the resulting profile with a rectangular function representing the exit slit. 
Broadening due to the grating is neglected. We have canied out the above procedure on the strong Mg I b i  line 
directly (it being present in the same FTS scans as Fe I 5250.2 A), as well as on the Fe I 5250.2 A line, instead 
of the weak IR lines measured by Giovanelli and Slaughter which are not present in our spectra. 

The Stokes V profile of the Mg I b l  line is shifted by less than 100 m sece1 towards the red through the 
instrumental smearing. This is due to the large width of this line. Since the Fe I5250 A line has a much smaller 
wavelength than the IR lines used by Giovanelli and Slaughter, we assume that the spectral exit slit width was 
the Same as for the Mg I bl line, and not the larger value of the IR lines. In this way, at least part of the difference 
in width between the profiles, due to the different wavelengths, can be taken into account. Even with the smaller 
slit widths, fictitious redshifts of 900 m sec-' and 1400 m sec-' are induced for the plage and network profiles, 
respectively. These values are substantially larger than those observed by Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978), who 
find the largest downflow for the C I9111 A line, with a value of approximately 600-800 m sec-', after correction 
for Stokes I blueshift. This difference may be due to smaller asymmetries of the line profiles they measure, as 
compared with the Fe I 5250 A line. Since the IR profiles are not contained in our data, we cannot check this. 
In any case, our simulations easily reproduce the magnitude of the observed zero-crossing shifts. 

Wiehr (1985a) has used the Locarno Gregory telescope (Wiehr et al., 1980), with the entrance slit in the 
form of a circular hole having an angular diameter of 8", corresponding to  a linear diameter of 1 mm. The 
dispersion of his spectrograph was 0.232 A/mm, which results in a spectral width of the entrance slit of 232 maf 
(Wiehr, 19858). Assuming that the spectrograph itself has infinite resolving power, the instrumental profile is 
found to be a Gaussian with V = 92 mA. From Fig. 6 we See that the redshift induced by such a resolution is 
300-350 m sec-' for the active region profile of Fe 1 5250.2 A, and 650-700 m sec-I for the enhanced network 
profile. Wiehr observed in isolated Ca I1 plage elements which correspond more closely to  our enhanced network 
elements than to a strong active region plage. We can check this by comparing the Stokes V asymmetry of 
Wiehr's line profiles with ours, since the asymmetry is the primary cause of the induced redshift. We find that 
the average amplitude asymmetry of Wiehr's observations is (ab/a,) = 1.69. If corrected for spectral degradation 
this gives (ab/a,)(v = 0) = 1.86 (cf. Fig. 5), which is closer to the asymmetry of our network observations than 
to our plage observations. If we also take into account the fact that the wavelength of the Stokes I profile with 
which Wiehr compares the Stokes V wavelength is blueshifted by 150-350 m sec-I (Dravins et al., 1981), the 
total fictitious redshift becomes of the order of 800-1000 m sec-l, which compares very well with the 900 rn 
sec-" average redshift he measures. 

Of Course the Fe I 5250.2 A line which we have studied here differs in some respects from the Fe I 8468.4 
A line used by Wiehr (1985a). Firstly, Fe I 8468.4 A is broader than Fe I 5250.2 A due to the wavelength 
dependences of the Doppler and Zeeman broadenings. This reduces the effect of the Stokes V asymmetry. On 
the other hand, the Fe I 5250.2 A line has a larger Lande factor than Fe I 8468.4 A (g = 3 vs. g = 2.5) which 
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Line strength Sr (F) Line strengt11 SI (F) 

Fig. 7.8 a &„, the width of the 'Doppler core' of the macroturbullent velocity profile, as derived from Stokes 
I profiles observed in a quiet region, plotted vs. SI .  The E&„ values derived from Fe I lines with 
xe < 3 eV are denoted by the solid curve, the CAac values derived from Fe I, X ,  2 3 eV lines by the 
dashed curve, and Eiac from Fe I1 by the dot-dashed curve. The Fe I1 curve is dotted between SI = 5 
and 9 F to indicate that it is interpolated in that region. Jr = 2.5. b umac, the ratio of 'damping' to 
'Dopplery width of the macroturbulent velocity profile plotted vs. Sr for the quiet Sun. The symbols 
have the Same meaning as in Fig. 7.8a. 

and umac values determined from each line. The fint two columns of Table 7.1 contain the identification (ion) 
and solar wavelength of the ten lines, the third column lists the excitation potentials, the fourth column their 
line strengths in a quiet region. The fifth and sixth columns list (La, and umac respectively, while the seventh 
column lists <Lac values needed to broaden the individual line profiles. §L„ and um„ from Table 7.1 compare 
reasonably well with the values showi in Fig. 7.8 for lines of equal strength and similar excitation potential, 
which were obtained from fitting the line parameten alone. 

'Table 7.1 

Ion X X e  SI Emac I amac (mac V 

(A) (eV) (F) (km sec-') (km sec - l) 
Fe I 5048.44 3.96 3.68 1.4 0.15 2.1 
Fe I 5083.34 0.96 6.63 1.2 0.12 3.3 
Fe I 5127.68 0.05 0.93 1.1 0.08 1.5 
Fe I1 5197.57 3.23 4.39 1.2 0.15 2.9 
Fe I 5247.06 0.09 3.53 1.3 0.10 1.9 
Fe I 5250.22 0.12 3.51 1.3 0.13 1.9 
Fe I 5293.96 4.14 1.42 1.4 0.05 1.3 
Fe I 5383.38 4.31 8.12 1.1 0.20 3.3 
Fe I1 5414.07 3.22 1.40 1.8 0.07 2.0 

7.4.8. Macroturbulent Velocity in  Fluxtubes Without Microturbulence 

Fig. 5.12 and the pertinent text in Sect. 5.4.2 illustrate the need for velocity broadening of spectral lines in 
fluxtubes, the calculated Iine profiles being much narrower than the observed profiles. Since our knowledge of the 
velocity structure inside fluxtubes is extremely rudimentary, we have decided, as a first step, to limit ourselves to 
determining the approximate rms velocity amplitudes involved, without modelling flows or oscillations in detail. 
Following the approach outlined in Sect. 4.2 for unpolarised radiation coming from the quiet photosphere, we 
shall assume that the non-thermal, non-magnetic line broadening inside fiuxtubes is produced by macro- and 
microturbulent velocities. In this section we assume that macroturbulence alone is the broadening agent, and 
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Fig. 7.10 illustrates the effect on [gac of increasing the damping constant by a factor of 2.5. As expected, the 
weak lines remain virtually unaffected by this change while the [gac values for the strong lines are considerably 
reduced. Small differences between [ g „  of the weak lines result from the fact that the temperature has to 
be changed slightly between models with different Sr to retain the quality of the fit to the In(dv/dI) plot. The 
velocities obtained now from the strong lines in the network are larger than those found in the plage regions. This 
is consistent with the case of 6r = 1 (Fig. 7.9), since the increase in damping constant will more strongly broaden 
the lines in the plage, these being less weakened than their network counterparts due to the lower temperature 
in the plage. Models with = 2.5 reproduce the data somewhat better than models with Sr = 1 and Fig. 5.14 
actually shows the results of such models. From Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 we See that the photospheric sound speed 
(9-10 km sec-" is larger than the maximum rms velocity in fluxtubes (3-3.5 km sec-l) by a factor of about 
3. This result is consistent with the initial assumption that the hydrodynamic structure of the fluxtubes is not 
critically affected by any motions occuring inside them. 

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 

Line strength $1 (P) Line strcxigth Sr (F) 

Fig. 7.9 Ernac, the macroturbulence velocity derived Pig. 7.10 [Lac vs. SI with Emic = 0, and Sr = 2.5. 
from the Iv profile, vs. SI. Plotted are the The different groups of lines are denoted 
results for both network and plage data, if as in Fig. 7.8a. The lower curve for each 

V Emic = 0 ,  and 6r = 1. amac = 0 is as- group of spectral lines represents a plage 
sumed for all fluxtube models. Symbols as region, the upper curve a network region. 
in Fig. 7.8a. 

Again full profile comparisons for the ten lines in Table 4.4 have been carried out. The fg„ values used to 
broaden the synthetic profiles are listed in the final column of Table 7.1 (am„ = 0.0 and 617 = 2.5). These values 
lie quite close to those derived from hypothetical lines of the Same strength, which are shown in Fig. 7.10. The Fe 
I 5250.2 A line is also reproduced with an accuracy similar to Fe I 5247.1 A, a somewhat surprising result, since 
its large Land6 factor of 3 would lead one to expect that the first order approximation on which the calculation 
of the Iv profile is based may be insufficient for this line. 

Could these non-thermal line broadenings have a non-solar source? The line broadening induced by changes 
in relative observer-source velocity is negligible (FJ 50 m sec-', Sect. 7.2.1). This is also true of smearing due 
to finite spectral resolution. Anyway, both these processes affect IV and Stokes I equally and therefore have no 
influence on our analysis. Also, no difference is Seen between the velocities determined from the full line profiles 
(I and Iv fitted individually) and the UD, -UD, vs. SI diagram (difference in I and Iv profiles fitted), suggesting 
that non-solar effects of this type cannot be the cause. We have Seen that the renormalisation of the continuum 
sf Iv  necessitated by the area asymmetry of Stokes V, does not have a large effect on its half width (Sect. 4.4.3). 
Another possibility is that the first order approximation, on which the I v  profile is based, is not accurate enough 
for the detailed analysis of the line widths. If this were the case, then we would expect the line widths of the 
Iv profiles to be strongly dependent on their Land6 factoa, since the quality of the approximation is better, for 
smaller ratios of Zeeman Splitting to Doppler width of the lim. The dependence of Iv line width on Land6 factor 
has been studied in Sect. 6.2, where we find that the widths of the Iv profiles increase with Land6 factor exactly 
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as expected in the presence of a kilogauss rnagnetie field. This, and the fact that the same (zac value is required 
to reproduce the observed profiles of Fe I 5250.2 ik and Fe I 5247.1 W. (ef. Table 7.1) leads us to eonclude that the 
anomalously large Iv line widths have a solar origin. Even If the Iv profile does begin to deviate sornewhat frsm 
Stokes I for the lines with largest splitting, the test calculations in Sect. 4.2,6 have shown &hat this deviation is 
such that the derived velocities would tend to be underestimated. 

7.4.5. Efeets of Adding Microturbu~enee 

She sbserved Stokes V asymmetv (6%. Chapter 8) suggests that at least a part 0% the motions in rnagnetic 
fluxtubes may be non-uniform over the typicail range of fomation of a spectrd Kne, Thk non-uniform eomponent 
may be better approxlmated by microt6rbulence than by rnaerotuipßulence. Therefore, we shalll. deseribe the 
results of some fluxtube model ca%eulationa which uae a mixture of microturbulence an$ ma~roturbulenee~ In 
pi%nciple it is possible to  fit a llne profile with either a rnixture of macroturbullence and depth independent 
microturbulence, or with a depth dependent microturbulence alone (Holweger et a1., 1978). However, no new 
physical insight is gained by using the second approach, and it is considerably more time consuming to c a r q  
out, since all the llne profiles have to be reca%culated for each trial depth dependence 0% the mieroturbulewce, 
instead of simply being convoluted with different veIocity profiles after being calculated only once for each chosen 
temperature stsucture, as is the case for the macroturbulence. We have therefore restricted ourselves to  the capie 
of a depth independent microturbuieneee 

Fig. 7,11 shows the effect 0% htroduchg a depth independent rnicrsturbnlent ve%ocity$ fma„ on the maero- 
turbulente fg„, Fig. 7,1%a shows E;„ W derived by fitting the Fe I, X, < 3 eV data wbth Fe 11, X,  - 8, eV 
Iiaaea caleulated for modellsr with Cd, - 0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 km sec-' respe~tively~ 4- = 2.5 for aU four modals, 
and the temperature stncture is aalso the same for all the models. The data are from a network regiow, As 
expected, (Lac deeremea as emie is hcreased. For weak lines the deereme is such that (&,.)' -t- ((„,)"emains 
approxirwately eonstant, SO that the total turbu%ent veloeity remalns unchanged. For the strong lines this i s  no 
longer tha ease. T h e ~ e  (L„ decreasea much faster, and the total turbulewt velocity alscs deereaaes. This ia due to  

ths fact that increasing tmic increases the strength of the lines. This increwe, and the associated inerease in 'iiwe 
width is strongly dependent ow the eqtiivapglent width of the h e ,  being largest for lines with WA M 80 mA s t  disk 
centre (Holweger et ai., 1978). Although the strongest Fe I %ines in our sample have %arge equivalent wldths ow 
the quiet Sun (WX > P06 at disk centre), annd aecording to Holweger et al, ($978) should not be strongly affected 
by the mieroturbullence, they are weakened in fluxtubes and thus csme into the range of lhes having a, large 
sensitivity to („,. Flg. 9.11a also shows that assumlng tmi, to  be the same at all heights, 1.5 km sec-L ia the 
lasgest value it can have at disk eentre, since for this va%ue of tmi„ [L„ falls to Eero for both the weakest and 
tha strongest Fe 1 lines. fmi, wlues %arger than that would cause thesa lines to be broader thaw the obse~lred 
values, evee for fza ,  - 0. Although we have tested this result for snlly one temperature stwcture, the relative 
insensitivity of the widths of weak lines to temperature rneans that Pt should retain its validity for a reasonable 
rang% 0% temperatures, 

Figs. '%,Pfb and 7.11e are similar to Fig. 7.11a, except that they show the results derived from the Fe 1 liwes 
with X, = 4 eV and the Fe I1 lines respectively. The high excitation Fe 1 Iines also give a maximum Cmic value 
0% 1.5 km sec-', but the Fe I1 Iines would allow for higher microturbulenee velocities. 

We ean improve on the limit for fmi, simply by obsesvlrag how well. the model. curves fit the z l ~ ~  - UD, 
vs- SI and h ( d v / d b )  vss SI data sim~ltaneously~ We find that the data as represented by these plots are best 
reproduced by the modek with (mit - 0.5 km sec-' and 1.0 km sec-', whieh give fits marginally better thaw 
thsse shswn In Fig. 5,l.g. 

Fsr phge data the effect 0% fmic is qualltatively the same. %Re resulting maximum wlua for Cmi, is again f ,5 
km sec-', and tmi, between 0-5 and 1.0 km sec-' once more gives the bea& fit t s  the data,, It therefore appeasg 
that whereas the rnacroturbulence velocity inside the fluxtubes ean reaeh values considerably higher thaw in &Be 
quiet phatssphere, the microturbulence velocity is of the same order. 

In this chapter we have attempted to empirieally detemine velocities in the photospheric layers 0% small solar 
magwatie fiuxtubes. In order to achieve this aim we have malmly made uae of the ve%scity 246fomation eoetained 
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Fig. 7.11 a (L„ vs. Sr for network data and mod- 
els. Fe I lines with X, < 3 eV. The differ- 
ent curves are, from top to bottom, for 
models with fmi, = 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 
km secm1. Jr = 2.5. b The Same as 
Fig. 7.11a for Fe I lines with X, 2 3 eV. 
C The Same as Fig. 7.11a for Fe I1 lines. 
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in two Parameters derived from the Stokes V profile; its zero-crossing wavelength, X v ,  and the half-width, UD,, 

of the integrated V profile, Iv .  Xv is malnly sensitive to 'global' flows; global in the sense that the majority of the 
fluxtubes in the observed region show a line of sight flow in the Same direction over most of the integration time 
of the observations. UD,, on the other hand, is mainly sensitive to vertical velocity gradients and (statistical) 
fiuctuations of the velocity in space or time, as may result for example from osciilations or waves in a fluxtube, 
or from the presence of different flow veiocities in a number of fluxtubes. 

We find no zero-crossing shifts larger than approximately f25Q m sec-' in any of the observed regions 
(including both active region plages and network elements near disk centre) for a large sample of unblended Fe I 
and I1 lines, as well as the Mg Ib lines at 5172 A and 5183 A. This allaws us to set an upper l i i i t  of this amount 
on steady up- and downflow velocities in magnetic fluxtubes. The limit in accuracy of approxiately 250 m sec-" 
is imposed by uncertainties in the determination of the absolute wavelength of the V profiles, and partly also by 
the scatter in the data points. This limit is totally independent of the wavelength of the simultaneously measured 
Stokes I profile, since it results from the comparison of absolute Stokes V wavelengths with the laboratory 
wavelengths of the respective lines. 

A small dependence on line strength, Land6 factor, and excitation potential of the Stokes V zero-crossing 
shift is observed, suggesting that the tme line shifts are not exactly zero for all the lines. However, they remain 
much smaller than the large redshifts reported in a number of previous studies (e.g. Giovanelli and Slaughter, 
1978; Wiehr, 1985a). We explain the discrepancy between the results of this and some previous studies by 
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sirnplicity of use. Total rms turbulent velocities of between approximately 1 and 3.5 km sec-' are derived from the 
Iv spectra, depending on the strength and the excitation potential of the line. Interestingly, plage and network 
model Iv profiles require essentially the Same amount of velocity broadening to fit the data (if the appropriate 
temperature models are used), suggesting that the velocity stmctures of fluxtubes in the two types of regions are 
very similar. 

The dependence of tmac on the ilne strength is quite different for the magnetic and the non-magnetic data. 
This is best illustrated in Fig. 7.12, where the difference between (Kac for a network fluxtube and CLc for the 
quiet Sun is plotted vs. SI.  Both <Lac and (Lac have been determined using models with Cmic = 0.8 km sec-' 
and amac = 0. We are therefore comparing like with like (at the cost of a slightly worse fit to the quiet Sun data 
than with a i a c  # 0). As expected, fKac  is Iarger than fmaC for most of the lines. The near similarity in (L„ 
and f K a c  for the weak lines is probably'only due to their relative insensitivity to velocity broadening due to, 
e.g., velocity gradients. One problem with such a comparison, specially for the Fe I lines, is that since they are 
considerably weakened inside the fluxtube, their sensitivity to velocity broadening is also changed. This could 
falsify the picture given by Fig. 7.12 somewhat. However, since for most lines the sensitivity decreases as they 
are weakened, this would tend to underestimate ( L „  - Eiac, so that the effect may in reality be even larger. 

Fig. 7.12 fz„ - fiac vs. SI, i.e. the macro- 
turbulente velocity excess in the 
Iv data compared to the Stokes 
I data as a function of the line 
strength. Symbols are the Same as 
in Fig. 7.8a. 

Line strengt11 Sr (F) 

We have also studied the influence of the fluxtube temperature structure on the empirically determined 
velocity, and find that within reasonable limits of the temperature variation (i.e. over a range of about 800 K at 
a fixed r value), the macroturbulence velocity remains on the average constant to within h0.5 km sec-'. 

Calculations based on the assumption that part of the velocity in the fluxtube is better represented by a 
microturbulence show the expected decrease in (Lac with increaslng fmiC. The data place an upper limit of 1.5 
km sec-' on fmic in fluxtubes, assuming that it is height independent. Best values for fmic appear to lie between 
0.5 and 1.0 km sec-'. 

In Sect. 7.4.2 it is shown that the large Iv line widths are not an artifact of the method of data analysis, the 
long integration times, or the spectral resolution. They are therefore of solar origin. An obvious solar source are 
the ubiquitous five minute oscillations. These have been measured in Stokes V by Giovanelli et al. (1978) who 
find amplitudes of about 0.25 km sec-' for lines formed in the photosphere, and by Wiehr (1985a), who reports 
amplitudes of 0.1-0.25 km sec-' for the Fe I 8468 A line. These amplitudes are considerably smaller than the 
values of (gac  we find here, so that we are led to conclude that other mass motions besides the ones indueed by 
the five minute oscillations have to  be present in small fluxtubes. However, from the line broadening analysis 
alone, we cannot differentiate between the effects of a steady flow with a vertical or horizontal velocity gradient, 
oscillations or waves within Single fluxtubes, or steady flows with different flow velocities in different fluxtubes. 

By combining the main results of Sects. 7.2 and 7.4, we See that motions are present in fluxtubes which 
strongly broaden the spectral lines, but do not significantly shift them, Oscillations, waves, or a distribution of 
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up- and downflows in different fluxtubes (Pos example via a. siphon flaw between two fluxtubes connected by a 
loop) could explain the obsewatlons within the context of a (mu~tieomponent) one-dimensional model. Motions 
outside the fluxtubes may also broaden the Stokes M profiles, even at  disk centre, 1% we take their exgawding 
geometry ints account. However, the large diffesence in <L„ and E&„ (illustrated in Fig. 7.12) would appear 
to limit &heir contributisns to the &otal velocity induced line broadening, However, it is poasible tkat the velocity 
field in the immediate sul-oundings of fluxtubes differs considerab%y from the average sver a larger portion of an 
aetive segion. 

The presence 0% rnstionia with such Xarge amplitudea means that non-radiadive heating may pp%ay an irnporbant 
rolle even in the deeg 1ayel.u of tha fluxtube photosphere (cf. Hasan and SehiassEer, 1985). Such rnotiows will also 
have da be taken into acesunt in thts empiijabmsdellhg of B%uxtubes, sinee their neglect csu%d lead to false wlnes 

J 
sf ehe emgirically detemined temperature stmcture (see also chapter 5). 

Finally8 we wish to psint out that the present work is escplorato~y in nature, and coaatahs a nunher  0% 
shs~comiaigs. Fimtly the aecuracy of the absolute wavelengths of Stokes V can be incmased in future PT9 
obsewations, This would allow the setting of stronger eonstraiwts on downflow velocities in fluxtubes. Cdertahly 
rnore werk wiU have t s  be done in the infrared as well. The Irtsga width af the wings sf the Fe I 15648.5 A S t o b s  
V grofile comgared to the comesponding 1 prsfille, illustrated In Fig. 0.11, may be dne t o  Xarge ampllitude non- 
stotionar~y rnetions. However, further work will be needed to deeide this question. The maero/micrsturbulenee 
approach has ita shorteamings, as has been gointed out by Gail and S e d h a y r  (19'84) and Gar%sson an$ Sehamer  
(1985)- Tkerebre ealeu%atPons with a proper model of the motions in fluxtubes need to be caaa%ed out. 



8. Stokes V Asymmetry 

8.1. Brief Review 

First indications of an asymmetry between the areas of the blue and red wings of Stokes V have been provided 
by the broad-band observations in circubr polarization of sunspots by Illing et al. (1974a, b, 1975). In their 
first paper they measure the centre to limb variation (CLV) of $V/IdX (bandwidth 100 A) over the p = C O S B  
range 0.95 2 p 2 0.37, and find that the broad-band circular polarization peaks near ,U = 0.74 where it can 
reach values of 1-2 x 10'~. They also find that most of a typical sunspot shows the Same sense of polarization 
with a slow variation in the degree of polarisation (they call this region I), while a smaller portion shows rapid 
(spatial) changes in sign of VIIdX (region 2 in their nomenclature). In their second Paper, they note that the 
sign of $ VlIdX in region 1 is correlated to the sign of the sunspot magnetic field polarity. They also speculate 
that region 2 may correspond to regions of smaI1 scale magnetic field reversal. Finally, in their third paper 
they investigate the spectral dependence of the magnitude of broad-band circular polarization, and also discuss 
possible mechanisms for its production. They find that V/IdA of region 1 decreases when going from the green 
to the yellow part of the spectrum. The behaviour of region 2 is more ambivalent. 

Further measurements of broad-band circular polarisation in sunspots are presented by Kemp and Henson 
(1983). They extend the spectral coverage of such observations to a range extending from 3700 A in the UV to 
4.5 p in the IR, and find a sharp drop in VIIdX from the UV through the visible, a modest peak at 1.66 p and 
then a further decline upto 4.5 p. Their spectral resolution is 5 A. 

A number of explanations have been considered for these observations. Illing et al. (1975) rule out continuum 
circular polarisation '(produced by a mechanism described by Kemp, 1970) as a possible source of the observed 

VIIdX. For the field strengths of a few kG found in sunspots Kemp (1970) and Kemp et al. (1970) predict 
a circiilar polarization level of 10-~ in the continuum, while Illing et al. and later Kemp and Henson measure 
values of 1 0 - ~  (averaged over lines and the continuum). This continuum effect only becomes important for very 
large field strengths, as found on white dwarfs (See Angel, 1977, 1978 for a review). 

The strong imbalance in Splitting pattern exhibited by some molecular transitions and the resulting imbalance 
in the two circular polarisation components can also lead to broad-band circular polarization. Harvey (1973b) 
has observed this molecular effect for the CN(0,O) band In sunspots. It has played an important role for the 
determination of magnetic field strengths in white dwarfs (Angel and Landstreet, 1974). A detailed theoretical 
calculation is presented by Illing (1981), who can reproduce the order of magnitude of the broad-band observations 
of Illing et al. under certain assumptions. 

The remaining mechanisms for producing broad-band circular polarization are based on asymmetries of 
atomic Stokes V profiles. In particular the areas of the blue and red wings have to be different, i.e. AA = 
Ab - Ar # 0 (cf. Sect. 4.4.1 for further definitions of Stokes V asymmetry). As shown in Sect. 2.4.2, the Stokes 
V profile for an atomic transition is exactly antisymmetric in a static atmosphere in LTE (see also Auer and 
Heasley, 1978; Landi Deg171nnocenti and Landi DeglYInnocenti, 1981). Therefore, one of these conditions must 
be violated in order to produce atomic Stokes V profiles which give rise to a net J V/ I dX 

The mechanism preferred by Illing et al. (1975) is based on the presence of a correlated gradient in velocity 
and magnetic Geld along the line of sight. The Stokes V profiles of ordinary atomic spectral lines can then become 
asymmetric and give rise to broad-band circular polarization. A more detailed description of this mechanism is 
given in Sect. 8.4. It nicely explains the spectral dependence of $ VlIdX of spot region 1 (since the spectral line 
density decreases from the green to the yellow) and the correlation between the sign of $ V/Idh and magnetic 
field polarity. Auer and Heasley (1978) point out, that if the line of sight is not parallel to the magnetic field 
(i.e. 7 # 0°, 180°), then a velocity gradient alone is sufficient to produce an area asymmetry in Stokes V. 

In the following we briefly discuss some other analyses of Stokes V asymmetry involving velocity gradients. 
Grigorjev and Katz (1975) calculate all four Stokes parameters in the presence of both magnetic and velocity 
field gradients (of a simple parameterised form) and produce asymmetric Stokes V profiles. Landman and Finn 
(1979) cany out radiative transfer calculations of the Stokes parameters in a two dimensional sunspot model 
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(with the rnagnetie field cailculated self-sirnilarly via Sch lü ter -Temesva~ theory).  They  choose ehe following set 
o f  parameters: B,(r = 0 ,  a) 3208 G ,  B ~ ( F  - 0,zo)  P G km-' and velloeity V given b y  

B 
w - f 2 X 1 0 - L  k m  sec-', 

P 
(a.1) 

where p is t;he gas density and the goint ( r  - 0 , ~ )  refers t o  the centre o f  tbe spot at i ts surface. They  
find qualitative agreement with the obsemations o f  Illing et al. buk get too  srnall values o f  the net eirculär 
po$aslzation. Makita (198%) presents observatiowal evidence &hat the observed broad-band po%ariaat;ion is due %o 
atornie spectral %ines b y  showing that  when these are spectrally awaked the circular polahatiow signa% disappean" 

7 
He also argues that  bo th  strong magne* and velocity fiel8 gradients are requhed to  reproduee ehe observed 
J V / I d X  in  sunspots. Landi Beg19Pnnocenti m d  Landolfi (1983) analyse the  effects o f  a velocity gradient asn 
Stokes V and $ via the response function. Like Auer and Heasley they keep the magnetic field indepewdent 
o f  height. Ribes et al. (1985) calculate Stokes V line profiles o f  thirteen photospheric lines for four theoretical 
modek incorgorating gradients in  bo th  magnetic field and downflow (ef .  Unno and Rißes, 1979 for a description 
0% these modells). They  compare the caliculated profiies o f  Fe 1 52477, and Fe 1 525Q.2 A with the observed 
grofiles o f  thesa lines Laken from Stenflo et al, (1984). I t  is evident from the  figures o f  Ribes et ai. (1985) that 
none 0% these models produce profiles which resemble the data. 

Finally, Kemp et al. (1984) propose atomic orientation as a method for producing Stokes V asymrnetsr, 
Briefly, the wieehankm rests on  tho fact that  atorns becoxne 6a1Egned' when excited ankotroplcally b y  a strearn o f  
particles s r  b y  (not  necessady polarised) anisotropic radiation, In ap, rnagnetie field, ehe alignmewt develops ints 
orientation, i.e. the  atoms acquke a finite orbital angular momentum L, ahng the field h e s -  Kemp et a%. (1984) 
present both theoretica1 and labsraeory evidence fos the e~ t emnee  0% wt%qwnmet;Rc Stokes V profilles prodneed by 
this rnechankm. They  briefly and qualitatively discuss the appillcation 0% this process to produce broad-band 
ca"cu%ar polari~ation in  sunspots. Landi Degl'Innocewti (1985b) dkcusses t he  applmeatisn o f  this idea t o  sma%l 
fiuxtubes. However, he requires a veloclty inside the fluxtube (and therefore a veioeity gradient with respoet to 
the non-magnetie s u k ~ u n d i n ~ s  from where the light entern t h s  tabe  in h k  model) t o  produce a Stokes V' area 
asyrnmetry. . ~ 

8.3. Observations 

Fasst obsemations o f  the asymmetry o f  solar atomic Stokes V line profiles were presented and discussed by Stewfao 
et al. (1984). More detailed analyses have been publisked by  Solanki an8 Stenfls (1984, 1986). In this section 
we shall present and dhcuss their results. AU the data presented in this section were obtained near disk centm. 

The  Stokes V asymmetry is nicely illustrated in Fig. 8.1 i n  which Stokes V and -aI /aX far the Fe 1 5247.1 A 
and 5250.2 W lines itse plotted, T h e  -aP/aX profile has been nsmalised t o  the  brue peak o f  the Stokes V profiIes 
and is alrnost antisymmetric. In particular, the areas o f  the blue and red wings o f  - a I / a A  are exactly equal. 
1% the areas o f  the wings were different, the  integration would result in different continuum levels for Stokes I ,  
which is never observed. 

A cornpaslson o f  -a1/aX t o  S t o h s  V shows that the latter Ras a vexy asymrnetric f o m ,  wi th  bo tb  the 
arnplitudes and areas 0% the b%ue and red wings being different, i.e. Aa f 6 an$ B A  # 0. T h e  parametem o f  ehe 
absolute asymmetry9 h A  and Ac%, w e  defiwed in See&. 4.4.1, 

Let us now eonsider the amplitude a s y m m e t ~  o f  the Stokes V profiles s f  the Fe 1 Enes Ested in Tab%e 4.1. 
Fig. 8.2a shsws the absolute ampliitude ayrnmetrgq Aß, for an active region plage plotted vs. the Stokes I line 
strewgth, SI* T h e  large scatter o f  the points ean be reduced signifieawtly b y  asing the regression expresslonr, 

t o  s-rrbtract the dependence on excitation potential. T h e  result is showw in Fig. 8.2b. T h e  dependence o f  Aa 
on the wwelesgth an8 s n  Lande factor has also been studied b y  adding further t e m s  ts Eq. (8.2), ba t  so 
dependence ow either quantity has been b u n d ,  for which reason these t e m s  have been discaded again. 
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Fig. 8.1 Stokes V (thick curve) and dI/aX (thin cuwe) of the Fe 15247.1 A and 5250.2 A lines, based on data 
recorded in an enhanced network element near disk centre. The aI /aA curves have been normalised to 
the amplitudes of the blue wings of the respective Stokes V curves. Note the pronounced asymmetry 
between the blue and the red wings of Stokes V. 

Line strcngth SI (F) Line strength SI  (F) 

Fig. 8.2 Absolute amplitude asymmetw, B a  = ab - an plotted vs. I  line strength, Sr. ab and a, are the 
amplitudes of the blue and red wings of V. a Raw data for a plage region. b The Same data reduced 
to the case that X, = 0 using Eq. (8.2). The smoothed average (cubic spline) is drawn as well. 

Fig. 8.3a and b show the relative area and amplitude asymmetries, 6 A  and 6a (See Eqs. (4.47) for the 
definitions), for an active region plage plotted as functions of Sr. The solid curves drawn through the data polnts 
are smoothed averages (cubic spline fits). Note the different shapes of the two curves. The relative area asymmetry 
actually becornes negative for the strongest lines of our sample, while the relative amplitude asymmetry remains 
positive, The different shapes of the 6 A  and 6a  curves suggest that siightly different mechanisms are responsible 
for producing them, as is intuitively clear. The amplitude asymmetry of any one particular line depends only on 
the maximurn V amplitudes arid is therefore sensitive to only a limited height range, whereas the area asymmetry, 
being an integral quantity, is sensitive to a much larger range of heights. 
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Pig. 8.3 a Relative amplitude asymmetry, 6a = ( a b  - a,)/((ab -+ U,), vs. SI for a plage, b Relative area 
asymmetsy, 6A - ( A b  - A , ) / ( A b  -+ vs. SI b r  the same plage a+s in Fig. 8.3a, The solid eurvea 
ara smoothed averages (cubic splhes) . 

Dae to the differenee in (B) between the netwosk and the grctivi. region plages, which Lads &(B a differewce in 
arnplitnde 0% the V profiles, it is hpsssible to cornpare the absolute myrranrnretfies 0% the active and quiet regiows 
without prior knowledge 0% the average magnetic field. The relative mymmetries, however, are on the sama scale 
and caw accordingly be esrnpared easilyo 'Ehey are plstted for bot&. the plage arid netmrk regions in Fig, 8-4. The 
relative mymmetry appears $0 be slightly srnaller fos the plage than the netwvsrk regians, althaue;& the sea(;ter is 
quite Ilarge. 

Pig, 8.4 The shaded areas are bounded by the C) .  3 
enveP&lopes of the smoothed relative ann- 
p6tude (dar& shading) arad area (light 
shading) wiywarnetry curves of all the 
regisns obsewed in 1979, plotted vs. 
SI. The d a h e d  % h e  mnning between 
the amplitude wyrnmetry envelopes 
is a boundzis~p between. the euwes sf 
the plage and network regions. The 
srnoothed plage curves lie below this 
line whereas the network cuwes lie 
above it, 

Line strengeh $1 (F) 

In Fig. 8.5 B a  is plotted vs. SI ßor both lr$ I and I1 Xines. The areas with light shading indicate the Iseation 
of  Fe 1 points with X ,  2 4 eV, the areas with intemediate shading Fe 1 %ines with X, < 3 eM, and the areas with 
dark skading Fe EI %ines. 

As pointed out in Sect. 4.4.2, the Fe II b profiles have widths l age r  thaw expected fmm an extrapolation. 
of the UD, - ~ g ,  VS. X ,  dependence 0% the Fe E lines. A similar dependence is sbsemed f6r Aa. The Fe 11 Xines 
are more asymmetric than expected from the W E linea. This shilari ty in. behavisur 0% - U D ,  and Aa of 
Ihes 0% different X* snggests a reliationship betweew the width 0% IV and the asymmet%y sß M ,  As we have Seen 
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Fig. 8.5 Aa vs. SI for an enhanced net- 
work region. The lightly shaded 
portions indicate the location 
of Fe I lines with X, 2 3 eV, 
the intermediately shaded por- 
tions Fe I lines with X, < 3 eV, 
and the darkly shaded portions 
Fe 11 lines. 
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in chapters 5 and 7 the width of Iv is strongly influenced by velocity broadening, so that this cprrelation points 
towards a relationship between asymmetry and velocity. We shall discuss such a relationship in greater detail in 
Sect. 8.4.1. 

We have checked that our observed asymmetries are not caused by instrumental effects and really represent 
fluxtube physics on the Sun. Thus, for instance the polarity of the observed magnetic field does not affect the 
behaviour of the Stokes V asymmetry. The predominance of the amplitude and area of the blue wing of Stokes 
V over the red wing applies to both positive and negative polarity regions. This means that the broad-band 
circular polarization produced by our asymmetric profiles shows the Same relative relationship to the magnetic 
polarity as found by Illing et al. (1974'0). It also excludes the possibility that the Instrument somehow favoun 
one sense of circular polarization over the other. Furthermore, the absence of a strong wavelength dependence 
of the Stokes V asymmetry suggests that the effects of possible differential chromatic properties of any of the 
optical elements have not infiltrated our results. 

For Fe I lines around 5250 A a similar value of the Stokes V asymmetry was found with the vertical grating 
spectrograph of the McMath telescope (Stenflo and Harvey, 1985), with which a much larger number of magnetic 
regions could be sampled. Therefore Stokes V asymmetry is not an artifact of the FTS. The results also do not 
depend on the time of day, and are thus uncorrelated to the position of the obliquely reflecting heliostat mirror. 

Since the original discovery, other observations of Stokes V asymmetry have also been published. Wiehr 
(1985a) has observed Stokes V of Fe I 8468.4 A near disk centre with the Locarno Gregory telescope, and also 
finds an asymmetry of the type described above, as do Scholier and Wiehr (1985). Further confirmation Comes 
from the broad-band observations of the full solar disk and of its north and south hemispheres by Kemp et al. 
(1987). Their measurements are compatible with the broadband signal obtained from the FTS data by Stenflo 
(198413) who integrated over 50 A running windows. In particular, the spectral dependence of the broad-band 
circular polarization of the two data sets is remarkably similar, suggesting that the signal of Kemp et al. (1987) 
is mainly due to lines. Since observations with completely independent telescopes and instrumental techniques 
have yielded a similar Stokes V asymmetry, we conclude that this asymmetry is real. 

8.2.2. Centre to Limb Variation of the Stokes V Asymmetry 

In Fig. 8.6 the CLV of the Stokes V asymmetry of a few selected lines is represented. Fig. 8.6a shows the relative 
area asymmtry 6 A  for Fe I 5250.2 A (filled Squares) and Fe I 5244.1 A (Stars). The thick and thin curves are 
smoothed means of Fe I 5250.2 A and 5247.1 .& respectively. The JA values of the nearby fnes Fe I 5250.6 A 
and Cr I 5247.6 A have also been checked and have been found to closely resemble those of the plotted lines. 
Surprisingly, 6 A  changes sign near p = 0.4, so that near the limb it is negative. This means that the area of 
the red Stokes V wing becomes larger than the area of the blue wing. The fact that four spectral lines in three 
different spectra exhibit this negative asymmetry means that it is not a fluke, or due to noise. Therefore, near 
the limb 6 A  of these medium strong lines behaves more like the strongest lines near disk centre. Whether this 



effect is due to the greater height of formation near the limb, or  is due to the change in the angle of the liwe oP 
sight eannot be decided as yet. 

Fig. 8.6b shows the relative amplitude asymmetry 6a for the fonr lines rnentioned above. Since Fe I 5247,l 
A and Fe 1 5250.2 A. behave differently In this figure, all four lines have been plotted. Qne ean see that, fsr an 
unknown reason, it is Fe I 5547.1 Bb whose behaviour is anomalous. We shall. therefore disregard Fe I 5247.1 A 
during the following diseussisri. She solid Iine is a srnoothed rnean curve for the Fe T 5250.2 A data points. For 
p > 0.4 the behaviour of 60 is very sirnilar to that of SA. Hswever, near y - 0.4 6a simply drops to Zero while 
GA becornes negative. 

Pig, 8,6 Centre t s  limb nr ia t i sn  (CLV) sf four llines near 5250: k I 524'8.1 bk (staas), Cr  1 5247,6 A (pluses), 
Fe I 5250.2 A (filled squares), Fe 15250.6 A (crosses), a Relative area mynaatnety 6A. ThPck cuwe 
k a srnosthed spline fit ts.5250.2 W, the thin euwe to  5247.1 A. b Relative amplitude asyrnmetv 
Ja. Thick cuwre k a srnootked splhe fit to 52502 W. 

Another line for which the CEV 0% the Stokes V asymrnebry has beew studied is the Fe I ILine a t  15648.5 
a. Flgs. 8.7a and b show its 6A and 6a values respectively, as a fnnction of y. Bue to  the weakness 0% this 
line, the error bam are considerably larger than for e-g. Fe I 52502 W. hspite of this, tha IR line appears t s  
have a eswsiderably smaULer 6A near disk centre, whieh becsmes siaeably negative when gohg tswards the limb. 
Hswever, the large essor boxea wsuld also allow this line to have a small or vanlshing 6A thsoughout. The 
amg%ltude asymmetry is small as well (compare with 6a e 10% fos Fe I: 5250.2 bk at y = I), but shows a tendency 
to increase slightly towards the l h b .  It 9s negative for all y. Bnce more, observations with a better S/N ratio 
are required to give rnore definite results. A statistical analysis of further Iines in the IR may also shed some 
more light on this. The srnall 6A and 6a values of Fe I 15648.5 are in accordance with the small asyrnmetnles 
of lines of similar strength in the vlsible. 

The Stokes V asymrnetry is abo affected by speetral smearing. Fig. 8.8 shows the chawge in Stokes V relative 
area ayrnmetry 5A induced by ehanging W .  The agymmetq increases drawnatically with v for both the enhaneed 
network amd active region observations. We explain this resu%t by woting &hat as ehe profiles are srneared, equal 
amonnts of each polanlty are eaneel%ed, so that the net po%ariaation (the wumeratsr 0% 6 4  .&-Ar - L A )  remalns 
the same (giving the eontributisn of tha line t s  the broadband polarization in the Ilmit s f  U -e W), but the sum 
of the absolute areas of the Stokes V wings (the denominator Ab + A,f decreases (C%, Fig. 6.7). The quantity 6A 
is therefore bound to increage with incseasing speetral smearing. 

Indeed Ab - Ar is found to be constant within our numerical aecuracy of a csupXe of percent, in the ramge 
0 5 v 5 150 mA for different solar regions and instmrnental profile shapes. Thk resslutisn indepeademce af 
Ab - A, is reflected by the fact that the curves of Fig, 8-8 are almost Inversely proportional to the eumes in 
Fig. 6,7. However, although Ab - A, is Pndependemat of speetral reso%ution, it  is strongly dependewt ow the filllng- 
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Fig. 8.7 CLV of the asymmetry of Fe I 15648.5 A. The solid cuwes are cubic spline fits. a Relative area 
asymmetry JA. b Relative amplitude asymmetry 6a. 
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Fig. 8.8 6 A  of Fe I 5250.2 A vs. U, the e-folding Fig. 8.9 6a of Fe I 5250.2 A vs. V .  The upper set 
width of the instrumental profile. The up- of curves corresponds to enhanced network 
per set of curves corresponds to enhanced observations, the lower set to obsenrations 
network observations, the lower set to ob- made in an active region plage. The dif- 
servations made in an active region plage. ferent instrumental profile shapes are rep- 
Solid line: Gaussian apparatus function. resented as in Fig. 8.8. 
Dashed line: Voigt apparatus function 
(with damping constant, a = 0.1). Dot- 
dashed line: Voigt apparatus functon ( a  = 
0.2). 
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factor (since Ab and A, are both approximately proportional to the filling factor), and is not particularly usehl 
for comparisons amongst observations of different regions. 

As however Sv is also approximately proportional to the filling factos and insensitive to  the spectral resolutisw 
used, the quantity (Ag -A,)/Sv is psactically independent of both resolution and filling faetor. Sv has a different 
physical meaning from Ag -+ A„ and the insignificant V dependence of (Ag - AT) /& which we find, is not sirnply 
an artifact, but refiects this differente. 

Fig, 8.9 shows the relative amplitude asymmetry, Ja, as a functisn sf v ,  %Re behaviour 0% this quantity is 
more complicated, buh eaw nevertheless be understood in general terms, by eonsidering the fol%owing three effecrts: 
Fimt$yj at, + a, decreases strongly with V (Fig. 6-61. This tends to iwereass the relative amplitude aaymmetry. 
Secsnd$g., the a$sso%ute amplitude asymmetry;) ag - o„ decreases initially even more rapidly with U ,  which IS quite 

/' 
contrary to what is obsewed for the area asymmetry. The main reason for this rapid decrease is that the blue 
peak, being namower than the red peak, is more strongly affected by spectral smearing, so that ab decreases faster 
than an approaching the latter asymptotically. For large v both peaks are so broad that this effect becomes 
small, allowing the relative amplitude asymmetry to increase again. Thirdly, due to the overlapping and partial 
eance%%ation of the blue and red wings and also due to  the general broadening 0% the Stokes V profile, the blue 
and red maxima move apart, and no longer necessady repsesent the Same part of the line. This affects bsth 
at, - a, and ag + a,. Mowever, this Past effeet ls difficult to Isolate, so that we eannot judge its importance fsr 
the overall behaviour of Ja. 

In eontrast to the crtse of the area asgrnmetryj the Sv nomalised amplitude asywametv (ab - a,)/Sv is not 
a useful parameter, being strongly resolution degendent. This Is because - a, depends so stwngly on v while 
Sv does not. 

8.4. Interpretation of Stokes V Asymmetsy 

8.$.1. CTorrelation Between Stokes V .tjaymmetry and Velocity Brocedening 

In order to interpret the asymmetric Stokes V line profiles obsewed in amall fluxtubes, %et us briefly recall the 
inteqretations proposed for the broad-band circular polarization in sunspots. Of Course wer ean immediately n % e  
out ehe intepgret ations involving polarization of the continuum or asymmetrie molecu%ar %ines, since our spectrally 
resolved observations clearly show tbat atomic Stokes V profiles are asymmetrie. Two possible mechanisms 
semain: velocity gradients an8 atomic orientation. In t h h  seetisw we present some eWdence favouring the 
fomes  mechanism, I& follows from these sbsesvations than any broad-band ciipeu%ar polaitaza$ion obsemed outside 
sunspots will be d w  to the asymmetry in atomic Stokes V psofi$es. The Same is msst pnobably also t m e  fsr 
sunspots (reeall the obsewations of Makita, 1981)- Stokes V observatiows with high spectral resolution in sunspsts 
are therefore very desirable. 

A compai3son of Fig. 7,9 with Fig. 8.5 suggests a correlation between the velocity bsoadening represented by 
g„ and the absolute amplitude asymmetry Ba. We would now Iike to place this analysis on a more quantitative 
footing. Fig. 8.10 shows (L„ (derived assumlng Emi, = 0) plotted vs. ag - a,., both quantities having SI as a 
parameter. The Sr values 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 12.5 F are marked by notches in the cumes. For the Fe I1 lines 
the point at SI = 9.3 F is marked lnstead of SI = 7.5 F. The Fe I1 cuwe between Sr - 5 F and SI = 9.3 F 
is dotted to indicate that it is intex-polated between these values. The asymmet-y data awd $:„ values are far 
an enhanced network segion. The model fos which <L„ is derived, is the Best fit nnetwork msdel with Cd, - 0 
an$. br '1- 22,5, The peculiar hsok-1&e shape 0% the cuwes i s  due to the decrease in asymmetry an$ {G„ above 
SI 01 7-23 F, and is without deeper sigwlficance, bekg only an artifaet afplstting $Re data with SI aa a parameter. 
The straight Ene is a least-squares fit to the tksee cuwes, A straight Iliwe fit to the data  is aPss suggested by 
csmpaxing Fig. "I9 with Fig. 8.5. 

The eorrelation coefficient for these two quantities is 0.85 (on a scale ranglng from -1 to 91, with 
meaning perfect correlation, and 8 a total absence of correlation), which is high ensugh to  suggeat the exlstence 
0% a simple Iinear relation between the fiuxtube velocity amplitudes, as detemined from the line broadeniwg, 
an$ the asymmetry of Stokes V, specially if we take the rathes large e m w ,  indicated by the emos box in the 
~swer  right of the figure, into account, Its size is primarily dictated by the considerable scattes in the asymmetsy 
m%ues of the different Iines. 
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Fig. 8.10 Macroturbulence velocity in the flux- 
V tubes ema, vs. ab - a,. The curves 5 
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It is interesting to note that the asymmetry tends to disappear for very weak lines, while the velocity 
broadening does not. The least Squares fit gives (z„ = 1.6 km sec-' for ab - a, = 8. 

The foregoing analysis clearly demonstrates that a relationship exists between Stokes V asymmetry and 
the velocity in fluxtubes. However, the nature of such velocities is not quite clear. Auer and Heasley (1978) 
have shown that for one dimensional LTE models velocity gradients are required. These may be coupled with 
a magnetic field gradient. The velocity gradients may be produced by a steady flow, or they may be the result 
of oscillations or of waves inside the fluxtube. Finaily, if we consider the expanding geometry of fluxtubes, then 
flows outside the fluxtube may cause .an asymmetry of Stokes V. In the next Sections we consider the case of 
steady flows in one dimensional fluxtubes observed at disk centre. 

8.4.2. Stokes V Asymmetry  Produced by Velocity Gradients: General Considerations 

Since Stokes V asymmetry has also been obsewed at disk centre and fluxtubes are expected to be nearly vertical 
due to buoyancy, the mechanism proposed by Auer and Heasley (1978), which does not involve a magnetic field 
gradient and works only for 7 # 0, is less likely to be the cause, at least near disk centre. In addition, Makita 
(1981) has pointed out that this mechanism is much less efficient at producing an asymmetry than the one 
originally proposed by Illing et al. (1975) involving both a velocity and a magnetic field gradient along the line 
of sight. In the following we shall therefore consider the mechanism of Illing et al. in greater detail. Of Course, 
for the general case of 7 # 0 and dB1d.r # 0 the asymmetry is caused by a combination of the two effects, 
which are both automatically taken into account by radiative transfer codes. An advantage of the Auer and 
Heasley mechanism is that it allows an analytical solution. We shall, therefore, later use it  to show that the area 
asymmetry disappears for very weak lines. 

Fig. 8.11 illustrates schematically how Stokes V asymmetry can be produced in a very simple model consisting 
of two plane parallel slabs lying on top of each other. We assume that p = 1 and that the magnetic field is vertical. 
Then the radiative transfer equations for circular and linear polarization aecouple and we can consider right and 
left circularly polarized light independently (Stepanov, 1958a, b; Stenflo, 1971). In the bottom frame ( 2 )  V* ,  
the ratio of the line to continuum absorption coefficients for right and left circularly polarized light, are shown 
at a depth in the atmosphere where the magnetic field strength, B, is liarge and the velocity, V = 0. In the 
second lowest frame (ii) q* are shown higher up in the atmosphere where B is small and V is large and positive. 
We use the usual sign convention: V ( T )  > 0 for downflows. The third frame from the bottom (iii) shows the 
emesgent profiles I*(T = 0 )  (i.e. the intensity profiles of right and left circularly polarized light coming from inside 
the magnetic element) and finally the top frame ( i v )  shows the corresponding Stokes V profile, V = I+ - I-. 
The difference between the areas of I+ and I-, and therefore also the asymmetry in Stokes V is produced by 
a combination of saturation effects and gradients in v ( r )  and B(?). In reality, light from the non-magnetic 
surroundings is mixed with I*, but when creating Stokes V this non-fluxtube light does not contribute, so that 
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we need not include it in Fig, 8.11. X0 is the laboratosgv wavelength 0% the %Xne, XV the actual zero-crossing 
wavelength 0% Stokes V. Note the redshift, Xv - X0 of Stokes V in Fig. 8.11, As is suggested by the figure, it is 
the eornbined gradzents 0% B and V which ase important fos the productioma of the %IsymmetsgvnilP In particular, the 
absolute value of v Ras no efleet on the asymmetry, so that we can wdte 

I 

with T,, chosen such that the contsibution function of the line is approximatelly Zero there, es0 - V ( I - ~ )  is an 
arbitrary conskiant velocity as far as the a s y r n m e t ~  is eoneemed, Note, however, %hat this is not tme for Ba 
[if we write Ba analogy to  Eq- (8.3): B$r)  = 630 + Bl ( r ) ] ,  slnce the magnetie field affects the Iine profile in a. 

eompletely different manner. / 

Fig. 8.31 Bottom frame: rj* (absorption coefficients fos right and left 
circularly poilasized light) deep. in the atmosphere. Second V 

lowest framei rjk higher in the atmosphere. Third lowest X 

fsame: I*, the emergent intensity profiPes for the two polar- 
irations. Topmost Prarne: V - I+ - L. 

FXg. 8.11 also illustrates anotber simple polnt. Naar disk centse for all but the very strengest lines the 
obsemed asymmetry is always such that the bPue wiwg 0% Stokes V dominates over its red wisg, i.e, 6a > O and 
JA > 0. In order to reproduce the the sign of 6 A  comctly, 

must be tme in the region of tha formation of these lines at disk centre- The fact that only the absolute valane 
of B(r )  is important, while the sign of v(r)  also plays a role is again due to the different ways in wbich W and B 
affect the line profile. 

Eq. (8,4) hass some s t sa igh t fom~d,  but interesting consequences, E dlB(r)(/d~ > Q (i.e. magnetlc Geld 
stsength decareasing with geometrical Reight),  then for a downflow the veloclty must decreasa: with r ,  whae fos 
an upflow it must increase with a. In the fomer case we expect the resulting Stokes V profile to be in general 
redshifted, while im the lattes case we commonly expect a blueshift, OP couwe, it is a1ways possible to choose 
~0 In Eq. ($3) such %hat the emergent Plne profile shows n s  shift relative to its sest wave%ength. However, b% 
we warnt to interpret V ( T )  as a stationar-y fiow inside fluxtubes then we must require that the sigma of v dses 
not change at any height in tbe fluxtube photosphere, Since the possible V ~ ( . I )  values are constrained by the 
sbser-ved asymrnetry, this additional condition gseatly limits the choice 0% uo. Thus it may no langer be posstbgle 
to reproduce both the obsemed gsofile shape and zero-crosslng shift with a stationaq faow. In the next sectisn 
we present the results of some model ealculations whieh test this point, In ordes not to be unduly restrictive we 
shall dso  aceept ~ [ r )  functions which retain their sign only over the height raxlge over whicfa thet calculated liwes 
show m y  sensitivity to the velscity- 
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The crude model presented above suggests that very weak lines, with their absence of saturation, should 
have Stokes V profiles with disappearing area asymmetry. This can be proved analytically for the model of Auer 
and Heasley (1978), which assumes a static Milne-Eddington atmosphere with constant field strength B overlain 
by a thin moving layer with the Same field strength and the velocity V. 

In the notation of chapter 2, and using the expression for the unnormalised Stokes V profile in a Milne- 
Eddington atmosphere, we obtain for the (unnormalised) V profile emerging from the underlying static layer (if 
we neglect magnetooptical effects; cf. Eq. 2.66) 

where r]v (0) is the absorption coeficient for a static atmosphere (i.e. with stationary velocity, V = O),  and 

The linearised change in the V profile caused by the thin moving layer is 

AV = A140ß0 (W (V) (1 - E) + r)v ( U )  >tr(o) - s v  (0) - s v  (0) OI( , D V)) 

where sv(v) and qI(v) represent the line absorption coefficients in the moving layer of velocity V .  The final 
emergent profile is then 

For a very weak line with > t ~  « 1 and qv 1 we have D w 1, rlv (v)qI(0) « sv (V) ,  and sv (0)sI (V) « qv (O), 
so that Eq. (8.8) reduces to 

vtot = ~ r B . w ß o  (sv (V)  (1 - &) - sv (0) (1 + -f-)) , 

The emergent V profile is therefore a sum of two profiles which are antisymmetric about X = X - X. = 0 and 
X = V, respectively. Although the profile shape need not be antisymmetric, it will not exhibit any area asymmetry, 
since it is the sum of antisymmetric profiles (cf. Sect. 2.4.2). 

In view of this result we would expect in Fig. 8.4 the weak lines to show no asymmetry. This does not 
appear to be the case in this figure, but we hasten to add that the scatter is very large for the smallest lines 
(in particular in the relative asymmetry, because we divide by the small area) and not too much weight should 
be given to those lines in this figure. Compare also with Fig. 8.3b, where this scatter is directly visible and the 
small offset of the mean curve at SI = 0 is brought into relation. 

It follows from the above discussion, that according to this model, the Stokes V area asymmetry is due to a 
combination of Zeeman splitting, saturation, and velocity gradient. This is in contrast to the C-?r area asymmetry 
of Stokes Q (Sect. 4.2.3), which is a result of Zeeman splitting and saturation alone. 

8.4,3. Test Calculations of Stokes V Asymmetry Using Stationary Flows 

In this and the following section we present numerical calculations of Stokes V profiles including their asymmetry. 
Initiallly, we investigate the diagnostic contents of the Stokes V asymmetry and See how well the simple picture 
presented in the last section compares to the results of numerical radiative transfer calculations. Later we 
quantitatively test the hypothesis that the observed Stokes V asymmetry is caused by stationary downflows 
inside fluxtubes by comparing the numerical results with the data. All calculations have been performed at 
disk eentre assuming vertical fluxtubes. Only one line of sight along the fluxtube axis has been considered (i.e. 
7 =  oO). 

Restricting B(T) and V ( ? )  to functions linear in T, we have tested how the asymmetry of a line is influenced 
by its strength, excitation potential, and Zeeman splitting. Constant B and V gradients are chosen, since lines 
of different strengths and excitation potentials are formed at different heights in the atmosphere and this choice 
makes certain that all lines are treated approximately equally. In the following we list some of the results. 
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a We find that 6A always has the signs predicted by Eq. (8.4) in Seet. 8.4.2 for both up- and downflows. 
c Whereas 6A is always positive for dlB(/dr > 0 and duldr < 0, 6a can be either positive or negative. %es 

value depends on the exact velocity gradient and on the spectral line. Thus for diagnostis purposes 6 A  1s 
better for determining the outline of the velocity stmcture, whlle the amplitude, is more sensitive to ths 
detai%s. 

a JA. Br; only weakly dependent on the Land8 faetor fos the cases we have teste$, Lines, with otherwrise equal 
propedies and with Land4 factors sanging from 0.5 to 3.0 have been tested. This also suggests ehat the 
absolute value of B is not 0% dominating importance. It is possible that the last result is an artifact caf the 
limited number of model caleulations. 

e 6a is somewhat dependent on Land$faCtor, although the dependence is not ckarly defined for the models 
we have cdcu%ated. 

kr TJke area asymimetry increases strongly with the amount of saturation in the Iine, E"Qs lines of equal excitation 
potential, this means that 6A increases rapidly with increasing XI. This result is in agreement with the 
discussion of Sect. 8.4.2. 

a 6a also shows an increasing tendency to become positive as the amount of saturation increases, but this 
trend is less clear cut. 

cs For a given Iine and an otherwise unchanged atmosphere, an increase in temperature leads to a decrease 
in the calculated asymmetry of that line. This effect is small fos Fe I% lines and marbdly larger fbr Fe 
I. It Pncreoses dramatieally with decreasang excitation potential (for Bmes 0% equal strength in the origina1 
atmosphere), and is mainily dne to the temperature weakening a d  the .wsocia&ed decrease in saturatlon of 
the h e s .  

s The ahapes of the h e s  calculated with linear ~ ( r )  are not in the least s h d w  to the ~bseslrations, even if we 
use a B(T) calculated via the thin tube approxlmation. For example synthetic Fe I 5250.2 A profiles hwe 
6 A  =. 8 but 6a < 8, whae the observations show that bsth 6A and 6a are positive. 

8.4.4. Comparison With Observations 

In this section we attempt to match iiectral lines calculated with a model containing a stationary downflow to 
the data. We have tried to simultaneously reproduce the asymmetxy of four lines selected from Tab%@ 4.4, name%y 
Fe 15250.2 W, 5127.7 W, 5083.3 Al and Fe I1 5197.6 A. The firnt three are low X, Fe I Ilnes with strongly different 
SI values, while 5197.6 A is an Fe 11 line slightly stronger than 5250.2 A. We use a nurnber of temperature 
rnodeb: the plage and network modeb derived In chapter 5, a rnodei with T(r)  siimilar to that of (Shapman 
(1979), and models with T = THsRA + ATp where A T  - 480 M* and 880 K, and AT $ %aT(l-l). hitially we chsse 
the magnetic field as calsulated with the thin tube approximatlsn, with B(T = 1) - 2000 G ,  as suggested by the 
results 0% chapter 6.  Eates B(r)  was allowed to be specified freely in an attempt to reproduce the Pines better. 
No constraints have been placed on the u(r) stmcture throughout, We firnt detemined V(T) land lates also B(T)]  
by trying to reproduce one particular lline profile, usually Fe I 5250.2 A, and then calculated the other profiles 
with &Re Same atmosghere and velocity stmcture. 

In Fig. 8.12 we have pPotted the obsewed and calculated psofiles of the four selected Ilnes. The obsesvatiows 
were obtained in an active region plage (FTS4) and the calculations were made usiwg the plage temperature 
rnodel. derived in chapter 5. Since we are at  the moment only interested in the line shape, the synthetic profiles 
have been shif ed and multiplied by factors to make them mateh the clata. 

Although 5127.7 W. can be reproduced reasonably well shultaweous$y with 5256.2 A, &Be synthetic 5083.3 
psofile does not fit the data at  all%, Wh& the ca%culated values of the relative area t%symmetsy; JA(5127) = 
0.'9%, SA(525Q) = 5.1%, and 6A(5083) - 28.1%, hcrease steadily with "ie strength, in aseordance with 
the results 0% the test caleulations sf Seet. 8.4.3, this bs not tme for the obsemed mlues, with 6A(5129) - 
-1.8%, 6A(5250) = 5,3%, and 6A(5683) = 5.2%, The 6A of the ealculated grofiles of 5250.2 A and 5127-7 W %%e 
within the emos in the data, but the obsewed profiles of 5250.2 A m d  5083-3 W, have appromnnately equaP relative 
cesymmetry which leads to a mis-ma&ch betwen the data and the ca%culations beeause tbe observed mgrmmetq 
does not increase steadily with line strength as the model requires. The relative behaviour of these lines is simllar 
for the other tested models as welI, none of which reproduees the data better. 

We also tried improving the fit to 5083.3 alone, but tha fit to 5250.2 then begins to deteriorate, Qnly 
512'9.7 W remaims almost uwchanged, due to its relative Insensitivity to velocity gradienta, Aetually, 5083.3 A 
poses considerable problerns by itself; since the shape sf its complete V grofile is very diEcul& to reproduce. In 
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Pig. 8.12 Profiles of Fe I 5083.3 A, Fe 15127.7 A, Fe XI 5197.7 dj, and Fe I 5250.2 A, as observed in an active 
plage (solid curves) and calculated (dashed curves) using a stationary downflow, which is chosen such 
that the Fe I 5250.2 A profile is reproduced. The calculated profiles have been shifted and normalised 
to the observations. 

order to check whether this problem is due to a hidden blend, or some other peculiarity of this particular line, 
we have also briefly used the Fe I 5127.3 A line, which has an excitation potential and line strength similar to 
5083.3 A. However, 5127.3 A also exhibits the Same problems. 

The difficulty is due to the fact that the observed asymmetry of the strong low excitation lines requires 
the presence of relatively small velocity gradients, while, at the Same time, these lines are also considerably 
velocity broadened (chapter 7). In fact, such lines have nearly the largest velocity broadening of ail the Fe I lines. 
Therefore, if a stationary flow with a small gradient is chosen as the only velocity in the fluxtube, then the line 
width cannot be reproduced. If, on the other hand, we try to reproduce the large width with only a velocity 
gradient, an immense value is required and the asymmetry becomes much too large. 

A possible way out of this dilemma is to use a combination of stationary velocity with a small vertical gradient 
and a turbulence velocity, composed for example of a micro- and a macroturbu%ence. The former produces the 
asymmetry, while the latter gives the line the required width. Although the resulting profile does not yet have 
the right shape, it is considerably closer to the observed profile than if any one of the mechanisms is used alone. 
Nonetheless a stationary flow inside the fluxtube cannot by itself account for the profile of Fe X 5083.3 A. 
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When using the velocity derived by fitting Fe I 5250.2 A to calculate Fe I1 5197.6 A we find that this line 
also has a too lasge asymmetry compared to the observed profile (6Aai, --: 11.4% %or the plage model, while 
JAob, = 4.4%), although the amplitude asymmetry is similar to the observed one (Fig. 8.12). The factor 0% twrg 
larger asymmetry of the calculated Fe 11 5197.6 W line profile compared to that 0% Fe I 5250.2 A is mainly due 
to the fact that the former ia considerably less weakened by the higher ternperature 0% the fluxtube model. 

We have also observed that all the good fits to the shape of Fe 1 5258.2 A, involving only a stationupy 
dswnflow, have a aero-crossing wavelength shifted towards the red by a value greater than approximately 0,9 
km seco%, A shi%t is induced by the requirement that the velocity rnust retain the same sign over the who%e 
phstosphere. Note thae we reduce the shlft t s  a mlnlmum by Setting U = 0 just below the height at whieh the 
line starts to become sensitive to the veycitai. gradient. This choice is somewhat unrea%k&ic since, due to mass 
consesvation, the velocity cannot disappear completely. Therefore, the obsenational constraht that the Stokes 
V zero-crossing shift is less than 0.25 km sec-"chapter 7) also speaks strongly agalnst a purely stationary flow 
being the source of the Stokes V asymmetry. The argument that, since a s y m m e t ~  and eero-srossing shift of 
5250.2 W cannst be reproduced simultaneously by stationary flows, these cannot be the main cause of Stokes V 
wymmetry in fluxtubes has been invoked earlier by Pahlke and Solanki (1986). 

The zero-crosaing shift can be reduced still further if we use a tiarbulenee velocity to produce a part of 
the line broadening. Thus by broadening the 5250.2 W line with a mixture of micro- an$ macroturbulence of 
amplitude B 1.5-2.0 km sec-' we have been able to obtain a seso-crsssing shifi as srnall as 0 . 4 4 , 5  
km sec-', whieh is considerably eloser to the upper bound of 0.25 km sec-P set by the obaervations in chapter 
7. Bowever, the additional turbulent velsdty implies that we mo longer have a pure downflow. 

Ffma%%yy if we accept that the ternperature in the network is higher than in the plage (U suggested by 
the analysls 0% chapter 51, we have the paradoxica% situation that the higher temperature leads t s  sma%%er 
asymmetriea 0% the aynthetic profiles in the netwsrk for a given velocity and rnagwetic field stmcture, but tha 
obsemed asymrnetries can be csnsiderably larger than in the plage. Thus, we have been able to reproduce the 
observed network profile of 5250.2 W. with the network modal of chapter Ci onlly by inereming both the velocrty 
and tBe magnetic fieM gradients significantly. 

In the present chapter we have presented extensive obsemational evidence for Stokes V asymmetry, a brieb 
sverview of the various mechanisms proposed to produce it, an8 a detailed discussion, lncluding model calcula- 
tions, af ehe simples& Q% these mechanisms involving a stationary ffow with rr. heighb gradient inside the fluxtubes. 
A compaslson 0% the ealculated profiles to the obsewrations highlights the limitations sf this mechanism. Ths 
followiwg three argurnents summarise the case agalnst a stationary flow m the sole responsible agent for the 
observed asymmetry. 

* We are unable to reproduce the profiles (JA values) of e.g. Fe 15250.2 and Fe I 5083.3 A, or Fe 'I 5258.2 
W and Fe I1 5197.6 Ib simultaneouslly. 

e We are unable to reproduce the asymmetry and the line-width of Fe I 5083.3 Ib simultaneously. 
e We are unable to reproduce the asymmetry and the zero-crossing shift 0% Fe I 5250.2 A simultaneously. 

We therefore conclude that stationary flows inside fluxtubes are not the main contributom to the asymrnetry in 
the Stokes V profiles. Thk  resuit is indirectly supported by the calculations 0% Ribes et a%, (1985) who have 
calculated %ine profiles for the tkeoretical fluxtube models of Unno and Ribes (1949) which contain stationary 
downflows. Ths resnlting profiles also do not match the daba at  d l .  

BQ these wgrarnents irnply that ve%oclties are ruled out rn the sourcs 0% V asapinrimetry a%together? We believe 
not. Firntlas there is the indirect empIWca1 avidence for iai connectisn between a s y m m e t ~  and veloeity brsadsniwg 
presented In Sect. 8.4.2. bfeeondlh as the detailed xnodelling in chaptem 5 and 7 has shown, large amplitude mass 
motlons are present in fiuxtubes, which broaden the lines considerably, but do not srignificantlp shtft them. Drxe 
to the strong vertical land, for a small fluxtube, also horizontal] stratification, gradients in velocity an8 magnetic 
field along the line 0% sight are bound to occur, Thus the velocity will automatically tend to produce some 
asymmetry in the line profiles. Bowever, the velocity structure will be considerably more involved than the 
simple U ( ? - )  psofiles considered here. For the purposes of empiricali modelling it may be represented as the sum 
of many individual (stabionary) V ( ? - ) ,  so thaf Stokes V prafiles calculated fsr a large number af v(7) will have ta 
be snmrned up to give a msultant wkick ean be compared to the observatisws. One problern with this approaeh 
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is the large number of free parameters which makes a purely empirical analysis impractical and requires that 
a physically self-consistent and dynamical model of fluxtubes be used. This is beyond the scope of the present 
investigation. 

The assumptions made in the present work, one line of sight with a stationary velocity, are quite restrictive. 
Thus it is possible that in reality velocities outside' the fluxtube also play a role in producing the asymmetry. 
We conclude that, although stationary flows inside fluxtubes can, to our mind, be ruled out as the dominating 
source of Stokes V asymmetry, the broader question of whether velocity is the main source of 6A,  or if the optical 
pumping mechanism of Kemp et al. (1984) plays the major role still cannot be decided at present. 



9. An Expansion Model 

A i c h  literature exists on theoretical. m o ~ l s ' o f  smali. magnetic fluxtubes, A mriety of approaches and appssx- 
imations for determining the magnetlc stmcture of a fluxtube with height have been tsfed, some 0% whieh are 
Ilsted below. Many models employ the so-ealled 'thin tube approwmstisnn or 'slewder tube appraxlmation", 
where the internal magnetic field, pressure, temperature etc. are assumed to be uniform aeross the cross-seetion. 
The magnetic field is also supposed to be pureiy axial and unrestrained by tension forces. Examples sf such 
msdels are given by Parker (1955, 1979, 1982a, b), Defouw (1976), RobesLs and Webb (1978, 1979), Unno and 
Ribes (1979), Meyer et al. (1979), S p ~ i t  (1981a, b), Hasan and Schüssler (1985)~ Femari et al. (1985), and 
Kalkofen et al. (1986) among many othera. Such modeb have been used to investigate mws motions in flux- 
tubes, their stability, and possible heating mechaniams. Most emph-icali models of srnall fluxtubes ase also oP this 
type inc%nding the ones presented in this thesis. Potential and force-free field mode%s of srna%I fluxtnbes have 
been cowstmeted by Spmit (1976), Browning and priest (1982, 1983), Simow. et a%. (1983), an$ Van Ballegooijen 
(1985a). Van Ballegooijen has also ca%culated Stokes profiles in such mode%s, while Cacciai and Severins (1979) 
have detemined the csntlnuum signature of L)psu%tss msdel. A fudher cltisss of mode%s has beew Pntrsduced by 
Sehlüter and Temesvary (1958) and is based On the so-called similarity assumption, where the magnetic field Ps 
assumed to have a cross-sectlonal shape independent of height. Self-similar models 0% smal% fluxtubes have been 
calculated by Wilson ($977a, b), Solanki (%982), and Qsherovlch et a%, (1983). Chapman an$ Ginge%% (1984) 
have ealculated the eontinuum contrast of the last named 0% these models, Deinzer et a1, (1983, 1984a, b) have 
published fully self-consistent MHD models in two dimensional slab geometry (including an energy equation and 
tha effects of ehe fluxtube on its sunbundings), while Knnölhr at al, (1985, 1987) have used the same method 
to calculate slightly thicker tubes. Steher et al. (1986) have ealculated models of smai% ffuxtubes based on the 
seE-eonslstent method of Pneuman and Kopp (1971), includhg a cument sheet. Finally! Nordlund (1983, 1985, 
1986) has presented dynamical 3-D fluxtube rnodels. Schüssler (1987) has compared some of these theoretleal 
msdels with the obsemtions in detail. 

In. this chapter a theoretical model is presented which inehdes the effects 0% magnetic tension, but which, 
at tha same time, Is simple enough $0 serve as the bask of future empirical analyses sf fluxtube properties, The 
wdlahive transfer calcnlations of Van Ballegooijen (1985a, b) suggest that the geornetry of fluxtubes la quite 
important for the spectmm, and a (simple) 2-D model is therefore required to camy out such calcu%ations. This 
has been confimed by De Martino (1986) and Solanki and De Martino (in pseparation). This model also sellres 
t s  study another effect, which has so far received only little attention, namely the merglng of fluxtubes. We 
expect that any discrete set of fluxtubes will merge into larger field distributions if we go high enough into the 
atmosphere, since an unobstnicted fluxtube will expand indefinitely with height. 

She merging problem has so far been considered consistently onlly for entire network and plage regions, under 
the assumption of a potential field (Gabriel, 1976; Anzer and Galloway, 1983a, b). Spniit (1984) has studied the 
effect of fluxtube merging on wave amplitudes, but doea not calculate the merging height seE-comsistently, We wish 
t s  iwvestigate the stmeture and merging 0% individual smaH fluxtubes iwstead of the behavisur sf whsle ensembles 
of them, an$ a%so to attack the problern fsom an MHD stawdpoint. Since b ~ t h  the &hin $ube a p p r a ~ m a t i s n  and 
the similarity assumption lead to problems (no intemal. stmeture: fsr the thin &ube approrrjmatisn, fixed hom?zonta% 
variatio~ of the magnetic fieid for similarity theosp which k incornpatible with the rnerging of fiuxtnbes), and 
a fuX% MRD so%aition Is tos extensive for our later requis-ement af a model with which to empiRea%ly detemirne 
fiuxtube properties, we use an expansion technique to solve the MHD equatiows. 

The MHD equations are expanded in a power series about the axis of the fluxtube. The zess-th order 
solution Rs then the thiw tube apprsxirnation, and higher order t e m s  hake lnto sccount the finite width of the 
Iauxtnbe. We shall solve the equations to seeond ordes. A similar expansion agproach has beew suggested bgr 
Browning and Priest (1982, 1983). Thk chapter is based on the wo& of Pnenman et al. (1986). 
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9.2. lasic Equations 
If we neglect the transport of energy, then a magnetised gas with infinite conductivity (and a magnetic per- 
meability of l) in an external constant gravitational field can be described in the MHB approximation by the 
equation of continuity, divergence freedom of B, the momentum transport equation, and the equation of state of 
an ideal gas 

where p is the density, V the velocity vector, B the magnetic field vector, g the acceleration due to gravity, F the 
vector of the viscous force per unit volume, P the gas pressure, R the universal gas constant, and m, the mean 
particle mass. 

For the stationary structure of a solar magnetic fluxtube in the absence of 0ows (cf. Sect. 7.2) we need use 
only the magnetohydrostatic approximation, and the above set of equations reduces to 

We now assume that the fluxtube is rotationally symmetric around the vertical z-axis, i.e, we reduce the 
problem to two dimensions. Let r, 8 ,  and z be ordinary cylindrical coordinates. In this geometry Eqs. (9.5) to 
(9.7) become 

where B„ Be, and B, are the three compontents of the magnetic field, and H the scale height defined by 

k being Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, Ra the solar radius, G the gravitational constant, and Mo 
the solar mass. Fig. 9.1 illustrates some of the basic quantities. 

Further calculations are simplified by transfonning Eqs. (9.8)-(9.11) into non-dimensional fonn. To this end 
we define the following non-dimensional quantities 

where B*, P*, and T* are the values of B, P, and T at the reference height z = 0 on the axis of the fluxtube 
(Fig. 9.1), and 
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Pig, 9,l Schematie of fluxtube geometv 
showiwg pertimewt definitions. 

BP ab, a b ,  b ,  d 8, =bz - z) - y G ( ~ b s ) j  

where 
P* ,5'= 4 r - p .  

We now expand all variables in. a power series in X .  

We express bz by an even series in X ,  while b,  and be ase given by odd sesles. Thi% k consistent with power 
series expamsions of potential fields and awalytieal fosce free fields (cf, Fexaaso an$ PIlumpt~n, 1966). Pos p and 
B expawsions containing only even t e m s  are used cbs well, as suggested by the fsm of the Eqs. (9.19)-(9.22). 

The gas density ean be detemined via the ideal gas equation (9.7) and need not eomcem us further In this 
ehapter.t Now Equations (9.19) - (9.22) assume the form 

2 ß ( p 2  + zp4z2 + . -) = (ho + h.z2 + - -) ((f: + f ; z 2  f . -) - (2h2 t. 44z2 -i- . . .)) 
(9.29) 

- ( 9 i - i - g 3 ~ ~ + ~ . . ) ( ~ g l + 4 ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ) ,  

It is not required for radlative transfer calcuiations either. 
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O = 2 ( f l +  f 3 ~ 2 + . . . ) ( g 1 + 2 g 3 ~ 2 + . . . ) + ( h ~ + h 2 ~ 2 + - . . ) ( g ~ + g ~ 2 + . . . ) ,  (9.30) 

, ~ ( ( u ~ + u ~ x ~ + . ~ ~ ) ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ x ~ + ~ . ~ ) + ( ~ o + ~ ~ x ~ + ~ ~ ~ ) )  

= ( U O + U ~ Z ~ + . . . ) ( - ( ~ ~ X +  f 3 z 3 + . ) ( ( f : x +  f ; x J +  . . , )  (9 .31)  

- ( 2 h 2 ~ +  h4x3 + ...))  - ( g l ~ +  g 3 ~ 3 +  . . . ) ( g :  X +  93x3 + . . .  

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to Y. Equating equal powers of X up through t e m s  of 0 ( x 2 )  
yields, 

xO tems: 

In addition to these equations, the solution must also satisfy the boundary condition that the total pressure 
B + B 2 / 8 r  does not change across the boundary (we assume a discrete boundary of the fluxtube) 

where 

@ = (8nPe + B ~ ) / B * ~ .  

P, and B, are the external gas pressure and magnetic field strength respectivley, and a = RIH* the non- 
dimensional radius of the tube. The external gas pressure P, is not to be mistaken with the electron pressure 
denoted by the Same Symbol in other chapters of this thesis. Another condition for b ,  is that the total amount 
of axial magnetic flux is conserved 

i b ,  X dx = const. (9 .43)  

0 

Expanding Eqs. (9.41) and (9.43) according to a (it being a Special value of z) and retaining t e m s  upto a2 we 
obtain 

' (WPO + h;) + a2(2ßp2 + f l +  gf + 2hoh2) = Q,  (9 .44)  

where a* = R * / H * .  
Eq. (9.45) introduces as an additional unknown the radius of the tube a ( y ) .  As remarked earlier, these 

calculations are carried out without an energy equation and instead the temperature is specified prior to solving 
the MHD equations, so that we need not consider oo and 5 2  to be unknown variables. Keeping this in mind we 
have ten equations (9.33)-(9.40) and (9.44),  (9.45) in the eleven unknowns P O ,  pz, p 4 ,  ho, h2, h4, f i ,  f 3 ,  g i ,  g i ,  
and a. However, the variables p4 and h4 appear only in Eq. (9 .38) ,  so that by omitting this equation, we are Ieft 
with nine equations for nine unknowns and have therefore got a closed System. 
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h4 arid pr ean be detemined from bhe other nine variables by using Eq. (9.38) an$ the equation resulting 
from ehe z%ems of Eq. (9.29), i.e. 

P(BOP; + p4 + B a ~ b  + f f 4 ~ ; )  =: - f f o ( f ~ f 3  - f a  f :  + 4Pah4 -t- 2f3h2) (9.46) 
- f fa( , f i f i  - 2faha)  - ~ 0 ( 9 % 9 &  -t- 939;) - gaagag%. 

This psoeedure, although not eompletely seif-conslstent, will be used later t e  check whether $4 awd &L4 are smallX 
ewough to ensure the validity of ous so$ution. 

We can rewsPte our seb of equatlorns in such a way that po, f a ,  $1, psl hs, and cz are expressed in t e m s  sf ha 
and the prescdbed temperature BO and alowe. Thus 

cb" 
0 '=r --- 

&' 
~ ~ h e m o i - e ,  we express f a  and gs as functiona of ho arnd hq. Using Eq. $9.51) it is possible te, wsPte $3 and gs 
in t e m s  of only one ,unknswn, namely ho, but the resultlng expressions are csrnplex and do not offer an- new 
irnsight, 

It is, therefore, snly necessaq to detemine ho in o d e r  t e  obtain all the uwknawws, A differential equatisa for 
ko can be derived from tRe boundary cswdltion Eq. (9.44). Let us firnt coneider the case of a sslitary Buxtube 
embedded in a non-magnetic atmosphere. By substltuting Eqs. (9.49)-(9.52) k~t;o Eq. (9.44) we ob& airn 

whese 6 = cza2gg2. This is the only place where the twist of the magnetic field entern into this equation, If we 
take only the RHS of Eq. (9.55) and put it equal to Zero, setting 6 = 8 as well (no inltial twist), then we regalan 
the well knswn thin tube approximation. In general, however, fluxtubes wiU be present in gsoups (e.g. in network 
eleninernts or in region plages) and will merge abeve a given height, E we haue a collection of identical, 
vertisal, and eylindrieally symrnetric flnxtnbes which, at tha referernce Xevel y - 0, oecupg a fractisn a 0% tBe 
area, then each of these tubes will expsnd with height m d  they -will eventually merge with each other whew their 
arew have inereaad by a. factor l / a ,  Sinee the inteisaaa.1 fields sf the Pndlvidua1 fluxtubes beeeme vertical and 
uniform near the height at which they merge, the breakdown in cyliwdrkal syrnmetry arourad %hat %evel shou%d 
wob sigsiificantly affect our analysis. However, twisted fie1ds have t s  be treated segaratelx since for thern the fie%d 
does wo% beeome vestica$ and uniform abow awy given height. 

We model the mesging as follows. The spaee betweew the fluxtubes is assumed to be fi%%ed with a small 
extemal seed field of magnltude B„ which has a value Be at the referenee beight y = 0. The consematiow of flnx 
re%a&es B, to the field strengeh along the fluxtube a%Ps 
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The filling factor a can be defined unambiguously in our model due to the sharp boundary. Recall that a! is 
independent of y. It follows from Eq. (9.56) that B, increases with height as the fluxtube expands. In particular, 
as the value of ho approaches a, B, becomes large and mimics the effect of a neighbouring fluxtube by forcing the 
model tube to become straight. We wish to note that the seed field is used only as a convenient way of obtaining 
smooth merging. If it is chosen to be sufficiently small at the reference level its strength does not influence any 
of the properties of the solution such as the merging height, or the shape of the fluxtube (cf. Sect. 9.3.1). 

Now, assuming the external magnetic field to have the form given by Eq. (9.56) we again carry out the 
substitutions made to derive Eq. (9.55) and obtain a second order non-linear differential equation for ho, 

We solve this equation numerically. Before describing the method of solution and the results we fint define the 
merging height and the external atmosphere to the fluxtube. 

We consider the fluxtubes to be merged when the quantity hb/ho (a measure of how vertical the field is) 
becomes less than some small, arbitraq value. In practice we say the tubes are merged when 

A short distance above this height the internal field of the fluxtube without twist (i.e. 6 = 0) becomes uniform 
(h2 --, 0) and ho approaches the constant value 

The fluxtube is now vertical and straight, and in the limit of a vanishing seed field (Be -+ 0) its boundary lies 
immediately adjacent to that of its neighboun, so that the concept of individual fluxtubes loses its meaning for 
greater heights. . . 

For specifying the external gas pressure, we will employ the HSRASP (cf. Sect. 4.5.1). We choose our 
reference level, y = 0, at the ~5000  = 1 level of that model. 

The actual numerical integration of Eq. (9.57) is carried out using the routine DGEAR of the IMSL (Inter- 
national Mathematics and Statistics Library), which is based on the backward differentiation formula method 
(cf. Gear, 1971, and Hindmarsh, 1974), an implicit linear multistep method. In order to carry out the integration 
we must specify ho and hb at y = 0. ho equals unity there by definition and hb is adjusted so as to make ho 
smoothly approach a constant value (given by the filling factor ar-) at large distances. Experience has shown that 
the solution of Eq. (9.57) is critically dependent on hb. Even slight changes cause the solution to diverge to 
either +W or 0 at  a finite value of y. Moreover, as we proceed to increasingly deeper layers (y  < 0) we expect 
ho to approach the thin fluxtube solution to an ever closer degree. This means that wherever we choose our 
reference level to lie, the degree of depth in the physical atmosphere must be reflected in a relationship between 
the reference values on the right-hand-side of Equation (9.57). If the internal temperature is identical to the 
external temperature then, the deeper the reference level, the closer the right-hand-side initially must be to Zero. 
This amounts to a relationship between P*, B*, P:, B:, and 6 which reads 

if the reference level lies deep enough down in the atmosphere. \E is not identicallyzero because of radial variations 
in the base conditions. In practice, we use Equation (9.60) to determine P*. The small. difference in \E from 
Zero is a weak function of U* and is adjusted until a solution is found which is well behaved as y increases in the 
negative direction. 

Bow does this approach compare to similarity theory? Major differences exist between our approach and 
models based on similarity theory, such as those of Schlüter and Temesvary (1958), Deinzer (19651, Yun (1970, 
1971), Landman and Finn (1979), Solanki (1982), and Osherovich et al. (1983), even if we exclude the merging. 
The main difference results from the fact that similarity theory constrains the radial form of the magnetic field 
and pressure. The radial force balance can then be satisfied exactly, for any chosen temperature distribution, 
but the axial force balance can be achieved for only one particular horizontal temperature distribution. This 
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is of coune unrealistic, since the hoxizontal temperature distribution is In generai detemined by the chosee 
energy equation. The expansion technique takes the opposite couxse. Fimt the temperature is specified, eitker 
empirically or through an energy equation an8 then the radial variation of the field strength an8 pressure is 
ca$cu%ated, As will be shown in Sect. 9.3, the field strength is found to be distinetly non-seif-similar. 

In Sects. 9,3.1 and 9.3.2 we study untwisted tubes, looking at the effects sf twist separately in Sect. 9.3.3, Finally 
in Sect. 9.3.4 we eompare our second order soiution with the thin tube approstamation and also try to estimate tke 
significance of the fouxth order tems.  T6ere are a number of free parametess in the modal which can be varied. 
Owe of these is the temperature, Except for a~ few calculations we have kept the temperatuse fixed throughout 
this chapter, assuming the temperature inside the fluxtube to be the same as the temperature outside ab equal 
geometxical depth (we keep ra(y) - 0). We rnight expect this to be not far fmm the tmth when radiative 
eoup%ing between the fluxtube and its susfoundings Is suffielently efficient, and mechanical heating plays only e 

subordiwate role. 

9.9.1. Merging Height und Fluztube Croee-Section 

Fimt let us examine the effect ob the seed field an the bluxtube crsss-eeetion. Fig. 9 2  shows Rlz) for fluxtubes 
with different Belbl* values. %f we choose the temperature EIS m(y) = 0, a o ( y )  - oasaa(y), then B" fcailowra 
dbectly fmm Eq. (9.60). %n particalar, in the limit 0% vanishing Be the sdution becsmes independent sf B" 
and i.s detemined snPy by (L" and a (as %eng a~ Eq, (9.60) is satlsafied). We have chosen a radius 0% 100 km and 
c% filllng hetor of 0,1. This filling factor fies between the Iswer values for network fields In quiet regions and 
ehe higher values csmesponding t s  strsng plages (chagter 61, The value for the radius k close to that given by 
Muller and Keil ($983) fsr faeular points in contlnuum observations of the quiet Suw network. Since we keep the 
pressure uniform acrsss the cross~eetion, the calculated fiellds are potential. As expected, the smaller the seed 
fieild strength, the eloser the tube expqds  towards its theorebicrail Iimit 

Pt appears from Fig. 9.2 that the merging height as defined by Eq. (9.58) is appmximcttely independent of the 
strength of the seed field. 

Spmit and Zwaan (1981) find that, in active regions, small fluxtubes exhibit a broad ramge of diarneters 
ranging fmm below their best resolution up to 1.6'' (fluxtubes Iwger than %his are seen pores). We have 
therehre also studied the effect of fluxtube diameter on the merging height, although we have coneentrated 
mostly on the so called facular elements, which according to Spmit and Zwaan ($981) have diameters < 0.5". 
Tbe cross-section variation and merging height for different values of R* but a fixed filling factor of 10% is shown 
in Fig. 9.3. TRe d ~ h e d  enrve represents the locus 0% merging heights which, curiously, is essentially a linear 
funetion of R, and, hence R*. Since the filling factor is fixed, a larger value 0% R* conresponds to fewer fluxtubes 
per uwit surface ärea on the Sun. We see then that, the larger the fluxtubes, the higher the level above 1-5000 - 1 
that they mesge, The horizontal line in the figure represents the temperature minimum level of the HSRA which 
we shall consider to be the base of the chromosphere. Henee, anless the tubes are veti-y t h h  (< 25 km), merging 
takes place in the chmmosphexe for this filling factsr, 

By eombiniwg the thin tube approximation with the consewrabion of magnetic flnx in an kothemal extemal 
atmosphere, Spmit (1083) derived a simple expression fsr the merging height as a bianactlon 0% the other physieal 
parametem, It reads 

zm - -IPana, (9.62) 

where a, is the merging height and IP is the isothemal scale height. From the compansow 0% Eq, (9.61), which 
gives a merging height Independent of R*, with Fig, 9<3, shows that the merging height clearly inereases with 
R*, we conclude that the magnetic cuwature forces have a significant infltrence on the merging height. 

Next we vary a from 0.025 to 1. whiPe keeping the radius R" constant at  100 km. The resulting ersss-sections 
are plotted in Fig. 9.4, with the merging height indicated by the dashed Iiwe. As expected, the merging helght 
vcts9es invemely with fillhg factor. The shape of this cnme is apprsgmately Iogaaathmic in accordance with that 
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Fig. 9.2 Variation of the fluxtube 
cross-section with height I I I 

for different values of the 
1000 - 

ratio of seed field strength 
(B" to the internal field 
strength (B*) .  We have 
chosen an initial radius 
(R*) of 100 km and a fill- 
ing factor (CY) of 0.1. The 
vertical line represents - 
the radius for complete 3 
merging. We See that, "" 500 . 

as the seed field strength 5 
becomes infinitely small, 2 
the solution becomes es- 
sentially independent of 
its magnitude. Further- 
more, the merging height 
is almost independent of 
the seed field strength. 

radius (km) 

Fig. 9.3 Height variation of cross- 1500 
section for different ini- 
tial base diameters and a 
filling factor of 0.1. Here, 
larger base diameters 
correspond to fewer flux- 
tubes per unit volume. 
The horizontal line is the 
level of the temperature 
minimum and the dashed 
curve is the locus of the 
merging heights. Note 
that this curve is almost 
a straight line. 
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predicted by Equation (9.62), but the constant of proportionality between z, and l n a  does not correspond to 
the appropriate scale height. For CY < 0.1, i.e., for network fields, the merging takes glace in the chrornosphere. 
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in strong plages, however, the filling factor can be considerably larger and merghg ean occus in the photosphere, 

Let us wext v a q  the temperature inside the fluxtube. If the Interna% temperature diffem fmm the extemal 
valne, the merging height becomes dependent on B*. We model the temperature diEerence in a cmde manwrer, 
by sugposing the ratio of the external ( K )  to h temal  (Ti) temperature to  be a fixed value for all heights in 
the atmosphere (we also keep -2 = 0 throughout), Flg. 9.5 shows the merging height as a function of for 
B* - 1380, 1500, and 1700 G. 

Ihr < 1, the merging height increases with incseasing B* whereas, for ",/Ti > 1, the reveme is 
tme. The reasons for this behaviour are the following, For $,/T < P, the internal gas psessure falls off more 
slow%y with height than the extemal. gas pressu"w and, at some heighb they become nearly equai. Mere, the 
iwtemal magnetie field must beesme srnall In o d e r  to satlsfy the boundary cswditions and the cross-section %hen 
becomes large enough to ensure merging. Since Equation (9.60) must be satisfied a t  the referenee level, the 
intemal pressure, P*, has to be Iower for larger field strengthe, B**'. This means that tha height at whlch the 
intemal gas pressure becornes larger than the extemal gr%s pressurs inereases with increasing B* resulting in a. 
comespondingby higher merging height. Due to the presenee of the seed fiel$ tenn in Equation (9.579, whlch 
dominates over the pressure t e m s  near the merging height, valid solutiona caw be obtained even above the leveP 
at which the internal gas pressure becomes larges than the externall gm pressure. Bue to  magnetic tension the 
Biuxbubes do not become straight suddenly at this height, so that the merging height (defined in Seetion 3-1) 
can Ile above this level, The lhes  in Fig. 9.5 are drawn di~shed for small Z$/$i since the Iow merging height 
and the related very rapid expansion 0% the buhe lead the modeE to the Iiwaits of its validity For $,/T, > 1, on 
the other hand, the iaatemal pressum falb so sapidIy wibh respeet to ths extemal pressura %hat it soan becomes 
nn imps~an t .  Now, the Pntemal. magnetic pressure dsminates and produces more rapid expansion and quicker 
merging m the field strengeh i s  incremed. Note thst,  as becomes very small csmpared to T„ the merging 
height agpmaches an asymptotie value hdegendent 0% 3. This is becaase the intemal gas  pressure now deereases 
so rapidBy with height that it beeomes totally enlmpor%ant not fap above the reference leve%. 

9.3.2, Internal Structure of ehe fluxdube 

The hsriaontal mriation of B, and Pa, are shovrrw at; different heights Ha the atmosphere in Fig. 9*6. The base 
psessare for this rnodel Xs assumed to be uniform i.e, P,* -9 0. The radial variation of the 6eld is showw at intewaas 
of 100 km, upwaipas fmrn the reference %eve%, T,/z = 1 for all the rnodels diseussed in this section, We see that, 
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Pig. 9.5 Dependence of merging height upon ratio of external (T,) to internal (Ti) temperature for different 
base magnetic field strengths. 

at low heights, B, is almost uniform, as expected from the thin fluxtube approximation. As we proceed upward 
the axial field becomes more nonuniform, declining outward from the center of the tube. Then, near the merging 
height, it becomes more uniform again and is, of Course, constant after merging. This varlation of B, with radius 
and height is clearly not self-similar. Note that the correction terms to ho and f i  (x2h2 and s3f3) are not large 
but also not negligible. 

The case of a tube with base pressure increasing outwards, such that a*2p2 = 1 is shown in Fig. 9.7. Near the 
reference level the magnetic field is now distinctly more non-uniform, in order to provide the ourward magnetic 
pressure gradient needed to balance the inward gas pressure gradient at the lower boundary. However, at  and 
above the merging height no difference is Seen with respect to the case with horizontally constant gas pressure. 
How can this be explained? The horizontal gradient of the gas pressure does not disappear, since as opposed to 
the variation of the magnetic field quantities, the gas pressure does behave self-similarly if the temperature inside 
the tube is the Same as that outside. This can be Seen by using Eqs. (9.47) and (9.50) to write the expression 
for the total pressure for the case of a horizontally uniform temperature ( 0 2  = O), 

p = po + x2p2 + - . , m ( 1  + x2p2ho) exp (- 1 2). 
But, from Equation (9.45) we have ho = ( a * / ~ ) ~ ,  so that 

Obviously, this is a singular case since the self-similar property disappears if the internal and external tempera- 
tures are unequal or if the internal temperature varies with X .  The above equation shows that the lateral pressure 
gradient persists even after the fluxtubes have merged. This means that the magnetic field cannot be exactiy 
uniform after merging. Kowever, the pressure declines exponentially while the magnetic field remains constant 
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FIg, 9.6 Radial variation of B, and B, at different 
heights for a typical fluxtube of initial ra- 

1 dius equal to 100 km and a filling factor 
ob 0,1. Fon t h k  case, the base gas pressure 

I is taken to ba uniform. To interpret this 
I figure and othem Iike it properly, visualize 

the figure of the overall fluxtube geome- 

I try to be subdivided into groups of subfig- 
I ures placed a t  different heights in the tube. 
I 

I 
Each subfigure contains three cunes. At 

I the bottom is a horizontal line defining the 
height. Above it is the radial variatlon. 
of B, shown dashed and, abova that, the 
variation of B, (solid). As in all, figures 
ob this type, both B, and a3, are nomal- 
iaed to the value of B, on the axk. Here, 
the axial field at the aase is essentially uni- 
f o m  gut then begins to decline outward as 

1 the height increases. But, near the merg- 
ing height2 it  approaches unifomity again, 
consktent with a unlfom vertical cross- 
section. 

Fig, g07 The same as Fig, 9.6 but with a base gas 
pressure increasing outward from tke axis. 
Now, the axial field is no longer unifom at 
the base since Its psessure gradient muat 
balance the inward gas pressure gradient. 
At large heights, however, the gas pres- 
sure is ns Ionger irnportant and the field 
äpproaches unifonnity as in Fig. 9.6. 
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after merging, so that this non-unifonnity damps out rapidly above the merging height. Even below the merging 
height, magnetic tension makes the field decrease considerably less rapidly than the pressure. 

In Fig. 9.8 the internal magnetic field stxucture of a fluxtube with the pressure at the lower boundary 
decreasing with radius is shown. The magnitude of pz is chosen such that a*2p2 = -1. The result is as expected 
with the axial magnetic field now increasing outward in the lower part of the tube in order to provide the 
required pressure gradient, Higher up, the solution is similar to the other two cases. The independence of the 
radial dependence of the field on the horizontal pressure variation has already been explained further up. 

Fig. 9.8 The Same as Fig. 9.6 but with the base 
gas pressure now decreasing outward. As 
expected, the axial field at the  base now 
increases outward to counterbalance the 
outward gas pressure gradient but then 
begins to decline outward as the influence 
of the pressure declines. Eventually, as 
in the previous cases, the field becsmes 
uniform near the merging height. 

I I 
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9.3.9. Fluxtube Models With a Twasted Field 

Because the higher order t e m s  in the expansion become quite large if the twist is too significant, it is Safe within 
the context of the expansion method we are using to investlgate only relativeiy small values of the initial twist. 
Nevertheless, several interesting results do emerge from the lnvestigation of even quite small pitch angles. For 
initial pitch angles less than 15*, the twist has only a smaU effect upon the cross-section and merging height, 
the calculation to second order showing a sllght decrease in the cross-section a t  greater heights as compared to 
the untwisted case. However, we believe this result could be spurious for the following reason: As can be Seen 
from Eq. (9.57)) the net effect of B* (through the term containing 6) is of the Same sign as the external pressure 
and tends to enhance the axial field at the axk, ho, in agreement with the results of Parker (1974). However, 
the fiux condition correct to second order, Eq. (9.45), contains only hoa2 and not the fourth order term in the 
axial field h2a4. Because ho is enhanced, the final calculated cross-section from Eq. (9.52) will be underestimated 
without the inclusion of the fourth order term which can become significant a t  great heights where, in the twisted 
case, the radial gradient of B, becomes large. Therefore, the result that the cross-section is slightly decreased 
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for increasing twist should not necessarily be taken as a contradiction to the opposite results of Parker (1974, 
1976)". It may merely show the inadaquacies of a second order expansion when the twist becomes large (as it 
does near the rnerging height). In any case, the effect on the cross-section is expected to be quite limited due to 
the restrictions imposed by merging. We feel that, despite this problem, some qualitative conclusions on twisted 
tubes can still be reached. 

Since, to first order, the pitch angle of the field, 71, is given by 

B6 71 - tan-I - = tan" &a, 
B, 

we See that the twist increases with height i s  the fluxtube broadens in accordance with the results of Parker 
(1974). Moreover, the number of turns per unlt length along the tube remains approximately constant, i.e. 

1 
N - - tan 7 Q const. 

a 

Fig. 9.9 shows a plot of the tangent of the pitch angle as a function of height h r  three values of the initial twist. 
These curves are calculated correct to second order, i.e., 

The twist increases initially with height, reaches a maximum value as the fields begin t s  merge and then decreases 
again to an asymptotic constant value. It i s  the secowd order t e m s  in Eq. (9.67) whieh lead to the decrease in pitch 
above the merging heliht. The decrease above the merging height of (negative valued) R p ,  as the field beeomes 
mose uniform, i s  the dominent cause. The fact that the tube radius remains approximateiy constant above the 
merging leads to the twist showlng an asymptotic behaviour high in the atrnosphere, with the asymptotic value 

given approximately by 
* .  P 

tan qr  w -- tan q*, 
fi 

(9,68) 

wlkere q* is the pitch at the boundary of the fluxtube for y = 0. Eq. (9,66) is only appsoximate, since ha does 
not disappear above the merging height as is readily visible from Fig. 9.10, It should also be kept in mind that 
cyilindilcal symmetry breaks down above the merging height (since the field does not become uniform a t  any 
height above merging!), which nakes the discussion of twisted tubea in that regisn questionable. 

In Fig. 9.10 the horizontal variation of B, and Be (which repliaces B, in this figuse) Is shown at  various 
heights for the model with tan q* = 0.225. At the base < B, but at greater heights Be beeomes larger than 
B, near the surface of the tube, eonslstent with Fig. 9.9. The reason for the strong decrease In B, aeross the 
tube in the higher levels, even after merging, i s  that the azimuthal field produces an inward magnetic pressure 
force. Since the pressure in this model Is horizontally uniform, an outward magnetic pressure force is required to 
balance it. Therefore with increasing height and correspondingly increasing twist B, decreases ever more rapidly 
autwards. 

9.8.4. Comparison Wzth the Thin Flzlxtube Approzimation an$ the Importance of Higher Order Terms 

I% we set the RH§ of Eq. (9.57) equal to zero, then we obtain the magnetic fielld strueture in the thin fluxtube 
appsoximatian, but now modified to include merging with a seed field. In Fig. 9,1% the shape of the fluxtube 
crsss-section calculated with the modified thin tube approximation is eompared with the cross-sectioa 0% the 
seeond srder expansion solution. Both thin tube and expansion models have internal temperature equal to the 
external temperature, cu = 0.1, no twist and uniform base pressure (this last csndition is trivia'lly fufinlfilled for 
tbe thin tube approximation). Tubes having four different radii are shown, namely 25, 50, 75, and 100 km. It is 
evident that the differentes between the two solutions increase with height until they reach a rnaximum near the 
mergiwg height. Above that level the seed field forces both tubes to behave the Same. Magnetic tensisn evidently 
rnakes the tubes merge at a greater height. This effect increases with increasing radius, so that the second order 

* Although, our analysis is quite different from that of Parker (1974, 1946) in that we specifically include the 
radial csmponent, B„ in our treatment. 
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Fig. 9.9 Variation of pitch angle with height for a twisted fluxtube for different values of the initial twist at 
the base. ' For all these tubes, R* = 10Q km and a = 0.1. We See that the twist increases strongly 
with height. But, near the merging height, it reaches a maximum and then declines to a constant 
value. 

solution merges at ever greater heights (compare with Sect. 9.3.1), while the thin tube solutions all merge at 
approximately the Same height, in accordance with the results of Spruit (1983). 

In order to estimate the validity of our expansion technique, we plot in Fig. 9.12 the second and fourth order 
tenns in the expansion of the axial magnetic field strength at the boundary, nonnalized to  its value on the axis, 
i.e., 

This plot corresponds to the 'standard' model with a = 0.1, R* = 100 km, no twist, and with the temperature 
and pressure uniform over the cross-section. For this case, Equations (9.38), (9.461, and (9.51) yield simply 

1 ,, 1 (IV) h g = - - h 2 =  -ho . 
16 64 

Near the reference level both the second and fourth order terms are small. The second order term increases in 
magnitude with increasing height until it Starts decreasing again rapidly towards Zero slightly below the merging 
height, which for this model lies at 750 km. The fourth order terrn remains small over most of the height range. 
Near the merging height it reflects the rapid change in h2, since it is proportional to the culrvature of hz.  

Both the fourth order terms p4 and h4 remain small for most of the models studied by us, including those 
with pz # 0. However, they are strongly dependent on the radius of the tube. Furthermore, h4 may become 
large for tubes with large twist. 



Fig, 9.%Q Radial. variation of B0 (dashed) and B, 
(solid) at different heights for tan g* = (km) 
0.225, B* = 100 km, and m = 0.1. Like 
Fig. 9.9 this figure also shows the strong 
increase in twist with height. 808 

Besides the long t e m  goal of a model to serve as a basis of ernplrical radiative transfer calculations, the model 
presented in this chapter has served two purposes. Pirstly, higher order departures from the thin tube approxima- 
tion due to magnetic tension have been studied. Secondly, the effects of neighbouring fluxtubes on the structure 
of a given fluxtube have been treated. In pairticular, the merging of fluxtubes has been examined in ssme detall. 
To accomplish these goals we have chosen to use an expansion technique in which the appropriate variables such 
as magnetic field strength, gas pressure, and temperature are expanded in power series in the radial variable, 
pergendicular to the tube axis. We simplify the appropriate MHD equations for the height variation of the 
various coefficients by equating equal powern to any ascending ordes of accuracy desired, If this process is caried 
out to second order, one ultimately obtains a nonlinear second order differential equation for the magnetic field 
along the axis of the fluxtube which must be solved nurnerically. A srnall seed field filling the space between 
ehe fluxtubes is used to cause the smooth merging sf fluxtubes. The seed fie%d does not affect the stnacture os 
merglng of the fluxtube as long as its magnitude is arnall. 

For untwisted tulaes with intemal temperature equal. to the externai temperature and no horizontal variatiow 
of pressure and temperature we find that the merging height increases linearly with fluxtube radius for a fixed 
filling factor, while for fluxtubes with a fixed diameter the merging height varies lnversely with filling factor. FOT 
such fluxtubes the merging height is independent of the base fielid strength, whereas for tubes whose temperature 
differs from the temperature of the sussoundings this is no longer the case. Thus for tubes whlch are hotter 
than the sumounding photosghere the merging height increases with increasing field strength, whereas for cooler 
fluxtubes, the reverse is tme. 

In genex-31, we find that the thin fluxtube solution is quite good low in the atmosphere, bat, as the tubes 
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Fig. 9.11 Comparison of fluxtube 
cross-section obtained 
from our expansion tech- 
nique canied to second 
order with the thin flux- 
tube approximation 
(dashed) also modified 
through the use of a seed 
field. The figure shows 
that the thin fluxtube ap- 
proximation is quite good 
near the base but that 
the deviations from our 
model become more and 
more marked as the 
height increases. 
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expand, deviations soon become apparent, with the greatest departures occuring near the merging height. Our 
solution shows that the effects of magnetic field line curvature extends the merging to  greater heights than 
predicted by the thin fluxtube approximation modified by the use of a seed field. However, the departures are 
small enough for the thin tube approximation to remain a useful tool for many applications. 

The horizontal structure of the magnetic field is found to be decidedly non-self-similar for the horizontally 
constant temperature structure employed. For horizontally uniform base gas pressure the magnetic field Starts 
out approximately uniform at the base, declines outwards ever more as the tube expands and finally becomes 
uniform again above the merging height. In contrast to self-similar solutions, which require a specific temperature 
stnicture to satisfy force balance in both directions, the expansion solution can be coupled to  an energy equation, 
or to an empirically determined temperature structure. 

Some physical implications of slightly twisted fields at the fluxtube base have been discussed. For such 
fields the twist does not have a large effect on the overall cross-section and merging height. In accordance with 
the results of Parker (1974), the pitch angle increases strongly with height due to the expansion of the tube. 
However, as the fields begin to merge, the pitch angle reaches a maximum and then begins to decrease towards 
an asymptotic value. In contrast to the untwisted fluxtube, the axial field decreases outwards from the axis even 
after merging. Presumably, after merging, fields of opposite polarity will come into contact with each other, 
resulting in magnetic reconnection which could serve to combine tubes integrally with their neighbours (Parker, 
1983a). 

It is generally agreed that the magnetic field of unipolar regions expands until it Comes into contact with field 
lines coming from neighbouring regions. Different theoretical models have been proposed for this expansion (e.g. 
Gabriel, 1976; Anzer and Galloway, 1983b). The results from these models have been interpreted to give 'canopy 
heightsn of around 1500 km above the photosphere in quiet regions, where 'canopy heightn is interpreted as the 
height at which the atmosphere begins to be dominated by the magnetic field. On the other hand Giovanelli 
(1980), Giovanelli and Jones (1982), and Jones and Giovanelli (1983) have found evidence from magnetograph 
recordings for magnetic canopies lying between 500 and 800 km in the atmosphere, near both active and quiet 
network regions. They define canopies as regions of magnetic field overlying non-magnetic regions. If their 
interpretation of the observations is correct, then we should expect on the basis of our analysis that the individual 
fluxtubes would not be fully merged when the canopy begins to form, i.e. when the fields become strongly inclined. 
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Fig, 9.12 Variation of the second and fourth srder t e m s  in the expansion for B, with height* The curves show 
the ratio .of these t e m s  to the zeroth osder tems. The second order t e m  grows with height and 
becomes quite significant near the merging height bat  then drops quickly to Zero. The fourth order 
term is very small at llow heights but also increases near the height where the fiel& merge. This figure 
cosresponds to our "standardR rnodel wlth E* =. 100 km and er - 0.1. For ftuxtubes thinner than 
this, these t e m s  should become correspondingly srnaller. 

Consequently, there cleariy is a need to study the structure an8 rnerging of non-vertical fluxtubes. This need is 
supported by the observations of Solanki eh al. (1987) that in half of the regions investigated the fluxtubes are 
inclined by over 10' to the vertisal[, 

This model. may in future be used to calculate Stokes line profiles an8 thereby to test some of the assumptions 
underlylng past and present empirical modells of solar magnetic fluxtubes. For example, it ean be used to Lest how 
strongly the Stokes profiles calculated in the cylindrical geometry of the msdell (1.5-B calculatlons along many 
lines of sight) differ from profiles calculated in slab geometry or in a plane-parallel model. For more details See 
Be Martino (1986) and Solanki and De Martlno (in preparation). Another possible use for this model is to test 
the importance of magnetic tension in fiuxtubes models as reflected by the Stokes profiles. Thus, by comparing 
the line profiles produced by the thin tube and the expansion modell, it may be possible to decide whether models 
more sophisticated than the thin tube approximation are needed for fluxtube diagnostics. The expansion rnodel 
can at a later stage also Be used as the bask for ernpirical modelllng of fluxtubes. For this purpose its sirnplicity 
can beeome a distinct advantage over more sophisticated models, slnce it can be calculated with a mlnimurn of 
eomputer time, leading to a considerably gseater flexibility. 

Bowever, in the lang run, exact MBD solutions for this prsblem ase certainly feasible. This has been 
demonstrated, for exarnple, by the time-degendent relaxation technique employed by Edndler (197f), Steinolfson 
et al. (1982), and Suess (1983) for the corona% streamer problern and by Deinzer et al (1984a, b) for fluxtubes 
in slab geometry. Another promising approach is the iterative rnethod used by Pneuman and Kopp (1971) for 
streamers, whieh has recently been applied to sunapots by Pizzo (1986) anad to small fluxtubes by Steiner et al. 
(1986). 



Man reist ja nicht, um anzukommen, 
sondern um zu reisen 

J.W. Goethe 

We shall not bore the indefatigable reader who has fought his way through the last nine chapten with a Summary 
of the results, since one is provided in the abstract. Neither shall we weary him with a discussion of their 
implications, such discussions are included in chapten 5 through 9. Instead, in this final chapter we shall outline 
some of the future penpectives opened up by this work. A number of promising avenues await exploration and 
the questions inviting consideration are legion. Below we list only some of the work possible in the near (and 
sometimes more distant) future. A part of it is already underway. 
1. More data, both of high and of moderate spatial resolution, are required in order to resolve a number 

of problems. Some examples of Open questions which can be addressed with additional moderate spatial 
resolution data are: i) What is the dependence of fluxtube properties on filling factor, the position on the 
solar disk, the age of an active region, the distance from a sunspot, etc.? A large sample of observations will 

' be required to determine these dependences with any measure of certainty. ii) What are the properties of the 
deeper and the higher layers of fluxtubes? These are known only in their rudiments and their determination 
requires polarimetric data in chromospheric lines and at various wavelengths in the infrared. iii) Are fluxtubes 
inclined and what is their geometry? The data available to date are usually limited to Stokes I and V, but 
complete profiles of Stokes Q and U will also be needed in future if we want to answer this question. 

2. Better diagnostic techniques are required as well. In particular Stokes Q and U are almost virgin territory as 
far as fluxtube diagnostics are concerned (some exceptions are to be found in Hagyard, 1985). Besides being 
absolutely necessary for determining the direction of the field, Stokes Q and U are also capable of serving as 
diagnostics for the field strength, 'temperature, and perhaps even velocity inside the fluxtubes. For a more ' detailed discussion See Solanki et al. (1987). An example is the U-T asymmetry of Stokes Q (the summed 
area of the two U-components is not equal to the area of the T-component, cf. Sect. 4.2.3). It can be used 
to set constraints on the temperature inside fluxtubes. A further example of the potential of Stokes Q is 
presented further below. 

The diagnostic potential of Stokes V has also not been used to the full. FOT example, the "thermal line 
ration, introduced by Landi Degl'Innocenti and Landolfi (1982) and first applied by Stenflo et al. (1987a) 
requires further development before it can be used as a reliable guide to fluxtube temperature. In addition 
to new techniques, long established methods like the 525015247 line ratio technique of Stenflo (1973) need 
to be studied further. In chapter 6 we found the unexpected result that the CLV of the ratio of the V 
amplitudes gives only little information on the height variation of the magnetic field. However, the ratio of 
the full line profile of 525015247 at disk centre probably does contain some (model dependent) information 
on B(z )  as pointed out by Stenflo (1984a). A proper analysis would require 1.5-D calculations (since flux 
conservation is important). A reinterpretation of conventional 525015247 line ratio data has recently been 
presented by Seme1 (1986). He demonstrates that if a weak field of opposite polarity is assumed outside 
the fluxtubes then the observed line ratio (at disk centre) can be explained with a field strength inside the 
fluxtubes considerably below the generally accepted value of 1 kG. With conventional line ratio observations it 
is probably not possible to differentiate between the two interpretations. However, the 525015247 Q line ratio, 
being insensitive to polarity, should be able to decide between them. The Stokes Q line ratio also contains 
information on the height variation of the magnetic field strength. Since its T-component is formed higher 
in the atmosphere than its U-components (for a not completely split line), a comparison of the 5250/5247 s 
and U line ratios will give the B gradient if we know their respective heights of formation (see point 3 below). 
The advantage of using Stokes Q is that we See higher in the atmosphere (Stokes V is Zero at the wavelength 
where the T-component is strongestf . The proper application of this method will, however, also require 1.5-D 
radiative transfer calculations and ideally data with better Signal to noise ratio than currently available. 

3. In order to improve the diagnostics we also need to know the heights of formation of the spectral lines 
\ /  in fluxtubes. To this end we may use either the method of Van Ballegooijen (1985a), or of Wittmanrl 
i " 



(f973a, 1974). Since Van Ballegooijen's method, although possessing a sounder physical foundation, gives 
the emission contflbution function, which unfortunately mixes the contributions to the continuum and the 
line Gurtovenko and Sheminova, 1983; Magain, 1986; see also Flg. 4 oPVan Bailegooijen, 1985a), a further 
investigation of both methods seems appropriate at the moment. A promising approach would be to combine 
Magain's definition of the line depression contribution function with Van Ballegooijen5s formalism for solving 
the radiative transfer equations. 

4. Bat, near X = 1 . 6 ~  are crucial for determining two important and so far only very badly known parametess 
of fluxtubes, their temperature and their field strength near 75000 =: 1. T ( T ~ ~ ~ ~  = 1) gives the continuum 
intensity without the usual. problems, namely limited spatial resolution and the influence af the dark ring ' sunounding fluxtubes (Beinzer et al., lc)84b) which hamper direct obsepvatians; and the fact that onlly the '1, 
product of continuum contrast and @Hing factor is measured with indirect methods (Schüssler and Solanki, 
1987). Together, temperature and field strength near 75000 = 1 may allow constraints to be set On the posslble 
heating mechanisms (e.g. mainly radiative or mainly mechanical heating in the deep photospheric layers sf 
fluxtubes) . 

5. 1.5-D radiative transfer: Future empirical models must combine a 2-D MHD model of a fluxtube without 
energy equation (e.g. thin tube model, the expansion model of chapter 9, or the exact solution 0% Steiner 
et al., 1986) with radiative transfer along many lines of sight (1.5-D). Specially away from dlsk centre the 
effects of limited fluxtube diameter should play a major role. 1.5-D calculations 0% Stokes I ,  in conjunction 

/ with fluxtube models of varying sophistication, have been canied out by e.g. Chapman (1970), Caccin an61 
SeveRno (19799, Rees and Semel(1979, they also consider Stokes V), Qwocki and Auer (1980), Chapman and 
Gingell (1984), Deinzer et al. (1983, 1984b), and Walton (1987). So far on%y Van Ballegooijen (198Sa) hm 
studied the infiuence of the fluxtube geometry (including expansion, and finite cliameter) on alll fsur Stokes 
profi%es. 
1.5-D radiative transfer calculations must be carried out systematically to test the difference to the present 
generation of 1-D msdels. A first step, in which the Stokes profiles from a plane-parallel, s1ab and cylindrical 
fluxtube are cornpared, is in preparation. Only a single fluxtube Ps considered, namely the standard model sf 
chapter 9. In a second step the influence of neighbouring fluxtubes on the emergent line profiles must also be 
taken into account. Only slab geoketry need be considered, since Stokes V PS found to  behave very similarly 
for slab and cylindrical geometry. Also, a proper combination of radiative transfer with ab group of merging 
cylindrical fluxtubes becomes prohibitively complicated and expansive in computing time. The influence sf 
filling factor will then no longer restrict itself to changing the amplitude of the V profiles, but will also affect 
the line shapes. Not only the distance between fluxtubes will p%ay a role, bat also their diameters, possibly 
allowing information on the true diameters of small fluxtubes to be obtained. Al% previous attempts have 
only been able to set upper limits (e.g. Mehltretter, 1974; Stenflo, 1976; Ramsey et al., 1977). 

6. NLTE effects will have to be taken into account in a future calculation. This is particu%arly true if the 
continuum intensity of fluxtubes really is so high ss  suggested by the indirect analysis of Schüssler amd 
Solanki (19871, since Solanki and Steenbock (1987) find that the departures from LTE increase rapidly with 
increasing difference in temperature between the levels a t  which the continuum and the lines are formed. 

'1, As far as the diagnostics are concerned, it is the empirically determined temperature which is most strongly 
affected by NLTE, with departures from LTE mimicking a higher temperature. Therefore, an empirical 
model using NLTE radiative transfer of the Stokes profiles is an important (but probably distant) goal. As a 
first step the NLTE departure functions may be calculated without any polarization using a standard NLTE 
code (e.g. that described by Steenbock and Holweger, 1984; Steenbock, 1985). The Stokes code described in 
chapter 2 can then be used to calculate the complete Stokes vector if Eqs, (2.69) and (2-70) are ineorporated. 
This requires on%y a minor change in the present code. 

7. An appllcat i~n of the methods presented in chapter 4 to FTS spectra ac various IiraiB distances should pay 
rich dividents. Besides being an Independent test for the temperature models deve%oped in chapter 5 such 

,,/ an analysis nnay also prsvide a first (indirect) glimpse a t  mass-motions not obsex-vable a$ disk centre, e.g. 
Alfven waves (Parker, 1979; these torsional waves can be excited by a whirl flow in the susroundings, whieh 
in turn is due to the bathtub effect, Nordlund, 1983; Schüssler, 1984a) or  the jiggiing sf fluxtubes by granular 
mations (Parker, 1983b, 1986). 

8. As the data continue to improve and the empirical models must attain ever greater complexity to interpret 
them properly, it becomes increasingly feasible to compare the observations directly with profiles calculated 
from self-consistent theoretical models (i.e. models including an energy equatfon, e.g. Spmit, 1976; Deinzer et 
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al., 1984a, b; Knölker et al., 1985, 1987; Nordlund, 1986). Particularly, when the theoretical models become 
more comprehensive. The present status of such models and how they compare with observations has been 
reviewed by Schüssler (1987). 
Although the static models mentioned above are quite useful, theoretical models become inescapable when 
we want to study dynamic phenomena. A possible short term project would be to take model calculations of 

J different wave modes in fluxtubes and calculate their time andlor space averaged Stokes I and V signals. A 
similar analysis for the non-magnetic atmosphere has recently been published by Keil and Marmolino (1986). 
A linear calculation (cf. Roberts, 1986) should be sufficient for the beginning. It actually has the admntage 
that the wave amplitudes are free parameters which can be varied to fit the observations of line broadening. 
hrthennore,  a combination with the observed zero-crossing shifts as well as Stokes V asymmetry may even 
be able to select between the different wave modes. 

9. By integrating running windows over our FTS spectra we can obtain the broad-band Stokes V signal of 
solar magnetic fluxtubes. The CLV of this signal may decide whether the broad-band circular polarization 
measured by Kemp et al. (1987) on the solar disk near the poles is produced by the Stokes V asymmetry 
in small magnetic fluxtubes or not. Their results suggest that the broad-band polarization is incompatible 

// with the sign of the asymmetry Seen at  disk centre (with the blue wing being stronger than the red wing). 
As discussed in Sect. 8.2.2 the asymmetry changes sign close to the limb for a few medium strong lines, but 
the CLV of the asymmetry of all lines must be determined in order to decide whether the thin strip near the 
limb with opposite sign has enough weight to override the asymmetry of the major part of the solar disk. 

10. The Iv profile is also susceptible to new applications. For example, it allows us to obtain an idea of the line 
bisector inside fluxtubes, thus opening another approach to  the study of fluxtube properties, in particular 
their internal mass motions. The main probiem in this context is the Stokes V area asymmetry and the 
rather rudimentary manner of removing it (Sect. 4.2.5). However, the influence on the iine bisector of the 

/ renormalisation procedure, in which the blue wing of V is multiplied by d m  and the red wing by 4- 
i/ 

prior to integration can be tested by also determining the bisecton of the profiles renormalised by multiplying 
only the blue wing with AT/&, respectively only the red wing with Ab/A,. The bisecton detennined with 
these last two renormalisations delineate the two extremes within which the true bisector must lie. 
Furthermore, by substracting the suitably weighted Iv profile from the Stokes I profile obsenred in the 
same active region, it may also be possible to recreate the line profile arising solely from the non-magnetic 
environment of fluxtubes. A method for doing this with a minimum of a priori assumptions has been presented 
by Schüssler and Solanki (1987). 

11. Finally, some of the methods developed here and elsewhere can be easily adapted and applied to stars. In 
particular, the regression technique pioneered by Stenflo and Lindegren (1977) can be used to measure stellar 
magnetic fields if data with a sufficient number of unblended lines and high enough spectral resolution are 

J used. A first step in this direction has been taken by Mathys and Stenflo (1986), who have determined the 
field strength on an Ap star using this method. However, it shows most promise for solar type stars whose 
tangled magnetic fields cannot be studied with polarimetric methods (cf. chapter P). The Stenflo-Lindegren 
technique has a considerable advantage over the usually used Robinson method, since it is considerably 
less sensitive to blends. Another possible diagnostic for stellar magnetic fields is the Stokes I line ratio 
of 524715250 introduced by Schüssler and Solanki (1987) to determine the product of magnetic flux and 
continuum contrast of solar magnetic fluxtubes. 
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SUPPLEMENT 



SONNIGE FERIEN! 

Wie wärs mit garantiert sonnigen Ferien (24 Stunden Sonne pro Tag hautnah erleben!). Un- 
sere leuchtenden Strände, von den Einheimischen "Plage9' genannt, warten auf Sie! Kein Rum- 
mel, keine Platzprobleme, Millionen von Quadratkilometern Strand ohne einen anderen Menschen. 
Schauen Sie dem faszinierenden Spiel des granularen Meeres zu, verfolgen Sie das Geschick einzelner 
Flussrohren, oder liegen sie einfach auf dem Rücken und geniessen Sie den Anblick vom Wald der 
Flussröhren, der sich über Ihnen schliesst. Als Abwechslung empfehlen wir Ihnen eine Abkühlung 
irn angenehmen Schatten einer Umbra. Und am Abend tanzen Sie zu den heissen Rythmen der 
vielen ausgezeichneten Bands, 2.B. der weltberühmten "Los 5 Oscillationes". 

Melden Sie sich heute schon an bei: 
CORONA TRAVEL. 

Sie finden uns a m  
Sonnenweg 10, 

Heliopolis. 

ACHTUNG! ACHTUNG! ACHTUNG! ACHTUNG! ACHTUNG! 

Damit Ihre unvergesslichen Erlebnisse in unserem Ferienparadies wirklich unvergesslich bleiben, 
schenken wir jedem Teilnehmer (KOSTENLOS) die revolutionäre, neue sphärische 360' Kamera 
für die endgültigen Panorama-Aufnahmen: die Photo-Sphäre, ein Produkt der Spektrum AG. 
Gegen ein bescheidenes Entgelt liefern wir Ihnen auch das phantastische Profi-Modell für leuchtend 
brilliante Farbpanoramen: die Chromo-Sphäre. 

KEINE ANGST! 

Wir möchten betonen, dass Sie keine Angst vor Terroristen zu haben brauchen. Unsere speziell 
ausgebildete Sicherheitskräfte werden sie effizient und mit hundert prozentiger Sicherheit schützen 
vor den Ellerman Bomben und den 'Coronal Bullets7. 

! ! ! ! ! ALSO NICHTS WIE LOS. JETZT ANMELDEN ! ! ! ! ! ! 



As reflected Qy anotated quotcetione 

1. S.K. Solanki: 1982, in preparation 
Only a vague idea of dubious quality exists so Par an$ nothing has aetua%%y been done yet, 
but it can nevertheless be quoted: That's owe more fsr the eitatian index. 

-> 

2. S,K. Solanki and A.N. Angd: 1983, Astron. Astrophys. to be submitted 

A.N. Angel, a Diplomastudent, has now turned up and has toiled away day and night for the 
last six months to produce some reasonable results fsom that initlal, dubious idea based on 
assumptions which are about as solid as fresh Jelly. The prirnary authsa has constructively 
spent the mean time at conference dinners. Oh yes, he has %%so deeided on the journal to 
submit the paper to (only the best will da), once it is written. Bis eontribution is therefore 
qliite sufficient for him to place his name Erst. 

3. S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1984, Astsorm. Astrophys. to be subrnitted 

A.N. Angel has Tlong since left the institute (and as a result is bllss%la%ly ignorant of what 
shall follow), but the primary author has so faa %fad wo time to write up the results in the 
form of a shore paper. He talks of being svermrked, 'sut could the real reason be tos many 
eonference dinners? Keep in mind the exhaustirig after dinnes speeehes. 

4. S.K. Solaiaki and A.N. Angel: 1985, Astrorm. Astsophys. submitted 

With large helpings of filzzy loglc, a rigorous disregard 0% the laws of physics, a suthless 
suppression of any nagging doubts, and a careful choice of wcasds the papes has finally been 
eompleted and the great day of submission, %,4,1985, has arrived. With an immense sigh 
of relief the packet with the three copies of the manuscript has been sent off to the editor. 
A,N, Angel, who had actually done allX the work and is well acquaiwted with tke noisy da&-, 
the inherent numerical instability 0% the awalysis proeedure, and the. hopelessly muddled 
situation as fas as the intespretati~n is concerwed, was against publiishing the "resu%ts" , but 
as the poet so rightly wrote: "Fools rush In wkere angels dare not tread." 

5 .  S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1985, Astron. Astrophys. to be rejected 

A rarely used quotation. At this stage only the referee knows this current status and he is 
not likely to quote it in this form, since it would reveal his closely guarded identity. 

6. S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1985, Astron. Astrophys. rejeeted 

Another rare quotation. She rejection first plunged ehe primary author into a skate oP 
deepest dejeetion, fs%lswed by rnaniae outbursts of angeas and a wild but fruitless search fos 
the identity of the referee. 

7. S,K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1986, Astron. Astropkys. resubmitted 

In his heart of hearts the primary author knows that this paper is not really worth the 
puip for the preprints, but, after all, ke spent a whole week writiwg it. Sufieiewt reason fsas 
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writing a scathing letter to the editor demanding another, rnore cornpetent, referee. Note 
that most astronomers prefer to stick to the tried and tested "submitted" at  this stage. 

8. 3 .K.  Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1986, Astron. Astrophys. to be rejected again 

Here we go again. The second referee appears t o  be as heartless and incompetent as the 
first. 

9. S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1986, Astron. Astrophys. rejected for the second time 

What comment can do justice to the feelings of the (primary) author now? With a heavy 
heart he decides to forget about getting this paper published. 

10. T.H.E. Devil, S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1987, Astrophys. Junk submitted 

Enter T.H.E. Devil, professional name placer on other peoples Papers, senior meanber of 
the staff of an unnamed institute and a close friend of the editor of that  final refuge for 
the hopelessly incompetent astronomer: Astrophys. Junk (often also abbreviated simply 
as Ap. J.). T,H.E. Devil spies a good opportunity for advancing the cause of the two 
unsuccessful authors (poor devils) and naturally also of himself. The rest of the story is 
quite straightforward. 

11. T.H.E. Devil, S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1987, Astrophys. Junk accepted 

Within a week of submission, the card of acceptance has already arrived. A miracle, if we 
keep the vagaries of our so highly developed postal system in mind. We can only conclude 
that this ieferee worked really fast, or, perish the thought, that this paper was never sent 

. . to  a referee. 

12. T.H.E. Devil, S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1987, Astrophys. Junk in press 

The proofs have been hurriedly corrected and sent off again. As usual, most of the corrections 
are necessitated not by typesetters' errors, but by faults in the submitted manuscript. 

13. T.H.E. Devil, S.K. Solanki and A.N. Angel: 1987, Astrophys. Junk 13, 13 

The article has finally appeared and is already totally obsolete. However, although it may 
be rather useless as far as the advancement of scientific knowledge is concerned, it does add 
one more entry to the steadily growing list of publications of the authors. 

And the moral of the story? 
For publication inspiration can be almost completely replaced by transpiration. 



Fluxtubes are highly decorative objects and most of us would surely wish to have one livening ug 
the drawiaig room. There is, however, a praetlcall problem in the faet that few 0% us have a drawing 
room of sufficient size. Recall that a typical fluxtube is exgected to be about 100 km or more in 
diameter an$ after all we want the pretty llttle fluxtube in the drawing room and not the othen 
way round. Out of this problern has arisen the fluxtube models industry whieh diurns out scaled 
down versions of the real thing inkarge numbers. Althoughla host of such ready-made fluxtube 
rnodels are available on the market at a wider range of prices (depending on the nusntaer of special 
kealistie9 features which a given model Inctarporates), I still feel that building a fluxtube model 
yourself gives a unique feeling of satisfaction which I, gentle reader, eannot bear to withhold from 
gou. So 1 have put together the do-it-yourself reeipes of a few alrnost raxadom examgles offiuxtube 
mode%s. Read on, make your choice and build one, or better still, forget about making a choice 
and build them alle 

Every housewife can susprise her husband by serving se babed fluxtaabe for dlnner. $ The recipe 
starts off simpiy enough: Take some dough and roll it Wat. Bu$ saon eomes the dlEcult part: Form 
a tube 0% the folllowirag shape: 

and put it  into the oven to bake at a typical photospheric temperature (w  5000 M). If you ase 
Iucky then you may be aale to observe any one of a number of dough instabilities occuring in your 
model. E.g. kink iaatability (Fig. 21, or fluting instabi%iQ (Fig, 31, 7 or perhaps even the big 
one, via;. total (comective?) eollapse, In some rare cases it may happen that none 0% these highly 

$ In this age of en%ightenment and equal sights, it etauld also be the other way around, the 
house-husband being the one doing the serving to the stressed busiraess wife. 

qJ Tbe kink an$ fluting instabilities in the baking fluxtube are sometimes eollectively called the 
Salvador-Dali effeet, sinee their effects remind some people of his melting elocks. 
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engrossing and optically beautiful processes takes place and you actually end up with an intact 
fluxtube model. Take it from the oven, fill it to approxirnately half i ts  height with ice cream, and 
serve it without further delay. You have now produced the famous hot-wall cool-bottom model of 
the fluxtube. 

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

The Open Air Fluxtube Model. Also Called the Show it to Your Neighbours Model 

Drawing rooms have one disadvantage, they have walls. So even if you were to fill yours completely 
with innumerable strange and wonderous fluxtube models, your neighbours might never learn about 
them. And, to  be honest, who makes fluxtube models Just for the fun of it? If, however, you are 
lucky enough to possess a garden with a pond then you already have almost all the raw material 
in hand to make your neighbours turn spinach green with envy. You ask: How t o  do it? It's easy: 
Take some balsa wood, saw out pieces of the right shape and size, glue together and you are on 
your way. The first approximation of a model is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 
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With a few simple additions this rnodel can be made considerably more realistic. For example 
you can add a ring of lead at the thin end of the model, so that it will float upright with the stately 
grace of a 15 meter yacht in a steady breeze. You now have not just any old model, but have 
produced a buoyant fluxtube. The beauty of this scheme Is that you can play with it. By making 
waves in the pond you caw sirnulate the buffeting 0% your tube by the surrounding granullatisn. 
Shere is no question that its great fun for t h s  klds tos. Be careful, however, not to add too rnuch 
lead, since you don't want it to  sink (with about the stately graee of, we11, a lump sf Xead) befsre 
the amused eyes of your neighbows. khould this happen (after all nobody is perfect), then the 
important thing is not to bat an eyelash and state with an alr of haughty confidence (or studied 
indifference if you prefer) that you were rnodelling the submergence of magwetic flux. That ought 
to leave them at a loss. This sophistication should be quite enough for most neighbours, but even 
the most hard boiled samples will give up the fight if you put a water hose into the model frorn 
the bottorn. Suddenly switding the water on and ofT will then pssduce a fsuntain, which is a 
delightful approximation of that enigrnatic rnember of the zoo of solas pkenomena: the spicule. 

T k e  Josef  B e u y s  o t  P o p  Art Model 

This one's for the arty Set. Take a funnel. Balance It a n  Its narrow end, Hey presto, thatgs your 

, fluxtube. If you so wish, then you can also palnt it some irnpossibly horrid coasur and within 
I 

minutes you will be the psoud (?) p6ssessor of the Andy \iVarho% version sf tke basie modei whi& 
I 

I 
I is particularly popular On the western side of the Atlantic. Note: A we1% known member 0% the jet 
I 

set (an ex solar physicist) first gbt rich and farnous when he. ssld such a model to  the Museum of 
Modern Art of Schlldburg for a still secret, but sldceningly high, sum, 

T h e  P e t m a a e n t  Model  

%"sr people who like endusing values %. suggest a msdel out of reinforced csncrete, A solid foundatisn 
fsr many a famous fluxtube csllection has been laid with such a model. Beaides being trendy and 
a never exhausted source of conversation with guests it can serve a useful purpose if you build one 
in the middle of the drawing room. For exarnple as a suppsrt for the ceiling. As a bonus it Opens 
up whole new possibilities when playing hide and seek. Pinally, 1% you decide against constructing 
one yourself, it is also a model of Row to keep the economy on a sound footing an$ how to keep 
the ever cornplaining building industry satisfied. Its money spinning potential has been realised 
with characteristic speed by the construction firms, Thus, the new ssles slogan 0% the staid Golden 
Hsuse Inc, reeads: 

A mode% h ~ m e  needs (a m ~ d e %  fieaxfambe, 

while the aew up an$ coming Sli& Brick Corp. is plaaaing a crash pubbiciiiy ccampaign having the 
rnotto: 

We'II get you the fdux 
For just thousand bueks. 
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The Wine Glass Model 

Take a burgundy glass. Fill it well with vintage burgundy (what else?) and place it on a table 
with a plain white table cloth. Take a deep look (now you know what a fluxtube looks like in Ha).  
Take a deep breath. Take a deep gulp (feel that downflow?). Once the burgundy is gone you will 
have a white-light picture of a fluxtube. Repeat the procedure until you see two models. Then 
the fun begins. Watch numerous instabilities and the constant jiggling.motions of your model. 
Artificial seeing is also a possible by-product. Warning: people sometimes get addicted to this 
kind of model. 

And then there is the merging wine glass variant: Fill many burgundy glasses and place them 
on the table, packed as tightly together as possible. You now have a beautiful view of a whole 
network element. From there on the procedure is the same as above. The advantage is that,  since 
you do not have to refill the glasses each time, you get t o  the instability stage quicker. 

The Computer Model 

Computer models of fluxtubes are time consuming to program, expensive to run, unreliable and 
often outright wrong. This is why no one builds such models, except some particularly woolly 
minded astronomers, and all of us know enough about astronomers t o  realize what this means. So 
take the advice of an experienced hand and keep your fingers away from computer models. 

Concluding Salestalk 

There are still many, many more.fluxtube models to be made. Lack of space does not allow me to  
describe such dainties as the evacuated fluxtube model starring your vacuum cleaner, or the bathtub 
fluxtube with the stabilizing whirl flows. If this little introduction to  fluxtube modelling leaves 
you hungering for more information, then read my forthcoming comprehensive book entitled "The 
a and Cl of Fluxtube Dynamos and Other Useful Electrical Tips for Bicycle Mechanics, Plumbers, 
and Foolhardy Astronomers". For those who prefer slightly lighter fare, there9s the "Hitchhiker's 
Guide to Galactic Fluxtubes", or "Zen and the Art of Solar Cycle Maintenance9'. 


